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Preface

I'he selection of issues that should rank high on the agenda of concern

for human welfare and rights is, naturally, a subjective matter. But

there are a few choices chat seem unavoidable, because they bear so

directly on the prospects for decent survival. Among them are at least

these three: nuclear war, environmental disaster, and the fact that the

government of the world’s leading power is acting in ways that in-

crease the likelihood of these catastrophes. It is important to stress the

government, because the population, not surprisingly, does not agree.

That brings up a fourth issue that should deeply concern Americans,

and the world: the sharp divide between public opinion and public

policy, one of the reasons for the fear, which cannot casually be put-

aside, that “the American ‘system’ as a whole is in real trouble—that it

is heading in a direction that spells the end of irs historic values |ofJ

equality, liberty, and meaningful democracy.” 1

The “system” is coming to have some of the features of failed

states, to adopt a currently fashionable notion that is conventionally

applied to slates regarded as potential threats to our security (like

Iraq) or as needing our intervention to rescue the population from se-

vere internal threats (like Haiti). Though the concept is recognized to

he “frustratingly imprecise,” some of the primary characteristics of

failed states can be identified. One is their inability or unwillingness to
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protect their citizens from violence and perhaps even destruction. An-

other is their tendency to regard themselves as beyond the reach of do-

mestic or international law, and hence free to carry out aggression and

violence. And if they have democratic forms, they suffer from a seri-

ous “democratic deficit’' that deprives their formal democratic institu-

tions of real substance. 2

Among the hardest tasks that anyone can undertake, and one of the

most important, is to look honestly in the mirror. If we allow our-

selves ro do so, we should have little difficulty in finding the charac-

teristics of “failed states” right at home. That recognition of reality

should be deeply troubling to those who care about their countries and

future generations. “Countries,” plural, because of the enormous

reach of US power, but also because the threats are not localized in

space or time.

The first half of this book is devoted mostly to the increasing threat

of destruction caused by US state power, in violation of international

law, a topic of particular concern for citizens of the world dominant

power, however one assesses the relevant threats. The second half is

concerned primarily with democratic institutions, how they are con-

ceived in the elite culture and how they perform in reality, both in

“promoting democracy” abroad and shaping it at home.

The issues are closely interlinked, and arise in several contexts. In

discussing them, to save excessive footnoting I will omit sources when

they can easily he found in recent books of mine.-5

Chapter 1

Stark, Dreadful, Inescapable

Half a century ago, in July 1.955, Bertrand Russell and Albert Einstein

issued an extraordinary appeal to the people of the world, asking

them “to set aside” the strong feelings they have about many issues

and co consider themselves “only as members of a biological species

which lias had a remarkable history, and whose disappearance none of

us can desire.” The choice facing the world is “stark and dreadful and

inescapable: shall we put an end to the human race; or shall mankind

renounce war?” 1

The world has not renounced war. Quite the contrary. By now, the

world’s hegemonic power accords itself the right to wage war at will,

under a doctrine of “anticipatory self-defense” with unstated bounds.

International law, treaties, and rules of world order are sternly im-

posed on others with much self-righteous posturing, but dismissed as

irrelevant for the United States—a long-standing practice, driven to

new depths by the Reagan and Bush II administrations. 2

Among the most elementary of moral truisms is the principle of

universality: we must apply to ourselves the same standards we do to

others, if not more stringent ones. It is a remarkable comment on

Western intellectual culture that this principle is so often ignored and,

if occasionally mentioned, condemned as outrageous. This is particu-

larly shameful on the part of those who flaunt their Christian piety,
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and therefore have presumably at least heard of rite definition of the

hypocrite in the Gospels. 3

Relying solely on elevated rhetoric, commentators urge us to appre-

ciate the sincerity of the professions of “moral clarity” and “idealism”

by the political leadership. To take just one of innumerable examples,

the well-known scholar Philip Zelikow deduces “the new centrality of

moral principles” in the Bush administration from “the administra-

tion’s rhetoric” and a single fact: the proposal to increase development

aid—to a fraction of that provided by other rich countries relative to

the size of their economies.4

The rhetoric is indeed impressive. “I carry this commitment in my

soul,” the president declared in March 2002 as he created the Millen-

nium Challenge Corporation to boost funding to combat poverty in the

developing world. In 2005, the corporation erased the statement from

its website after the Bush administration reduced its projected budget

by billions of dollars. Its head resigned “after failing to get the program

moving,” economist Jeffrey Sachs writes, having “disbursed almost

nothing” of the $10 billion originally promised. Meanwhile, Bush re-

jected a call from Prime Minister Tony Blair to double aid to Africa,

and expressed willingness to join other industrial countries in cutting

unpayable African debt only if aid was correspondingly reduced, moves

that amount to “a death sentence for more than 6 million Africans a

year who die of preventable and treatable causes,” Sachs notes. When

Bush’s new ambassador, John Bolton, arrived at the United Nations

shortly before its 2005 summit, he at once demanded the elimination of

“all occurrences of the phrase ‘millennium development goals’ ” from

the document that had been carefully prepared after long negotiations

to deal with “poverty, sexual discrimination, hunger, primary educa-

tion, child mortality, maternal health, the environment and disease.”'

Rhetoric is always uplifting, and we are enjoined to admire the sin-

cerity of those who produce it, even when they act in ways that recall

Alexis de Tocquevtile’s observation that the United States was able “to

exterminate the Indian race . . . without violating a single great princi-

ple of morality in the eyes of the world.”6

Reigning doctrines are often called a “double standard." The term

is misleading, It is more accurate to describe them as a single standard,
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clear and unmistakable, the standard chat Adam Smith called the “vile

maxim of the masters of mankind: ... All for ourselves, and nothing

for other people.” Much has changed since his day, but the vile maxim
flourishes.7

The single standard is so deeply entrenched that it is beyond aware-

ness. Take “terror,” the leading topic of the day. There is a straightfor-

ward single standard: their terror against us and our clients is the

ultimate evil, while our terror against them does not exist—or, if it does,

is entirely appropriate. One clear illustration is Washington’s terrorist

war against Nicaragua in the 1980s, an uncontroversial case, at least

for those who believe that the International Court of Justice and the UN
Security Council—both of which condemned the United States—-have

some standing on such matters. The State Department confirmed that

the US-run forces attacking Nicaragua from US bases in Honduras had

been authorized to attack “soft targets,” that is, undefended civilian tar-

gets. A protest by Americas Watch elicited a sharp response by a re-

spected spokesman of “the left,” New Republic editor Michael Kinsley,

who patiently explained that terrorist attacks on civilian targets should

be evaluated on pragmatic grounds: a “sensible policy [should] meet the

test of cost-benefit analysis” of “the amount of blood and misery that

will be poured in, and the likelihood that democracy will emerge at the

other end”
—

“democracy” as defined by US elites, of course.8

The assumptions remain beyond challenge, even perception. In

2005, the press reported that the Bush administration was facing a se-

rious “dilemma”: Venezuela was seeking extradition of one of the

most notorious Latin American terrorists, Luis Posada Carriles, to

lace charges for the bombing of a Cubana airliner, killing seventy-

three people. The charges were credible, but there was a real difficulty.

After Posada escaped from a Venezuelan prison, he “was hired by US
covert operatives to direct the resupply operation for the Nicaraguan

contras from El Salvador”—that is, to play a prominent role in Wash-

ington’s terrorist war against Nicaragua. Hence the dilemma: “Extra-

diting him for trial could send a worrisome signal to covert foreign

agents that they cannot count on unconditional protection from the

US government, and it could expose the CIA to embarrassing public

disclosures from a former operative.” A virtual entry requirement for
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the society of respectable intellectuals is the failure to perceive that

there might be some slight problem here.
9

At the same time that Venezuela was pressing its appeal, over-

whelming majorities in the Senate and House passed a bill barring US

aid to countries that refuse requests for extradition—US requests, that

is. Washington’s regular refusal to honor requests from other coun-

tries seeking extradition of leading terrorists passed without com-

ment, though some concern was voiced over the possibility that the

bill theoretically might bar aid to Israel because of its refusal to extra-

dite a man charged with “a brutal 1997 murder in Maryland who had

fled co Israel and claimed citizenship through his father.” 10

At least temporarily, the Posada dilemma was, thankfully, resolved

by the courts, which rejected Venezuela’s appeal, in violation of a US-

Venezuelan extradition treaty. A day later, the head of the FBI, Robert

Mueller, urged Europe to speed US demands for extradition: “We are

always looking to see how we can make the extradition process go

faster,” he said. “We think we owe it to the victims of terrorism to see to

it that justice is done efficiently and effectively.” At che Ibero-American

Summit shortly after, the leaders of Spain and the Latin American coun-

tries “backed Venezuela’s efforts to have |Posada
|
extradited from the

LTnited States to face trial” for the Cubana airliner bombing, but then

backed down, after rhe US embassy protested the action. Washington

nor only rejects, or merely ignores, extradition requests for terrorists.

It also uses the tool of presidential pardons for acceptable crimes. Bush

1 pardoned Orlando Bosch, a notorious international terrorist and as-

sociate of Posada, despite objections by rhe Justice Department, which

urged that he be deported as a threat to national security. Bosch resides

safely in the United States, perhaps to be joined by Posada, in communi-

ties that continue to serve as the base for international terrorism. 1

1

No one would be so vulgar as to suggest that the United States

should be subject to bombing and invasion in accord with the Bush 11

doctrine that “those who harbor terrorists are as guilty as the terror-

ists themselves,” announced when the government in Afghanistan

asked for evidence before handing over people the United States ac-

cused of terrorism (without credible grounds, as Robert Mueller later

acknowledged). The Bush doctrine has “already become a de facto
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rule of international relations,” writes Harvard international relations

specialist Graham Allison: it revokes “the sovereignty of states that

provide sanctuary to terrorists.” Some states, that is, thanks to the ex-

emption provided by the single standard.

The single standard also extends to weapons and other means of de-

struction. US military expenditures approximate those of the rest of the

world combined, while arms sales by thirty-eight North American

companies (one of which is based in Canada) account for more than 60
percent of the world total. Furthermore, for the world dominant power,

rhe means of destruction have few limits. Articulating what those who
wish to see already knew, the prominent Israeli military analyst Reuven

Pedatzur writes that “in the era of a single, ruthless superpower, whose
leadership intends to shape the world according to its own forceful

world view, nuclear weapons have become an attractive instrument for

waging wars, even against enemies that do not possess nuclear arms.” 13

When asked why “should the United States spend massively on
arms and China refrain?” Max Boot, a senior fellow at the Council on
Foreign Relations, provided a simple answer: “we guarantee the secu-

rity of the world, protect our allies, keep critical sea-lanes open and

lead the war on terror,” while China threatens others and “could ig-

nite au arms race”—actions inconceivable for rhe United States.

Surely no one hut a crazed “conspiracy theorist” might mention that

die United States controls sea-lanes in pursuit of US foreign policy ob-

jectives, hardly for the benefit of all, or rhat much of t he world regards

Washington (particularly since the beginning of the Bush 11. presi-

dency) as the leading threat to world security. Recent global polls re-

veal that France is “most widely seen as having a positive influence in

the world,” alongside Europe generally and China, while “the coun-

tries most widely viewed as having a negative influence are the US and

Russia.” But again there is a simple explanation. The polls just show
dim: the world is wrong. It’s easy to understand why. As Boot has ex-

plained elsewhere, Europe has “often been driven by avarice” and the

“cynical Europeans” cannot comprehend the “strain of idealism” that

animates US foreign policy. “After 200 years, Europe still hasn’t

figured out what makes America tick.” Others share these mental

failings, notably those dose by, who have considerable experience
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and therefore are particularly misguided. Of the countries polled,

Mexico is among those “most negative” about the US role in the

world. 14

The course and outcome of a May 2005 review of the Non-

Proliferation Treaty (NJPT), to which we will return, illustrates the grav-

ity of our responsibility for the persistence—and enhancement—of

severe threats to our endangered species. A leading concern of partici-

pants in the NPT conference was Washington’s intent to “remove the

nuclear brakes,” thereby “taking a big—and dangerous—step rhat will

lead to the transformation of the nuclear bomb into a legitimate weapon

for waging war.” The potential consequences could not be more stark.
15

RISKING ULTIMATE DOOM

The risk of nuclear destruction highlighted by Russell and Einstein is

not abstract. Wc have already come close to the brink of nuclear war.

The best-known case is the Cuban missile crisis of October 1962,

when our escape from “nuclear oblivion” was nothing short of

“miraculous,” two prominent researchers conclude. At a retrospective

conference in Havana in 2002, historian and Kennedy adviser Arthur

Schlesinger described the crisis as “the most dangerous moment in hu-

man history.” Participants at the conference learned that the dangers

were even more severe than they had believed. They discovered that

the world was “one word away” from the first use of a nuclear

weapon since Nagasaki, as reported by Thomas Blanton of the Na-

tional Security Archive, which helped organize the conference. He was

referring to the intervention of a Russian submarine commander,

Vasily Arkhipov, who countermanded an order to fire nuclear-armed

torpedoes when his vessels were under attack by US destroyers, with

consequences that could have been dreadful. 16

Among the high-level planners who attended the Havana retrospec-

tive was Kennedy’s defense secretary, Robert McNamara, who recalled

in 2005 that the world had come “within a hair’s breadth of nuclear

disaster” during the missile crisis. He accompanied this reminder with a

renewed warning of “apocalypse soon,” describing “current US nuclear
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weapons policy as immoral, illegal, militarily unnecessary, and

dreadfully dangerous.” This policy creates “unacceptable risks to other

nations and to our own” (both the risk of “accidental or inadvertent

nuclear launch,” which is “unacceptably high,” and of nuclear attack

by terrorists). McNamara endorsed the judgment of Clinton’s defense

secretary William Perry that “there is a greater than 50 percent proba-

bility of a nuclear strike on US targets within a decade.” 17

Graham Allison reporrs that the “consensus in the national secu-

rity community” is that a “dirty bomb” attack is “inevitable,” while

an attack with a nuclear weapon is highly likely if fissionable

materials—the essential ingredient—are not retrieved and secured.

Reviewing the partial success of efforts to do so since the early 1990s,

under the initiatives of Senators Sam Nunn and Richard Lugar, Alli-

son describes the setback to these programs from the first days of the

Bush administration. Bush planners put to the side the programs to

avert “inevitable nuclear terror,” as they devoted their energies to

driving the country to war and then to efforts to contain somehow the

catastrophe they created in Iraq. 18

In the journal of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, not

given to hyperbole, strategic analysts John Steinbruner and Nancy
Gallagher warn that the Bush administration’s military programs and

its aggressive stance carry “an appreciable risk of ultimate doom.”
The reasons are straightforward. Pursuit of total security by one state,

including the right to wage war at will and “to remove the nuclear

brakes” (Pedatzur), entails the insecurity of others, who arc likely to

react. The terrifying technology now being developed in Rumsfeld’s

transformation of the military “will assuredly diffuse to the rest of the

world.” In the context of “competition in intimidation,” the action-

reaction cycle creates a “rising danger, potentially an unmanageable

one," If “the United States political system cannot recognize that risk

and cannot confront the implications,” they warn, “its viability will

lie very much in question.” 19

Steinbruner and Gallagher express hope that the threat the US gov-

ernment is posing to its own population and the world will he coun-

tered by a coalition of peace-loving nations—-led by China! We have
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come to a pretty pass when such thoughts are expressed at the heart

of the establishment. And what that implies about the state of Ameri-

can democracy—where the issues scarcely even enter the. electoral

arena or public discussion—is no less shocking and threatening, illus-

trating the democratic deficit mentioned in the preface. Steinbruner

and Gallagher bring up China because of all the nuclear states it “has

maintained by far the most restrained pattern of military deploy-

ment.” Furthermore, China has led efforts in the United Nations to

preserve outer space for peaceful purposes, in conflict with the United

States, which, along with Israel, has barred all moves to prevent an

arms race in space.

The militarization of space did not originate in the Bush adminis-

tration. Clinton’s Space Command called for “dominating the space

dimension of military operations to protect US interests and invest-

ment,” much in the way armies and navies did in earlier years. The

United States must therefore develop “space-based strike weapons [en-

abling
|
the application of precision force from, to, and through space.”

Such forces will be needed, US intelligence and the Space Command

agreed, because “globalization of the world economy” will lead to a

“widening economic divide” and “deepening economic stagnation, po-

litical instability, and cultural alienation,” thus provoking unrest and

violence among the “have-nots,” much of it directed against the United

States. The space program fell within the framework of the officially

announced Clinton doctrine that the United States is entitled to resort

to “unilateral use of military power” to ensure “uninhibited access to

key markets, energy supplies, and strategic resources.” 20

Clinton planners (STRATCOM) advised further that Washington

should portray itself as “irrational and vindictive if its vital interests

are attacked,” including the threat of first strike with nuclear weapons

against non-nuclear states. Nuclear weapons are far more valuable

than other weapons of mass destruction, STRATCOM noted, because

“the extreme destruction from a nuclear explosion is immediate, with

few if any palliatives to reduce its effect.” Furthermore, “nuclear

weapons always cast a shadow over any crisis or conflict,” extending

the reach of conventional power. Again, the strategic doctrine is not

new. For example, Carter’s defense secretary Harold Brown called on
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Congress to fund strategic nuclear capabilities because wirli them,

“our other forces become meaningful instruments of military and po-

litical power,” which must be available everywhere in the Third World

because, “largely for economic reasons,” there is “increased turbu-

lence from within as well as intervention from the Soviet Union”—the

latter more a pretext than a reason, a fact sometimes frankly recog-

nized.
21

Under the Bush administration, the threats have become even more

serious. Bush planners extended Clinton’s doctrine of control of space

for military purposes to “ownership" of space, which “may mean in-

stant engagement anywhere in the world. ” Top military commanders

informed Congress in 2005 that the Pentagon is developing new space

weaponry that would allow the United States to launch an attack “very

quickly, with very short time lines on the planning and delivery, any

place on the face of the earth,” General James Cartwright, head of the

Strategic Command, explained. The policy subjects every part of the

globe to the risk of instant destruction, thanks to sophisticated global

surveillance and lethal offensive weaponry in space—reciprocally en-

dangering the people of the United States.
22

The Bush administration has also broadened the first-strike option,

and has increasingly blurred the line between conventional and nu-

clear weapons, thus heightening “the risk that the nuclear option will

be used,” military analyst William Arkin observes. Weapons systems

now under development could “deliver a conventional payload pre-

cisely on target within minutes of a valid command and control release

order,” conforming to an air force doctrine that defines space superior-

ity as “freedom to attack as well as freedom from attack.” Weapons

expert John Pike comments that the new programs allow the United

States “to crush someone anywhere in the world on thirty minutes’ no-

tice with no need for a nearby air base,” a substantial benefit given the

regional antagonism aroused by the hundreds of US bases placed all

over the world to ensure global domination. The national defense strat-

egy that Rumsfeld signed on March 1, 2005, “enables us to project

power anywhere in the world from secure bases of operation,” recog-

nizing “the importance of influencing events before challenges become

more dangerous and less manageable,” in accord with the preventive
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war doctrine. General Lance W. Lord, head of the Air Force Space

Command, informed Congress that systems currently under develop-

ment will allow the United States to ‘‘deliver a conventional payload

precisely on target within minutes of a valid command and control re-

lease order”—and a nonconventional payload as well, needless to say.’
1

Not surprisingly, these actions have elicited concern, criticism,

and reactions. Senior military and space officials of the European

Union, Canada, China, and Russia warned that “just as the unleash-

ing of nuclear weapons had unforeseen consequences, so, too, would

the weapomzation of space.” As anticipated, Russia responded to

Bush’s vast increase in offensive military capacity by sharply increas-

ing its own capacities, and has reacted to Pentagon leaks about milita-

rization of space by announcing that it would “consider using force if

necessary to respond.” “Missile defense”—recognized on all sides to

be a first-strike weapon—is a particularly severe danger to China, If

the programs show any signs of success, China is likely to expand its

offensive capacities to preserve its deterrent. China is already develop-

ing more powerful missiles with multiple nuclear warheads capable of

reaching the United States, a policy called “aggressively defensive” by

the Asia-Pacific editor for the world’s leading military weekly. In

2004, the United States accounted for 95 percent of total global mil-

itary space expenditures, but others may join if compelled to do so,

vastly increasing the risks to everyone.-4

US analysts recognize that current Pentagon programs “can be

interpreted as a significant move by the United States toward

weaponization of space [and that) there seems little doubt that space-

basing of weapons is an accepted aspect of the Air Force transforma-

tion planning,” developments that “are in the long term very likely to

have a negative effect on the national security of the United States.”

Their Chinese counterparts agree that while Washington proclaims

defensive intentions, “to China and to many other countries the con-

struction of such a system looks more like the development of the

Death Star spaceship in the Star Wars film series, (which can be used]

to attack military and civilian satellites and targets anywhere on

earth. . . . Space weapons are seen as ‘first-strike’ weapons rather than

defensive arms, because they are vulnerable to countermeasures. Their
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deployment, therefore, could be seen as a sign of US intent to use force

in international affairs.” China and others may develop low-cost space

weapons in reaction, so that US policy “could trigger an arms race in

space.” Furthermore, “to protect against the potential loss of its de-

terrent capability, China could also resort to building up its nuclear

forces, which could in turn encourage India and then Pakistan to fol-

low suit.” Russia has already “threatened to respond to any country’s

deployment of space weapons—an act that could undermine the al-

ready fragile nuclear non-proliferation regime.”25

Meanwhile the Pentagon is pondering a disturbing study by its

leading academic consultant on the Chinese military, who has investi-

gated Chinese-language military texts and interviewed their authors,

drawing a conclusion that “has rattled many in Washington: China

sees the US as a military rival.” We must therefore abandon the idea

that China is “an inherently gentle country” and recognize that the

paranoid and devious Chinese may be quietly treading the path of

evil."’
6

Former NATO planner Michael MccGwire reminds us that in

1986, recognizing the “dreadful logic” of nuclear weapons, Mikhail

Gorbachev called for their total elimination, a proposal that foundered

on Reagan’s militarization of space programs (“Star Wars”). Western

doctrine, he writes, “was explicitly premised on the credible threat of

'first use’ of nuclear weapons, and that continues to be policy today."

Russia had kept to the same doctrine until 1994, when it reversed its

stand, adopting a “no first use” policy. Bur Russia reverted to NATO
doctrine, and abandoned its call for abolition of nuclear weapons, in

response to Clinton’s expansion of NATO in violation of Washing-

ton’s “categorical assurance” to Gorbachev that if he “would agree to

a reunited Germany remaining in NATO, the alliance would not ex-

pand eastwards to absorb former members of the Warsaw Pact.” In

the light of earlier history, not to speak of strategic truisms, Clinton’s

violation of firm pledges posed a serious security threat to Russia, and

“is the antithesis of the ‘exclusion’ principle underlying the concept of

nuclear-weapons-free zones (NWFZ).” Clinton’s violation of the as-

surance!! explains “why NATO resisted formalizing the de facto

NWFZ encompassing central Europe from the Arctic to the Black
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Sea.” MccGwire goes on to point out that such formalization “'was

proposed by Belarus, Ukraine and Russia in the mid-1990s, but would

have interfered with plans to extend NATO. Reverse reasoning ex-

plains why Washington supports the formation of an NWFZ in Cen-

tral Asia. Should these former Soviet republics decide to join Russia in

a military alliance, an NWFZ would deny Moscow the option of de-

ploying nuclear weapons on their territory.”
27

“APOCALYPSE SOON”

The probability of “apocalypse soon” cannot be realistically esti-

mated, but it is surely too high for any sane person to contemplate

with equanimity. While speculation is pointless, reaction to the “stark

and dreadful and inescapable” choice binsrein and Russell described

definitely is not. On the contrary, reaction is urgent, particularly in the

United States, because of Washington’s primary role in accelerating

the race to destruction by extending its historically unique military

dominance. “The chances of an accidental, mistaken or unauthorized

nuclear attack might be increasing,” warns former senator Sam Nunn,

who has played a leading role in efforts to reduce the threat of nuclear

war. “We are running an unnecessary risk of an Armageddon of our

own making," Nunn observes, as a result of policy choices that leave

“America’s survival” dependent on “the accuracy of Russia’s warning

systems and its command and control.” Nunn is referring to the sharp

expansion of US military programs, which tilt the strategic balance in

ways that make “Russia more likely to launch upon warning of an at-

tack, without waiting to see if the warning is accurate.” The threat is

enhanced by the fact that “the Russian early warning system is in seri-

ous disrepair and more likely to give a false warning of incoming mis-

siles." US reliance on “the high-alert, hair-trigger nuclear posture . .

.

allows missiles to be launched within minutes,” forcing “our leaders

to decide almost instantly whether to launch nuclear weapons once

they have warning of an attack, robbing them of the time they may

need to gather data, exchange information, gain perspective, discover

an error and avoid a catastrophic mistake.” The risk extends beyond
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Russia—and also China if it pursues the same course. Strategic analyst

Bruce Blair observes that “the early warning and control problems

plaguing Pakistan, India and other nuclear proliferators are even more

acute.”28

Another serious concern, discussed in technical literature well be-

fore 9/11, is that nuclear weapons may sooner or later fall into the

hands of terrorist groups, who might use these and other weapons of

mass destruction with lethal effect. Those prospects are being ad-

vanced by Bush administration planners, who do not consider terror-

ism a high priority, as they regularly demonstrate. Their aggressive

militarism has not only led Russia to expand significantly its offensive

capacities, including more lethal nuclear weapons and delivery sys-

tems, but is also inducing the Russian military to transfer nuclear

weapons constantly across Russia’s vast territory to counter mounting

US threats. Washington planners are surely aware chat Chechen rebels,

who had already stolen radioactive materials from nuclear waste

plants and power stations, have been easing “the railway system and

special trains designed for shipping nuclear weapons across Russia.” 29

Blair warns that “this perpetual motion [within Russia] creates a

serious vulnerability, because transportation is the Achilles’ heel of

nuclear weapons security,” ranking in danger right alongside main-

taining strategic nuclear forces on hair-trigger alert. He estimates that

every day “many hundreds of Russian nuclear weapons are moving

around the countryside.” Theft of one nuclear bomb “could spell

eventual disaster for an American city, [but this] is not the worst-case

scenario stemming from this nuclear gamesmanship.” More omi-

nously, “the seizure of a ready-ro-firc strategic long range nuclear mis-

sile or a group of missiles capable of delivering bombs to targets

thousands of miles away could be apocalyptic for entire nations.” An-

other major threat is that terrorist hackers might break into military

communication networks and transmit launch orders for missiles

armed with hundreds of nuclear warheads—no fantasy, as the Penta-

gon learned a few years ago when serious defects were discovered in

its safeguards, requiring new instructions for Trident submarine

launch crews. Systems in other countries are much less reliable. All of
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this constitutes “an accident waiting to happen," Blair writes; an acci-

dent that could be apocalyptic. 10

The dangers of nuclear warfare are consciously being escalated by

the threat and use of violence, which, as long predicted, is also stimu-

lating jihadi terrorism. Such terrorism traces back to Reagan adminis-

tration programs to organize, arm, and train radical Islamists—not

for defense of Afghanistan, as proclaimed, but for the usual and ugly

reasons of state, with grim consequences for the tormented people of

Afghanistan. The Reagan administration also cheerfully tolerated

Pakistan’s slide toward radical Islamist extremism under the rule of

Muhammad Zia ul-Huq, one of the many brutal dictators supported

by the current incumbents in Washington and their mentors. Reagan

and associates also looked away politely while their Pakistani ally was

developing nuclear weapons, annually endorsing the pretense that

Pakistan was not doing so. fhey and the Clinton administration paid
j

little attention while Pakistan’s leading proliferator, now tapped on

the wrist, was carrying out the world’s most extraordinary nuclear
|

smuggling enterprise: Abdul Qadeer Khan, who “did more damage in
J

JO years than any country did in the first 50 years of the nuclear age,’ I

according to James Walsh, executive director of Harvard’s Managing

the Atom project.'
51

f

Washington’s aggressive militarism is not the only factor driving

the race to “apocalypse soon,” hut it is surely a significant one. The

plans and policies fall within a much broader context, with roots go-

ing hack to the Clinton years and beyond. All of this is at the fringe of

public discourse, and does not enter even marginally into electoral

choices, another illustration of the decline of functioning democracy

and its portent.

The only threat remotely comparable to use of nuclear weapons is

the serious danger of environmental catastrophe. In preparation for

the July 2005 Group of Eight summit in Gleneagles, Scotland, the

scientific academies of all G8 nations, including the US National

Academy of Sciences, joined those of China, India, and Brazil to call

on the leaders of the rich countries to fake urgent action to head off

this potential disaster, “The scientific understanding of climate

change is now sufficiently dear to justify prompt action,” their state-
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ment said: “It is vital that all nations identify cost-effective steps that

they can take now, to contribute to substantial and long-term reduc-

tion m net global greenhouse gas emissions.” In its lead editorial, the

Financial Times endorsed this “clarion call,” while deploring the fact

that “there is, however, one hold-out, and unfortunately it is to be

louiui in the White House where—in spite of the unprecedented

statement by the G8 scientists ahead of next month's Gleneagles

summit—George W. Bush, the US president, insists we still do not

know enough about this literally world-changing phenomenon.”

Washington then “succeeded in removing language calling for

prompt action to control global warming” and eliminating such in-

flammatory statements as “Our world is warming,” because “Mr.

Bush has said global warming is coo uncertain a matter to justify

anything more than voluntary measures.” The end result, the Finan-

cial Times editors comment, is that little remained beyond “pious

waffle.”-12

Dismissal of scientific evidence on matters of survival, in keeping

with Bush’s scientific judgment, is routine. At the 2005 annual meet-

ing of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

“leading US climate researchers . . . released ‘the most compelling evi-

dence yet’ that human activities are responsible for global warming.”

The group predicted major climatic effects, including severe reduction

m water supplies in regions that rely on rivers fed by melting snow
and glaciers. Other prominent researchers at the same session reported

evidence that the melting of Arctic and Greenland ice sheets is causing

changes in the sea’s salinity balance that threaten “to shut down the

Ocean Conveyor Belt, which transfers heat from the tropics towards

the polar regions through currents such as the Gulf Stream.” One
possible consequence is significant temperature reduction in Europe.

Not: long after, climate experts reported further shrinking of the polar

ice cap, and warned that the long-predicted “feedbacks in the system

are starting to take hold” as the enlarged expanses of open water ab-

sorb solar energy instead of reflecting it back to space, hence acceler-

ating the severe threat of global warming. The release of “the most

compelling evidence yet,” like the G8 warnings, received scant notice

in the United States, despite the attention given in the same days to the
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implementation of the Kyoto protocols regulating greenhouse emis-

sions, with the most important government refusing to take part.
11

It is important to stress government. The standard observation that

the United States stood almost alone in rejecting the Kyoto protocols

is correct only if the phrase “United States” excludes its population,

which strongly favors the Kyoto pact. A majority of Bush backers not

only support the protocol, but mistakenly believe that the president

does so as well. In general, voters in the 2004 election were seriously

deluded about the positions of the political parties, not because of

lack of interest or mental capacity, but because elections are carefully

designed to yield that result, a topic to which we will return. 1 '
1

IRAQ AND THE “WAR ON TERROR”

US and UK planners were well aware that the invasion of Iraq was

likely to increase terror and WMD proliferation, as many analysts and

intelligence agencies warned. CIA director George Tener informed

Congress in October 2002 that invading Iraq might lead Saddam Hus-

sein to assist “Islamist terrorists in conducting a WMD attack against

the United States.” The National Intelligence Council “predicted that

an American-led invasion of Iraq would increase support for political

Islam and would result in a deeply divided Iraqi society prone to vio-

lent internal conflict,” hence engendering terror within Iraq and

worldwide. The NIC confirmed these expectations in December 2004,

reporting that “Iraq and other possible conflicts in the future could

provide recruitment, training grounds, technical skills anti language

proficiency for a new class of terrorists who are ‘professionalized’ and

for whom political violence becomes an end in itself.” The NIC also

predicted that, as a result of the invasion, this new globalized network

of “diffuse Islamic extremist groups” would spread its operations

elsewhere to defend Muslim lands from attack by “infidel invaders,”

with Iraq replacing Afghanistan as a training ground. A CIA report of

May 2005 confirmed that “Iraq has become a magnet for Islamic mil-

itants similar to Soviet-occupied Afghanistan two decades ago and

Bosnia in the 1990s.” The CIA concluded that: “Iraq may prove to be

an even more effective training ground for Islamic extremists than
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Afghanistan was in A! Qaeda’s early days, because it is serving as a

real-world laboratory for urban combat.” Two years after the inva-

sion, a high-level government review of the “war on terror” affirmed

rhe same conclusion. Focusing “on how to deal with the rise of a new
generation of terrorists, schooled in Iraq over rhe past couple years,”

the review noted: “Top government officials are increasingly turning

their attention to anticipate what one called ‘the bleed out’ of hun-

dreds or thousands of Iraq-trained jihadists back to their home coun-

tries throughout the Middle East and Western Europe. ‘It’s a new
piece of a new equation,’ a former senior Bush administration official

said. ‘If you don’t know who they are in Iraq, how are you going to

locate them in Istanbul or London?’ ”15

There is little doubt that the invasion of Iraq had the effect of

“greatly strengthening the popular appeal of anti-democratic radicals

such as those of al-Qaeda and other jihndi salafis” throughout the

Muslim world. A crucial illustration is Indonesia, the state with the

world’s largest Muslim population and a likely source of jihadi terror.

In 2000, 75 percent of Indonesians viewed Americans favorably. This

number fell to 61 percent by 2002 and plummeted to 15 percent after

the invasion of Iraq, with 80 percent of Indonesians saying they feared

an attack by the United States. Scott Atran, a specialist on terror and

Indonesia, reports that “these sentiments correlate with readiness by

over 80 percent of Indonesians to have Islam play an increasing role in

personal and national life, but are also associated with tolerance for a

broader spectrum of co-religionists, including militant radicals, and

readiness to amplify any slight against an Islamic leader or nation into

a perceived attack upon the whole Muslim world.” 36

The threat is nor abstract. Shortly after the deadly bomb attacks on
London's public transportation system in July 2005, Britain’s Royal

Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House) released a study re-

iterating the standard conclusions of intelligence agencies and inde-

pendent analysts: “There is ‘no doubt’ that the invasion of Iraq has

'given a boost to the al-Qaida network’
[
in

|
propaganda, recruitment

am.) fundraising,’ while providing an ideal training area for terrorists.”

The study found that “the UK is at particular risk because it is the clos-

est ally of the United States, has deployed armed forces in the military
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campaigns to topple the Taleban regime in Afghanistan and in

Iraq . . . (and is| a pillion passenger” of American policy, the passen-

ger who rides behind the driver of a motorcycle. In its review of the

London bombings, Britain’s Ml 5 internal security service concluded

that “though they have a range of aspirations and ‘causes,’ Iraq is a

dominant issue for a range of extremist groups and individuals in the

UK and Europe,” while some who have traveled to Iraq to fight “may

later return to the UK and consider mounting attacks here.”*'

The Blair government angrily denied the obvious, though it was

soon reaffirmed when one of the suspects in the follow-up failed

bombing, captured in Rome, “claimed the bomb plot was directly in-

spired by Britain’s involvement in the Iraq war’ and described how

the suspects watched hours of TV footage showing grief-stricken Iraqi

widows and children alongside images of civilians killed in the con-

flict. He is alleged to have told prosecutors that after watching the

footage: ‘There was a feeling of hatred and a conviction that it was

necessary to give a signal—to do something.
” ’ ,s

Reports by an Israeli think tank and Saudi intelligence concluded

that “the vast majority” of foreign fighters in Iraq “are not former ter-

rorists” but “became radicalized by the war itself,” stimulated by the

invasion to respond “to calls to defend their fellow Muslims from

‘crusaders’ and ‘infidels’” who are mounting “an attack on the Mus-

lim religion and Arab culture.” A study by the Center for Strategic

and International Studies (CSIS) found that “85 percent of Saudi mil-

itants who went to Iraq were not on any government watch list, al-

Qaeda members, or terrorist sympathizers” but were “radicalized

almost exclusively by the Coalition invasion.” Since the invasion, the

report confirms, Iraq has become one of the global centers for recruit-

ment. and training of extremist (“neo-Salafi”) Islamist terrorists; large

numbers are likely to return to their countries of origin, carrying ter-

rorism skills and radicalized worldviews, gaining “publicity and cred-

ibility among the angry and alienated in the Islamic world, and

spreading “terrorism and violence.” French intelligence, which has

unique experience over many years, concludes that “what the war in

Iraq has done is radicalize these people and make some of them pre-

pared to support terrorism. Iraq is a great recruiting sergeant, ’ eon-
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tributing a new and “enormous jihad zone to train people to fight in

their country of origin,” as intelligence had previously found “in

Afghanistan, in Bosnia, in Kosovo.” US officials report that Abu
Musab al-Zarqawi, AJ Qaeda's top operative in Iraq, “is bringing

more and more Iraqi fighters into his fold," displacing foreign fight-

ers, who account “for less than 10 percent of the insurgents in Iraq,”

perhaps as few as 4 percent, CSIS believes. '”

According to terrorism specialist Peter Bergen, President Bush “is

right that Iraq is a main front in the war on terrorism, but this is a

front we created.” As “the Iraq war has expanded the terrorists’

ranks,” he reports, “the year 2003 saw the highest incidence of signif-

icant terrorist attacks in two decades, and then, in 2004, astonish-

ingly, that number tripled.” In response to Donald Rumsfeld’s search

for “metrics to know if we are winning or losing the war on terror,”

Bergen suggests chat “an exponentially rising number of terrorist at-

tacks is one metric that seems relevant.”40

Studies of suicide bombers also reveal that “Iraq appears to be play-

ing a central role—in shifting views and as ground zero in a new wave

of suicide attacks.” Between 1980 and 2003, there were 315 suicide at-

tacks worldwide, initially for the most part by the secular Tamil Tigers.

Since the US invasion, estimates of suicide bombings in Iraq (where

such attacks were virtually unknown before) range as high as 400. Ter-

rorism specialists report that “stories of the bravery and heroism of sui-

cide bombers in Iraq” are stimulating imitators among Muslim youth

who adopt the jihadi doctrine that the Muslim world is under attack

and they must rise to its defense. Former NSC staffers and counterter-

rorism specialists Daniel Benjamin and Steven Simon conclude that

Bush has “created a new haven for terrorism in Iraq that escalates the

potential for Islamic violence against Europe and the United States,” a

policy that is “disastrous”: “We may be attacked by terrorists who re-

ceived their training in Iraq, or attacked by terrorists who were in-

spired, organized and trained by people who were in Iraq. . . . [Bush)

has given them an excellent American target in Iraq but in the process

has energized the jihad and given militants the kind of urban warfare

experience that will raise the future threat to the United States expo-

nentially.”'11
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Robert Pape, who has done the most extensive studies of suicide

bombers, writes that “A1 Qaeda is today less a product of Islamic fun-

damentalism than of a simple strategic goal: to compel the United

States and its Western allies to withdraw combat forces from the Ara-

bian Peninsula and other Muslim countries,” as Osama bin Laden re-

peatedly declares. Serious analysts have pointed out that bin Laden’s

words and deeds correlate closely. The jihadis organized by the Rea-

gan administration and its allies ended their Afghan-based terrorism

inside Russia after the Russians withdrew from Afghanistan, though

they continued it from occupied Muslim Chechnya, the scene of shock-

ing Russian crimes dating back to the nineteenth century. Tolstoy’s

novella Hadji Murad is all too timely today. Bin Laden turned against

the United States in 1991 because he took it to be occupying the holi-

est Arab land (a fact later cited by the Pentagon as a reason for shift-

ing US bases from Saudi Arabia) and because Washington blocked his

efforts to join the attack against the secular enemy Saddam Hussein.

The jihadis also joined the Muslim side in the Balkan wars, with US

tolerance and assistance, at the very same time that they were trying to

blow up the World Trade Center in 1993. An Indian strategic analyst

and former government official alleges further that the London bombers

received training in Bosnia.42

In the most extensive scholarly inquiry into Islamic militancy,

Pawaz Gcrges concludes that after 9/1 i, “the dominant response to

A1 Qaeda in the Muslim world was very hostile,” specifically among

jihadis, who regarded it as a dangerous extremist fringe. Instead of

recognizing that opposition to A1 Qaeda offered Washington "the

most effective way to drive a nail into its coffin” by finding “intelli-

gent means to nourish and support the internal forces that were op-

posed to militant ideologies like the bin Laden network,” the Bush

administration did exactly what bin Laden hoped it would do: resort

to violence. The invasion of Iraq created strong support for the fatwa

issued by Ai-Azhar in Cairo, “the oldest institution of religious

higher learning in the world of Islam.” The fatwa advised “all Mus-

lims in the world to make jihad against invading American forces.”

Sheikh Tantawi of Ai-Azhar, “one of the first Muslim scholars to con-
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demn AI Qaeda |andj often criticized by ultraconservative clerics as a

pro- Western reformer . . . ruled that efforts to stop the American in-

vasion are a ‘binding Islamic duty.’” The achievements of Bush ad-

ministration planners in inspiring Islamic radicalism and terror are

impressive.43

The senior CIA analyst responsible for tracking Osama bin Laden
from 1996, Michael Scheuer, writes that “bin Laden has been precise

in telling America the reasons he is waging war on us. None of the rea-

sons have anything to do with our freedom, liberty, and democracy,
but have everything to do with US policies and actions in the Muslim
world. ’ Scheuer notes that “US forces and policies are completing the

radicalization of the Islamic world, something Osama bin Laden has

been trying to do with substantial but incomplete success since the

early 1990s. As a result ... it is fair to conclude that the United States

of America remains bin Laden’s only indispensable ally.” From his de-

tailed study of Al Qaeda, Jason Burke draws a similar conclusion.

“Every use of force is another small victory for bin Laden,” he writes,

creating “a whole new cadre of terrorists” for a “cosmic struggle be-

tween good and evil,” the vision shared by bin Laden and Bush.44

1 he pattern is common. To mention another recent case, the US-
Israeli assassination of the revered quadriplegic cleric Sheikh Ahmed
Tessin (along with half a dozen bystanders) outside a Gaza mosque in

March 2004 led to the brutal murder of four US security contractors

in halluja in immediate retaliation, which in turn provoked the marine

invasion that killed hundreds of people and set off conflagrations

throughout Iraq. There is no mystery here. Unless enemies can be
completely crushed, violence tends to engender violence in response. A
violent and destructive response to terrorism helps the “terrorist van-

guard” mobilize support among the far larger constituency that re-

lucts their methods but shares much of their resentment and concern,

a dynamic as familiar to Western policy makers in the post-World
War II era as it was to their imperial predecessors.

Paying attention to the world leads to conclusions that some would
prefer to ignore. Par better to strike heroic poses about “Islanto-

fascism” and denounce the “excuse makers” who seek to understand
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the roots of terror and to act to reduce the threat, people who are—in

the words of New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman
—

“just

one notch less despicable than the terrorists and also deserve to be ex-

posed.” The category of such despicable characters is rather large, in-

cluding the most respected specialists on the topic and US and other

intelligence agencies. The stance, not unfamiliar, is another gift to bin

Laden.45

The logic that some prefer to ignore is straightforward, outlined

even in the serious journals that tend to support Bush-style aggressive

nationalism: if adversaries “fear the unbridled use of America s

power, they may perceive overwhelming incentives to wield weapons

of terror and mass destruction to deter America’s offensive tactics of

self-defense. Indeed, the history of the myths of empire suggests that

a general strategy of preventive war is likely to bring about precisely

the outcome that Bush and Rice wish to avert.”
41

’ [hat is particularly

likely when the strategy is joined with a radical ' transformation of the

military” and doctrines calling for first use of nuclear weapons and the

right to “unilateral use of military power,” sharply expanded since

the Clinton years.

IRAQ AND FREE WORLD DEMOCRACY

If we hope to understand the world, it is important that we not allow

the recent past to be dispatched to oblivion. The United States and

United Kingdom proclaimed the right to invade Iraq because it was de-

veloping weapons of mass destruction. That was the “single question”

that justified invading Iraq, the president declared in a March 200 5

press conference, a position stressed repeatedly by Blair, Bush, and

their associates. Eliminating the threat of Iraq’s WMDs was also the sole

basis on which Bush received congressional authorization to resort to

force. The answer to the “single question” was given shortly after the

invasion, as Washington reluctantly conceded. Scarcely missing a beat,

the doctrinal system, concocted new pretexts and justifications, which

quickly became virtual dogma: the war was inspired by President

Bush’s noble visions of democracy, shared by his British colleague.
4.
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Long after the official concession that the original pretexts for in-

vading Iraq were without merit, key politicians continued to reiterate

them in high places. In January 2005, Senate majority leader Bill Frist

justified the invasion of Iraq on the grounds that “dangerous weapons
proliferation must he stopped. Terrorist organizations must be de-

stroyed.” It is apparently irrelevant that the pretexts have been offi-

cially abandoned and that the invasion has increased terrorist threats

and accelerated the proliferation of dangerous weapons.48

I rist’s performance followed an earlier script. In the most careful

review of the documentary record, national security and intelligence

analyst John Prados describes the Bush “scheme to convince America
and the world that war with Iraq was necessary and urgent” as “a case

study in government dishonesty . . . that required patently untrue pub-
lic statements and egregious manipulation of intelligence.” The plan-

ners knew that Iraqi W.MD programs “were either nascent, moribund,
<>r non-existent—exactly the opposite of the President’s repeated mes-
sage to Americans.” To carry out the deception, “actual intelligence

was consistently distorted, manipulated, and ignored ... in service of
a particular enterprise under false pretenses—a story with tremendous

implications for America in the twenty-first century”—and for the

world. “Americans have not only been hoodwinked” by “George
Bush’s game of three-card monte,” Prados concludes, “they have been
shamed. . . . Americans do nor like to think of themselves as aggres-

sors, but raw aggression is what took place in Iraq.”49

Evidence of deceit continued to accumulate. In May 2005, a series

o! documents known as the Downing Street Memos were leaked to

rhe Times of London. One memo revealed that two weeks before the

wm was launched, Attorney General Lord Goldsmith, Blair’s chief le-

gal adviser, counseled that “regime change cannot be the objective of
military action.” Even if Britain were to limit itself to the announced
objective of ending WMD programs, he wrote, “it is for the [UN Se-

curity] Council to assess whether any such breach of those obligations

has occurred,” not individual states. Lord Goldsmith then added that

the United States had “a rather different view: they maintain that the

|
fact of whether Iraq is in breach is a matter of objective fact which

ggfH
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may therefore be assessed by individual member states [but
|

I am not

aware of any other state which supports this view.” He did not have to

add that the phrase “individual member states” referred to Washing-

ton alone. The basic content of Lord Goldsmith’s polite wording was

that Britain should at ieast make some gesture toward recognizing in-

ternational law, unlike the United States, which is a rogue state that

exempts itself from such formalities. The reaction to the leaked

memos in the two countries is instructive: the revelations provoked a

substantial uproar in England, but received little notice in the United

States.'’
0

Shortly after Lord Goldsmith’s comments were made public, the

London Sunday Times published an official memo of a secret meeting

between Blair and his top advisers in July 2002. The document

showed that the Bush administration had already decided to attack

Iraq, well before Congress was “hoodwinked” into authorizing force

in October 2002 and also before the UN was invited either to endorse

Washington’s plan to use violence or to become “irrelevant.” British

Middle East scholar Toby Dodge observed that “the documents

show . . . that the case of weapons of mass destruction was based on

thin intelligence and was used to inflate the evidence to the level of

mendacity.” Again, there was considerable reaction in England to

these revelations, but the story was “a dud” in the United States, the

press observed. Weeks later, when popular pressures led to coverage,

much commentary shifted to the opposite mode in a familiar pattern:

Why this hysteria from conspiracy theorists about what we always

knew and had told the public loud and clear? 51

In his memo to Blair, Lord Goldsmith also advised that, given the

patent criminality of “regime change” by invasion, it would be “nec-

essary to create the conditions in which we could legally support mil-

itary action.” Seeking to provoke Iraq into some action that could be

portrayed as a casus belli, London and Washington renewed their

bombing of Iraqi targets in May 2002, with a sharp increase in Sep-

tember 2002. In the nine months leading up to the official start of the

war in March 2003, US and UK planes flew almost 22,000 sorties,

hitting 391 “carefully selected targets,” noted Lieutenant General

Michael Moseley, commander of the joint operations. These flights, he
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explained, “laid the foundations” for the military conquest by elimi-

nating the need for protracted bombardment of Iraqi positions. Iraq

vigorously protested the bombings to the UN, but did not react as

London and Washington had hoped. When no casus belli could be

concocted, the two countries invaded Iraq anyway, proclaiming the

“single question.” 52

I he most important raid of the prewar war against Iraq was ap-

parently <>" September 5, 2002, when US and British planes “flattened

Saddam’s airbase, called IT-3, in Iraq’s western desert,” British jour-

nalist Ed ITarriman reports. “The raid had destroyed military commu-
nications and anti-aircraft defences as well as Iraqi planes,” he notes,

(bus clearing the way for the planned invasion. Two days later, Tony
I 'lair arri ved in Washington to visit Bush. At their joint press confer-

ence, Blair described the “catalogue of attempts by Iraq to conceal its

weapons of mass destruction, not to tell die truth about it over not

lust a period of months hut over a period of years.” Blair, while sin-

cerely advising the driver of the motorcycle to follow the diplomatic

route, knew full well that the war was already under way. All the

while, the two leaders were making sure chat state violence would be

protected from scrutiny by Parliament, Congress, and the public in

both countries. 55

The plan for “spikes of activity” against Iraq to try to concoct a

pretext for an invasion—described in a July 23, 2002, memo from
foreign policy aide Matthew Rycroft to the British ambassador to the

United States, David Manning—was the most important revelation of

die Downing Street Memos. The tactic is a venerable one. Psychologi-

cal warfare specialists in the Eisenhower administration advised that

the United States should “covertly stimulate acts and attitudes of jdefi-

•mcc| short of mass rebellion aimed at . . . provoking open Soviet in-

tervention in both the GDR [East Germany] and the other satellites,

”

advice that was secretly accepted by the US government immediately

alter Soviet tanks crushed mass worker protests in East Berlin. An-

other example of this lactic is Israel’s attacks on Lebanon in early

1^82, seeking to provoke a response by the Palestine Liberation Orga-

nization (PEG) that could be used as a pretext for a planned invasion.

.Despite failure to elicit a credible pretext, in June 1982 Israel
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launched the invasion, for the purpose of blocking PLO diplomatic ef-

forts and ensuring Israeli control over the West Bank, while imposing

a client regime in Lebanon. In yet another example, CIA-backed

Kosovo Liberation Army guerrillas attacked civilian targets in Kosovo

in early 1999, openly announcing that they hoped the violence would

provoke a harsh Serbian response that could then be used to arouse

popular Western support for an attack on Serbia. It is possible that

current US military actions across Syria’s borders are likewise de-

signed to provoke some pretext for attack on the one Arab state that is

currently defying Washington’s orders.
54

THE RANKING OF PRIORITIES:

TERROR AND REAL INTERESTS

The conventional task of doctrinal managers is to protect power and

those who wield it from scrutiny and, most important, to deflect

analysis from their rational planning in pursuit of the real interests

they serve. Discussion must be diverted instead to noble intent and

self-defense, perhaps misguided: in the Iraq case, liberation of the suf-

fering people of Iraq and defense of the United States against terror. It

is therefore necessary to protect the doctrine that Iraq would have

been selected for invasion even if the world’s energy resources hap-

pened to be in Central Africa. As if that challenge were not difficult

enough, others awaited, among them, concealing the Western role in

the dismal prewar fate of Iraq as well as the consequences of the US-

UK invasion both in Iraq and worldwide, which are grim.

There are further problems. To begin with, though it was anticipated

that the invasion would probably enhance the threat of terror and pro-

liferation, it may have done so even in unanticipated ways. It is common

to say that claims about WMDs in Iraq were quickly undermined when,

after an exhaustive search, no traces were found. That is not quite accu-

rate, however. There were stores of equipment for developing WMDs in

Iraq after the invasion: those produced in the 1980s, thanks to aid pro-

vided by the United States and Britain, among others, aid that contin-

ued well after Saddam’s worst atrocities and the end of the war with
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Iran. The aid included means for developing missiles anti nuclear weapons
.a. well as virulent strains of anthrax and other biotoxins, the latter in

apparent violation of the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention
(BT WC), a serious breach of international law. The threat posed by

these installations had been put forth as one reason for invading Iraq. 55

These sites had been secured by UN inspectors, but the invaders dis-

missed them, leaving the sites unguarded. The immediate consequence

was sophisticated and massive looting of these installations. The UN in-

spectors continued to carry out their work, relying on satellite imagery.

By June 2005, they had discovered 109 sites that had been looted. Most
looting was from production sites for solid- and liquid-propellant mis-

siles, where about 85 percent of equipment had been removed, along

wirh biotoxins and other materials usable for chemical and biological

weapons, and high-precision equipment capable of making parts for

nuclear and chemical weapons and missiles. A Jordanian journalist was
informed by officials in charge of the jordanian-Iraqi border after US
and UK forces took over that radioactive materials were detected in one
i>l every eight trucks crossing into Jordan, destination unknown. 56

“Stull happens,” in Rumsfeld’s words.

I he ironies are almost inexpressible. The official justification for

i he invasion was to prevent the use of WMDs that did not exist. The
invasion provided the terrorists who had been mobilized by the United

States and its allies with the means to develop WMDs—namely, equip-

ment that the United States and others had provided to Saddam Hus-
sein. caring nothing about the terrible crimes they later invoked to

whip up support for an invasion to overthrow him. It is as if Iran were
now making nuclear weapons using fissionable materials provided by
lilt- United Stares to Iran under the shall—which may indeed be hap-

pening, as Graham Allison points out.
57

The Pentagon civilians in charge did make sure that certain other

sites were protected, however: the oil and security ministries. Else-

where, looting and destruction, including of irreplaceable treasures of

civilization, proceeded unconstrained. Two years after the invasion,

the president of the American Academic Research Institute in Iraq,

Maegttirc Gibson, sadly confirmed that “Iraq is losing its culture and
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its wealth.” By then, more than half the nation’s archeological sites,

including most major Sumerian ones, had been destroyed. "The

Americans are not doing anything,” Gibson added, though he ac-

knowledged there was a little help from the Italian and Dutch contin-

gents. The losses at these sites dwarfed even the massive looting of the

National Museum shortly after US troops arrived, in which at least

15,000 of the 20,000 looted pieces disappeared, probably forever.

Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz and Co. may even have succeeded in causing

“irreversible damage” to Iraq’s oil fields. To support the invasion, the

fields “are being driven to pump more than they should,” which might

lead to “permanent decline in production.” Recall the confident pre-

dictions that the liberation greeted with flowers would be self-financed

by booming oil production.'’ 8

The invasion of Iraq is perhaps the most glaring example of the

low priority assigned by Washington planners to the threat of terror,

but there are numerous others. A case in point is Washington s impo-

sition of new sanctions on Syria under the Syria Accountability Act,

passed almost unanimously by Congress and signed into law by Pres-

ident Bush in late 2003. Syria is on the official list of states sponsor-

ing terrorism, despite Washington’s acknowledgment that Damascus

has not been implicated in terrorist acts for many years. The true

nature of Washington’s concern over Syria’s links to terror was re-

vealed by President Clinton’s offer to remove Syria from the list of

states sponsoring terror if Damascus agreed to US-lsraeli peace

terms. When Syria insisted on recovering territory seized by Israel,

the Clinton State Department kept the country on the terrorism list.

Nonetheless, Syria had been highly cooperative in providing impor-

tant intelligence to Washington on Al Qaeda and other radical Is-

lamist groups. Implementation of the Syria Accountability Act deprived

the United States of an important source of information about radical

Islamist terrorism. Obtaining such information, however, is clearly

subordinate to the goal of establishing a regime in Syria that would

accept 'US-lsraeli demands. Had Syria been removed from the list of

states supporting terror, it would have been the first since 1 982, when

the Reagan administration removed Saddam so that they could pro-

vide him with substantial aid, joined by Britain and many others.
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That again tells us something about the attitude toward terror and
stare crimes.59

A core demand of the Syria Accountability Act refers co UN Secu-

rity Council Resolution 520, which calls tor respect for the sover-

eignty and territorial integrity of Lebanon. Syria had definitely

violated the UN resolution by keeping its forces in Lebanon—forces

that the United States and Israel had readily accepted in 1976, when
i heir task was to massacre Palestinians, and again in 1990, when the

United States was building a coalition to support the coming war in

Iraq. This passed in silence, and Congress and the media also neg-

lected to point out that the original Security Council resolution,

P-'ssed in .1982, was directed against Israel, the only country named in

i lie resolution. There was no call for sanctions against Israel, or for re-

duction in the huge unconditional military and economic aid it re-

ceives, when Israel violated this and other Security Council resolutions

regarding Lebanon, for twenty-two years. The principle is very clear,

Middle East scholar Stephen Zunes writes: “Lebanese sovereignty must
be defended only if the occupying army is from a country the United

States opposes, but is dispensable if the country is a US ally.” Another

illustration of the single standard, not restricted to US policy makers, of

course. A side observation: by a 2-1 margin, the US population favors

.in Israel Accountability Act, holding Israel accountable for develop-

ment of WMDs and human rights abuses in the occupied territories.

I 'but is consistent with other studies of public opinion, scarcely reported

though plainly of considerable importance in a democratic society.60

Outside the Middle East, too, there arc numerous illustrations of

• he low priority assigned ro the “war on terror." One is the Bush ad-

ministration’s attitude toward the 9/1 1 Commission Congress estab-

lished to recommend means to prevent new terrorist atrocities. “Over its

lifespan,” Philip Shenon reported, “the Sept. I 1 commission repeatedly

clashed with the Bush administration, which had originally opposed

its creation, especially over the panel’s access to important White House
documents and to witnesses.” A year after its final report was pre-

, «©nted, commission members formed a bipartisan 9/1 1 Public Discourse

Project to pressure the government to implement its recommendations

to prevent terrorist attacks. The recommendations were largely ignored.
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Particularly worrisome, argued Thomas Kean, who chaired the official

9/1 1 Commission, was the failure to make any serious effort to secure

nuclear materiel, the central element of a program to prevent the nu-

clear terror that intelligence analysts regard as otherwise inevitable.

The project's report, issued four years after 9/1 1, “found that the Bush

administration and Congress had made ‘minimal’ or ‘unsatisfactory’

progress” on eighr of fourteen recommendations by the 9/1 I Commis-

sion “for overhauling the government to deal with terrorist threats.” 61

Shortly before the London train and bus bombings of July 2005,

the US Senate sharply cut funding for rail and mass transit security.

The 9/11 Commission had called for a national transportation secu-

rity strategy, but that remained “among the 50 percent of the 9/1 i

Commission’s specific recommendations a year ago that Congress and

Bush have yet to act upon,” Boston Globe columnist Thomas Oli-

phant wrote, part of “the unholy alliances between industry and gov-

ernment to avoid taking measures to protect against potentially

catastrophic terrorism that is not difficult to imagine.” lax cuts for

the rich rank far higher as a priority than protection of the population

from terror. A still more ominous example of the negligence in secu-

rity matters, Oliphant continues, is the success of the chemical indus-

try and its “White House contacts to block stiff rules requiring

security upgrades at some 100 [chemical] plants around the country.”

Congressional efforts “have encountered nothing but industry and ad-

ministration obstacles in their attempts to force a sensible approach to

guarding against disasters that might make 9/1 1 pale by comparison.”

Senator Joseph Biden “cited a study by the Naval Research Labora-

tory that estimated that as many as 100,000 people in a densely popu-

lated area could die within 30 minutes if a single, 90-ton freight car

carrying chlorine were punctured," Oliphant reported, concluding

that “conniving between the Bush administration and its corporate

buddies” has blocked any action. The administration is even trying to

overturn a court decision supporting a local ban on “shipments of the

most dangerous chemicals from certain zones around the nation’s cap-

ital.” All of this illustrates how low the priority of preventing terror is

in comparison with corporate welfare.62

To select an illustration from another domain, the Treasury De-
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partment’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAQ is tasked with in-

vestigating suspicious financial transfers, a central component of the

"war on terror.” In April 2004, OFAC informed Congress that of its

120 employees, four were tracking the finances of Osama bin Laden

and Saddam Hussein, while almost two dozen were enforcing the ille-

gal embargo against Cuba. From 1990 to 2003, OFAC conducted

ninety-three terrorism- related investigations that led to $9,000 in

lines, and 11,000 Cuba-related investigations that led to $8 million in

lines. The revelations received the silent treatment in the United States,

though there was a mention in the national press that “at a time when

<fie United States faces very real terrorist threats in the Middle East

and elsewhere, the administration’s absurd and increasingly bizarre

obsession with Cuba is more than just a shame, it’s a dangerous diver-

sion from reality.” (Sentor Max Baucus, deploring the “misuse of tax-

payer money” to punish Cuba.)63

I he Bush administration’s real priorities are further illustrated by

ns handling of the leak of the name of CIA agent Valerie Plame after

her husband, Joseph Wilson, published an unwelcome report under-

mining administration charges about Iraq’s alleged purchases of “yel-

lowcake” from Niger for its WMD program. Retired CIA agents

informed Congress that US intelligence gathering was damaged not

only by the leak but even more by the administration cover-up, which

caused “irreversible damage [to] the credibility of our case officers

when they try to convince an overseas contact that their safety is of

primary importance to us,” said Jim Marcinkowski, a former CIA
case officer. “Each time the political machine made up of prime-time

patriots and partisan ninnies display their ignorance bv deriding Va-

lerie Plame as a mere paper-pusher, or belittling the varying degrees of

cover used to protect our officers, or continuing to play partisan poli-

tics with our national security, it’s a disservice to this country,” he

added, harming efforts to prevent terrorist attacks.64

As the example illustrates, protecting the country is also a far lower

priority than maintaining tight top-down control, as in tyrannical cor-

porate structures. The Cheney-Rumsfeld team for which Bush is the

from: man has shown repeatedly that it is obsessed with authority and

discipline. The ruling clique appears to have been infuriated with the
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CIA’s competence and unwillingness to provide the “information"

they required to implement their plans, particularly in Iraq. One study

based on extensive interviews with senior intelligence and ex-

intelligence officials describes the undistinguished Porter Goss as a

“wrecking hall” who was appointed as director of the CIA to bring

the agency in line with executive demands, whatever the facts. Goss’s

primary qualification seems to have been his unswerving loyalty to

Bush. Dozens of senior officials are reported to have quit the CIA in

disgust, leaving the demoralized agency with severely diminished com-

petence, particularly with respect to the Middle East. This peculiar

mixture of supreme arrogance, utter incompetence, and passion for

obedience has had catastrophic consequences, quite possibly laying

the groundwork for much worse to come.63

Bush and Co. are even willing to sacrifice the “war on terror” to

their obsession with torture. In order to kidnap a terror suspect in

Italy and send him to Egypt for probable torture, the Bush adminis-

tration disrupted a major inquiry into the suspect’s role in “trying to

build a terror recruitment network” and “build a jihadist recruitment

network with tentacles spreading throughout Europe.” Italian courts

indicted thirteen CIA operatives, and Italians are furious. Other Euro-

pean countries have similar complaints about the Bush administration

undermining antiterror operations. The sole conviction of a person

connected to 9/1 1, Mounir el-Motassadeq, was overturned because

Bush administration officials refused to provide German officials with

crucial evidence. Similarly, the Bush administration “has refused to

allow the Spanish authorities to interview Ramzi bin al-Shibh, a cen-

tral Qaeda suspect, to bolster their case against two men on trial in

Madrid on charges of helping to plan the 2001 attack” on 9/1

1

.
66

Though the support of its allies is indispensable in the war on ter-

ror, Washington “triggered tensions with allies” once again, the Wall

Street journal reported, when a Spanish court issued international ar-

rest warrants and extradition orders for American soldiers accused of

killing a Spanish reporter in Iraq, along with a Ukrainian cameraman.

The Spanish court acted “after two requests to US authorities for per-

mission to question the soldiers went unanswered, court officials

said.” The Pentagon had no comment.67
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The CIA kidnapping and rendition to Egypt led to commentary in

the press about the “cultural difference” between the United States

and Europe in the “war on terror,” adopting Robert Kagan’s dismis-

sive reference to Europeans as being “from Venus,” while “Americans

are from Mars.” The soft Europeans believe in old-fashioned notions

like criminal justice anti law. Tiie rough Americans just go ahead and

gel the job done, as in cowboy movies. As commentators knew, hut

skillfully evaded, it is true that the tough Americans pay little attention

to criminal justice and law when dealing with terrorists. Rather, lead-

ing terrorists are given presidential pardons over the strong objections

of the Justice Department, which wants them deported on grounds of

national security (Orlando Bosch), or dispatched to more extreme ter-

rorist activities (Luis Posada Carriles), or protected from repeated ex-

tradition requests that are simply ignored (Haitian mass murderer

Emmanuel Constant), or dismissed by the courts (Posada), to mention

just a few of those engaged in “worthy terrorism.”68

f here is, to be sure, another conceivable category: US terrorists, a

possibility excluded by doctrinal fiat. The significance of Western state

terrorism in Western culture is illustrated by the appointment of John

Negroponte to the new position of director of intelligence, in charge of

counterterrorism. In the Reagan-Bush administration, he was ambas-

sador to Honduras, running the world’s largest CIA station, not be-

cause of the grand role of Honduras in world affairs, but because

I lorul uras was the primary US base for the international terrorist war

for which Washington was condemned by the International Court of

)usi ice and UN Security Council (absent the US veto). There was vir-

tually no reaction to the appointment of a leading international ter-

rorist to the top counterterrorism position in the world. Nor to the fact

that at the very same time, Dora Maria Tellez, the heroine of the popu-

lar struggle that overthrew the vicious Somoza regime in Nicaragua,

was denied a visa to teach at the Harvard Divinity School. She was

deemed a terrorist because she had helped overthrow a US-backed

tyrant and mass murderer.®9

Orwell would not have known whether to laugh or weep.

By 2005, Michael Lind grandly proclaimed, “The debate about the

legitimacy of terrorism is over,” The formal end to the debate was UN
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secretary-general Kofi Annan’s declaration in March that “any action

constitutes terrorism if it is intended to cause death or serious bodily

harm to civilians or non-combatants with the purpose of intimidating

a population or compelling a government or an international organisa-

tion to do or abstain from doing any act.” With this declaration, Lind

concluded, “Terrorism against civilians, whether committed by state-

less groups or states, should be treated unambiguously as a war crime

by every country in the world.” Fortunately, Western commentators

are saved from the unambiguous conclusion, thanks to our self-

exemption from the most elementary of moral principles, the principle

of universality/0

The willingness of top planners to risk an increase in terrorism,

possibly with awesome consequences, does not of course indicate that

they welcome such outcomes. Preventing terrorist attacks is simply not

a high priority in comparison with serious geopolitical and strategic

objectives—specifically, controlling the world’s major energy re-

sources, recognized since the 1940s to be “a stupendous source of

strategic power” and “one of the greatest material prizes in world his-

tory.” The British understood that well in their day in the sun. At the

dawn of the oil age in 1921, the first lord of the Admiralty informed

petroleum technologists that “if we secure the supplies of oil now

available in the world we can do what we like.” Understanding the

point, the United States moved to expel the British from Venezuela,

which by 1928 had become the world’s leading oil exporter, and put

US companies in charge. To achieve that goal, Washington “actively

supported the vicious and venal regime of Juan Vicente Gomez,” pres-

suring the government to bar British concessions (while continuing to

demand—and secure—US oil rights in the Middle East, where the

British and French were in the lead).
71

Shortly after the invasion of Iraq, one of the more astute of the se-

nior planners and analysts, Zbigniew Brzezinski, pointed out that

America’s control over Middle East oil producers “gives it indirect but

politically critical leverage on the European and Asian economies that

are also dependent on energy exports from the region.” He was reiter-

ating the conclusions of leading post-World War II planners, George

Kerman in this case, who recognized that control of the resources of
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the Gulf region would give the United States “veto power” over its in-

dustrial rivals. It is a rational calculation, on the assumption that hu-

man survival is not particularly significant in comparison with

short-term power and wealth. And that is nothing new. These themes

resonate through history. The difference today is only that the stakes

are enormously higher.72

If the United States can maintain its control over Iraq—which has

(lie world’s second largest known oil reserves and is located at the

heart of the world’s major energy supplies— it will enhance signifi-

cantly Washington’s “strategic power” and “critical leverage” over its

major rivals in the tripolar world that has been taking shape for the

past thirty years (with US-dominated North America serving as one

pole and Europe and northeast Asia, which is linked to south and

southeast Asia economies, as the other two). These concerns have al-

ways been central to post-World War 11 planning, considerably more
so today than before as substantial alliances are taking shape to

counter American dominance, accelerated, as was predicted, by Bush’s

.1ggress i ve m i li tarism

.

7 5

Examples abound of shortsightedness in the interest of power and

profit. To turn to another area, in April 2005 Congress enacted the

Energy Policy of 2005, which, if implemented, will permit drilling in

(he Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, thus depleting domestic supplies

and increasing long-term dependence on oil imports. Echoing Wash-

ington rhetoric that its lobbyists probably wrote in the first place, the

industry hailed the congressional decision as a step to “Create Jobs

and Reduce Dependence on Foreign Oil.” In fact, long-term depend-

ence is increased, and “jobs” is the familiar technical term used to

avoid the vulgar seven-letter word “profits.” Emptying the stores of

oil m the Strategic Petroleum Reserve would appear to he a more rea-

sonable way to deplete domestic oil supplies: unlike ANWR drilling, it

would not have harmful effects on the environment and indigenous

people. But that would not yield industry profit, and the plan could

never he sold to the public in those terms. 74

The bill passed shortly after ExxonMobil released its report The

( Jutlnok for Energy: A 2010 View, forecasting that non-OPEC world

oil production would peak by 2010. Previously, the corporation had
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taken a conservative stance on peak oil speculations. Looking ahead,

the report dismissed alternatives such as Canadian oil sands as unvi-

able, and could foresee no alternative ro vastly increased OPEC pro-

duction, primarily in the Middle East. If the predictions are accurate,

depleting domestic oil supplies entails even greater reliance on Middle

East oil than had been anticipated, hence further military interven-

tion, instigation of terror, and continued undermining of the initia-

tives toward democracy and sovereignty that the United States has

been blocking for decades, and will have to continue to block in the

future.75

Middle East oil production means primarily Saudi Arabia and (po-

tentially) Iraq, the latter a particularly valuable prize nor only because

of its enormous resources, but because it is the only remaining place

on earth with huge untapped reserves that are, furthermore, very

cheap to extract, hence promising a bonanza to the energy corpora-

tions that will have privileged access: primarily American and British,

if the invasion succeeds in imposing Washington’s effective rule. The

crucial issue throughout the post-World War II period, however, has

been control, more so than access or profit. And that concern for

“critical leverage” in world affairs will presumably remain true for the

foreseeable future.

amon g T H E most salient properties of failed states is that they do

not protect their citizens from violence—and perhaps even destruction

—

or that decision makers regard such concerns as lower in priority than

the short-term power and wealth of the state’s dominant sectors. An-

other characteristic of failed states is that they are “outlaw states,”

whose leaderships dismiss international law and treaties with contempt.

Such instruments may he binding on others but not on the outlaw state.

We turn in the next chapter to this principle of self-exemption from the

laws of war and other international norms.

Chapter 2

Outlaw States

In one of his last works, John Rawls, America’s leading late-twentieth-

century political and moral philosopher, outlined his ideas on a morally

acceptable international society. He proposed a “Law of Peoples,”

winch, he argued, should be appropriate for “the society of liberal

democratic peoples” and “the society of decent peoples,” the latter not

liberal democracies but with characteristics that render them admissi-

ble to a just international community. Outside the realm of these

‘'well-ordered peoples,” Rawls says, are “outlaw states” that refuse to

comply with the Law of Peoples. The Law of Peoples includes the com-

mitments “to observe treaties and undertakings,” to recognize that all

are “equal and parties to the agreements that bind them,” to reject the

use of force “for reasons other than self-defense,” and “to honor hu-

man rights,” and other principles that should he readily accepted

—

though not by outlaw states and their acolytes. 1

The idea that all states are “equal and parties to the agreements

that hind them" has long been codified in international norms such

m the Geneva Conventions—first enacted in .1.864 to protect the

wounded in rimes of war and since expanded through a number of ad-

ditional protocols, most notably in 1949 and 1977—and the princi-

ples of the Nuremberg Tribunal, established to prosecute Nazi war

crimes during World War II and adopted by the International Law
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Commission of rhe United Nations in 1950. Article 111 of the Nurem-

berg principles states clearly: “The fact that a person who committed

an act which constitutes a crime under international law acted as

Head of State or responsible Government official does nor relieve him

from responsibility under international law.” So, for example, rhe

German foreign minister was hanged for such crimes as his role in the

preemptive attack on Norway.2

Furthermore, grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions are uni-

versal and extraditable offenses within the jurisdiction of any party to

the conventions, and these states are obliged to “enact any legislation

necessary to provide effective penal sanctions for persons committing,

or ordering to be committed” any such breaches. The threat of adher-

ence to the rule of law is serious indeed. Or it would be, if anyone

dared to defy the “single, ruthless superpower, whose leadership in-

tends to shape the world according to its own forceful world view.”-5

TORTURE SCANDALS

In 2002, White House counsel Alberto Gonzales passed on to Bush a

memorandum on torture by the Justice Department’s Office of Legal

Counsel. As noted by constitutional scholar Sanford Levinson: “Ac-

cording to the OL.C, ‘acts must be of an extreme nature to rise to the

level of torture. . . . Physical pain amounting to torture must be equiv-

alent in intensity to the pain accompanying serious physical injury,

such as organ failure, impairment of bodily function, or even death.’”

Levinson goes on to say that in the view of Jay By bee, then head of the

OLC, “The infliction of anything less intense than such extreme pain

would not, technically speaking, be torture at all. It would merely be

inhuman and degrading treatment, a subject of little apparent concern

to the Bush administration’s lawyers.”4
|j

Gonzales further advised President Bush to effectively rescind the

Geneva Conventions, which, despite being “the supreme law of the

land” and the foundation of contemporary international law, con-

tained provisions Gonzales determined to be “quaint” and “obso-

lete.” Rescinding the conventions, he informed Bush, "substantially
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reduces the threat of domestic criminal prosecution under the War
Crimes Act.” Passed in 1996, the act carries severe penalties for

“grave breaches” of the conventions: the death penalty, “if death re-

sults to the victim” of the breach. Gonzales was later appointed to be

attorney general and would probably have been a Supreme Court

nominee if Bush’s constituency did not regard him as "too liberal.” 5

The Justice Department rulings met with widespread condemna-

tion. Sanford Levinson charged President Bush’s legal advisers with

“the articulation, on behalf of the Bush administration, of a view of

presidential authority that is all too close to the power that [Carl|

Schmitt was willing to accord his own Fuhrer,” referring to “the lead-

ing German philosopher of law during che Nazi period” and “the true

eminence grise of the (Bush] administration.” Or perhaps the true

eminence grise is Robespierre, who instructed the French Convention

that the Jacobins should “subdue liberty’s enemies by terror.” As

I evinson points out, however, there was some basis for the rulings.

I he US Senate, when ratifying in 1994 the UN Convention Against

Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Pun-

ishment, provided what Levinson calls a more “
‘interrogator-friendly’

definition of torture than that adopted by the UN negotiators.” This

definition has been used by the president’s legal advisers to justify the

torture of detainees in Guantanamo, Iraq, and Afghanistan, and else-

where as well, it appears. The United States, “in conjunction with key

allies”—presumably the United Kingdom—“is running an ‘invisible’

network of prisons and detention centres into which thousands of sus-

pects have disappeared without trace since the ‘war on terror’ began,”

writes British journalist and terrorism specialist Jason Burke, includ-

ing a Soviet-era compound in eastern Europe (Dana Priest). Their fare

is unknown hut not hard to guess. In addition, unknown numbers of

suspects have been sent by “rendition” to countries where torture is

virtually guaranteed.6

In a scathing comprehensive review of the doctrines created by Bush’s

Justice Department, international law professor Jordan Paust writes:

“Not: since the Nazi era have so many lawyers been so clearly involved

m international crimes concerning the treatment and interrogation of
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persons detained during war.” The lawyers were executing a plan that

“emerged within the Bush Administration in 2002 ... to violate cus-

tomary and treaty-based international law concerning the treatment

and interrogation of so-called ‘terrorist’ and enemy combatant detainees

and their supporters.” Faust notes that “the common plan and au-

thorizations have criminal implications,” including “violations of the

laws of war, which are war crimes,” and possible high-level conspir-

acy to commit such crimes. The Gonzales memo of 2002, according

ro Paust, “is evidence of an unprincipled plan to evade the reach of law

and to take actions in violation of Geneva law while seeking to avoid

criminal sanctions.” Similarly a memo issued by Bush on February 7,

2002, “necessarily authorized and ordered violations of the Geneva

Conventions, which are war crimes.” Reviewing subsequent presiden-

tial decisions, Paust finds violations of the Geneva Conventions and

the Charter of the Nuremberg Tribunal, all war crimes, as well as fla-

grant violations of the US Constitution. Paust is derisive of the efforts

of judicial advisers, among them highly respected professors of law

and ocher legal authorities, who “engaged in complete fabrication

[and] clear falsehood,” distorting long-standing legal principles and

Supreme Court judgments in the “plans to permit war crimes.” He

can recall no precedent in US history for such crimes “by lawyers and

at the highest levels of our government,” including the president and

Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, who ordered practices “patently

violative of the laws of war.” 7

The two major international human rights organizations, Human

Rights Watch and Amnesty International, have vigorously affirmed

the Nuremberg principle of highest-level responsibility for crimes

against peace and crimes against humanity. Referring to the scandal of

Guantanamo and resort to torture directly or through the shameful

practice of “rendition,” Human Rights Watch called for criminal in-

vestigations of Donald Rumsfeld and former CIA director George

Tenet, along with Generals Ricardo Sanchez (the former top US mil-

itary commander in Iraq) and Geoffrey Miller (the former com-

mander of the Guantanamo prison camp). Amnesty International

called on all governments of the world to carry out criminal investiga-

tions of "senior US officials involved in the torture scandal,” and, if
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the investigations support prosecution, to “arrest any official who en-

ters their territory (and) begin legal proceedings against that official,”

following the precedent of the prosecution of Chilean dictator Augusto

Pinochet, in conformity with the directives of international humani-

tarian law. The common reaction in US elite circles was predictable,

given their reflexive rejection of the most elementary moral truisms

•tnd the accompanying doctrine of self-exemption from international

law and treaties.8

Fven without detailed information about the criminal practices of

hush and associates in Guantanamo, few could have been in any

doubt chat it is the site of major atrocities. Condoleezza Rice’s solemn

assurances to European diplomats about torture and rendition can

hardly he taken seriously. Why select Egypt for rendition, not Swe-

den? Why detain people in Guantanamo rather than in a prison in

New York? The pretext that dangerous terrorists might have escaped

sn New York is without merit. Evidently, the Rush administration se-

lected Guantanamo because legalistic chicanery could portray it as ex-

empt from domestic or international law. The US base in eastern Cuba
was seized by force at the end of the nineteenth century and then given

to the United States under an imposed “treaty” that permits it to be

used as a coaling or naval station. It has since been converted to other

purposes, in violation of even that forced concession by occupied

Cuba: among them, the detention of Haitian refugees in violation of

Article 9 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and now tor-

ture and other violations of international law. Maintaining the US
base is also a transparent effort to undermine the Cuban economy by

denying the country its major port and possibilities for development in

the hinterland.

hi unintended confirmation of the assessment of Bush administra-

tion doctrine by Levinson, Paust, and the human rights organizations,

two legal authorities have sought to dismiss another convention of in-

ternational humanitarian law, the designation of the International

Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) as the sole authority to determine

the status of prisoners of war. This convention is ludicrous, we learn

from international lawyers Lee Casey and David Rivkin, who served in

the Justice Department; under Reagan and Bush I. One reason is that
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“each state is entitled to interpret
|
international law] itself—this is the

essence of sovereignty and self-government.” The phrase “each state”

refers, of course, to the United States—or its clients, if Washington

chooses to delegate the rights to them. Casey and Rivkin do not con-

clude, for example, that Saddam Hussein was entitled to interpret the

law' so as to authorize his conquest of Kuwait, or that a future demo-

cratic government in Iraq would be entitled to bomb Israel to put an

end to its violation of innumerable Security Council orders as well as

of the Geneva Conventions. A second reason the ICRC is disqualified

is chat it disagrees with Washington and has thereby abdicated its role

as an “impartial humanitarian body.” QED.9

Casey and Rivkin could have added others to their list of disqualified

authorities, among them, the Organization of American States (OAS)

and “the spear carrier for the pax americana” as the Blair government

is described with scorn in Britain’s leading journal of international af-

fairs. The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights of the OAS

requested in March 2002 char the United States “take the urgent mea-

sures necessary to have die legal status of the detainees at Guantanamo

Bay determined by a competent Tribunal,” meaning the ICRC. Wash-

ington dismissed the request on grounds that it has no binding commit-

ment ro accept the commission’s decisions. Perhaps with this in mind, a

year later, the OAS for the first time voted to exclude the United States

from membership in the Inter-American Commission, “a symbolic

rebuff—to show' our disapproval of US policies,” a Latin American

diplomat in Washington observed. As for Britain, the Blair government

refused to take a stand when a British court of appeal ruled unanimously

that Feroz Abas-si, a British citizen held without charge at Guantanamo,

was being detained arbitrarily in a “legal black hole,” invoking rights

that trace hack to quaint provisions of the Magna Carta. These provi-

sions were, at last, partially recognized by the US Supreme Court in its

Rasul etal. v Bush decision of June 2004, perhaps also disqualifying the

Supreme Court, by Casey and Rivkin’s standards—though not Con-

gress, which nullified the ruling in fall 2005. 10

Among other institutions disqualified from judging US actions are

the World Court, ever since it ruled against the United States in the

case brought by Nicaragua in 1986, and the UN Security Council,
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which affirmed the World Court’s judgment. But the World Court’s in-

iquity extends beyond its transgression on Nicaragua. In July 2004,

the court issued an advisory ruling that Israel’s “Separation Wall” di-

viding the West Bank violates international law, and that it is an “ob-

ligation for all States not to recognize the illegal situation resulting

from construction of the wall and not to render aid or assistance in

maintaining the situation created by such construction.” US justice

Buergenthal alone dissented, but on very narrow grounds. He agreed

that “international humanitarian law, including the Fourth Geneva

< ’onvention, and international human rights law are applicable to the

Occupied Palestinian Territory and must there [sic] be faithfully com-
plied with by Israel.” Since all Israeli settlements in the occupied terri-

tories are in violation of the convention, “the segments of the wall

being built by Israel to protect the settlements are ipso facto in viola-

tion of international humanitarian law”—that is, most of the wall. $o

presumably he is disqualified as well, though Israel’s own High Court

still passes muster. A year later, it ruled that any route of the Separa-

tion Wall “must take into account the need ro provide security for the

Israeli residents of Alfci Menashe” in the West Bank, and indeed for

all “Israelis living in Israeli communities in the Judea and Samaria

area” (the West Bank), including their property rights. 11

The US political parties agree. The World Court’s decision was bit-

terly condemned by overwhelming majorities of both parties in con-

gressional resolutions. The 2004 Democratic presidential candidate,

John Kerry, rook a particularly strong stand condemning the court.

I he reaction, Stephen Zones commented, reflects “the growing bipar-

tisan hostility to any legal restraints on the conduct of the United

States and its allies beyond their borders, particularly in the Middle

hast,” and the consensus that “any effort to raise legal questions re-

garding the actions of occupying powers must be forcefully

challenged”—when the occupying powers arc the United States or its

clients, that is. Other evidence strongly confirms his judgment. 12

There should be no need to waste time on the claim that the Sepa-

ration Wall is motivated by security concerns. Were that the case, the

wall would he built on the Green Line, the international border recog-

nized by the entire world, with the exception of Israel and the United
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States (which had also recognized the border until ir sharply shifted

policy in the 1970s to support Israel’s rejection of a political settle-

ment in favor of further expansion into the occupied territories). If Is-

rael were to build a wall for self-defense, it could be made utterly

impregnable and there would be no international objections for Wash-

ington to veto or ignore. But there is a downside. A self-defense wall

would not be a major step toward integrating within Israel valuable

Palestinian land and crucial resources, primarily water. 1 ' And it would

inconvenience Israelis, including illegal settlers, not Palestinians.

Therefore it is excluded as an option
—

“security” having its usual sig-

nificance in state practice and public rhetoric.

CRIMES OF WAR AND CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

Gonzales’s legal advice about protecting Bush from the threat of

prosecution under the War Crimes Act was proven sound not long

after he gave it, in a case far more severe even than the torture scan-

dals. In November 2004, US occupation forces launched their second

major attack on the city of Falluja. The press reported major war

crimes instantly, with approval. The attack began with a bombing

campaign intended to drive out all but the adult male population;

men ages fifteen to forty-five who attempted to flee Falluja were

turned back. The plans resembled the preliminary stage of the Sre-

brenica massacre, though the Serb attackers trucked women and chil-

dren out of the city instead of bombing them out. While the

preliminary bombing was under way, Iraqi journalist Nermcen al-

Mufti reported from “the cicy of minarets | which
|
once echoed the

Euphrates in its beauty and calm (with its| plentiful water and lush

greenery ... a summer resort for Iraqis [where people wenr| for

leisure, for a swim at the nearby Habbaniya lake, for a kebab meal.”

She described the fate of victims of these bombing attacks in which

sometimes whole families, including pregnant women and babies,

unable to flee, along with many others, were killed because the at-

tackers who ordered their flight had cordoned off the city, closing the

exit roads. 14
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Al-Mufti asked residents whether there were foreign fighters in Fal-

luja. One man said that “he had heard that there were Arab fighters in

the city, but he never saw any of them.” Then he heard that they bad

left. “Regardless of the motives of those fighters, they have provided a

pretext for the city to be slaughtered,” he continued, and “it is out-

right to resist.” Another said that “some Arab brothers were among
us, but when the shelling intensified, we asked them to leave and they

did,” and then asked a question of his own: “Why has America given

itself the right to call on UK and Australian and other armies for help

and we don’t have the same right?” 15

It would be interesting to ask how often that question has been

raised in Western commentary and reporting. Or how often the analo-

gous question was raised in the Soviet press in the 1980s, about

Afghanistan. How often was a term like “foreign fighters” used to re-

fer ro the invading armies? How often did reporting and commentary
stray from the assumption that the only conceivable question is how
well “our side” is doing, and what the prospects are for “our suc-

cess”? It is hardly necessary to investigate. The assumptions are cast in

iron. Even to entertain a question about them would be unthinkable,

proof of “support for terror” or “blaming all the problems of the

world on America/Russia,” or some other familiar refrain.

After several weeks of bombing, the United States began its ground

attack in Falluja. It opened with the conquest of the Falluja General

Hospital. The front-page story in the New York Times reported that

“patients and hospital employees were rushed out of rooms by armed
soldiers and ordered to sit or lie on the floor while troops tied their

hands behind their backs.” An accompanying photograph depicted

the scene. It was presented as a meritorious achievement. “The offen-

sive also shut down what officers said was a propaganda weapon for

the militants: Falluja General Hospital, with its stream of reports of

civilian casualties.” Plainly such a propaganda weapon is a legitimate

linger, particularly when “inflated civilian casualty figures”—inflated

because our leader so declared—had “inflamed opinion throughout

the country, driving up the political costs of the conflict.” The word
“conflict” is a common euphemism for US aggression, as when we
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read on the same pages that “now, the Americans are rushing in engi-

neers who will begin rebuilding what the conflict has just

destroyed”—just “the conflict,” with no agenr, like a hurricane. 16

Some relevant documents passed immentioned, perhaps because

they too are considered quaint and obsolete: for example, the provision

of the Geneva Conventions stating that “fixed establishments and mo-

bile medical units of the Medical Service may in no circumstances be

attacked, but shall at all times be respected and protected by the Parties

to the conflict.” Thus the front page of the world’s leading newspaper

was cheerfully depicting war crimes for which the political leadership

could be sentenced to severe penalties under US law, the death penalty

if patients ripped from their beds and manacled on the floor happened

to die as a result. The questions did not merit detectable inquiry or re-

flection. The same mainstream sources told us that the US military

“achieved nearly all their objectives well ahead of schedule,” as “much

of the city lay in smoking ruins.” But it was not a complete success.

There was litrle evidence of dead “packrats” in their “warrens” or on

the streets, “an enduring mystery.” US forces did discover “the body of

a woman on a street in Falluja, but it was unclear whether she was an

Iraqi or a foreigner.” The crucial question, apparently. 17

Another front-page story quotes a senior marine commander who

says that the attack on Falluja “ought to go down in the history

hooks.” Perhaps ir should. If so, we know on just what page of history

it will find its place. Perhaps Falluja will appear right alongside

Grozny, a city of about rhe same size, with a picture of Bush and Putin

gazing into each other’s souls. Those who praise or for that matter

even tolerate all of this can select their own favorite pages of history.
18

The media accounts of the assault were not uniform. Qatar-based

Al-Jazeera, rhe most important news channel in the Arab world, was

harshly criticized by high US officials for having “emphasized civilian

casualties” during the destruction of Falluja. The problem of indepen-

dent media was later resolved when the channel was kicked out of Iraq

in preparation for free elections.
19

Turning beyond rhe US mainstream, we discover also rhat “Dr.

Sami al-Jumaili described how US warplanes bombed the Central

Health Centre in which he was working,” killing thirty-five patients
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and twenty-four staff. His report was confirmed by an Iraqi reporter

lor Reuters and the BBC, and by Dr. Eiman al-Ani of Falluja General

Hospital, who said that the entire health center, which he reached

shortly after the attack, had collapsed on the patients. The attacking

forces said that the report was “unsubstantiated.” In another gross vi-

olation of international humanitarian law, even minimal decency, the

US military denied the Iraqi Red Crescent access to Falluja. Sir Nigel

Young, the chief executive of the British Red Cross, condemned the ac-

tion as “hugely significant.” It sets “a dangerous precedent," he said:

“The Red Crescent had a mandate to meet the needs of the local popu-

lation facing a huge crisis.” Perhaps this additional crime was a reac-

tion to a very unusual public statement by the International Committee
of the Red Cross, condemning all sides in the war in Iraq for their “ut-

ter contempt for humanity.”20

In what appears to be the first report of a visitor to Falluja after the

operation was completed, Iraqi doctor Ali Fadh.il said he found it

"completely devastated.” The modern city now “looked like a city of

ghosts.” Fadhil saw few dead bodies of Iraqi fighcers in the streets;

they had been ordered to abandon the city before the assault began.

Doctors reported that the entire medical staff had been locked into the

main hospital when the US attack began, “tied up” under US orders:

“Nobody could get to the hospital and people were bleeding to death

m rhe city.” The attitudes of the invaders were summarized by a mes-

sage written in lipstick on the mirror of a ruined home: “Fuck Iraq

and every Iraqi in it.” Some of the worst atrocities were committed by

members of the Iraqi National Guard used by the invaders to search

houses, mostly “poor Shias from the south . . . jobless and desperate,”

probably “fan|ningj rhe seeds of a civil war.” Embedded reporters ar-

riving a few weeks later found some people “trickling back to Fai-

l'd 1',” where they “enter a desolate world of skeletal buildings,

tank-blasted homes, weeping power lines and severed palm trees.”

I he ruined city of 250,000 was now “devoid of electricity, running

water, schools or commerce,” under a strict curfew, and “conspicu-

ously occupied” by the invaders who had just demolished ir and the

local forces they had assembled. The few refugees who dared to return

under tight military surveillance found “lakes of sewage in the streets.
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The smell of corpses inside charred buildings. No water or electricity.

Long waits and thorough searches by US troops at checkpoints. Warn-

ings to watch out for land mines and booby traps. Occasional gunfire

between troops and insurgents."- 1

Half a year later came perhaps the first visit by an international ob-

server, Joe Carr of the Christian Peacemakers Team in Baghdad, whose

previous experience had been in the Israeli-occupied Palestinian territo-

ries. Arriving on May 28, he found painful similarities: many hours of

waiting at the few entry points, more for harassment than for security;

regular destruction of produce in the devastated remains of the city

where “food prices have dramatically increased because of the check-

points”; blocking of ambulances transporting people for medical treat-

ment; and other forms of random brutality familiar from the Israeli

press. The ruins of Palluja, he wrote, are even worse than Rafah in the

Gaza Strip, virtually destroyed by US-backed Israeli terror. The United

States “has leveled entire neighborhoods, and about every third build-

ing is destroyed or damaged." Only one hospital with inpatient care

survived the attack, but access was impeded by the occupying army,

leading to many deaths in Falluja and rural areas. Sometimes dozens of

people were packed into a “burned out shell.” Only about a quarter of

families whose homes were destroyed received some compensation,

usually less than half of the cost for materials needed to rebuild them. 22

The UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food, jean Ziegler, ac-

cused US and British troops in Iraq of “breaching international law by

depriving civilians of food and water in besieged cities as they try to

Hush out militants” in Falluja and other cities attacked in subsequent

months. US-led forces “cut off or restricted food and water to encour-

age residents to flee before assaults,” he informed the international

press, “using hunger and deprivation of water as a weapon of war

against the civilian population, | in] flagrant violation” of the Geneva

Conventions. The US public was largely spared the news. 2 -'

Even apart from such major war crimes as the assault on Falluja,

there is more than enough evidence to support the conclusion of a pro-

fessor of strategic studies at the Naval War College that the year 2004

“was a truly horrible and brutal one for hapless Iraq.” Hatred of the

United States, he continued, is now rampant in a country subjected to
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years of sanctions that had already led to “the destruction of the Iraqi

middle class, the collapse of the secular educational system, and the

growth of illiteracy, despair, and anomie [tliat| promoted an Iraqi reli-

gious revival
|
among] large numbers of Iraqis seeking succor in reli-

gion.” Basic services deteriorated even more than they had under the

sanctions. “Hospitals regularly run our of the most basic medi-

cines, . . . the facilities are in horrid shape, [and] scores of specialists

.mil experienced physicians are leaving the country because they fear

(hey are targets of violence or because they arc fed up with the sub-

standard working conditions.” Meanwhile, “religion’s role in Iraqi

political life has ratcheted steadily higher since US-led forces over-

threw Mr. Hussein in 2003,” the Wall Street journal reports. Since the

invasion, “not a single political decision” has been made without

Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani’s “tacit or explicit approval, say gov-

ernment officials,” while the “formerly little-known young rebel

cleric’ Muqtada al-Sadr has “fashioned a political and military move-
ment that has drawn tens of thousands of followers in the south and in

Baghdad’s poorest slums.” Similar developments have taken place in

Sunni areas. The vote on Iraq’s draft constitution in fall 2005 turned

mio “a battle of the mosques,” with voters largely following religious

edicts. l ew Iraqis had even seen the document because the government
had scarcely distributed any copies. The new constitution, the Wall

Street Journal notes, has “far deeper Islamic underpinnings than Iraq’s

last one, a half century ago, which was based on |secular| French civil

law,” and had granted women “nearly equal rights” with men. All of

tins has now been reversed under the US occupation.24

I he consequences of years of Western violence and strangulation

are endlessly frustrating to civilized intellectuals, who are amazed to

discover that, in the words of Edward Luttwak, “the vast majority of

Iraqis, assiduous mosque-goers and semi-literate at best,” are simply

unable to “believe what for them is entirely incomprehensible: that

foreigners have been unselfishly expending their own blood and trea-

sure to help them." By definition, no evidence necessary.25

Commentators have lamented that the United States has changed

“from a country that condemned torture and forbade its use to one

that practices torture routinely.” The actual history is far less benign.
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But torture, however horrifying, scarcely weighs in the balance in

comparison with the war crimes at Falluja and elsewhere in Iraq, or

the general effects of the US and UK. invasion. One illustration,

noted in passing and quickly dismissed in the United States, is the care-

ful study by prominent US and Iraqi specialists published in the world s

leading medical journal, the Lancet, in October 2004. The conclu-

sions of the study, carried out on rather conservative assumptions,

are that “the death toll associated with the invasion and occupation of

Iraq is probably about 100,000 people, and may be much higher.” The

figures include nearly 40,000 Iraqis killed as a direct result of combat

or armed violence, according to a later Swiss review of the study’s

data. A subsequent study by Iraq Body Count found 25,000 noncom-

batants reported killed in the first two years of the occupation—in

Baghdad, one in 500 citizens; in Falluja, one in "136. US-led forces

killed 37 percent, criminals 36 percent, “anti-occupation forces 9

percent. Killings doubled in the second year of the occupation. Most

deaths were caused by explosive devices; two-thirds of these by air

strikes. The estimates of Iraq Body Count are based on media reports,

and are therefore surely well below the actual numbers, though shock-

ing enough. 2*’

Reviewing these reports along with the UNDP “Iraq Living Condi-

tions Survey” (April 2005), British analyst Milan Rai concludes that

the results are largely consistent, the apparent variation in numbers re-

sulting primarily from differences in the specific topics investigated

and the time periods covered. These conclusions gain some support

from a Pentagon study that estimated 26,000 Iraqi civilians and secu-

rity forces killed and wounded by insurgents since January 2004. The

New York Times report of the Pentagon study also mentions several

others, but omits the most important one, in the Lancet. It notes in

passing that “no figures were provided for the number of Iraqis killed

by American-led forces.” The Times story appeared immediately after

the day that had been set aside by international activists for commem-

oration of all Iraqi deaths, on the first anniversary of the release of the

Lancet report.27

The scale of the catastrophe in Iraq is so extreme that it can barely

be reported. Journalists are largely confined to the heavily fortified
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Green Zone in Baghdad, or else travel under heavy guard. There are a

few regular exceptions in the mainstream press, such as Robert Fisk

and Patrick Cockburn, who face extreme hazards, and there are occa-

sional indications of Iraqi opinion. One is a report on a nostalgic-

gathering of educated westernized Baghdad elites, where discussion

turned to the sacking of Baghdad by Hulagu Khan and his vicious

atrocities. A philosophy professor commented that “Hulagu was hu-

mane compared with the Americans,” drawing some laughter, but

“most of the guests seemed eager to avoid the subject of politics and
violence, which dominate everyday life here.” Instead they turned to

past efforts to create an Iraqi national culture that would overcome
the old ethnic-religious divisions to which Iraq is now “regressing”

under the occupation, and discussed the destruction of the treasures of

Iraqi and world civilization, a tragedy not experienced since the Mon-
gol invasions.28

Additional effects of the invasion include the decline of the median
income of Iraqis, from $255 in 2003 to about $ 144 in 2004, as well as

“significant countrywide shortages of rice, sugar, milk, and infant for-

mula,” according to the UN World Food Program, which had warned
m advance of the invasion that it would nor be able to duplicate the ef-

ficient rationing system that had been in place under Saddam Hussein.

Iraqi newspapers report that new rations contain metal filings, one con-

sequence of the vast corruption under the US-UK occupation. Acute

malnutrition doubled within sixteen months of the occupation of Iraq,

to the level of Burundi, well above Haiti or Uganda, a figure that “trans-

lates to roughly 400,000 Iraqi children suffering from ‘wasting,’ a con-

dition characterized by chronic diarrhea and dangerous deficiencies of

protein.” This is a country in which hundreds of thousands of children

had already died as a consequence of the US- and UK-led sanctions. In

May 2005, UN rapporteur Jean Ziegler released a report of the Norwe-
gian Institute for Applied Social Science confirming these figures. The
relatively high nutritional levels of Iraqis in the 1970s and 1980s, even

through the war with Iran, began to decline severely during die decade of

the sanctions, with a further disastrous decline after the 2003 invasion.2
'2

Meanwhile, violence against civilians extended beyond the occu-

piers and the insurgency, Anthony Shadid and Steve Fainaru reported
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that “Shiite and Kurdish militias, often operating as parr of Iraqi gov-

ernment security forces, have carried out a wave of abductions, assas-

sinations and other acts of intimidation, consolidating their control

over territory across northern and southern Iraq and deepening the

country’s divide along ethnic and sectarian lines.” One indicator of

the scale of the catastrophe is the huge flood of refugees “fleeing vio-

lence and economic troubles,” a million to Syria and Jordan alone

since the US invasion, most of them “professionals and secular mod-

erates who could help with the practical task of: getting the country to

run well.”-'0

The Lancet study estimating 100,000 probable deaths by October

2004 elicited enough comment in England so that the government had

to issue an embarrassing denial, but in the United States virtual silence

prevailed. The occasional oblique reference usually describes it as the

“controversial” report that “as many as 100,000” Iraqis died as a result

of the invasion. The figure of 100,000 was the most probable estimate,

on conservative assumptions; it would be at least as accurate to describe

it as the report that “as few as 100,000” died. Though the report was

released at the height of the US presidential campaign, it appears that

neither of the leading candidates was ever publicly questioned about it.’
1

The reaction follows the general pattern when massive atrocities

arc perpetrated by the wrong agent. A striking example is the In-

dochina wars. In the only poll (to my knowledge) in which people

were asked to estimate the number of Vietnamese deaths, the mean es-

timate was 100,000, about 5 percent of the official figure; the actual

toll is unknown, and of no more interest than the also unknown toll

of casualties of US chemical warfare. The authors of the study com-

ment that it is as if college students in Germany estimated Holocaust

deaths at 300,000, in which case we might conclude that there are

some problems in Germany—and if Germany ruled the world, some

rather more serious problems.’2

Washington’s decision to exempt itself from international law even

beyond the ample precedents has gained the partial support of people

regarded as leading advocates of human rights, such as Michael Ignati-

eff, chair of the human rights program at Harvard, who supports viola-

tions of the Geneva Conventions, and indeed of US law, on "lesser evil”
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grounds that are justified by his personal sentiments. Such grounds are

commonly understood to suffice in “just war theory.” Thus in his

highly praised recent reflections on just war, Michael Walzer describes

Afghanistan as a “triumph of just war theory,” standing alongside

Kosovo as a “just war,” no argument or evidence necessary—which is

just as well, since one will search his “arguments about war” in vain

for any nontrivial conclusion that follows from propositions of just

war theory, or from anything else, unless we add such ubiquitous

phrases as “I think” or “seems to me entirely justified.” Campus op-

ponents of what Walzer designates as just US wars are “pacifists,” he

in forms us, but “pacifism” is a “bad argument” because he thinks vi-

olence is sometimes legitimate. We may well agree (I do), hut “I think”

is hardly an overwhelming argument in the teal world cases that he dis-

cusses. His adversaries “on the left" are unidentified, apart from Ed-

ward Said “and (more intelligent and circumspect) Richard Falk,” who
give “excuses” for terror; what the “excuses” are we are not told.

Walz.er’s “arguments about war” are primarily directed against “many
people on the left,” “some critics of the war,” “a lor of talk,” “leftists,”

"great simplifiers,” and so on, all unidentifiable; and, routinely, Arabs.

It is an interesting comment on the prevailing moral-intellectual culture

that unsupported slander of opponents who are unidentified is consid-

ered legitimate practice, particularly among those who modestly de-

scribe themselves as “the decent left”—-indeed highly meritorious, as

long as the conclusions come out the right way.”

i

|

“THIEF, THIEF!”

I lu: expectations of Pentagon planners that they would quickly con-

|
t
l
uor Iraq and establish a stable client regime were not entirely unreal -

istic. Had it not been for the extraordinary incompetence of the

Pentagon civilians in charge, this should have been one of the easiest

military conquest's in history, even without the preliminary “spikes of

|
activity” and other measures to ensure that Iraqi military forces could

|
<>r would not resist. The country had been devastated by war and

unctions, and was known to have very limited military capacities

H md expenditures even by comparison to the countries nearby. The
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invasion brought to an end two brutal regimes, and the United States

had enormous resources to rebuild the wreckage. Furthermore, any re-

sistance that developed would have only insignificant outside support.

Nevertheless, the Pentagon civilians succeeded in creating a substan-

tial armed resistance and massive popular nonviolent resistance, tear-

ing the country to shreds in the process. It is a remarkable fact that

Washington planners have had more trouble controlling Iraq than

Russia had in its satellites or Germany in occupied Europe, where the

countries were run by domestic governments and security forces for

the most part, with the ruling power in the background to sustain the

client regimes. There were courageous anti-Nazi partisans, hut they

could hardly have survived without outside support, and Germany

was, of course, at war. Despite all of their unusual advantages, the

Pentagon civilians brought about “one of the most extraordinary fail-

ures in history,” veteran Middle East correspondent Patrick Cockburn

observed from the scene, quite plausibly.”1

Of the two murderous regimes brought to an end by the invasion of

Iraq, only one is allowed to enter discussion: Saddam’s tyranny, and

even that enters only through a highly selective fitter. Saddam was no

longer the US favorite he had been up to August 1990, and became

again in March 1991, when Bush I authorized the tyrant to crush rhe

Shiite rebellion that might have overthrown him. The outcome of this

new phase of Bush-Saddam complicity was tens of thousands of addi-

tional corpses.

The second murderous regime was the US-UK sanctions (for doctri-

nal reasons, called “UN sanctions,” though it is common knowledge

that the UN administered them under US pressure). Bur these are off

the agenda because they may have caused more deaths than “all so-

called weapons of mass destruction throughout history,” two hawkish

military specialists estimate, surely hundreds of thousands. Summariz-

ing a rich body of evidence, one of the best-informed American corre-

spondents writes that after “the terrible years of the U.N.

sanctions . . . incomes had dropped to one-fifth of pre-war 1 .1.990] lev-

els, infant mortality had doubled, and only a minority of Iraqis had

access to dean water.” Furthermore, half of all sewage treatment tanks

were still inoperable after having been destroyed along with power
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supplies by the US and UK bombing in 1991, which “unleashed epi-

demics of typhoid and cholera.” Education and literacy collapsed, and

growing numbers of Iraqis were reduced to “a semi-starvation diet,”

showing symptoms “usually seen only in famines," leading ro a tripling

of the death rate by 2003, according to UNICEF.'”’

The sanctions devastated civilian society, strengthened the tyrant,

and compelled the population ro rely on him for survival, quite possi-

bly saving him from the fate of other murderous dictators who were

supported by the United .States and UK up to the last moments of their

bloody rule: Nicolae Ceaugescu, Suharto, Ferdinand Marcos, Jean-

Claude “Baby Doc” Duvalier, Chun Doo-hwan, and quite a rogues’

gallery of others, to which new names are being regularly added. For

Mich reasons, rhe sanctions were bitterly condemned by leading Iraqi

opposition figures. Kamil Mahdi wrote that the United States was “in

dfecr acting to stain and paralyse all opposition to the present

regime” and hat! “given a discredited and moribund regime a new
lease of life.” The sanctions, he wrote, “treat Iraq as a massive refugee

camp to be provided with emergency relief. What Iraqis need is to

be able to regenerate their economy and resume reconstruction and
development. This means that essential services and the infrastructure

have to be given a high priority, and the import programme has to be

geared ro raising domestic production,” precisely what the US-imposed

sanctions regime prevented. 17

I hat Iraqis might have taken care of their own problems had it not

been for the murderous sanctions regime was suggested by the West-

erners who knew Iraq best, the respected international diplomats Denis

I lalliday and Hans von Sponeck, who administered the UN oil-for-

lood program in Iraq and had hundreds of investigators reporting

from around the country. Halliday resigned in protest in 1998, con-

demning the sanctions as “genocidal.” Von Sponeck resigned two
years later, for similar reasons. The speculation that Saddam Hussein’s

tyranny was sustained by the sanctions was strengthened by postwar

US government investigations, which revealed that the government

was being held together virtually by Scotch tape. Subjective judg-

ments about the matter, however, are of little interest. Unless people

m at least given the opportunity to overthrow a tyrannical regime,
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no outside power has the right: to carry out the task—inevitably for its

own purposes, and in this case, with horrifying results. Von Sponeck

alleged further that the United States was blocking his reports to the

Security Council. No such means were needed to safeguard the

American population from the opinions of the best -informed Western

observers. They were barred from the press by their unwanted conclu-

sions and unusual qualifications.-
1*

Silence is apparently regarded as insufficient to ensure that the ef-

fects of the sanctions will he hidden from view. The government-

media complex has therefore resorted to the familiar “ Ihief, thief!”

technique: when you are caught with your hands in someone’s pocket,

shout “Thief, thief!” and point vigorously somewhere else, in the hope

that attention will be shifted while you flee. In this case, the device was

to initiate intensive inquiry into alleged UN corruption in administer-

ing the oil-for-food program, with much bombast about a missing $20

billion that may have been pocketed by the Iraqis, ft is important to

bear in mind that if it is later conceded that the charges were discred-

ited, they will nevertheless have served their purpose: to eliminate any

prospect, however unlikely, that: the truly monstrous scandal—the

sanctions themselves and their consequences—might escape from

oblivion.

Though the issue is secondary, the course of the “Thief, thief!”

technique is nonetheless of some interest. It was quickly shown that

though there doubtless was UN corruption, most of the missing $20

billion consisted of illegal US-approved sales of oil to its allies Turkey

and Jordan. The bulk of illegal transactions, according to the report of

Charles A. Duelfer, the top US inspector in Iraq, consisted of “govern -

ment to government agreements” between Iraq and other countries,

primarily Jordan (“the key to Iraq’s financial survival,” according to

the report) and Turkey. All of these transactions rook place outside the

UN’s oil-for-food program, and all were authorized by the UN Secu-

rity Council, that is, by Washington. The other transactions passed

through the US-run sanctions committee, and hence faced an instant

US veto, which was never exercised for illegal kickbacks, though as-

siduously applied to block humanitarian contracts, US researcher Joy

Gordon reports. Any significant smuggling by sea would have been
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with the tacit cooperation of the US Navy, which virtually constituted

the UN Multinational Interception Force (MIF) in the Gulf. In the

only serious inquiry into the oil-for-food program, Paul Volckcr, chair

of a UN-authorized inquiry into possible abuse, came to the prelimi-

nary conclusion that questionable kickbacks were “close to the $1.7

billion that Charles Duelfer . . . arrived at,” a small fraction of the

Turkey-Jordan oil sales under the US aegis. The only nontrivial num-
ber cited in one of the many excited reports about the “major scandal

at the United Nations” is overcompensation of the Kuwaiti military by
$419 million, about one-quarter of Volckcr’s estimated total of $1.7

billion. The next largest figure reported—$200 million of illegal prof-

its, of which $50 million went to Saddam’s associates—was uncov-

ered in an inquiry by the international business press, which also

found that “the largest and boldest smuggling operation in the oil-for-

food programme was conducted with the knowledge of the US gov-

ernment.” Both US and UK authorities were notified, but ignored

warnings, sometimes conveyed by the MIF. 5*

Investigations by the Financial Times found that “the Clinton and
Ihish administrations not only knew but told the US Congress that Iraq

was smuggling oil to Turkey and Jordan,” and chat they recommended
“turning a blind eye to it." The reason was that the illegal sales were
in the national interest,’ ” since Jordan is an important US client state,

and support for Turkey, long a major US base for regional control, pro-

motes “security, prosperity and other vital interests.” 411

Whatever the scale of the preinvasion kickback schemes may have
been, it is doubtful that they will even approximate the sums that have

disappeared under US management during the occupation of Iraq, As
ihe Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) ended its rule, the face of

the estimated $20 billion of Iraqi funds that passed into its control

—

including unspent funds from the oil-for-food program and more than
$1 I billion in Iraqi oil revenues—remained a mystery. The “lack of

transparency is fuelling questions” about corrupt CPA practices, the

Financial Times reported, providing many illustrations, among them
studies concluding that three-fourths of contracts worth more than $5
million were handed out without competitive bidding. That included a

Ml,4 [billion) project: to rebuild Iraq’s oil infrastructure, granted to
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Halliburton, the US oil services company formerly headed by Dick

Cheney, the US vice president, without competitive tender, [which
|

made Halliburton the largest single recipient of Iraqi funds.” Further

inquiries revealed schemes by Texas corporations and “legendary oil

men” to subvert “the restrictions imposed by the United Nations’ oil-

for-food programme,” with some indictments under way. What has

appeared suggests a morass of corruption by US businesses, among

others. 41

In the most extensive media review of CPA practices, relying pri-

marily on official US audits, Ed Harriman observes that Rumsfeld and

Paul Bremer “made sure that the reconstruction of Iraq is paid for by

the ‘liberated’ country.” Bremer’s CPA “spent up to $20 billion of

Iraqi money, compared to $300 million of US funds.” No record could

be found for “$8.8 billion that passed through the new Iraqi govern-

ment ministries” under Bremer’s control. Payoffs to Texas-based Hal-

liburton and its subsidiaries have been particularly outlandish, but the

record of corruption under CPA authority extends far beyond. “The

schools, hospitals, water supplies and electricity, all of which were sup-

posed to benefit from [CPA-administered
|
money, are in ruins. The in-

escapable conclusion is that foreign contractors grabbed large bundles

of cash for themselves and made sweet deals with their Iraqi contacts.

Under Saddam’s rule, Harriman observes, both he “and the US profited

handsomely.” In those years, “most of Iraq’s oil went to Californian

refineries, [which| grew rich. Today the system is much the same: the

oil goes to California, and the new Iraqi government spends the coun-

try’s money with impunity.” Stuart Bowen, special inspector general

for Iraq reconstruction, found chat little was left for reconstruction, in

part because an estimated $30 billion of Iraqi funds seized by the oc-

cupying army, along with funds from Iraqi oil revenues, had been sub-

ject to mismanagement and “potential fraud” by CPA personnel.
42

Much more exciting than the facts about corruption are fevered

tales about possible Russian chicanery, or an unexplained $160,000 in

the hands of UN official Benon Sevan, or reports that Kofi Annan

might (or might not) have spoken at some gathering to an official of a

company that employed his son. Whatever the actual facts, the conclu-

sion is that the UN is in dire need of US-guided reform. Therefore the
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Bush administration has “focused on the UN-administered oil-for-food

program—which became a pool of corruption while allowing Saddam
Hussein to divert millions in oil revenues—'viewing it as an example of

the deep reforms the UN needs if it is to be effective.” Undertaking that

task is the “next hurdle” facing newly appointed UN ambassador John
Bolton. 4 ’

I he final report of the Volcker commission on corruption at UN
headquarters found two instances, Warren Huge reported: Sevan was
accused “of banking at least $147,000 in kickbacks and a procure-

ment officer, Aleksandr V. Yakovlev of Russia, was found to have so-

licited a bribe, unsuccessfully, from a program contractor,” actions

that might qualify them for junior management positions at Hallibur-

ton. “The report also blamed the Security Council and its sanctions

committee”—which means primarily Washington—“for tolerating

smuggling that went on outside the oil-for-food program and that

benefited countries like Turkey, Jordan and Syria.” The scale of cor-

ruption is illustrated by the final estimates: “[Saddam] Hussein

skimmed $1.8 billion in kickbacks and surcharges from the United

Narions-run program.” The surcharges were almost all skimmed with

Washington’s authorization; the kickbacks substantially involved US
corporations. The commission chose not to investigate an estimated

$9 billion in oil-for-food surpluses handed over to the US occupation

authorities, which apparently disappeared.44

The end result of the Volcker inquiry is, therefore, barely detectable.

But by doctrinal fiat, its revelations are “the largest fraud ever recorded

in history,” the Wall StreetJournal editors declared with mock outrage.

They also joined the impassioned call for radical reform of the UN to

deal with its waste, mismanagement, and corruption—doubtless real,

and presumably the responsibility of the UN undersecretary-generals

lor management, who are regularly Washington political appointees.45

In its final compilation on business corruption, the Volcker com-
mission identified thousands of companies engaged in illegal sur-

charges and kickbacks along with a number of individuals, including

fugitive financier Marc Rich, granted a presidential pardon by Clinton

he left office. It also faulted the Security Council (that is, the United

States) for failure to monitor the corruption. “Even though we are
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looking at it from the outside, it kind of screams out at you,” Volcker

said:
“ 'Why didn’t somebody blow a whistle?’ The central point is

that it all adds up to the same story. You need some pretty thorough-

going reforms at the U.N.” One of Volcker’s investigators answered

his question about whistle-blowers: allowing billions of dollars of oil

to flow illegally “to the benefit of the economies of American allies,

including Jordan and Turkey,” he said, “had a compromising effect on

the Security Council's willingness to step in and stop the practice." Af-

ter these vast illegal flows, he asked, “you’re going to he very strict

about this smaller volume of oil? Unlikely.” To put it less obliquely,

the United States, which monitored the program with a hawk’s eye,

was “compromised” by its crucial role in illegal support for Saddam

and was not in a position to “blow a whistle” about far smaller sums,

which implicated many US companies. Doubtless “pretty thoroughgo-

ing reforms” are needed in many places, but “the central point” is

that the UN, with all its faults, does not rank very high among them.46

Most of the energy corporations involved in “illicit oil surcharges”

covered their tracks by resort to intermediaries, the Volcker report con-

cluded, but not all: “one major oil company was shamed by the 623-

page report: Texaco, part of Chevron.” There is some poetic justice,

perhaps, in Texaco’s unique role, not just because of the Texas connec-

tion. In the late 1930s, Texaco, then run by an open pro-Nazi, diverted

oil shipments from the Spanish republic ro Franco—in violation of con-

tract, as well as of official US government orders—while the State De-

partment pretended “not to see” that the fascist forces invading Spain

were receiving from the United States the one critical commodity that

Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy could not provide. T he left-wing press

was able to discover it, and later it was officially conceded. Similarly,

when Clinton was undermining the embargo against Haiti’s vicious

terrorist junta, it was Texaco that was authorized to violate the presi-

dential directive against shipping oil, the crucial commodity needed to

maintain the terror. So the circle hasn’t turned too far.
4

While Sevan’s $150,000 was a major story for months, one would

be hard-pressed to find a report of his July 1999 appeal to the Security

Council, warning that “the improvement of the nutritional and health

status of the Iraqi people through |a| multi-sectoral approach ... is be-
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mg seriously affected as a result of ( the
|
excessive number of holds

placed on supplies and equipment for water, sanitation and electric-

ity.” Most were blocked by US objections, including switches, sock-

ets, window frames, ceramic tiles and paint, heart and lung machines,

and many other items of “paramount importance to the welfare of the

Iraqi people,” Kofi Annan reported, while urging the Security Council

to relax interventions that were “seriously impairing the effective im-

plementation of the programme” to provide desperately needed hu-

manitarian ass istanee

.

48

Unilateral US sanctions, even apart from those under a UN cover as

m Iraq, overwhelm all others in scale. When powerful stares are op-

posed to international sanctions, they simply evade them by one or an-

other device: US evasion of UN sanctions against South Africa during

the Reagan years and of OAS sanctions against the terrorist military

junta in Haiti under Bush I and Clinton, to mention two examples.

I hose who have attended to the history of sanctions will not be sur-

prised to learn that US sanctions on Iran are perceived by Iranian re-

lormers as harmful to their cause. One of Iran’s most influential

intellectuals, Saeed Hajjarian, warns that “America is looking for any

excuse—the nuclear issue, terrorism, human rights, the Middle East

peace process” to impose pressures on Iran, which often “make the

situation here more militarised, and in such an atmosphere democracy

r. killed.” Known as “the brain of the reformists,” Hajjarian was shot

m the face by a Muslim militant in 2000, and though slowly recover-

ing, he “is a reminder of the price some Iranians have paid for reform.”

1 It- remains an opponent of sanctions, which “hurt the people,” he says,

and undermine democracy and reform, rejecting the comparison to

South Africa, where the sanctions evaded by the Reagan ites were wel-

comed by the black majority despite the harm caused them. That cri-

terion, regularly ignored, should he a primary factor in judging the

|
propriety of sanctions.49

• here is no great secret about why Washington has been “looking

for any excuse” to impose sanctions ever since Iranians dared to over-

| throw the brutal tyrant imposed by the IJS-UK coup that destroyed the

|
Iranian parliamentary system in 1 953. There is little need to tarry over

I the pretexts, which should shame and embarrass any honest observer.
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SELF-EXCLUSION

In one of the many outraged comments on the justifications of torture

provided by Justice Department lawyers, Dean Harold Koh of Yale

Law School—who as an assistant secretary of state had presented

Washington’s denunciation of all forms of torture to the international

community—said that “the notion that the president has the constitu-

tional power to permit torture is like saying he has the constitutional

power to commit genocide.” The same legal advisers should have little

difficulty arguing that the president does indeed have that right, so re-

cent practice suggests.
50

The torture convention is unusual in that it was ratified, though

amended by the Senate. Few international conventions on human

rights are even ratified, and those few ate commonly accompanied by

reservations rendering them inapplicable to the United States. They are

deemed to be “non-self-executing,” or subject to RLlDs (“reserva-

tions, understandings, and declarations”). This includes the Genocide

Convention, which the United States finally ratified forty years after it

was drafted, but with the usual reservations. The matter reached the

World Court in the context of NATO bombing of Serbia in 1999.

When an international tribunal was established to try war crimes in

the Balkan wars, a group of international lawyers requested the tribu-

nal to investigate NATO crimes during the Serbian bombing cam-

paign, presenting documentary evidence recorded by the major

international human rights organizations, along with revealing admis-

sions by the NATO command. The prosecutors rejected the request

without investigation, in violation of the statutes of the tribunal, slat-

ing that they accepted NATO assurances of good faith. Yugoslavia

then brought charges to the World Court, invoking the Genocide Con-

vention. The US government excused itself, on grounds of its self-

exclusion from charges of genocide. The court, keeping to its statutes,

accepted this argument. 51

There are other examples of self-exemption from core principles of

international law, also of crucial contemporary relevance. One arose in

the case brought to the World Court by Nicaragua against the United

States. Part of Nicaragua’s case, presented by Harvard University law
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professor and former legal adviser to the State Department Abram

Chayes, was rejected by the court on the grounds that in accepting

World Court jurisdiction in 1946, the United States had entered a reser-

vation excluding itself from prosecution under multilateral treaties, in-

cluding the UN Charter and the OAS Charter. The court therefore

restricted its deliberations to customary international law and a bilateral

US-Nicaragua treaty. Even on these very narrow grounds, the court

charged Washington with “unlawful use of force”—in lay language, in-

ternational terrorism—and ordered it to terminate the crimes and pay

substantial reparations, which would go far beyond paying off the huge

debt that is strangling Nicaragua. We return to the bitter aftermath. The

relevant point here is that the court correctly recognized that the United

States is self-exempted from the fundamental principles of world order

that it played the primary role in formulating and enacting.-
52

It would seem to follow that Washington is entitled to commit ag-

gression as well as genocide. Aggression, in the wording of the

Nuremberg Tribunal, is “the supreme international crime differing

only from other war crimes in that it contains within itself the accu-

mulated evil of the whole”—all the evil in the tortured land of Iraq

that flowed from the US and UK invasion, for example. That includes

Abu Ghraib, Falluja, and everything else that happened in the “truly

horrible and brutal (years! for hapless Iraq” since the invasion. And if,

.is seems reasonable, we take the “accumulated evil” to include effects

outside Iraq itself, the accounting is still more grim, leading right to

i he “inescapable question.”

The concept of aggression was defined clearly enough by Justice

Robert Jackson, chief of counsel for the United States at Nuremberg,

and was restated in an authoritative General Assembly resolution. An

"aggressor,” Jackson proposed to the tribunal in his opening state-

ment, is a state that is the first to commit such actions as “Invasion of

its armed forces, with or without a declaration of war, of the territory

of another State,” or “Provision of support to armed bands formed in

the territory of another State, or refusal, notwithstanding the request

of the invaded State, to take in its own territory, all the measures iu its

power to deprive those bands of all assistance or protection.” The sec-

ond provision clearly applies to the US war against Nicaragua, though
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giving the Reaganites the benefit of the doubt, one might consider

them to be guilty only of the lesser crime of international terrorism on

a scale without precedent. The first applies to the US and UK invasion

of Iraq, unless we avail ourselves of the more imaginative devices of

defense attorneys, for example, the proposal by one respected legal

scholar that the United States and UK were acting in accord with the

UN Charter under a “communitarian interpretation” of its provisions:

they were carrying out the will of the international community, in a

mission implicitly delegated to them because they alone had the power

to carry ir out. It is irrelevant that the international community vocif-

erously objected—even more strongly if people are included within the

international community/ 5

Also irrelevant are Justice Jackson’s eloquent words at Nuremberg

on the principle of universality: “If certain acts of violation of treaties

are crimes, they are crimes whether the United States docs them or

whether Germany does them, and we are not prepared to lay down a

rule of criminal conduct against others which we would not be willing

to have invoked against us.” And elsewhere: “We must never forget

that the record on which we judge these defendants is the record on

which history will judge us tomorrow. To pass these defendants a poi-

soned chalice is to puc it to our own tips as well.” Telford Taylor,

Jackson’s chief counsel for war crimes, writes that “those were beauti-

ful words, hut did the results match the aspiration?” Hardly, which

1 take it was Taylor's point. In the early phases of preparation for the

tribunal, Taylor had already voiced his skepticism with regard to the

core principle of Nuremberg, the crime of launching aggressive war.

“This phase of the case,” Taylor wrote, “is based on the assumption

that it is, or will be declared, a punishable offense to plan and launch

(and lose?) an aggressive war.” It was indeed so declared at Nurem-

berg. Bur the principle of universality was quickly rescinded, and Tay-

lor’s concerns proved all too valid.
54

The official explanation for Washington’s self-exemption from the

rule of law in the Nicaragua case, presented by State Department legal

adviser Abram Sofaer, might also have received a nod of approval

from Carl Schmitt. The World Court was disqualified for the same

reasons as was the 1GRC: it disagreed with Washington, Accordingly,

it was a “hostile forum,” as the New York Times editors concluded in

approving Washington's rejection of court orders—which has left the

United States in splendid isolation in defiance of World Court rulings,

no longer in the exalted company of Muammar Qaddafi and Enver

l-loxha, now that Libya and Albania have complied with the final

judgments. The bias of the World Court in fact extends to the world

generally, Sofaer explained. The world majority "often opposes the

United States on important international questions,” so that we must

“reserve to ourselves the power to determine” which matters fall “es-

sentially within the domestic jurisdiction of the United States, as de-

termined by the United States”—in this case, international terrorism

that practically destroyed the Targeted country.55

The basic principles taught to the world by Sofaer were spelled out

to Mexicans by Condoleezza Rice when she visited in March 2005 to

ensure that they would live up to their obligations under a 1944 treaty

to deliver water to the United States. That compliance was the only

formal outcome of the seven-hour visit, the Mexican press reported,

though Rice did comment on another matter of interest to Mexicans:

Washington’s abrupt withdrawal from the Vienna Convention on

Consular Relations after the World Court ruled against the United

States in the cases of fifty-one Mexicans who had been sentenced to

death after the United States had violated their right to consult with

officials from a Mexican consulate. “We will continue to believe in the

importance of consular notification,” Rice explained, but interna-

tional court jurisdiction has “proven inappropriate for the United

States.” In short, the Mexican press concluded, "Rice was telling the

Mexicans . . . that while they had a water treaty to live up to, the

United States could simply withdraw from a signed agreement that it

found "inappropriate.’ Confirming the enforceability of those different

options was surely one of the things Rice’s visit was all about.”56

More generally, it is what international law is all about when those

with the power to set the rules are permitted to do so by their own cit-

izens. Neither Nicaraguans, nor Mexicans, nor many others need the

instructions provided to them once again. A long history suffices.

The Vienna Convention was proposed by the United States in

1963 and ratified in 1969, The United States was the first country to
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invoke it before the World Court, successfully, in its suit against Iran

after the 1979 hostage taking. International law and court judgments

are fine, but only when they come out the right way. Anything else is

“inappropriate for the United States.”
57

The basic problem with the World Court and the world, so we

learn from UN ambassador John Bolton, is that they misinterpret in-

ternational law. One of the administration’s legal specialists, Bolton

writes that “in the rest of the world, international law and its ‘binding’

obligations are taken for granted.” But no such binding obligation can

apply to the United States. That follows from the fact that the “accu-

mulating force” of international law interferes with Washington’s

freedom to act as it chooses and “will even more dramatically impede

us in the future.” Treaties are not “legal” obligations for the United

States, but at most “political” commitments. Therefore, contrary to

what others mistakenly believe, it was quite appropriate for Washing-

ton to refuse to pay its UN dues from the Reagan years until 2001,

when Washington changed course because it then needed interna-

tional support. True, at Washington’s initiative, the World Court ruled

In 1962 that payment of UN dues is obligatory for members. But that

ruling was applied to official enemies, and it was delivered before the

World Court was disqualified by disagreeing with Washington. Nor

does it matter that the US share of UN dues has always been below a

rate that would accurately reflect US economic strength,5*

The reasoning throughout is straightforward, and is in full accord

with what Bush calls “new thinking in the law of war,” which takes

international law and treaties to be “private contractual rules” that

the more powerful party “is free to apply or disregard as it sees fit”:

sternly enforced to ensure a safer world for investors, but quaint and

obsolete when they constrain Washington’s resort to aggression and

other crimes. 59

It would only be fair to add that in these respects the Bush admin-

istration is within the approved spectrum, which is quite narrow. The

“new thinking” had been clearly formulated at the opposite extreme

of the spectrum by the most prominent among the liberal “wise men”

who are honored for having created the modern order, senior states-

man and Kennedy adviser Dean Aeheson. In January 196.1, just alter
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the Cuban missile crisis, Aeheson instructed the American Society of

International Law that no “legal issue” arises when the United States

responds to a challenge to its “power, position, and prestige,” as in

Cuba. Aeheson was surely aware that the international terrorist war

that was a significant factor in driving the world to the brink of disas-

ter had been quickly resumed by Kennedy when the missile crisis was

resolved. It would not be easy to conjure up a more straightforward

enunciation of the “new thinking”—which, throughout history, has

been among the prerogatives of overwhelming power.60

T HE FABRIC OF LAW ON WHICH SURVIVAL RESTS

Returning to the “inescapable question” posed by Russell and Ein-

stein, another prominent strategic analyst who joins in the warnings

of nuclear catastrophe is Michael MccGwire. He writes that under

current policies, largely driven by Washington, “a nuclear exchange is

ultimately inevitable,” following the “dreadful logic” that should be

familiar to anyone concerned with the fate of the species. “If present

trends persist,” he argues, “we are virtually certain to see a return to

nuclear arms racing, involving intercontinental ballistic systems and

space-based assets (offensive and defensive), reactivating the danger of

inadvertent nuclear war,” with a probability that “will be extremely

high.” As a step toward reducing the danger, he urges Britain to aban-

don its useless nuclear weapons, by now merely “the lace curtains of

our political poverty.” But the crucial choices, as everyone knows, are

made in Washington. Comparing the two crises that literally threaten

survival, MccGwire has this to say: “By comparison with global

warming, the cost of eliminating nuclear weapons would be small. But

the catastrophic results of global nuclear war would greatly exceed

those of progressive climate change, because the effects would be in-

stantaneous and could not be mitigated. The irony of the situation is

that it is in our power to eliminate the threat of global nuclear war,

but climate change cannot be evaded.” The phrase “our power,”

again, refers primarily to the United States.6 '

MccGwire’s immediate concern was the NPT and the regular five-

year-review conference scheduled for May 2005, but more generally
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the threat to survival resulting from the dismantling of the rule of law.

Reflecting on the Iraq invasion, he writes:

There were many reasons—political, military, legal, ethical and

economic—for concluding before the event that the decision to

wage war on Iraq was fundamentally Hawed. But in the longer

term, by far the most important was that such an operation (and

the reasoning that led to the decision to undertake it) threatened

to undermine the very fabric of international relations. That de-

cision repudiated a century of slow, intermittent anti often

painful progress towards an international system based on coop-

erative security, multilateral decision-making, collective action,

agreed norms of behaviour and a steadily growing fabric of law

—which is being torn to shreds by the world’s most powerful state,

new a self-declared “outlaw state,” taking perilous steps toward “ulti-

mate doom.
”

The success of the effort “to eliminate the threat of global nuclear

war” depends significantly on the effectiveness of the NTT. As

MccGwire writes, the NIPT “used to be seen as an unexpectedly suc-

cessful example of international cooperation,” but by now “it is more

like a wisdom tooth that is rotten at its root, and the abscess is poi-

soning the international body politic.” The NPT was based on two

central agreements: “In return for renouncing the option of acquiring

nuclear weapons for themselves, ‘non-nuclear-weapon states’ were

promised, first, unimpeded access to nuclear energy for nonmilitary

use, and second, progress on nuclear disarmament” by the five ac-

knowledged nuclear-weapons states (the United States, United King-

dom, Russia, France, and China). At the May 2005 review conference,

Washington’s goal was to rescind both, promises. That stand naturally

reinforces the “cynical view,” MccGwire writes, “that, whatever the

original intentions, the NPT is now a convenient instrument of US

foreign policy.”6*

A good case can be made for Washington’s call for restricting Arti-

cle IV of the NPT, which grants non-nuclear states the right to pro-

duce uranium fuel for reactors, bringing them, with contemporary

technology, to just a step away from nuclear weapons. But to be more

than mere cynicism, any such agreement would have to ensure “unim-

peded access” for nonmilitary use, in accord with the initial bargain

between declared nuclear powers and the non-nuclear states under the

NPT'. One reasonable proposal to this end was put forth by Nobel

Peace Prize laureate Mohamed HIBaradei, head of the International

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). HIBaradei suggested that all produc-

tion and processing of weapon-usable material he restricted “exclu-

sively to facilities under multinational control” and should be

accompanied “above all, by an assurance that legitimate would-be

users could get their supplies.” That should be the first step, he ar-

gued, toward fully implementing the 1.993 UN resolution calling for a

f issile Material Cutoff Treaty (FMCT, FISSBAN), which “could cap

and make public all inventories of fissile material still available, and

serve us a starting point for future arms reductions.” This call for “a

halt to the production of fissile materials for weapons,” writes the dis-

tinguished Princeton arms control specialist Frank N. von Hippel, is

"the most fundamental nuclear arms control proposal,” putting a ceil-

ing on the number of nuclear weapons that can be made. A second,

crucial step would be the fulfillment of the pledge of the nuclear states

to eliminate nuclear weapons/’’

ElBaradei’s proposal, regrettably, was dead in the water. The US

political leadership, surely in its current stance, would never agree to

the first step, thereby abrogating its unique exemption from interna-

tional law and treaty obligations. And the more general framework re-

mains mere words, as we see directly, and is likely to remain so unless

the democratic deficit can be overcome in the reigning superpower.

Washington’s call for restricting Article IV is therefore regarded by

much of the world, quite rationally, as the cynical intention to convert

the NPT' to what MccGwire calls “a convenient instrument of US for-

eign policy.”

US specialists have presented other proposals, but all require faith in

Washington’s benign intentions. Graham Allison cites ElBaradei’s pro-

posal, keeping just to its first step, which he regards as “not practical . .

.

or feasible,” a polite way of saying that Washington would not accept it.

Instead, he advocates a system based on trust in the nuclear states

(meaning the United States) to provide “unimpeded access” to nuclear
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facilities. A more elaborate proposal for an Assured Nuclear Fuel Ser-

vices Initiative (ANFSi) also suggests a “more pragmatic approach”

than ElBaradei’s, recognizing that his proposal would be blocked by “di-

vergent national interests”—another oblique reference to likely US rejec-

tion. ANFSI calls for an array of “national and commercial assurances,”

reinforced by “a firm multilateral guarantee” and supervised by the

IAEA and the UN Security Council—hence all under the control of the

outlaw state that rejects their authority and regards “assurances” as sub-

ject to its will. Like Allison’s, the ANFSI study does not explain why oth-

ers should trust the United States to refrain from acting unilaterally to

terminate supplies when it so chooses, or to withdraw its first-use option

against non-nuclear states, thus at least reducing the need for a deterrent,

though not eliminating it until the nuclear states accept their part of the

NPT bargain/’4

The scant media coverage of the May 2005 NPT five-year review

conference kept pretty much to Washington’s agenda. As the confer-

ence opened, the New York Times reported that it “was meant to of-

fer hope of closing huge loopholes in the treaty, which the United

States says Iran and North Korea have exploited to pursue nuclear

weapons.” An accompanying map highlighted Tehran and Pyong-

yang, with the caption “Talk in Tehran and Pyongyang is dampening

nonproliferation hopes”—that is, Washington’s agenda, not shared by

the world, nor by prominent strategic analysts. The report did note in

passing that Washington intends “to work around the United Nations,

and avoid subjecting the United States to a broad debate about

whether it is in compliance with its own obligations under the treaty,”

and that the Hush administration now unilaterally rejects some of the

thirteen steps toward nuclear disarmament that all parties at the 2000

NPT' review conference had unanimously approved—a considerable

understatement. But such matters do not bear on the hopes that the

conference was “meant to” realize. The New York Times report on

the opening sessions focused almost entirely on Washington’s demand

“that Iran dismantle all the ‘equipment and facilities’ it has built over

the past two decades to manufacture nuclear material.” The Times

added, “Both American officials and officials of the International

Atomic Energy Agency said they were concerned that as Iran’s June
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elections draw nearer, a politically popular drive to restart the nuclear

program may accelerate.”65

The wording is of interest, including the casual recognition of the

Bush administration’s fear of democracy—hence the urgency to nul-

lify expression of public opinion in an election. Also instructive is the

phrase “the past two decades.” The selected time span avoids the un-

comfortable fact that the policies Washington now condemns, and the

“huge loopholes in the treaty” that the conference was “meant to”

close, are the very same policies and loopholes that the United States

supported when Iran was under the rule of the shall, from 1953 to

1979. Today, the standard claim is that Iran has no need for nuclear

power, so it must be pursuing a secret weapons program: “For an oil

producer such as Iran, nuclear energy is a wasteful use of resources,”

Henry Kissinger explains. When the shah was in charge, Kissinger, as

secretary of state, held that “introduction of nuclear power will both

provide for the growing needs of Iran’s economy and free remaining

oil reserves for export or conversion to petrochemicals.” Washington

acted to assist these efforts, with Cheney, Wolfowitz, and Rumsfeld

also playing significant roles. US universities (my own, MIT, for one,

despite overwhelming student opposition) were arranging to train

Iranian nuclear engineers, doubtless with Washington’s approval, if

not initiative. Asked about his reversal, Kissinger responded with his

usual engaging frankness: “They were an allied country” before

1 979, so therefore they had a genuine need for nuclear energy.66

Washington’s charges about an Iranian nuclear weapons program

may, for once, be accurate. As many analysts have observed, it would be

remarkable if they were not. Reiterating the conclusion that the invasion

ol Iraq, as widely predicted, increased the threat of nuclear proliferation,

Israeli military historian Martin van Crevcld writes that “the world has

witnessed how the United States attacked Iraq for, as it turned out, no

reason at all. Had the Iranians not tried to build nuclear weapons, they

would be crazy.” Washington has gone our of its way to instruct Iran on

the need for a powerful deterrent, not only by invading Iraq, but also by

strengthening the offensive forces of its Israeli client, which already has

hundreds of nuclear weapons as well as air and armored forces larger

and more advanced than any NATO power other than the United States.
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Since early 2004, rhe United States has sent Israel the biggest shipment of

advanced jet bombers in its history. The planes, very publicly advertised

as capable of bombing Iran, are equipped with unspecified “special

weaponry” and deep-penetration bombs.67

It is likely that Washington’s saber rattling is not a sign of impend-

ing war. It would not make much sense to signal an attack, years in ad-

vance. The purpose may be to provoke the Iranian leadership to adopt

more repressive policies. Such policies could foment internal disorder,

perhaps weakening Iran enough so that rhe United States might haz-

ard military action. They would also contribute to Washington’s ef-

forts to pressure allies to join in isolating Iran. The latter effect has

been achieved. Such major European firms as Thyssen-Krupp and the

British oil giant BP have withdrawn major investments in Iran, fearing

US govermnent sanctions or other consequences of actions “offensive

to the US.” In addition, US pressures are reported to have induced

Japan to back away from plans to develop an enormous oil field in

Iran.68 But Iran is not devoid of options, which may find their place in

much broader tendencies in world affairs, to which we will return in

the afterword.

MecGwire reviews the reasons why Iran can be expected to develop

a nuclear deterrent, in the light of Washington’s hostile actions and

threats and Iran’s virtual encirclement by the global superpower and

its powerful client, along with other nuclear-armed states, if logic

and moral truisms mattered, the US and British governments and sup-

porters of their doctrine of “anticipatory self-defense” should be call-

ing on Iran to develop a nuclear deterrent. Thar Iran would initiate

nuclear war is hardly plausible, unless it is intent on instant suicide.

Surely Iran faces threats from the United States and Israel that arc far

more serious, imminent, and publicly advertised than any Washington

or London could conjure up. Of course, every sane person hopes that

ways will be found to prevent Iran from developing a nuclear weapons

program. A sensible way to proceed, if this were the goal, would be to

take ElBaradei’s proposals seriously and to reduce, rather than esca-

late, the threats that, by US and UK standards, fully entitle Iran to de-

velop a nuclear deterrent—in fact, to go far beyond. As is often noted,

similar observations hold for North Korea. According to South Korean
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president Roh Moo-hyun, “North Korea professes that nuclear capa-

bilities are a deterrent for defending itself from external aggression. In

this particular case it is true and undeniable that there is a considerable

element of rationality in North Korea’s claim.”69

Other US actions have had similar effects. Political scientist John

Mearsheimer observes that India’s determination to develop a nuclear

deterrent was “hardened” by the Persian Gulf war of 1991 and the

bombing of Serbia in 1999. “Had either foe possessed nuclear

weapons, the United States might not have gone to war,” a lesson that

“was not lost on India”—and there were, in both cases, reasons to be-

lieve that peaceful options existed, particularly in 1999. Bush’s en-

dorsement of India’s nuclear weapons program contributed further to

erosion of the NPT. National security analyst Lawrence Kerb points

nut that “India was not even compelled to stop producing fissile mate-

rial for further weapons” in return for Bush’s endorsement of its re-

jection of the NPT. The move was very dangerous, he adds, though

not surprising, since “the Bush administration has demonstrated over

the past five years that it does not believe the |NPT] to he worth pre-

serving,” even expressing “its disdain by dispatching a low-level State

Department official to the important NPT Review Conference.”70

Despite the focus on Iran and North Korea, the primary reason the

NPT now faces collapse is the failure of rhe nuclear states to live up to

their obligation under Article VI to pursue “good faith” efforts to

eliminate nuclear weapons. That requirement was further underscored

by a unanimous 1.996 World Court judgment that the nuclear powers

ace legally obligated “to bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to

nuclear disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective inter-

national control.” As long as they refuse, if is unlikely that the bar-

gain will be sustained. ElBaradei merely reiterates the obvious when
he emphasizes that “reluctance by one party to fulfil its obligations

breeds reluctance in others.” The United States has led the way in re-

fusal to abide by the Article VI obligations and, under Bush, is alone in

flatly rejecting the unanimous agreement at the 2000 conference on
“an unequivocal undertaking by the nuclear-weapon states to accom-

plish the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals,” along with the

thirteen steps enumerated to carry this forward. While none of the
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nuclear states has met its obligations, the Bush administration has by

far the worst record and stands alone in having explicitly renounced

Article VI. At the 2005 NPT review conference, the Bush administra-

tion stared that “the United States balances its obligations under Arti-

cle VI with our obligations to maintain our own security and the

security of those who depend on us.” At the close of the conference,

the spokesperson for the US mission to the UN, Richard Grenell, went

so far as to say “that the treaty requires reductions . . . but not the

elimination of weapons,” a transparent falsehood. 71

More important than declarations are actions, such as plans to de-

velop new nuclear weapons and a formal policy based on the “core as-

sumption of indefinite US reliance on nuclear forces.” That policy, if

maintained, effectively terminates the NPT, which will wither away

unless the United Staves recognizes that “a viable nonproliferation

regime depends crucially on the implementation of the obligation to

disarm nuclear weapons as well as the obligation not to acquire them.”

As MccGwire, McNamara, and others emphasize, another centra! part

of the NPT compact was the commitment of the nuclear powers to en-

act and implement additional treaties: rhe Comprehensive Test Ban

Treaty, rejected by the Senate in 1 999 and declared off the agenda by

Bush; the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, which Bush rescinded; and, per-

haps most important, a verifiable F1SSBAN, which, according to

Thomas Graham, Clinton’s special representative for arms control,

would prohibit the addition of “more nuclear bomb material to the

vast amount” already in the world. In July 2004, Washington had an-

nounced its opposition to a verifiable FISSBAN on the grounds that ef-

fective verification “would require an inspection regime so extensive

that it could compromise key signatories’ core national security inter-

ests.” Nevertheless, in November, the UN Committee on Disarmament

voted in favor of a verifiable FISSBAN. The vote was 147 to 1, with

two abstentions: Israel, which reflexively sides with the US position,

and Britain, which explained its abstention on the grounds that the res-

olution “had divided the international community at a time when

progress should be a prime objective”—divided it 147 to l.
72

A few days later, the General Assembly again reaffirmed “the impor-

tance and urgency of preventing an arms race in outer space and the
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readiness of all States to contribute to that common objective,” and

called upon “all States, in particular those with major space capabilities,

to contribute actively to the objective of the peaceful use of outer space

and of the prevention of an arms race in outer space and to refrain from

actions contrary to that objective.” The resolution passed 178 to 0,

with four abstentions: the United States, Israel, Haiti, and Palau.75

Not surprisingly, the 200.5 NPT review conference ended in com-

plete failure. The main culprits were held to be Iran and Egypt. Iran

was blamed for insisting on its right under the NPT to pursue the pro-

grams that Washington had supported when it was ruled by the shaft;

Egypt, for insisting that the conference discuss Israel’s nuclear

weapons, though it was aware that Washington would bar any refer-

ence to its leading client state. The unmentioned background is chat

Egypt was calling for adherence to the agreement at the 1 995 NPT re-

view conference that, in return for accepting unlimited extension of

rhe NPT, Egypt and other Arab states would he assured that “atten-

tion be drawn to Israel’s anomalous status as a de facto [nuclear

weapons state) that had not signed the NPT and was not subject to

IAEA safeguards.” That agreement was one of the terms of the “‘res-

olution on the Middle East’ that was an integral pare of the final

'package’ of decisions—the ‘bargain’ adopted at [Review Conference]

95.” However, “within a couple of years the United States was insist-

ing that the resolution was relevant only to rhe discussions in 1995

and refusing to address its implementation, ... a blatant example of

had faith" on Washington’s part. Therefore, it was considered irre-

sponsible for Egypt to bring the matter up, just as it is Egypt’s fault,

not Washington’s, that Egypt: continues to draw attention to Security

( ,'ouncil Resolution 487, which “Calls upon Israel urgently to place its

nuclear facilities under the safeguards of the International Atomic En-

ergy Agency.”74

Though coverage of the failed 2005 NPT review generally kept to

tlte US agenda, the diligent reader could learn more. The Associated

Press reported that “rhe United States fought every reference to its

199.5 and 2000 commitments,” angering many delegates, among them

the head of Canada’s delegation, Paul Martin, whose speech at the

conference stressed that “if governments simply ignore or discard
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commitments whenever they prove inconvenient, we will never be able

to build ail edifice of international cooperation and confidence in the

security realm.” Martin’s remarks were “a thinly veiled criticism of

Washington,” the Boston Globe observed. After the review confer-

ence, former president Jimmy Carter also blasted the United States as

|

the major culprit in this erosion of the NPT. While claiming to be

protecting the world from proliferation threats in Iraq, Libya,

Iran and North Korea, American leaders not only have abandoned

existing treaty restraints but also have asserted plans to test and

develop new weapons, including antiballisric missiles, the earth-

penetrating “bunker buster” and perhaps some new “small”

bombs. They also have abandoned past pledges and now threaten

first use of nuclear weapons against non-nuclear states.
s

Similarly, Robin Cook, who resigned as Tony Blair’s foreign secre-

tary to protest the decision to invade Iraq, wrote that Britain had

maintained a fairly good record of compliance with the 2000 NPT re-

view conference commitments, but its voice had been “obscured by

our close identification with the Bush administration and our willing-

ness in the review conference to lobby for understanding of their posi-

tion” that “obligations under the non-proliferation treaty are

mandatory on other nations and voluntary on the US.” The usual

standard. Accordingly, Washington felt quite free, “while the review

conference was sitting,” to proceed with plans ro research new nu-

clear weapons “designed nor to deter but to wage war,” in contradic-

tion to commitments “the US gave to the last review conference.” 76

On the eve of the May 2005 conference, Thomas Graham, Clinton’s

special representative for arms control, warned that “the NPT lias never

seemed weaker or the future less certain.” If the treaty should fail, he

suggested, a “nuclear nightmare world” may become reality. Like other

analysts, Graham recognized that, while the other nuclear states share

responsibility, the primary threat to the NPT is US government policy.

The NPT may not have breathed its last, but the May 2005 conference

was a serious blow.
'

'

So we march on, following our leaders, toward an “Armageddon

of our own making.”

Chapter 3

Illegal but Legitimate

The hideous crimes of the twentieth century led to dedicated efforts to

save humans from the curse of war. The word save is no exaggeration.

It has been clear since 1945 that the likelihood of “ultimate doom” is

much higher than any rational person should be willing to tolerate.

I hese efforts to end war led to a broad consensus on the principles

that should guide state action, formulated in the United Nations

Charter, which in the United States is “the supreme law of the land.”

1 lie charter opens by expressing the determination of the signatories

"ro save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which twice

m our lifetime has brought untold sorrow to mankind.” The “scourge

of war” had threatened not just “untold sorrow” bur total destruc-

tion, as all the participants knew but refrained from mentioning. The
words atomic and unclear do not appear in the charter.

The postwar consensus on die use of force was reiterated in a De-
cember 2004 report by the UN High-level Panel on Threats, Chal-

lenges and Change, which included many prominent figures, among
them Brent Scowcroft, who was the national security adviser for Bush
I and has a long record in the military and security apparatus. The
panel firmly endorsed the principles of the charter: force can be law-

fully deployed only when authorized by the Security Council, or under

Article 51 of the charter, which permits the “right of individual or
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collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of

the United Nations, until the Security Council has taken measures nec-

essary to maintain international peace and security.” Article 51 is

commonly interpreted with sufficient latitude to allow the use of force

when the “necessity of self-defense” is “instant, overwhelming, leav-

ing no choice of means, no moment for deliberation,” in Daniel Web-

ster’s classic phrase. Any other resort to force is a war crime, in fact

the “supreme international crime,” in the words of the Nuremberg

Tribunal. The High-level Panel concluded that “Article 51 needs nei-

ther extension nor restriction of its long-understood scope” and

“should he neither rewritten nor reinterpreted.”
1

The UN World Summit in September 2005 reaffirmed that “the

relevant provisions of the Charter are sufficient to address the full

range of threats to international peace and security,” specifically, “the

authority of the Security Council ro mandate coercive action to main-

tain and restore international peace and security . . . acting in accor-

dance with the purposes and principles of the Charter," and the role

of the General Assembly in this regard “in accordance with the rele-

vant provisions of the Charter.” The summit further endorsed “the re-

sponsibility to commit ourselves, as necessary and appropriate, to

helping States build capacity to protect their populations from geno-

cide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity and to

assisting those which are under stress before crises and conflicts break

out.” The summit granted no new “right of intervention” to individ-

ual states or regional alliances, whether under humanitarian or other

professed grounds. 2

The report of the December 2004 UN High-level Panel went on to

say that “for those impatient with [their conclusion about Article 51],

the answer must be that, in a world full of perceived potential threats,

the risk to the global order and the norm of nonintervention on which

it continues to be based is simply too great for the legality of unilateral

preventive action, as distinct from collectively endorsed action, to be

accepted. Allowing one to so act is ro allow all.”’

UNIVERSALITY

The panel is presupposing the principle of universality, perhaps the

most elementary of moral truisms. The principle, however, is flatly re-

jected in the elite intellectual, moral, and political culture of the most
powerful states, again raising the prospect of terminal catastrophe of

which prominent analysts warn.

Formally, the postwar consensus on the principles governing the

use of force remains in effect. It is, however, revealing—and
disturbing—to see how the spectrum of opinion has shifted in West-

ern elite sectors. While the consensus is not usually rejected explicitly

(though sometimes it is), it is more likely to be ignored, taken to be

too extreme to consider, and drifting to the margins of public discus-

sion and electoral politics.

this departure from the postwar consensus was forcefully articu-

lated in the last years of the millennium, when acclaim resonated

across a broad political spectrum for Clinton’s foreign policy, which
had entered a “noble phase” with a “saintly glow,” creating a “deep

ideological divide between an idealistic New World bent on ending in-

humanity and an Old World equally fatalistic about unending con-

llict.” For the first time in history, a state—the “idealistic New
World”—was observing “principles and Values,” acting from “altru-

ism” and “moral fervor,” while leading the “enlightened states.” It

was therefore free to resort to force for what its leaders determine to be

right. These quotes are a small sample of an extraordinary deluge,

drawn only from respected liberal voices. After several years of such

flights of self-adulation, probably without historical precedent, a few

events were brought forth as evidence for the pronouncements, fore-

most among them the 1999 NATO bombing of Serbia. It was with re-

gard to that action that the phrase “illegal but legitimate” was coined. 4

I he discussion of Article 51 by the High-level Panel appears to

have been, both a response to the enthusiastic support by Western in-

tellectuals for resort to violence that they determine to be legitimate,

as well as a direct retort to the Bush doctrine of “anticipatory self-

defense,” articulated in the National Security Strategy of September

2002. The High-level Panel’s discussion therefore takes on unusual
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significance, even apart from the fact that it reaffirms the stand of the

world outside what the West calls “the international community,”

namely itself. Consider, for example, the Declaration of the South

Summit in 2000, the highest-level meeting ever held by the former

nonaligned movement, accounting for 80 percent of the world's popu-

lation. Surely with the recent NATO bombing of Serbia in mind, the

declaration firmly rejected “the so-called ‘right’ of humanitarian in-

tervention.” The declaration, which also provided a detailed and so-

phisticated analysis of neoliberal globalization, was ignored apart

from scattered derision, a standard reaction to the blcatings of the un-

people of the world, to borrow the phrase of diplomatic historian

Mark Curtis in the latest volume of his (predictably ignored) chronicle

of Britain’s postwar crimes. 5

The Bush doctrine of “anticipatory self-defense” was outlined by a

“senior American official,” reported to be Condoleezza Rice, who ex-

plained that the phrase refers to “the right of the United States to at-

tack a country that it thinks could attack it first,” The formulation is

not surprising, given her conclusion that international court jurisdic-

tion has “proven inappropriate for the United States,” and that the

United States is not subject to “international law and norms” generally.

Such views reflect a broad range of elite perceptions, but not those of

the general public. A large majority of the American public continue to

take the position that states are entitled to use force only if there is

“strong evidence that the country is m imminent danger of being at-

tacked.” Thus this same large majority rejects the bipartisan consensus

on “anticipatory self-defense” (sometimes mislabeled “preemptive

war”) and agrees with the much-maligned South Summit and the UN

High-level Panel. The legitimacy of use of force is not the only issue on

which public opinion in the United States diverges sharply from elite

political culture. Another case, already mentioned, is the Kyoto proto-

cols. And there are many others, matters bearing directly on the state

of American democracy, to which we return in chapter six/’

The provisions of the UN Charter were spelled out further at the

Nuremberg Tribunal. The accompanying Tokyo judgments were far

more severe. Though the principles they enunciated were significant,

both tribunals were deeply flawed; they were founded on rejection of
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the principle of universality. To bring the defeated war criminals to

justice, it was necessary to devise definitions of “war crime” and

“crime against humanity.” How this was done was explained by

Telford Taylor, chief counsel for war crimes prosecution and a distin-

guished international lawyer and historian:

Since both sides had played the terrible game of urban

destruction—the Allies far more successfully—there was no ba-

sis for criminal charges against Germans or Japanese, and in fact

no such charges were brought Aerial bombardment had

been used so extensively and ruthlessly on the Allied side as well

as the Axis side that neither at Nuremberg nor Tokyo was the is-

sue made a part of the trials.

The operative definition of “crime” is: Crime that you carried our

but we did nor. To underscore the fact, Nazi war criminals were ab-

solved if the defense could show that their US and UK counterparts

carried out the same crimes. Thus the tribunal excused Admiral Karl

Donitz from “breaches of the international law of submarine warfare”

on grounds of testimony from the British Admiralty and US admiral

Nimicz chat the United States and UK had carried out the same crimes

from the first days of the war.
7

As Taylor explains, “to punish the foe—especially the vanquished

foe—for conduct in which the enforcing nation has engaged, would

be so grossly inequitable as to discredit the laws themselves.” That is

correct, but the operative definition of “crime” also discredits the laws

themselves. Subsequent tribunals are discredited by the same moral

flaw: the Yugoslavia Tribunal is an example already discussed, along

with far more serious illustrations of Washington’s self-exemption

f rom international law and the fundamental principle of universality.

The consistency of practice and doctrine is understandable. Just

consider the consequences if the privileged and powerful were willing

to entertain for a moment the principle of universality. If the United

States has the right of “anticipatory self-defense” against terror, or

'gainst those it thinks might attack it first, then, a fortiori, Cuba,

Nicaragua, and a host of others have long been entitled to carry out
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terrorist acts within the United States because of its involvement in

very serious terrorist attacks against them, often uncontroversial.

Surely Iran would also be entitled to do so in the face of serious

threats that are openly advertised. Such conclusions are, of course, ut-

terly outrageous, and advocated by no one.

Outrageous conclusions would also follow about past crimes. An

inquiry by several highly regarded British journalists shortly after 9/1 I

found that “Osama bin Laden and the Taliban received threats of

possible American military strikes against them two months before

the terrorist assaults on New York and Washington,” which “raises

the possibility that Bin Laden, far from launching the attacks on the

World Trade Center in New York and the Pentagon out of the blue,

was launching a pre-emptive strike in response to what he saw as US

threats.” By US and UK standards, that should he legitimate anticipa-

tory self-defense. Again, the idea is unthinkable, of course.8

Similarly, no one would argue that Japan exercised the legitimate

right of anticipatory self-defense when it bombed military bases in the

virtual US colonies of Hawaii and the Philippines, even though the

Japanese knew that B- 1 7 Flying Fortresses were coming off the Boeing

production lines and could read in the American press that the planes

were capable of burning down Tokyo, a “city of rice-paper and wood

houses.” A November 1940 plan to “bomb Tokyo and other big

cities” was enthusiastically received by Secretary of State Cordell

Hull. FDR was “simply delighted” at the idea—described graphically

by its mastermind, air force general Claire Lee Chennault: to “burn

out the industrial heart of the Empire with fire-bomb attacks on the

teeming bamboo ant heaps of Honshu and Kyushu.” By July 1941,

the air corps was ferrying B-17s to the Far East for this purpose, mov-

ing half of all the big bombers from the Atlantic sea-lanes to this re-

gion. If needed, the planes would he used “to set the paper cities of

japan on fire,” General George C. Marshall explained in a confiden-

tial press briefing on November 15, adding that “there won’t be any

hesitation about bombing civilians.” Four days later, New York Times

senior correspondent Arthur Krock, presumably basing himself on

Marshall’s briefing, reported US plans to bomb Japan from Siberian

and Philippine bases, to which the air force was rushing incendiary
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bombs intended for civilian targets. Washington knew from decoded
messages that Japan was aware of the dispatch of B- 1 7s.

y

All of this provides far more powerful justification for anticipatory

self-defense than anything conjured up by Bush, Blair, and their asso-

ciates. There is no need to spell out what would plainly be implied, if

elementary moral principles could be entertained.

Domestic and international law are nor formal axiom systems.

'There is scope for interpretation, but their general meaning and impli-

cations are clear enough. As international law specialists Howard Friel

and Richard Falk point out, “international law presents clear and au-

thoritative standards with respect to the use of force and recourse to

war that should he followed hv all states,” and if “under exceptional

circumstances” any departure is allowed, “a heavy burden of persua-

sion is on the state claiming the exception.” That should he the conven-

tional understanding in a decent society. And so it appears to he among
i lie general American population, though, in sharp contrast, the idea re-

ceives little expression within dice opinion. Friel and Falk add to the

ample documentation of that conclusion with a detailed analysis of the

persistent refusal (of the New York Times
j
to consider international

law arguments” that oppose the recourse to war and the conduct of war
by American political leaders for the forty years they survey. The Times,
they show, is “vigorous in its denunciation of global adversaries of the

United States who contemplate aggressive wars or engage in hostile acts

against American citizens” in violation of international law, hut ignores

such matters in the case of US actions. As one illustration, they point

our that the words “UN Charter” or “international law” never ap-

peared in its seventy editorials leading up to the invasion of Iraq, and
(hey find that absence to he virtually uniform in opinion columns and
other articles. They select the Times only because of its unusual impor-

tance but, as many other studies show, it is typical in these respects." 1

I he articulation of Washington’s unilateral right to resort to force

in the Bush administration’s National Security Strategy broke little

new ground. Writing in Foreign Affairs before the 2000 election, Con-
doleezza Rice, for example, had condemned the “reflexive appeal . . .

to notions of international law and norms, and the belief that the sup-

port of many states*—or even better, of institutions like the United
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Nations—is essential to the legitimate exercise of power.” The US

government need not conform to “illusory ‘norms’ of international

behavior,” she explained, or “adhere to every international conven-

tion and agreement that someone thinks to propose. Clients and al-

lies apart, all states of course must rigorously obey those norms, as the

United States interprets them. Or else."

This stand has long been conventional, even at the liberal end of the

narrow US political spectrum: from the “wise men present at the cre-

ation” to the Clinton doctrine that the United States is entitled to resort

to “unilateral use of military power” to ensure “uninhibited access to

key markets, energy supplies, and strategic resources. Taken literally,

the Clinton doctrine was more expansive than Bush’s 2002 National

Security Strategy, which aroused fear and concern around the world

and immediately elicited harsh criticism from the heart of the for-

eign policy establishment. A response to the NSS in Foreign Affairs,

for example, warned that Bush’s “new imperial grand strategy

posed great dangers for the United States and the world. The more

expansive Clinton doctrine, in contrast, was barely noticed. The rea-

son was given by Clinton’s secretary of state Madeleine Albright,

who observed that every president has a position much like the Bush

doctrine in his back pocket, but it is simply foolish to smash people

in the face with it and to implement it in a manner that will infuriate

even allies. A little tact is useful, ft is not good form to declare:

“There is no United Nations. There is an international community

that occasionally can be led by the only real power left in the

world—that’s the United States—when it suits our interests and

when we can get others to go along.” Or perhaps it is good form.

The words are those of UN ambassador John Bolton. While his style

is more offensive than most, Bolton was following the precedent of

President Bush and Secretary of State Powell, who instructed the UN

that it could be “relevant” by endorsing US and UK plans to invade

Iraq, or it could he a debating society.
12

Amplifying the conclusion as she announced the Bolton nomina-

tion, Condoleezza Rice informed the world that through history,

some of our best ambassadors have been those with the strongest

voices, ambassadors like Jeane Kirkpatrick and Daniel Patrick Moyni-

ban.” We need not tarry over Kirkpatrick’s role at the UN, but Moyni-
lian’s is more interesting, since Ire gained much acclaim as a lonely and
courageous fighter for the sanctity of international law, particularly

during his tenure as ambassador to the United Nations, where he forth-

rightly condemned Idi Amin and defended Israel, acts that took real

courage in New York. “Moynihan deserves great credit for his work at

the United Nations,” Jacob Woisberg writes in a typical encomium, ex-

panding on an earlier tribute to Moyni ban’s dedication to interna-

tional law in the same journal."

Unmentioned, here and elsewhere, are Moynihan’s most significant

contributions to international law as UN ambassador. No others begin

to approach the success that he proudly recounts in his memoirs: ren-

dering the UN “utterly ineffective in whatever measures it undertook”
to deter Indonesia’s invasion of East Timor—which, he observes in

passing, killed 60,000 people in the next few months, going oil to be-

come perhaps the closest approximation to genocide in the post-World
War I! period. All of this proceeded thanks to the generous diplomatic,

military, and economic support of the United States, joined by the UK
as atrocities peaked in 1978, with France and others joining to gain

what benefits they could from cooperating with the aggressors. Finally,

under great international and domestic pressure, Clinton informed the

Indonesian generals in mid-September 1999 that the game was over.

I hey instantly withdrew, revealing with brilliant clarity just where re-

sponsibility lies for the crimes of the preceding quarter century, to

winch Moynihan made a signal contribution, so he informs us.
N

Rice’s choices provide useful insight into what Bolton is expected
to bring to the UN.

I lenry Kissinger described the Bush doctrine as “revolutionary,” un-

dermining the seventeenth-century Westphalian system of international

order (among the powerful), and of course subsequent international

law. i le approved of the doctrine, but with the standard qualifications

about style and manner. He also added a crucial proviso. The doctrine,

he said, must not be “universalized”: the right to use force at will—to
he an outlaw stare—must: be reserved to the United States alone, per-

haps delegated to its clients. As often, Kissinger deserves credit for his

honesty, and his understanding of intellectual opinion, which indicates
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no concern over such explicit demand for rights denied to others

rights with lethal impact, in this case.
1

'

1

Kissinger’s assessment was confirmed again in 2004, when the

press reported the release of tapes of Nixon-Kissinger conversations.

Among them were Nixon’s instructions to Kissinger to order bombing

of Cambodia, as he did, with these words: “A massive bombing cam-

paign in Cambodia. Anything that flies on anything that moves." One

would be hard put to find a comparable call for monstrous war

crimes, virtual genocide, in the archives of any stare. It elicited no

comment or reaction, as far as I could determine, even though the ter-

rible consequences of those orders have long been known. 16

l et us return to the Yugoslavia Tribunal, where Milosevic was

charged with genocide. The indictment was restricted to crimes in

Kosovo. It kept almost entirely to crimes subsequent to the NAIO

bombing, which, as anticipated by the NATO command and the Clinton

administration, elicited serious atrocities in reaction. Presumably be-

cause the Kosovo charges were so ambiguous, Bosnia was later added,

specifically the charge of genocide at Srebrenica, that too raises a few

questions, if only because after these events, Milosevic was accepted by

the United States and its allies as a partner for diplomatic settlement. A

further problem is that the most detailed inquiry into the Srebrenica

massacre, by the Dutch government, concluded that Milosevic had no

connection to it, and that he “was very upset when he learnt about the

massacres,” the Dutch scholar who headed the team of intelligence spe-

cialists reported. The study describes the “incredulity” in the Belgrade

government, including Milosevic, when they learned of the executions. 17

Suppose we adopt prevailing Western opinion that such unwelcome

facts are irrelevant. Even so, the prosecution has had considerable dif-

ficulty in establishing the charge of genocide. Suppose, however, that

someone were to unearth a document in which Milosevic orders the

Serbian air force to reduce Bosnia or Kosovo to rubble, with the

words “Anything that flies on anything that moves.” The prosecutors

would be overjoyed, the trial would be over, and Milosevic would be

sent off to many successive life sentences for the crime of genocide a

death sentence, if the tribunal followed US conventions. But as always*

the principled exemption from moral truisms prevails.
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PRECEDENTS

Prevailing elite attitudes on the use of force receive instructive expres-

sion in scholarly literature. A leading US historian, John Lewis Gaddis

of Yale, published the first book to explore the historical origins of the

Bush administration’s “preemptive war” doctrine, which he basically

supports, with the usual provisos about style, tactical flaws, and pos-

sible overreaching. The book was respectfully received in the scholarly

literature, and “was so popular in the White House that Gaddis was

invited over for a discussion.” 18

Gaddis traces the Bush doctrine to one of his intellectual heroes, the

grand strategist John Quincy Adams. In the New York Times para-

phrase, Gaddis “suggests that Bush’s framework for fighting terrorism

has its roots in the loft)', idealistic tradition ofJohn Quincy Adams and

Woodrow Wilson.” Gaddis’s scant references to Wilson focus on his

interventions in Mexico and the Caribbean in alleged defense against

( iermany. Whatever one thinks of the validity of the pretexts, Wilson’s

shocking crimes in the course of those interventions, particularly in

! laid, are a curious—though conventional—illustration of his “lofty”

idealism. The Adams example, Gaddis’s centerpiece, is much more rel-

evant to his main thesis on the roots of current doctrine—a realistic

thesis, l believe, with significant implications for both understanding

the past and considering what lies ahead.

As secretary of state under President James Monroe, Adams estab-

lished “the lofty, idealistic tradition” in his justifications for General

Andrew Jackson’s conquest of Spanish-held Florida in the first Semi-

nole war of 1 818. The war was justified in self-defense, Adams ar-

gued. Gaddis concurs that the conquest was driven by legitimate

security concerns. In his version, after Britain sacked Washington in

Di 14, Adams recognized that the country was in danger and adopted

the principle that has always defined US strategic thinking: “Expan-

sion, we have assumed, is the path to security.” On this invariant

American principle, the United States conquered Florida, and the doc-

trine has now been extended to the whole world by Bush. Gaddis con-

cludes, plausibly, that when Rush warned “that Americans must ‘be

,
for preemptive action when necessary to defend our liberty and
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to defend our lives,' he was echoing an old tradition rather than estab-

lishing a new one,” reiterating principles that presidents from Adams

to Woodrow Wilson “would all have understood . . . very well.” All

of Bush's predecessors, Gaddis explains, recognized that US security

was threatened by “failed states”: dangerous power vacuums chat the

United Slates should fill to guarantee its own security, from Florida in

1 818 to Iraq in 2003.

Gaddis cites the right scholarly sources, primarily historian

William Earl Weeks, but omits what they say. We learn a lot about

the precedents for current doctrines, and the current consensus, by

examining the omitted information. Weeks describes in lurid detail

what Jackson was doing in the “exhibition of murder and plunder

known as the First Seminole war,” which was just another phase in

his project of “removing or eliminating native Americans from the

southeast,” under way long before the sacking of Washington in.

1814—in a war declared by the United States. Far from inspiring

Adams’s grand strategy, the sacking of Washington was apparently of

little concern to him even while he was negotiating the peace treaty

that ended the war. 1*

Florida was a problem both because it had not vet been incorpo-

rated into the expanding “American empire,” in the terminology of

the Founding Fathers, and because it was a “haven for Indians and

runaway slaves . . . fleeing either the wrath of Jackson or slavery.”

There was an Indian attack, which Jackson and Adams used as a pre-

text. After US forces had driven a band of Seminoles off their lands,

killing several and burning their village to the ground, members of the

tribe retaliated by attacking a supply boat under military command.

Seizing the opportunity, Jackson “embarked on a campaign of terror,

devastation, and intimidation,” destroying villages and "sources of

food in a calculated effort to inflict starvation on the tribes.” So mat-

ters continued, leading to Adams’s endorsement of Jackson’s attempt

to establish in Florida “the dominion of this republic upon the odious;}

basis of violence and bloodshed.” These words of the Spanish ambas

sador are a “painfully precise description” of Adams’s stand, Week«|

writes. Adams “had consciously distorted, dissembled, and lied about!

the goals and conduct of American foreign policy to both CongresSj
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and the public,” grossly violating his proclaimed moral principles,

“implicitly defending Indian removal, slavery, and the use of military

force without congressional approval.” The crimes of Jackson and

Adams “proved but a prelude to a second war of extermination”

against the Seminoles, in which the remnants either fled westward, to

suffer the same fate later, “or were killed or forced to take refuge in

the dense swamps of Florida.” Today, Weeks observes, “the Seminoles

survive in the national consciousness as the mascot of Florida State

University”—an example that is all too familiar, and a “painfully pre-

cise” reflection of how we make use of our freedom, while condemn-

ing with derision those who refuse to face up to their own sordid past.

Adams recognized the “absurdity” of his justifications, Weeks ex-

plains, but felt that—in Adams’s own words—“it was better to err on

the side of vigor than on the side of weakness”: to speak in ways

"clearer than truth,” as Dean Acheson was later to express the senti-

ment. The account Adams gave, Weeks writes, “stands as a monu-
mental distortion of the causes and conduct of Jackson’s conquest of

Florida, reminding historians not to search for truth in official expla-

nations of events.” Sound advice, to the present. Elsewhere Weeks

notes that Adams’s distortions were publicly revealed in the report of

a special Senate committee charged with investigating the Seminole

war, which concluded that Jackson had inflicted “a wound on the na-

tional character” with the support of Adams, who alone persuaded

Monroe to endorse Jackson’s crimes. “But few Americans took much
notice of these criticisms,” Weeks notes. “Adams’s bold defense of

lackson had shifted the focus from international law and constitu-

tional scruple to a sacred narrative of American Tight’ versus Spanish,

Indian, and British ‘wrong.’” 211

Weeks stresses the important point that by endorsing Jackson’s

crimes, Adams transferred the power to make war from Congress to

the executive branch, in violation of the Constitution. He was isolated

m taking that stand. The editor of Adams’s papers writes that President

Monroe and all the members of his cabinet, except Adams, “were of

the Opinion that Jackson had acted ‘not only without, but against, his

instructions; that he had committed war upon Spain, which cannot be

justified, and which if nor disavowed by the Administration, they will
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be abandoned by the country'”’—a prediction that was quickly re-

futed.- 1

Near the end of his life, Adams bitterly condemned this usurpation

of the congressional power to make war. In an 1847 letter to another

sharp critic of the Mexican war, he denounced President Polk’s war

message as “a direct and notorious violation of the truth,” lamenting

that “it is now established as an irreversible precedent that the President

of the United States has but to declare that war exists . . . and the war is

essentially declared.” Adams finally recognized “the danger to liberty

and republicanism” implied by his shredding of the Constitution, but

“seems not to have acknowledged his part in establishing the prece-

dent,” Weeks comments. The principle remains in force, not troubling

the “originalists” who pride themselves on their strict adherence to the

intentions of the framers. The principle continues to undermine liberty

and democracy', not to speak of the fate of the victims of executive wars.

Weeks points out that Adams also established the “presidential

‘rhetoric of empire’ designed to marshal public (as well as congres-

sional) support for its policies.” The rhetorical framework, “a durable

and essential aspect of American diplomacy inherited and elaborated

by successive generations of American statesmen but fundamentally

unchanged over time,” rests on three pillars: “the assumption of the

unique moral virtue of the United States, the assertion of its mission to

redeem the world” by spreading its professed ideals and the “Ameri-

can way of life,” and, always, “the faith in the nation’s divinely or-

dained destiny.” The rheological framework reduces policy issues to a

choice between good and evil, thus undercutting reasoned debate and

fending off the threat of democracy.

The issue of defense against Britain, the only credible enemy-

more accurately, deterrent—did not arise. British minister Castlcreagh

was so eager to cement Anglo-American relations that he even over-

looked Jackson’s murder of two innocent British citizens, which

Adams defended for its “salutary efficacy for terror and example.”

Adams was heeding the words of Tacitus, his favorite historian, Weeks

suggests: that “crime once exposed had no refuge but in audacity.”

The goal of Adams’s diplomacy was not security in any meaningful

sense, but rather territorial expansion. British military power barred the

conquest of Canada and also Cuba, which, Adams predicted, would

drop into US hands by the laws of “political gravitation,” just as “an

apple severed by a tempest from its native tree cannot but choose to fall

to the ground,” once the United States succeeded in subduing its British

rival. By the end of the century, the laws of political gravitation had

shifted, as Adams had anticipated. The British deterrent was overcome

and the United States was able to intervene in Cuba in 1898. The pre-

text was to liberate Cuba from Spain. The effect, however, was to block

Cuba’s liberation and to turn it into a “virtual colony,” as it remained

until 19.59.22

Jacksonian Democrats worked hard to shift the laws of political

gravitation, matters discussed in another important scholarly work that

Gaddis cites, by Thomas Hietala. What Gaddis omits is again informa-

tive. Hietala describes the efforts of the Jacksonians to gain a monopoly

over cotton, which played roughly the same role in the industrial

economies as petroleum does today. “By securing the virtual monopoly

of the cotton plant,” President Tyler observed after the annexation of

Texas in 1 845 and the conquest of almost half of Mexico, the United

States had acquired “a greater influence over the affairs of the world

than would he found in armies however strong, or navies however nu-

merous.” He went on to say that the monopoly over cotton “now se-

cured, places all other nations at our feet. ... An embargo of a single

year would produce in Europe a greater amount of suffering than a fifty

years’ war. I doubt whether Great Britain could avoid convulsions.”

President Polk’s secretary of the Treasury informed Congress that the

conquests would guarantee “the command of the trade of the world.”

The same monopoly power neutralized British opposition to the

takeover of the Oregon Territory—title to which had been granted by

die will of God, Adams informed Congress, echoing sentiments that

had by then become almost a cliche.25

It is perhaps of some interest that the logic of the annexation of

Texas was essentially that attributed to Saddam Hussein when he

conquered Kuwait. There are, of course, many differences. Iraq’s

claim to Kuwait had deep roots, stemming from the days when
Britain established the borders of Iraq to ensure that Britain, not

Turkey, would have control of the oil of the north, and that the
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British colony of Kuwait would effectively bar Iraq’s access to the

sea. Furthermore, Saddam Hussein did not mimic. Jacksonian Demo-

crats in expressing his fear that slavery in Iraq would be threatened

by independent states nearby, and he may not have invoked divine

Providence, at least with such eloquence. As far as I know, leading

Iraqi intellectuals did not call for “miserable, inefficient Kuwait” to be

taken over to carry forward “the great mission of peopling the Middle

bast with a noble race” of Iraqis, nor declare that “it is very certain

that the strong Iraqi race which has now overrun much of the region,

must also overrun that trace, and the Arabian peninsula also, and it

will in the course of ages be of small import by what particular occa-

sions and methods it was done”—to quote Walt Whitman and Ralph

Waldo Emerson speaking of Mexico and the Oregon Territory (with

appropriate change of names). And no one alleged that Saddam Hus-

sein in his wildest dreams might have hoped to gain control over the

world to anything like the extent of the ambitions of the Jacksonian

Democrats—always in self-defense, and pursuant to God’s will.

falling in these and many other instructive omissions, the picture

provided by Gaddis’s scholarly sources lends considerable support to

his judgment about the origins of the Bush doctrine and its implemen-

tation, from Adams through “Wilsonian idealism,” and on to the

present. As for the expansion of the precedents to the entire world,

others must judge for themselves. And they have, bear and often ha-

tred of the United States have risen to unprecedented heights, signifi-

cantly increasing the threat of terror and the likelihood of “ultimate

doom.” The current space-age version of the Adams doctrine that “ex-

pansion ... is the path to security" is having the same effect.

THE NORMATIVE REVOLUTION

As illustrated above, there is a spectrum of articulate opinion on the

resort to military force. At one extreme is the postwar consensus for-

mally articulated in the UN Charter, reiterated at the South Summit,

and recently again by the UN High-level Panel and rhe UN World

Summit a year later. The rest of rhe spectrum—keeping to its liberal
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internationalist end—basically adopts the principle that the United

States is uniquely exempt from international law and jurisdiction, and

is accordingly entitled to resort to any measures it chooses to respond

to a challenge to its “power, position, and prestige” and to ensure

“uninhibited access to key markets, energy supplies, and strategic re-

sources.” ( should stress again, however, that the American public ap-

pears to keep quite firmly to the postwar consensus that is virtually

excluded from the political system and general commentary.

At the margins we do find more nuanced opinions on the resort to

force. One of the most important is the study by the International In-

dependent Commission of Inquiry on the Kosovo war, headed by the

distinguished South African jurist Richard Goldstone. The commis-

sion rendered the harshest criticism anywhere near the mainstream of

the NATO bombing of Serbia in 1999, concluding that the bombing

was “illegal but legitimate”: “It was illegal because it did not receive

approval from the UN Security Council, hut it was legitimate because

all diplomatic avenues had been exhausted and there was no other way
to stop the killings and atrocities in Kosovo.” Goldstone suggested

(hat the UN Charter might need revision in the light of the report of

the commission (rhe conclusion that was explicitly rejected by the

High-level Panel in December 2004). The NATO intervention, he ex-

plained, “is too important a precedent” for it to be regarded as “an

aberration.” Rather, “state sovereignty is being redefined in the face of

globalization and the resolve by the majority of the peoples of the

world that human rights have become the business of the international

community.” Goldstone also stressed the need for “objective analysis

of human rights abuses.” 2'
1

I he last comment is good advice. One question that objective

analysis might address is whether indeed “the majority of the peoples

ol the world” accept the judgment of rhe United States, the United

Kingdom, and some allies on the bombing of Serbia. Review of the

world press and official statements reveals little support for that con-

clusion, to pur it mildly. In fact, the bombing of Serbia was bitterly

condemned outside the NATO countries, with little notice in the

United States. Furthermore, it is hardly likely that the decision of the
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self-dec!ared “enlightened states” to exempt themselves from the UN
Charter and the Nuremberg principles would gain the approval of

much of the world’s population. Another question that objective

analysis might address is whether indeed “all diplomatic options had

been exhausted” in Kosovo. This conclusion, too, is not easy to sus-

tain. When NATO decided to bomb, there were two diplomatic op-

tions on the table: a NATO proposal and a Serbian proposal (the latter

kept from the public in the United States, perhaps the West in general).

After seventy-eight days of bombing, a compromise was reached be-

tween them (though violated at once by NATO), so it appears that

diplomatic options were available, after all. A third question is

whether “there was no other way to stop the killings and atrocities in

Kosovo,” as the independent commission asserts, clearly a crucial

matter. Here objective analysis happens to be unusually easy. There is

a vast documentary record available from impeccable Western sources,

including several compilations by the State Department released in

justification of the war, in addition to detailed records of the Organi-

zation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) and NATO,

the international Kosovo Verification Mission (KVM) monitors, the

UN, and a lengthy British parliamentary inquiry. They all reach the

same conclusion: the killings and atrocities did not precede bur fol-

lowed the bombing, as the indictment of Milosevic has also revealed.

That could hardly have come as a surprise. The violence was predicted

by NATO commander Wesley Clark as soon as the bombing began,

quite publicly. Other sources make clear that the Clinton administra-

tion also anticipated the crimes that followed the bombing, as Clark

confirms in more detail in his memoirs. It is hard to imagine that other

NATO authorities were more deluded. 2 ’’

In the extensive literature on the topic, from media to scholarship,

this documentation is almost universally ignored and the chronology

reversed. I have reviewed the dismal record elsewhere, and will put it

aside here, with only a few current examples to illustrate the effect of

consistent fabrication in support of state power and the systematic re-

fusal even to look at unwanted fact, however trusted the source.

Former secretary of defense Frank Carlucci writes that NATO
bombed after “Milosevic embarked on an ethnic cleansing operation”
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and other atrocities. The inversion of chronology is typical; it is un-

controversial that the atrocities he describes were the anticipated con-

sequence of the bombing, not its cause. Historian Niall Ferguson

states, without evidence, that “there was a plausible ground for

intervention—to avert genocide.” David Rieff presents what he calls

evidence: “According to both German intelligence officials and Greek

diplomats . . . the Belgrade authorities had always intended to deport

a large number of Kosovars (the usual figure was 350,000).” Even if

Ricff’s unidentified sources exist, they would he meaningless. To dis-

cover that Belgrade had contingency plans to expel Kosovars, we do

not have to adduce unknown “officials and diplomats.” It would have

been astonishing had they not had such plans, just as other states do,

including the “enlightened states.” It is an extraordinary comment on

Western intellectual culture that people can take seriously someone

who adduces such reasons to justify his own state’s carrying out ag-

gression that, as he himselfi.acknowledges, led to the forcible deporta-

tion of some 800,000 Kosbvars, among other atrocities. Crossing the

Atlantic, Karl-Heinz Kamp, of the Adenauer Foundation, criticizes the

December 2004 UN panel because it rejected NATO’s right to resort

to force in violation of the charter. He cites one example, the usual

one: the NATO bombing of Serbia, which was undertaken, he asserts

without evidence, because “NATO placed a higher value on the pro-

tection of human rights than on obedience to the charter”—namely

by bombing with the expectation that so doing woidd elicit massive

human rights violations, as it did.26

Some of the examples descend to low comedy. Thus to illustrate the

highbrow “anti-Americanism” that reigns beyond our shores, com-

mentator James Trail!) takes as his example the Nobel Prize awarded

in 2005 to playwright Harold Pinter, whose “politics are so extreme

that they’re almost impossible to parody.” The proof is Pinter’s out-

rage over “NATO’s 1999 air war in Kosovo,” which, according to

I rani), he described as “a criminal act . . . designed to consolidate

‘American domination of Europe.”’ All right-thinking people, Traub

explains, know that “the bombing was essentially a last resort in the

face of Slobodan Milosevic’s savage campaign of ethnic cleansing.”

While such crazed ideas flourish among European highbrows, Traub
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continues, within our more sober intellectual culture “it is hard to

think of anyone save Noam Chomsky and Gore Vidal who would not

choke on Pinter’s bile.” It is actually not so hard to think of others.

One choice could be the only American author (to my knowledge)

who has actually taken the position “so extreme that it is impossible

to parody”: the respected academic military historian Andrew Bate-

vich, author of a well-known book in which he dismissed the pretense

of humanitarian motive for the Kosovo war, or the Bosnia interven-

tion, charging that they were undertaken solely to ensure “the cohe-

sion of NATO and the credibility of American power” and ro “sustain

American primacy” in Europe. Among others who might not choke

are those who have nor been content with propaganda so vulgar that

it was even refuted by the daily press reports at the time, and who may

even have taken the trouble to look at the massive official documenta-

tion on the chronology of the bombing and ethnic cleansing, which

reveals conclusively that the truth is precisely the opposite of Traub’s

anguished lament. Though the facts are uncon troversial, they are

clearly irrelevant, for reasons that Traub rightly explains: it is impos-

sible to “dissuade implacable ideologues, any more than you can an

implacable j ihadist.

”

2/

Justice Goldstone is unusual in that lie does recognize the facts. In

his words: “The direct result of the bombing was that almost one mil-

lion people fled Kosovo into neighboring countries and about 500,000

people were displaced within Kosovo itself, a tremendous catastrophe

for the people of Kosovo”—compounded by serious crimes under

Western military occupation afterward. Reviewing the (anticipated)

consequences of the bombing, Justice Goldstone adds that supporters

of the war “had to console themselves with the belief that ‘Operation

Horseshoe,’ the Serb plan of ethnic cleansing directed against the Alba-

nians in Kosovo, had been set in motion before the bombing.” That is

small consolation, however. The rich Western documentary record re-

veals no significant changes in Serbian practices before the bombing

was announced and the monitors withdrawn, and makes it clear that

the major atrocities, including expulsion, began later. As for Operation

Horseshoe, Wesley Clark reported several weeks after the bombing that

he knew nothing about it. Publicized by NATO powers after the shock-

ing effects of the bombing were evident, it was long ago exposed as a

probable intelligence fabrication. In fact it is rather odd that it contin-

ues to be cited in scholarship and journalism, since there is no need to

fabricate. As mentioned, it can hardly be doubted that Serbia had such

contingency plans in the event of a NATO attack, just as Israel surely

has contingency plans to expel the Palestinian population in some

emergency. As for US contingency plans, those we know of are utterly

shocking, and one hardly expects others to he particularly gentle.28

Kosovo was an ugly place before the NATO bombing—though, re-

grettably, not by international standards. According to Western

sources, about 2,000 people were killed on all sides in the year prior

to the invasion, many by Kosovo Liberation Army (KL.A) guerrillas at-

tacking Serbs from Albania in an effort, as they openly stated, to elicit

a harsh Serbian response that could rally Western opinion to their

cause. The British government makes the remarkable claim that up

until January 1999, most of the 2,000 were killed by the KLA, and

Western sources consistently report that there was no significant

change until the NATO war was announced and implemented. One of

the few serious scholarly studies even to pay attention to these matters

estimates that Serbs were responsible for 500 of the 2,000 killed. This

is the careful and judicious study by Nicholas Wheeler, who supports

i he NATO bombing on the grounds that there would have been worse

atrocities if NATO had not bombed. The fact that these are the

strongest arguments that can be contrived by serious analysts tells us

a good deal about the decision to bomb, particularly when we recall

that there were diplomatic options. 29

Ir is perhaps worth mentioning an astonishing justification for the

bombing contrived by some of its supporters, though not put forth by

British and American authorities: that the NATO attack was justified

by the crimes at Srebrenica, or Bosnia generally. Suppose we try to

take the argument seriously. If we do, it is easy to show that the same

humanitarians should have been calling even more stridently for the

bombing of Washington and London. To mention just the most obvi-

ous reason, as the war drums were beating over Kosovo in early 1999,

Indonesia began to escalate its crimes in East Timor. Its record in early

1999 was far more criminal than anything reported from Kosovo,
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self-declared “enlightened states” to exempt themselves from the UN
Charter and the Nuremberg principles would gain the approval of

much of the world’s population. Another question that objective

analysis might address is whether indeed “all diplomatic options had

been exhausted” in Kosovo. This conclusion, too, is not easy to sus-

tain. When NATO decided to bomb, there were two diplomatic op-

tions on the table: a NATO proposal and a Serbian proposal (the latter

kept from the public in the United States, perhaps the West in general).

After seventy-eight days of bombing, a compromise was reached be-

tween them (though violated at once by NATO), so it appears that

diplomatic options were available, after all. A third question is

whether “there was no other way to stop the killings and atrocities in

Kosovo,” as the independent commission asserts, clearly a crucial

matter. Here objective analysis happens to be unusually easy. There is

a vast documentary record available from impeccable Western sources,

including several compilations by the State Department released in

justification of the war, in addition to detailed records of the Organi-

zation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) and NATO,

the international Kosovo Verification Mission (KVM) monitors, the

LIN, and a lengthy British parliamentary inquiry. They all reach the

same conclusion: the killings and atrocities did not precede but fol-

lowed the bombing, as the indictment of Milosevic has also revealed.

Thar could hardly have come as a surprise. The violence was predicted

by NATO commander Wesley Clark as soon as the bombing began,

quite publicly. Other sources make clear that the Clinton administra-

tion also anticipated the crimes that followed the bombing, as Clark

confirms in more detail in his memoirs. It is hard to imagine that other

NATO authorities were more deluded.25

In the extensive literature on the topic, from media to scholarship,

this documentation is almost universally ignored and the chronology

reversed. I have reviewed the dismal record elsewhere, and will put it

aside here, with only a few current examples to illustrate the effect of

consistent fabrication in support of state power and the systematic re-

fusal even to look at unwanted fact, however trusted the source.

Former secretary of defense Frank Carlucci writes that NATO
bombed after “Milosevic embarked on an ethnic cleansing operation”
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and other atrocities. The inversion of chronology is typical; it is un-

controversial that the atrocities he describes were the anticipated con-

sequence of the bombing, not its cause. Historian Niall Ferguson

states, without evidence, that “there was a plausible ground for

intervention—to avert genocide.” David Rieff presents what he calks

evidence: “According to both German intelligence officials and Greek

diplomats . . . the Belgrade authorities had always intended to deport

a large number of Kosovars (the usual figure was 350,000).” Even if

Rieff’s unidentified sources exist, they would be meaningless. To dis-

cover that Belgrade had contingency plans to expel Kosovars, we do

not have to adduce unknown “officials and diplomats.” It would have

been astonishing had they not had such plans, just as other states do,

including the “enlightened states.” It is an extraordinary comment on

Western intellectual culture that people can take seriously someone

who adduces such reasons to justify his own state’s carrying out ag-

gression that, as he himself acknowledges, led to the forcible deporta-

tion of some 800,000 Kosovars, among other atrocities. Crossing the

Atlantic, Karl-Heinz Kamp, of the Adenauer Foundation, criticizes the

December 2004 UN panel because it rejected NATO’s right to resort

to force in violation of the charter. He cites one example, the usual

one: the NATO bombing of Serbia, which was undertaken, he asserts

without evidence, because “NATO placed a higher value on the pro-

tection of human rights than on obedience to the charter”—namely

by bombing with the expectation that so doing would elicit massive

human rights violations, as it did.
26

Some of the examples descend to low comedy. Thus to illustrate the

highbrow “anti-Americanism” that reigns beyond out shores, com-

mentator James Traub takes as his example the Nobel Prize awarded

in 2005 to playwright Harold Pinter, whose “politics are so extreme

that they’re almost impossible to parody.” The proof is Pinter’s out-

rage over “NATO’s 1999 air war in Kosovo,” which, according to

Traub, he described as “a criminal act . . . designed to consolidate

‘American domination of Europe.’ ” All right-thinking people, Traub

explains, know that “the bombing was essentially a last resort in the

face of Slobodan Milosevic’s savage campaign of ethnic cleansing.”

While such crazed ideas flourish among European highbrows, Traub
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continues, within our more sober intellectual culture “it is hard to

think of anyone save Noam Chomsky and Gore Vidal who would not

choke on Pinter’s bile.” It is actually not so hard to think of others.

One choice could be the only American author (to my knowledge)

who has actually taken the position “so extreme that it is impossible

to parody”: the respected academic military historian Andrew Bace-

vich, author of a well-known book in which he dismissed the pretense

of humanitarian motive for the Kosovo war, or the Bosnia interven-

tion, charging that they were undertaken solely to ensure “the cohe-

sion of NATO and the credibility of American power” and to “sustain

American primacy” in Europe. Among others who might not choke

are those who have not been content with propaganda so vulgar that

it was even refuted by the daily press reports at the time, and who may

even have taken the trouble to look at the massive official documenta-

tion on the chronology of the bombing and ethnic cleansing, which

reveals conclusively that the truth is precisely the opposite of Traub’s

anguished lament. Though the facts are uiiconrroversiai, they are

clearly irrelevant, for reasons that Traub rightly explains: it is impos-

sible to “dissuade implacable ideologues, any more than you can an

implacable jihadist.”
27

justice Goldstone is unusual in that he does recognize the facts. In

his words: “The direct result of the bombing was that almost one mil-

lion people fled Kosovo into neighboring countries and about 500,000

people were displaced within Kosovo itself, a tremendous catastrophe

for the people of Kosovo”-—compounded by serious crimes under

Western military occupation afterward. Reviewing the (anticipated)

consequences of the bombing, Justice Goldstone adds that supporters

of the war “had to console themselves with the belief that ‘Operation

Horseshoe,’ the Serb plan of ethnic cleansing directed against the Alba-

nians in Kosovo, had been set in motion before the bombing.” That is

small consolation, however. The rich Western documentary record re-

veals no significant changes in Serbian practices before the bombing

was announced and the monitors withdrawn, and makes if clear that

the major atrocities, including expulsion, began later. As for Operation

Horseshoe, Wesley Clark reported several weeks after the bombing that

he knew nothing about it. Publicized by NATO powers after the shock-
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ing effects of the bombing were evident, it was long ago exposed as a

probable intelligence fabrication. In fact it is rather odd that it contin-

ues to be cited in scholarship and journalism, since there is no need to

fabricate. As mentioned, it can hardly he doubted that Serbia had such

contingency plans in the event of a NATO attack, just as Israel surely

has contingency plans to expel the Palestinian population in some

emergency. As for US contingency plans, those we know of are utterly

shocking, and one hardly expects others to he particularly gentle.28

Kosovo was an ugly place before the NATO bombing—though, re-

grettably, not by international standards. According to Western

sources, about 2,000 people were killed on all sides in the year prior

to the invasion, many by Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) guerrillas at-

tacking Serbs from Albania in an effort, as they openly stated, to elicit

a harsh Serbian response that could rally Western opinion to their

cause. The British government makes the remarkable claim that up

until January 1999, most of the 2,000 were killed by the KLA, and

Western sources consistently report that there was no significant

change until the NATO war was announced and implemented. One of

the few serious scholarly studies even to pay attention to these matters

estimates that Serbs were responsible for 500 of the 2,000 killed. This

is the careful and judicious study by Nicholas Wheeler, who supports

the NATO bombing on the grounds that there would have been worse

atrocities if NATO had not bombed. The fact that these are the

strongest arguments that can he contrived by serious analysts tells us

a good deal about the decision to bomb, particularly when we recall

that there were diplomatic options. 21'

It is perhaps worth mentioning an astonishing justification for the

bombing contrived by some of its supporters, though not put forth by

British and American authorities: that the NATO attack was justified

by the crimes at Srebrenica, or Bosnia generally. Suppose we try to

take the argument seriously. If we do, it is easy to show that the same

humanitarians should have been calling even more stridently for the

bombing of Washington and London. To mention just the most obvi-

ous reason, as the war drums were beating over Kosovo in early 1 999,

Indonesia began to escalate its crimes in East Timor. Its record in early

1999 was far more criminal than anything reported from Kosovo,
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even putting aside the fact that this was illegally occupied territory.

Furthermore, the Indonesian military openly announced that much

worse would come unless the Timorese agreed to annexation by In-

donesia in an August referendum—and they lived up to their word.

Their earlier crimes in East Timor go vastly beyond Srebrenica or any-

thing plausibly attributed to Serbia. And, crucially, these crimes, ap-

proaching true genocide, were supported throughout by the United

States and Britain (also France and others), continuing right through

the atrocities of August-September 1999, which finally aroused suffi-

cient protest that Clinton called off the hounds. The conclusion fol-

lows at once, and suffices to reveal the shocking immorality of the

Srebrenica excuse for bombing.

The actual reasons for the war were not concealed. Putting aside the

predictable—hence meaningless—professions of benign intent and the

usual chronological fabrications, the primary reasons were stressed

clearly throughout by Clinton, Blair, and others, reaffirmed by Secre-

tary of Defense William Cohen, and confirmed by Clark’s memoirs: to

assure “the credibility ofNATO,” meaning the United States, the posi-

tion extended to extremes by Andrew Bacevich. Nevertheless, the

bombing of Serbia “has gone down in history as a victory of military

might deployed in the service of liberal humanitarianism,” the liberal

Boston Globe reports approvingly, and accurately. When history is

crafted in the service of power, evidence and rationality are irrelevant.30

Kosovo was one of the two great achievements brought forth to

give retrospective proof that for the first time in history, states were

observing “principles and values” under the guidance of their “noble”

and “altruistic” Anglo-American tutors, and that the UN Charter

must he revised to allow the West to carry out “humanitarian interven-

tion.” The other was East Timor. The example is truly atrocious. That

it can even be brought up without shame is a remarkable comment on

Western intellectual culture. The matter is extensively reviewed in

print, so 1 will skip it, along with some other recent examples that

merit discussion, which I think lead to the same conclusions. It is worth

noting, however, that the Iraq war was also justified as “illegal but le-

gitimate,” though some legal scholars who took that stand rescinded it

after the collapse of the pretexts, concluding that “the invasion was
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both illegal and illegitimate” (Anne-Marie Slaughter, dean of the

Woodrow Wilson School at Princeton and president of the American

Society of International Law). 31

FEW questions are more important today than the propriety

of the use of force. No doubt one can imagine, perhaps even find, gen-

uine cases of humanitarian intervention. But there is, always, a heavy

burden of proof. And the historical record should give us pause. We
might recall, for example, the observations of one of the major schol-

arly studies of humanitarian intervention. The author finds three ex-

amples of such intervention between the 1928 Kellogg-Briand pact

outlawing war and the UN Charter in 1945: Japan’s invasion of

Manchuria and northern China, Mussolini’s invasion of Ethiopia, and

Hitler’s takeover of parts of Czechoslovakia. Not, of course, that he

regards these as genuine examples, but rather that they were depicted

as such, and evidence was provided, which, however grotesque, was

regarded with some ambivalence—and sometimes support—by the

United States and Britain. 32

Inquiry might also unearth genuine cases of intervention that are

“illegal but legitimate,” though the prize example offered leaves this as

a dubious doctrine for the rimes. It also rends to reinforce the mea-

sured judgment of the World Court, in 1949, that “the Court can only

regard the alleged right of intervention as the manifestation of a policy

of force, such as has, in the past, given rise to most serious abuses and

such as cannot, whatever be the defects in international organization,

find a place in international law . . . ; from the nature of things, lintcr-

vcntion'l would be reserved for the most powerful states, and might

easily lead to perverting the administration of justice itself.”
33

Inquiry very definitely does reveal that state terror and other forms

of threat and use of force have brought vast suffering and destruction,

and have sometimes brought the world very close to the edge of disas-

ter. It is shocking to observe how easily such discoveries are ignored in

the intellectual culture. Such observations-—and they are all too well

confirmed—lead us back to the challenge of Russell and Einstein fifty

years ago, which we ignore at our peril.



Chapter 4

Democracy Promotion Abroad

“The promotion of democracy is central to the George W. Bush ad-

ministration’s prosecution of both the war on terrorism and its overall

grand strategy.” So begins the most extensive scholarly article on “the

roots of the Bush doctrine.” The statement is unsurprising. By 2005, it

had reached the level of ritual. In scholarship we routinely read that

the conviction that democracy can be imposed front the outside “is the

assumption driving America’s intervention in Iraq” and has been

“posited as a potential new pillar of ambition for US foreign policy

elsewhere.” The pronouncement is sometimes amplified: “promoting

democracy abroad” has been a primary goal of US foreign policy ever

since Woodrow Wilson endowed it with a “powerful idealist element”;

it gained “particular salience” under Ronald Reagan, and then was

taken up with “unprecedented forcefu Incss” under Bush II. In journal-

ism and commentary, the assumption is taken to be the merest truism. 1

When an assertion of such obvious importance is adopted with

near unanimity, a sensible reaction is to investigate the evidence pro-

duced both for and against the thesis. The character of that evidence

gives a certain measure of functioning democracy. To go to the ex-

treme, if similar declarations are produced in North Korea, no one

troubles to ask about the evidence: it suffices that the Dear Leader has

spoken. In a democratic culture, substantial evidence should be re-
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quired along with serious argument refuting apparent counterevi-

clence. We will return to these questions in the case of the Bush doc-

trine. But first some reflections on relevant background.

It is no easy task to gain some understanding of human affairs. In

some respects, the task is harder than in the natural sciences. Mother

Nature doesn’t provide the answers on a silver platter, but at least she

does not go out of her way to set up barriers to understanding. In hu-

man affairs, such harriers are the norm. It is necessary to dismantle the

structures of deception erected by doctrinal systems, which adopt a

range of devices that flow very naturally)from the ways in which power

is concentrated.

Sometimes eminent figures are kind enough to provide us with

some assistance in the task. In 1981, Samuel Huntington, professor of

the science of government at Harvard University, explained die func-

tion of the Soviet threat: “you may have to sell” intervention or other

military action “in such a way as to create the misimpression that it is

the Soviet Union that you are fighting. That is what the United States

has done ever since the Truman Doctrine.” On the same grounds, he

warned a few years later, Mikhail Gorbachev’s “public relations can

he as much a threat to American interests in Europe as were |Leonid)

Brezhnev’s tanks.”2

To facilitate the marketing effort, doctrinal systems commonly

portray die current enemy as diabolical by its very nature. The charac-

terization is sometimes accurate, but crimes are rarely the reason for

demanding forceful measures against a selected target. One of many

sources of evidence for this is the easy transition a state may make

Irom favored friend and ally (who, irrelevantly, commits monstrous

crimes) to ultimate evil that has to he destroyed (because of those very

same crimes).

A recent illustration is Saddam Hussein. The impassioned denun-

ciations of the awful crimes of Saddam that impelled the United

States to punish the people of Iraq managed to avoid the words “com-

mitted with our help, because we do not care about atrocities that

contribute to our ends.” As already noted, discipline remained in

force as Saddam was brought ro trial for his crimes. The first trial

dealt with atrocities he had committed in 1 982—the year when the
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Reagan administration dropped Iraq from the list of states supporting

terrorism so that military and other aid could flow to the murderous

tyrant, aid that continued until he committed the first crime that mat-

tered: disobeying (or possibly misunderstanding) US orders in August

1990. The facts are hardly obscure, but fall under the “general tacit

agreement that 'it wouldn’t do’ to mention that particular fact,” in

Orwell’s phrase.3

“EXCEPTIONALISM”

Huntington’s observation generalizes broadly, but is only part of the

story. It is necessary to create misimpressions not only about the cur-

rent “Great Satans,” but also about one’s own unique nobility. In par-

ticular, aggression and terror must be portrayed as self-defense and

dedication to inspiring visions. Japanese emperor Hirohito was merely

repeating a broken record when he said in his surrender speech of Au-

gust 1945, “We declared war on America and Britain out of Our sin-

cere desire to ensure japan’s self-preservation and the stabilization of

East Asia, it being far from Our thought either to infringe upon the

sovereignty of other nations or to embark upon territorial aggrandize-

ment.” There is little reason to doubt the emperor’s sincerity; still more

uplifting rhetoric accompanied the Japanese invasions of Manchuria

and northern China, even in internal state records. The history of in-

ternational crimes overflows with similar sentiments. Writing in 1935,

with the dark clouds of Nazism settling, Martin Heidegger declared

that Germany must now forestall “the peril of world darkening” out-

side the borders of Germany, which was defending the “supreme pos-

sibility of human being, as fashioned by the Greeks” from the “active

onslaught that destroys all rank and every world-creating impulse of

the spirit.” With its “new spiritual energies” revived under Nazi rule,

Germany was at last able “to take on its historic mission” of saving the

world from “annihilation” at the hands of the “indifferent mass” else-

where, primarily in the United States and Russia.4

Even individuals of the highest intelligence and moral integrity suc-

cumb to the pathology. At the peak of Britain’s crimes in India and

China, of which he had an intimate knowledge, John Stuart Mill wrote

his classic essay on humanitarian intervention, in which he urged

Britain to undertake the enterprise vigorously—specifically, to con-

quer even more of India, thus gaining greater control over the opium

production that was needed to force open Chinese markets and pay the

costs of empire. Britain should pursue this course, he argued, even

though it would he “held up to obloquy” by backward Europeans, un-

able to comprehend that England was “a novelty in the world,” an an-

gelic nation that acted only “in the service of others,” desired “no

benefit to itself,” and was “blameless and laudable” in everything it

did. England, Mill explained, selflessly bore the costs of bringing peace

and justice to the world, while “the fruits itkhares in fraternal equality

with the whole human race,” including the “barbarians” it conquered

and destroyed for their own benefit. There is no need to tarry on

France’s “civilizing mission” and its many counterparts.’

The famed “American exceptionalism” merits some skepticism; the

image of righteous exceptionalism appears to be dose to universal. Also

close to universal is the responsibility of the educated classes to endorse

with due solemnity the sincerity of the high-minded principles pro-

claimed by leaders, on the basis of no evidence apart from their declara-

tions, though it is often conceded that their actions systematically refute

their noble visions. We then face a puzzling paradox, which is miracu-

lously resolved in the United States by proclaiming a sudden “change of

course”—an event that takes place every few years, effacing inappropri-

ate history as we march on to a glorious future. One of its constant

themes is the dedication to bring justice and freedom to a suffering

world, recently resurrected as the driving passion for “democracy pro-

motion.”

There are always recalcitrants who raise questions about official

pronouncements. Some even go as far as Adam Smith, who had little

use for England’s posture of noble intent. Smith held that “the princi-

pal architects” of global policy, “our merchants and manufacturers,”

have sought to ensure that their own interests have “been most pecu-

liarly attended to,” however “grievous” the impact on others, particu-

larly the victims of their “savage injustice” in India and elsewhere,

but even the domestic population. Smith therefore falls into the cate-

gory of “conspiracy theorists,” people who attend to the historical
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and documentary record, and to domestic structures of power and

the interests served by state planners. They do not reflexively admire

professions of benign intent, such as the dedication to promote

democracy, justice, and freedom. Their pernicious influence must he

stemmed—in more violent states, by force; in more free societies by

other means.6

CREATING MISI IMPRESSIONS

Throughout the Cold War years, the framework of “defense against

Communist aggression” was available to mobilize domestic support

for subversion, terror, and mass slaughter. In the 1980s, however, the

device was beginning to wear thin. By 1979, according to one careful

estimate, “the Soviets were influencing only 6% of the world popula-

tion and 5% of the world GNP” outside its borders.7 But details aside,

the basic picture was becoming harder to evade. There were also do-

mestic problems, notably the civilizing effects of the activism of the

1960s, which had many consequences, among them less willingness to

tolerate the resort to violence, well understood by the political leader-

ship as leaked documents and other sources reveal. The task of “creat-

ing the misimpression that it is the Soviet Union that you are fighting”

was facing obstacles.

The Reagan administration's public relations system sought to

deal with the problem by fes-ered pronouncements about the “evil

empire” and its tentacles everywhere about to strangle us—a simpli-

fied version of Kennedy’s “monolithic and ruthless conspiracy” to

conquer the world. But new devices were needed. The Reaganites de-

clared a worldwide campaign to destroy “the evil scourge of terror-

ism” (Reagan), particularly state-backed international terrorism, a

“plague spread by depraved opponents of civilization itself (in a| re-

turn to barbarism in the modern age” (George Shultz). The official

list of states sponsoring terrorism, initiated by Congress in 1979, was

elevated to a prominent place in policy and propaganda, with delicate

choices of the kind already illustrated.

When Gorbachev’s public relations became a more serious threat to
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American interests, as Huntington warned, and the conventional pre-

texts eroded, “the 'war on drugs’ quickly filled the vacuum” in Latin

America, the traditional domain of US direct or indirect violence

—

later transmuted to “narcoterrorism,” exploiting opportunities of-

fered by 9/1 1. By the end of the millennium, “total [US] military and

police assistance in the hemisphere exceeded economic and social

aid.” This is a “new phenomenon,” the analysts point out: “even at

the height of the Cold War, economic aid far exceeded military aid.” K

Predictably, the policies “strengthened military forces at the ex-

pense of civilian authorities, . . . exacerbated ;human rights problems

and generated significant social conflict and even political instability.”

Prom 2002 to 2003, the number of Latin American troops trained by

US programs increased by more than 50 percent. The IJ.S. military’s

Southern Command (Southcom) now has more people working in

Latin America than most key civilian federal agencies combined, fo-

cusing now on “radical populism” and street gangs as major threats.

The police are being trained in light infantry tactics. Foreign military

training is being shifted from the State Department to the Pentagon,

freeing it from human rights and democracy conditionality under

congressional supervision.9

fn September 1989, just as the Berlin Wall was about to crumble,

Bush I redeclared the “war on drugs” with a huge government-media

propaganda campaign. It went into effect right in time to justify the

invasion of Panama to kidnap a thug who was convicted in Florida for

crimes committed mostly when he was on the CIA payroll—and, inci-

dentally, killing unknown numbers of poor people in the bombarded

slums, thousands according to the victims. The “war on drugs” also

had an important domestic component: much like the “war on

crime,” it served to frighten the domestic population into obedience as

domestic policies were being implemented to benefit extreme wealth

at the expense of the large majority.

In 1994, Clinton expanded the category of “terrorist states” to in-

clude “rogue states.”
10 A few years later another concept was added

to the repertoire: “failed states,” from which we must protect our-

selves, and which we must help, sometimes by devastating them. Later

I
.
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came the “axis of evil,” which we must destroy in self-defense, fol-

lowing the will of the Lord as transmitted to his humble servant

meanwhile escalating the threat of terror, nuclear proliferation, and

perhaps “apocalypse soon.”

The rhetoric has always raised difficulties, however. The basic

problem is that under any reasonable interpretation of the terms—

even official definitions—the categories are unacceptably broad, impli-

cating the United States rather than justifying its actions, as

faithfulness to doctrine requires. It takes discipline not to recognize

the element of truth in historian Arno Mayer's immediate post-9/11

observation that since 1 947, “America has been the chief perpetrator

of ‘preemptive’ state terror” and innumerable other
“
‘rogue’ actions,”

causing immense harm, “always in the name of democracy, liberty,

and justice.” 11

The concept of “rogue states” is no less problematic. By the late Clin-

ton years, it was evident that for much of the world the United States

was “becoming the rogue superpower,” considered “the single great-

est external threat to their societies,” and that “in the eyes of much of

the world, in t’acr, the prime rogue state today is the United States.’

After Bush took over, mainstream scholarship no longer just reported

world opinion, but began to assert as fact that the United States “has

assumed many of the very features of the ‘rogue nations’ against which

it has . . . done battle.” Though kept at bay by the doctrinal institutions,

the difficulties are always lurking in the background. 12

Problems are also raised by invoking the “war on drugs ’ to ' fill the

vacuum” left by the erosion of traditional pretexts. One is that the most

cost-effective and humane approaches—prevention and treatment are

consistently neglected in favor of radical increase of incarceration at

home and violence abroad, with little if any effect on drug prices, hence

use. Another is the causal relation between US violence abroad and the

drug trade, weli established by scholarship, and even evident from the

daily press, recently again in Afghanistan. It is useful to recall, however,

that no narco-trafficking enterprise begins to approach that of ninteenth-

century Britain, a mainstay of the empire. 13

Similar problems beset the category “failed state.” Like “terrorist

state” and "rogue state,” the concept is “ frustrating!y imprecise," sus-
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ccptible to too many interpretations. Again, careful shaping of evi-

dence is required to exclude the United States while including the in-

tended examples. Take Haiti, a prototypical “failed state.” The

standard version in much scholarship—and, almost invariably, in the

media— is that Clinton’s intervention in 1994 “to restore democracy”

has, regrettably, “not led to democracy but instead to political chaos,

renewed repression, and dismal IJS-Haiti relations.” Also standard, as

in this case, is avoidance of the relevant facts, specifically those re-

vealing that Clinton’s invasion was just another step in Washington’s

efforts to undermine Haitian democracy, leading to chaos and repres-

sion, as was predicted at once. 1
'1

The category “failed state” was invoked repeatedly in the course of

the “normative revolution” proclaimed in the self-designated “enlight-

ened states” in the 1990s, entitling them to resort to force with the al-

leged goal of protecting the populations of (carefully selected) states in

a manner that may he “illegal but legitimate.” As the leading themes of

political discourse shifted from “humanitarian intervention” to the

redeclared “war on terror” after 9/1 f, the concept “failed state” was

given a broader scope to include states like Iraq that allegedly threaten

the Uni ted States with weapons of mass destruction and international

terrorism. In scholarship that (approvingly) traces the historical roots of

i he Bush doctrine, the concept “failed state” has been extended to in-

clude the “power vacuums” chat the United States has been forced to fill

for its own security, as Americans “concentrated on the task of felling

(rees and Indians and of rounding out their natural boundaries.” 15

Under this broader usage, “failed states” need not be weak. Iraq

was not considered a failed stare that threatened US security because it

was weak. One legal authority writes that “the aggressive, arbitrary,

tyrannical or totalitarian State would equally be regarded as having

‘failed’—at least according to the norms and standards of modern-day

international law.” And that makes good sense. Nazi Germany and

Stalinist Russia were hardly weak, hut they merit the designation

“failed state” as fully as any in history. Even in the narrowest inter-

pretation, “failed states” are identified by the failure to provide secu-

rity for the population, to guarantee rights at home or abroad, or to

maintain functioning (not merely formal) democratic institutions.
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The concept must surely also cover “outlaw states" that dismiss with

contempt the rules of international order and its institutions, carefully

constructed over many years, overwhelmingly under US initiative. I he

familiar difficulties again arise: the category covers too broad a range

to be doctrinally acceptable. 16

The world dominant power is consciously choosing policies that

typify outlaw states, that severely endanger the domestic population

and that undermine substantive democracy. In crucial respects, Wash-

ington’s adoption of the characteristics of failed and outlaw states is

proudly proclaimed. T here is scarcely any effort to conceal “the ten-

sion between a world that still wants a fair and sustainable interna-

tional legal system, and a single superpower that hardly seems to care

[that it
|

ranks with Burma, China, Iraq and North Korea . . . in terms

of its adherence to a seventeenth-century, absolutist conception of

sovereignty” for itself, while dismissing as old-fashioned tommy rot

the sovereignty of others.
1 '

The rich documentary and historical record amply supports Hunt-

ington’s judgment about creating misimpressions, though if is conve-

nient to plead Cold War paranoia, ignorance, and error. Case by case,

we discover from the internal record and other standard sources that

there has been rational planning to promote dominant domestic inter-

ests. As historian Charles Bergquist concludes in his review of justifi-

cations for intervention in Latin America, “to conserve. . . faith in

liberal democracy” analysts must “distort . . . evidence, and transform

the rational consistency in US policy (the defense of capitalist inter-

ests) into irrationality (unfounded fear of Communism).’ the same

has regularly been true elsewhere as well.
1,1*

RATIONAL CONSISTENCY

Quite generally, inquiry reveals that the real enemy of the United

States has long been independent nationalism, particularly when it

threatens to become a “contagious example,” to borrow Henry

Kissinger’s characterization of democratic socialism in Chile, a virus

that, he feared, might infect other countries as far away as southern
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Europe—a concern he shared with Leonid Brezhnev. The source of

contagion therefore had to be extirpated, as it was, on Tuesday, Sep-

tember 11, 197.3, a date often called the first 9/1 I in Latin America.

We can learn a lot about the most important topic—ourselves-—by ex-

amining the effects of the two 9/1 Is on the targeted societies and be-

yond, as well as the reactions to them. 19

On 9/1 1 in 1973, after years of US subversion of Chilean democ-

racy, support for terror, and “making the economy scream,” General

Augusto Pinochet’s forces attacked the Chilean presidential palace.

Salvador Allen.de, the elected president, died in the palace, apparently

committing suicide because he was unwilling to surrender to the as-

sault that demolished Latin America’s oldest and most vibrant democ-

racy and established a regime of torture and repression. Its primary

instrument was the secret police organization DINA, which US mili-

tary intelligence compared to the KGB and the Gestapo. Meanwhile,

Washington firmly supported Pinochet’s regime of violence and terror

and had no slight role in its initial, triumph.211

The official death toll of the first 9/11 is 3,200. T he actual toll is

commonly estimated at about double that figure. As a proportion of

the population, the corresponding figure for the United States would

Ire between 50,000 and 1 00,000 killed. An official inquiry thirty years

after the coup found evidence of 30,000 cases of torture—some
"00,000 in the US equivalent. Pinochet soon moved to integrate other

US-hacked Latin American military dictatorships into an international

suite terrorist program called Operation Condor. The program killed

and tortured mercilessly within the region and branched out to terror-

ist operations in Europe and the United States. Throughout these

hideous crimes, and long after, Pinochet was greatly honored—by
Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher in particular, but far more

widely as well. The assassinarion. of the respected Chilean diplomat

Orlando Letcher in Washington, D.C., in 1976, however, was going

too far. Operation Condor had to be called off. But the venom contin-

ued to spread. The worst atrocities in Argentina were yet to come,

along with the expansion of state terror to Central America by the

current incumbents in Washington and their immediate mentors.21
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After 9/1 1 in 2001, it is commonly agreed, the world irrevocably

changed. But not after the first 9/11. Those who enjoy wealth, free-

dom. and privilege might ask how the world would have changed if

the oldest democracy in the hemisphere had been destroyed by a mili-

tary coup, its president killed, more than 50,000 killed and 700,000

tortured, instigating a plague of terror throughout the continent and

beyond. We might also ask how one should respond to those who par-

ticipated in and laud such actions, or to those who dismiss them as

eminently forgettable.

The fear of independent nationalism can go to impressive lengths.

An illustration is what Senator Baucus called “the administration’s ab-

surd and increasingly bizarre obsession with Cuba,” which has taken

precedence over the threat of terror in the Clinton and Bush IT admin-

istrations, as we have seen. The obsession may be bizarre, but it is not

absurd from the perspective of policy makers. I he basic reasons weie

explained in internal documents from the Kennedy-johnson years.

State Department planners warned that the “very existence” of the Cas-

tro regime is “successful defiance” of US policies going back 150 years;

the threat is not Russians, but intolerable defiance of the master of the

hemisphere, much like Iran’s crime of successful defiance in 1 979, or

Syria’s rejection of Clinton’s demands. By June i960, longtime presi-

dential adviser Adolf Berle, a former member of FDR’s brain trust,

warned that “this is the end of the Monroe Doctrine.” The savagery

and fanaticism of the assault on Cuba has been, indeed, remarkable,

so much so that the US Army War College in 199.3 cautioned against

the “innate emotional appeal" driving US policy makers who saw

Castro as “the embodiment of evil who must be punished for his defi-

ance of the United States as well as for other reprehensible deeds.”

The punishment of the people of Cuba intensified when Cuba was

in dire straits after the collapse of the Soviet Union, at the initiative of

liberal Democrats. The author of the 1992 measures to tighten the

blockade proclaimed that “my objective is to wreak havoc in Cuba”

(Representative Robert Torricelli of New Jersey, later senator). That

punishment of the population was legitimate had been determined as

far hack as the Eisenhower administration. “The Cuban people fare}

responsible for the regime,” Undersecretary of State Douglas Dillon
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explained in March I960, so the United States has the right to cause

them to suffer by economic strangulation. Eisenhower approved eco-

nomic sanctions in the expectation that “if
[
the Cuban people

|
are

hungry, they will throw Castro out.” Kennedy agreed that the em-

bargo would hasten Fidel Castro’s departure as a result of rhe “rising

discomfort among hungry Cubans.” Along with expanding the em-

bargo, Kennedy initiated a major terrorist campaign designed to bring

the “terrors of the earth” to Cuba, the goal of Robert Kennedy, who
was put in charge of the operation, according to his biographer Arthur

Schlcsinger. The basic thinking was expressed by Deputy Assistant

Secretary of State Lester Mallory in April I960: Castro would be re-

moved “through disenchantment and disaffection based on economic

dissatisfaction and hardship |so| every possible means should be un-

dertaken promptly to weaken the economic life of Cuba [in order to|

bring about hunger, desperation and (the] overthrow of the govern-

ment.”22

US leaders could not tolerate “Cuban refusal to submit to the

United States,” the reaction of “a people still convinced that they have

a right of self-determination and national sovereignty,” Latin Ameri-

can scholar Louis Perez writes, summarizing forty years of terror

and economic warfare. The record illustrates principles that are well

established, internally rational, and clear enough to the victims, but

scarcely perceptible in the intellectual world of the agents.

It was not only Cuba’s “successful defiance” that led the Kennedy

administration to punish the population of the criminal state. There

was also fear that Cuba might be another of those “contagious ex-

amples,” like Chile and innumerable other targets of subversion, ag-

gression, and international terrorism. Cuban independence would

encourage others, who might be infected by the “Castro idea of taking

matters into their own hands,” Latin American adviser Arthur

Schlcsinger warned incoming President Kennedy. President Eisen-

hower had already expressed his concern that Castro had “gained

great prestige in Latin America,” which meant that “governments

elsewhere cannot oppose him too strongly since they are shaky with

| respect to the potentials of action by the mobs within their own

| countries to whom Castro’s brand of demagoguery appeals.” The
Is
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dangers are particularly grave, SchJesinger elaborated, when “the dis-

tribution of land and other forms of national wealth greatly favors rhc

propertied classes . . . and the poor and underprivileged, stimulated by

the example of the Cuban revolution, are now demanding opportuni-

ties for a decent living.” The whole system of domination might un-

ravel if the idea of taking matters into one’s own hands spread beyond

Cuba’s shores.

British intelligence concurred, benefiting from its rich experience
|

with insubordination. In June 1 961, the Joint Intelligence Committee
j

warned that “Castroism still retains much of its popular appeal. If, in

the longer term, the Cuban revolution succeeds in achieving a stable

regime, which appears to meet the aspirations of the depressed

classes, there will be a serious risk that it will inspire similar revolu-

tions elsewhere in Latin America.” The threats are dire and persis-

tent, a constant frustration to planners dedicated to “democracy

promotion,” revived again today in Venezuela, in fact much of South

America.23

Concern over viruses and the infections they may spread has been

a persistent theme among great powers. Sober European statesmen

feared that the virus of the American revolution might poison the civ-

ilized world order. The reaction was far more furious when Haiti be-

came the first free country in the hemisphere in .1804, after a brutal

struggle against the combined forces of civilization: England, France,

and the United States. Its liberation was particularly frightening for

the slave state to its north, which refused even to recognize Haiti until

1862—the year it also recognized Liberia, both considered to be pos-

sible places to dispatch freed slaves. In later years, the United States

took over from France the primary role of tormenting Haiti, continu-

ing to the present.24

Similar concerns were aroused by the most awesome virus of all,

when Russia broke free of the West in October 1917. President Wil-

son and British prime minister David Lloyd George feared that the

Bolshevik virus might infect other countries, even the United States

and England. These concerns persisted into the 1960s, when the So-

viet economy began to stagnate, largely because of the huge military

programs undertaken in reaction to Kennedy’s military buildup and
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his refusal to consider the offers of sharp mutual reduction in offen-

sive weapons by Russian premier Nikita Khrushchev, who was hoping

to avoid an arms race that would devastate the far weaker Soviet econ-

omy. That the Soviet Union was weaker militarily (and of course eco-

nomically) had been understood on both sides.

The issue at the heart of the Cold War was described accurately by

one of the most respected figures of Cold War scholarship, John Lewis

Gaddis, who plausibly dates its origins to 1917-18. The immediate

Allied intervention in 1 918 was virtuous in intent, Gaddis explains:

Woodrow Wilson was inspired “above all else” by his fervent desire

"to secure self-determination iri Russia”—that is, by forceful installa-

tion of the rulers we select. In accord with the same righteous vision,

the United States was devoted to self-determination for Vietnam and

Central America, the Kremlin was dedicated to self-determination in

Afghanistan and Eastern Europe, and so on throughout history, as

commonly proclaimed by the visionaries in charge.25

The 1918 Western invasion was really in self-defense, Gaddis ex-

plains, much as in the case of the Jackson-Adams liberation of Florida

m self-defense against runaway Negroes and lawless Indians. The
West’s assault was undertaken “in response to a profound and poten-

tially far-reaching intervention by the new Soviet government in

the internal affairs, not just of the West, but of virtually every coun-

try in the world,” namely, “the Revolution’s challenge—which could

hardly have been more categorical—to the very survival of the capi-

talist order.” Accordingly, “the security of the United States [was] in

danger” already in 1918. Gaddis criticizes Soviet historians who see

(he Western intervention as “shocking, unnatural, and even a viola-

tion of the legal norms that should exist between nations.” This is

plainly absurd, lie responds. “One cannot have it both ways,” com-

plaining about a Western invasion while “the most profound revolu-

tionary challenge of the century was mounted against the West”—by
changing the social order in Russia and proclaiming revolutionary

tmentions.

Alter World War II, Gaddis continues, Russian aggression took a

more virulent form, as “the increasing success of communist parties in

Western Europe, the Eastern Mediterranean, and China” justifiably
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aroused renewed “suspicion about the Soviet Union’s behavior, even

though the parties’ popularity "grew primarily out of their effective-

ness as resistance fighters against the Axis.” The appeal of the antifas-

cist resistance required the United States and United Kingdom to move

quickly, and often brutally, to dismantle the resistance and its accom-

plishments, particularly in northern Italy, where workers had taken

over plants and the germs of a free self-governing society were begin-

ning to flourish. The first National Security Council memorandum, in

1947, considered military intervention in Italy if Communists gained

power by legal means, a position reiterated in NSC 5411/2 in 1954.

Subversion of Italian democracy continued actively at least into the

1970s. A more general task in liberated areas was to undermine the la-

bor movement and the left, while restoring much of the traditional po-

litical and economic structure, often returning fascist collaborators to

positions of authority. Initiatives to subvert democracy continued for

many years, in southern Europe particularly. Substantial efforts were '

also devoted to deterring the threat of genuine democracy in Japan.

In the postwar years, Washington’s fears of infection extended far

more broadly, as the United States became the world dominant power,
j

supplanting Britain. The domino-virus theory was immediately in-

voked, under the Truman Doctrine, to justify massacres in Greece and

reinstatement of the traditional order, including Nazi collaborators.

For similar reasons, Washington backed the installation of Europe’s

first postwar fascist government in Greece in 1967, continuing its sup-

port until the dictatorship was overthrown in 1974. The concept was

repeatedly deployed to justify destruction of parliamentary regimes

and imposition of murderous dictatorships throughout much of the

world in order to guarantee “stability” and control of vital resources

(Middle East petroleum, in the case of Greece in the 1940s).

In 1948, George Kennan, head of the State Department Policy

Planning Staff, warned that if Indonesia fell under “Communism,” j|

could be an “infection [that] would sweep westward” through all of

South Asia. For such reasons, Kennan held, “the problem of Indonesisj

| is] the most crucial issue of the moment in our struggle with th|

Kremlin”—which had little to do with Indonesia, apart from servififj

to create rnisitnpressions. The threat of a “Communist Indonesia' wftf
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sufficiently severe for the Eisenhower administration to support a mil-

itary rebellion, primarily out of fear of democracy: what scholarship

calls a “party of the poor” was gaining too much political support for

comfort. The threat of democracy was not overcome until the 1965

Suharto coup and the huge slaughter that immediately followed, es-

tablishing one of the most brutal regimes of the late twentieth century.

I here was no further concern about democracy, or about awesome
human rights violations and war crimes. Suharto remained “our kind

"I fiuy,” as the Clinton administration described him, until he com-
mitted his first real crime, in 1998: dragging his feet on IMF orders

and losing control over the population. At that point he was instructed

by Secretary of State Madeleine Albright that the time had come for

'democratic transition,” though some, like Suharto’s longtime advo-

cate Paul Wolfowitz, continued to find him meritorious.27

The Indochina wars fall into the same pattern. The justifications

pm forth were the usual ones, though “defense against Communist
aggression” had to be construed rather broadly. It was necessary to

portray France as defending Vietnam from Vietnamese aggression

while it sought to reconquer its former colony. Thus Canada’s Nobel

Peace Prize laureate Lester Pearson identified the outside threat to

Vietnam as “Russian colonial authority,” although there were no Rus-

sians in sight but tens of thousands of US-armed French forces in plain

view. The US Joint Chiefs of Staff defined “aggression” in Southeast

Asia to include “aggression other than armed, i.e., political warfare,

or subversion.” Adlai Stevenson and John F. Kennedy railed about

“internal aggression” and an “assault from the inside . . . manipulated

Irom the North.” By the North, they meant the northern half of Viet-

nam, divided hv the United States after it undermined the 1954 inter-

national agreement on unification and elections (which, it recognized,

would have come out the wrong way).- 8

In January 1963, after reports of military success, Kennedy in-

formed the country that “the spearpoint of aggression has been

blunted in South Vietnam.” His close adviser historian Arthur

fehlesinger described 1962 as “not a bad year,” with “aggression

ffeicked in Vietnam”; 1962 was the year when Kennedy sent the US
Mr force to bomb South Vietnam, authorized the use of napalm and
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chemical warfare to destroy food crops and ground cover for the in-

digenous resistance, and began the programs to send millions of South

Vietnamese to virtual concentration camps where they could be " pro-

tected” from the guerrillas who, admittedly, they were supporting. The

administration’s own primary sources reveal that the major provinces

in the South were being taken over by indigenous forces roused to re-

sistance by the brutal repression of the US client state in southern Viet-

nam, with only reluctant support from the northern part of the divided

country. The public and internal record until Kennedy’s assassination

in November 1963 reveals no hint of departure from bis insistence

that the United States must stay the course until victory was achieved

over “the assault from the inside.” After the war became highly un-

popular in the late 1960s, particularly after the 1968 Vietnamese Tet

offensive turned elite sectors against the war, memoirists radically re-

vised their accounts, while they and others produced “recollections”

to support the doctrinal ly more acceptable view that Kennedy and

others were secret cloves. Very secret. There is no credible trace of it in

the record.
29

Recent efforts to sustain the image of Kennedy as a secret dove

have come up with a few scraps of evidence, which are interesting in

their assumptions: they implicitly define a “dove as someone who in-

sists on assurance of victory before withdrawal, Kennedy’s position

throughout. One of the rare examples of nontrivial new evidence ad-

duced in these efforts is a White House communication instructing

John Kenneth Galbraith, the ambassador to India, to tell Indian for-

eign secretary M.J. Desai “that if Hanoi takes steps to reduce guer-

rilla activity, we would correspond [s/c| accordingly,” and if Hanoi

were to “stop the activity entirely, we would withdraw to a normal

basis.” 51
’ In short, if Hanoi will somehow find a way to terminate the

indigenous rebellion against the US-imposed terror state, then the

United States will leave its client in place and be satisfied with victory.

The Kremlin would have been happy to convey a similar offer with

regard to Afghanistan in the 1980s.

The real reasons for the US assault on Indochina are conventional,

Washington feared that an independent: Vietnam might be a virus in-

fecting others, perhaps even resource-rich Indonesia, and eventually
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leading Japan—the “superdomino,” as Asia historian John Dower
termed it to accommodate to an independent Asian mainland, be-

coming its industrial center. That would in effect have established the

New Order that Japan sought to create by conquest in the 1 930s. The
United Srates was not prepared to lose the Pacific phase of World War
II shortly after its military victory. The pre-World War 11 diplomatic

record indicates that there was no fundamental objection to Japan’s

New Order as long as the United States maintained free access to it.

And with its much broader postwar ambitions, Washington intended

to provide Japan with “some sort of empire toward the south,” in

George Kennan’s phrase, something like the New Order but within

the US-dominated global system, and therefore acceptable. Other
“ f unctions” of the region, as outlined by Kennan’s staff, were to en-

sure that Britain have access to the resources of its former Asian

colonies, and to facilitate the “triangular trade” patterns that were to

be the basis of the postwar reconstruction of Hurope and the creation

of markets and investment opportunities for US corporations, then

moving to the multinational stage. These plans might have been dis-

rupted by a Vietnamese virus, if it were nor contained. 51

The proper way to deal with a virus is to destroy it, and to inocu-

late those who might be infected. In this case, the virus was destroyed

by demolishing Indochina. The broader region was then inoculated by
ihe establishment of harsh military dictatorships in the countries sus-

ceptible to infection. Indonesia was protected by the “staggering mass
slaughter” of 1965, a “gleam of light in Asia,” the New York Times
exulted. The reaction captured the undisguised Western euphoria over

i he outcome of the massacre of hundreds of thousands of people,

mostly landless peasants, and the destruction of the only mass-based

political party, the Indonesian Communist Party, as the country was
opened up to free Western exploitation by crimes that the CIA com-
pared to those of Hitler, Stalin, and Mao.-52

I he essential logic of the Indochina wars was articulated by
Kennedy-Johnson national security adviser McGeorge Bundy. He ob-
served in retrospect that “our effort” in Vietnam was “excessive” af-

ter 1965, when Indonesia was safely inoculated. 55 The basic war aims
had been achieved. By the late 1960s the US business.commtmity had
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come to realize that it was pointless to extend the war, which by then

was harming the US economy, largely because the antiwar movement

compelled Washington to follow a costly “guns and butter” policy in-

stead of calling a national mobilization that could have been beneficial

for the economy, as during World War 11, a popular war. Elite opinion

and government policy shifted accordingly.

Across the political spectrum, the outcome is described as an

“American defeat,” which is true if we keep to maximal aims: the

United States did not manage to impose client states in Indochina, and

the “credibility” of US power was perhaps marginally harmed. But in

terms of its basic war aims, the United States prevailed, as one would

expect given the enormous disparity of means of violence.

The public version of the domino theory maintained that Ho Chi

jVlinh would conquer Southeast Asia, Nicaragua would take over

Central America and soon after the hordes would be sweeping over

Texas, with the Russians only a footstep behind, and so on. The pub-

lic version is commonly derided as a “naive error’ after it has served

its function of creating misimpressions at home. The internal version

of the domino theory, however, is never abandoned, because it is plau-

sible: successful independent development and steps toward democ-

racy, out of US control, might well have a domino effect, inspiring .

others who face similar problems to pursue the same course, thus
|

eroding the global system of domination. That is why it was con-
|

stantly necessary to sell intervention by creating the misimpression
j

that it is the Soviet Union that you are fighting—or China, or the

j

Sino-Soviet axis, or rhe Huns (Woodrow Wilson s pretext, for invad-
J

ing Haiti and the Dominican Republic), or narco-traffickers or
|

whatever can be conjured up. On these matters, the documentary
J

record is rich, and remarkably consistent. 1

Such misimpressions commonly provide the framework not only

for public discourse but also for the intelligence services. Perhaps the

most striking example, considerably more significant than the much-

discussed case of Iraq, is revealed in the Pentagon Papers. When Wash-

ington decided to support France’s reconquest of Vietnam, intelligence

was instructed to demonstrate that the Viet Minh resistance was ft*

mere tool of Russia or China (or both). With great effort, intelligence
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was able to discover only that Hanoi appeared to be the one place in

the region lacking such contacts. That was taken to he proof that Ho
Chi Minh was such a loyal puppet he had “a special dispensation,”

with no need for instructions. US intelligence was so deeply indoctri-

nated that for the two-decade period recorded in the Pentagon Papers,

up to 1968, it was scarcely able even to entertain the possibility that

North Vietnam might he pursuing national interests rather than serv-

ing as a loyal puppet of its masters—hardly in question, whatever one
thinks of Hanoi. The South Vietnamese resistance (NLP) was simply

dismissed, except on the ground, where it was the commanding pres-

ence.-

“UNQUESTIONED POWER”

Prior to World War II, rhe United States, though by far the world’s rich-

est economy, had not been a major global actor. Its reach extended to

its own region with forays into the Pacific and, by the 1920s, initiatives

began to gain a share of the vast energy resources of the Middle East,

but even before the United States entered the war, high-level planners

and foreign policy advisers recognized that it should he able “to bold

unquestioned power” in the new global system, ensuring the “limita-

rion of any exercise of sovereignty” by stares that might interfere with
ns designs. They also developed “ari integrated policy to achieve mili-

tary and economic supremacy for the United States” in the “Grand
Area,” which was to include at least the Western Hemisphere, rhe for-

mer British empire, and the Far East. As the war progressed, and it be-

came clear that “Soviet military power . . . had crushed Hitler’s Reich,”

(.rami Area planning was extended to include as much of Eurasia as

possible. 1 '' Since that time the world has undergone many dramatic
changes, but no less striking—and of far-reaching significance for the

future—are the fundamental continuities in these policies, with tactical

modifications and shifting of justifications adapted to circumstances.

During World War II, Joseph Stalin became an ally, the beloved

"Uncle Joe,” as Russia first endured and then beat back the Nazi
wave. “It cannot be overemphasized,” historian Omer Bartov writes,

that however criminal and odious Stalin’s regime surely was, without
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the Red Army and its horrendous blood sacrifice, the Wchrmacht
j

would not have been defeated and Nazism would have remained a fact

in Europe for many generations.” 16 Roosevelt scholar Warren Kimball

concludes that “when military assessments pointed out that only the

Red Army could achieve victory over Hitler in a land war, aid to the
jp

Soviet Union became a presidential priority” on the assumption that

the Russian army would grind Germany down and keep US soldiers

out of a land war. Roosevelt’s strategy was for the United States to be
j

the reserves, he confided privately. Nevertheless, “Roosevelt treated

the aid-to-Russia program more as a matter of ‘good faith than for its

value to the Soviet war effort,” Kimball adds, estimating its value at

about 10 percent of Russian production, making it critical but sec-

ondary to Roosevelt’s broader plans. His design, unchanged to the

end, Gaddis observes, was that US allies should “do most of the fight-

ing” in Europe, so as “to keep |US| casualties to a minimum.” “Al-

lies” meant mostly Russians: for every US soldier who died fighting

the war, “some 60 Russians were doing so.” A corresponding inten-

tion, largely achieved, was that in the Pacific the United States would

have total domination, with no interference from allies or even partic-

ipation from “the major victims of Japanese aggression. ,J '

In the early stages of the war, Harry Truman’s view was simple:
j

“if we see that Germany is winning we ought to help Russia and if:

Russia is winning we ought to help Germany and that way let them
j

kill as many as possible,” what political scientist Timothy Crawford
j

L

calls a “pivotal strategy |to] prolong war.” Truman’s generally prag-, *

matic view was tempered, however, by his genuine affection and ad

miration for “old joe," whom he regarded as “a decent fellow |who

can’t do what he wants to” because, as Truman put it in 1948, he I

“a prisoner of the Politburo.” Truman stopped expressing such view!

publicly when his advisers convinced him that doing so was “a danfll

aging blunder.” But in private he continued to describe old Joe as
|

“honest” and “straightforward,” “as near like lorn Pendergast as an®®*

man I know,” referring to the Missouri boss who launched his poll

cal career. As president, Truman felt that he could get along with t

tyrant as long as the United States got its way 85 percent of 6

time.’8
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War planners took a much dimmer view. The British in particular

regarded the Western -Soviet wartime alliance as an “aberration” from
i he start. From early 1944 Western military intelligence was “marking
Hie Soviets as the next enemy” and withholding crucial information

about German forces from the Russians while obtaining “superbly de-

tailed and accurate” information about Russian military forces. Al-

most all Western-Russian intelligence cooperation ceased by the end
ol 1944, and British and US intelligence began gathering information

ior air attacks against Russia. Field Marshal Sir Alan Brooke, the

British wartime chief of the Imperial General Staff, had always

loathed what he called 'this senu-Asiatic race,” who were perhaps al-

most as degraded as the “little yellow dwarf slaves” in Japan who dis-

gusted Sir Alexander Cadogan, the senior official at the Foreign

Office. Brooke concluded in 1943 that the USSR “cannot fail to be-

uime the main threat” after the war, so that it would be necessary to

loster Germany, gradually build her up and bring her into the Feder-

ation of Western Europe,” though it was a difficult policy to carry out

“under the cloak of a holy alliance between England, Russia and
America.” Richard Aldrich observes that “like Harry S. Truman in

Washington,” Brooke and his deputy General Henry Pownall “rejoiced

lo see |Germany and Russia) going for each other with vigor.” By late

1 944, (he British military was producing war plans, including rearming
n! Germany, for the planned attack against Russia. British intelligence

had also found “
‘super-secret’ appreciations of the Soviet Union as the

:
next enemy that were circulating in Washington.

”

3y

In May 1945, as the war against Germany ended, Churchill or-

|

' lt-red war plans to be drawn up for “Operation Unthinkable.” His

|
“Mined objective was ‘the elimination of Russia,’” Aldrich writes.

|

The plans, only declassified in 1999, “called for a surprise attack by

|
hundreds of thousands of British and American troops, joined by
100,000 rearmed German soldiers,” while the Royal Air Force

|
would attack Soviet cities from bases in Northern Europe.” Nuclear

Weapons were soon added to the mix. Earlier Cadogan had raged

|
*b* J*>f how the Russians are “dominated by an almost insane suspi-

|
$«**»" requiring “infinite patience" as we try to deal with them “as

though we thought they were reasonable human beings.”*0
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The dilemma is a persistent one in attempts to deal with the un

people of the world. Thirty years after the criminal atrocities he di-

rected, Robert McNamara was still puzzling over the unwillingness of

the South Vietnamese resistance to lay down their arms and become

part of an “independent, non-Communist South Vietnam,” following

the path of Indonesia, which had “reversed course” after the killing of

“300,000 or more OKI members . . . and now lay in the hands of inde-

pendent nationalists led by Suharto.” 41

How could the Vietnamese not appreciate the merits of the bright

future McNamara was recommending to them? Perhaps the answer is

the one Henry Kissinger offered in his musings at the same time about

“the deepest problem of the contemporary international order,” noth-

ing like starvation or war, but rather the “difference of philosophical

perspective” that separates the West, which “is deeply committed to

the notion that the real world is external to the observer,” from the

rest of the world, which still believes “that the real world is almost

completely internal to the observer.” Perhaps that is why the Vietnam-

ese did not react rationally to our efforts to bomb them to the negoti-

ating table where we offered them the fate of the PKI in independent

Indonesia. The Russians, Kissinger continued, are poised uneasily

astride the great divide of philosophical perspective. And they are par-

ticularly difficult to deal with because of their delusion “that ‘objec-

tive’ factors such as the social structure, the economic process, and

above all the class struggle are more important than the personal con-

victions of statesmen.” Hence they do not “accept protestations of

good will at face value,” as we do.
42

A few years after the end of World War II, British assessments be-

gan to change. By 1951, the retiring director of naval intelligence,

Vice Admiral Eric Longley-Cook, informed the “innermost circle

(that] the stolid Russians were a force for stability in the world sys-

tem,” seeking to further their objectives by “psychological or eco-

nomic means but ‘not a general military offensive.’ ” He suggested

that “the main threat to strategic stability and indeed to the survival of

the United Kingdom came from America,” which is preparing for “a

shooting war with the Soviet Union” from which the United States

would be secure, while Britain might: be destroyed.
44
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These fears would only have been exacerbated by the rhetoric of

NSC 68, had it been known. Formulated in 1950, shortly before the

Korean War, NSC? 68 is recognized to be a founding document of the

contemporary world order, widely cited in scholarship, though much
of the contents is generally ignored, including the scattered data reveal-

ing Soviet military weakness relative to the West and the remarkable

rhetorical framework of the document.44 NSC 68 was drafted by Paul

Nitze under the direction of Dean Acheson, two of the “wise men"
who are honored for their sobriety and thoughtfulness in creating the

new world order of the day. They contrast the “fundamental design [of

the
|
slave state” with the “fundamental purpose” of the United States.

The “implacable purpose” and inherent “compulsion” of the slave

state is to gain “absolute authority over the rest of the world,” de-

stroying all governments and the “structure of society” everywhere. Its

ultimate evil contrasts with our sheer perfection. The “fundamental

purpose” of the United States is to assure “the dignity and worth of the

individual” everywhere. Its leaders are animated by “generous and
constructive impulses, and the absence of covetousness in our interna-

tional relations,” qualities particularly evident in the traditional do-

mains of US influence, which have enjoyed the privilege of “our long

continuing endeavors to create and now develop the In ter-American
system.” Hence the admiration for US power south of the border.

By comparison with the Ti nman administration wise men who
were “present at the creation,” the rhetoric about Good and Evil that

Bush’s speech writers plagiarize from ancient epics and children’s fairy

tales seems rather subdued.

The basic continuity of policy was illustrated again when the Soviet

Union collapsed, offering new opportunities along with the need for

new misimpressions. The assault on Cuba was intensified, but re-

I rained: it was no longer defense against the Russians, but rather

Washington’s sincere dedication to democracy that required strangu-

lation of Cuba and US-based terror. The sudden shift of pretexts

elicited little reflection, in fact no detectable notice. (As we see di-

rectly, the model was followed closely in 2003 after the collapse of the

pretexts for invading Iraq.) Bush’s invasion of Panama immediately af-

ter the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 was in itself haiylly more than a
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footnote to the history of the region. But it, too, revealed changes.

One was pointed out by Reaganitc State Department official Elliott

Abrams, who observed that “Bush probably is going to be increas-

ingly willing to use force” now that there was little fear of its leading

to a Russian reaction. In Panama, too, new pretexts were needed: not

the Russian menace, but narco-trafficking by Noriega, a longtime CIA

asset who was becoming uncooperative (embellished with a few tales

about threats to Americans). In August 1990, when Saddam Hussein

invaded Kuwait, the United States and United Kingdom felt free to

place a huge expeditionary force in the Saudi Arabian desert in their

buildup to the January 1991 invasion, no longer deterred by the su-

perpower rival.
45

With the Colei War no longer available, it was necessary to reframe

pretexts not only for intervention but also for militarized state capi-

talism at home. The Pentagon budget presented to Congress a few

months after the fall of the Berlin Wall remained largely unchanged,

but was packaged in a new rhetorical framework, presented in the

National Security Strategy of March 1990. One priority was to sup-

port advanced industry in traditional ways, in sharp violation of the

free market doctrines proclaimed and imposed on others. The Na-

tional Security Strategy called for strengthening “the defense indus-

trial base” (essentially, high-tech industry) with incentives “to invest

in new facilities and equipment as well as in research and develop-

ment." As m the past, the costs and risks of the coming phases of

the industrial economy were to he socialized, with eventual profits

privatized, a form of state socialism for the rich on which much of the

advanced US economy relies, particularly since World War II, but with

precedents in the advanced economies back to the early days of the in-

dustrial revolution.46 In the past several decades, Pentagon funding for

research and development has declined, while support through the Na-

tional Institutes of Health and other “health-related” components of

the state sector has increased, as the cutting edge of the economy of the

future shifts from electronics- ro biology-based industry. The longtime

chairman of the Federal Reserve Alan Greenspan and other ideo-

logues may hail the wonders of “entrepreneurial initiative,” “con-

sumer choice,” and “free trade,” but those who channel public funds
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to development of the economy and those who profit from these deci-

sions know better.
47

It is sometimes argued that concealing development of high-tech

industry under the cover of “defense” has been a valuable contribu-

tion to society. Those who do not share that contempt for democracy

might ask what decisions the population would have made if they had

been informed of the real options and allowed to choose among them.

Perhaps they might have preferred more social spending for health,

education, decent housing, a sustainable environment for future gen-

erations, and support for the United Nations, international Jaw, and

diplomacy, as polls regularly show. We can only guess, since fear of

democracy barred the option of allowing the public into the political

arena, or even informing them about what was being done in their

name.

The justification for sustaining the dynamic state sector of the

economy had to be revised in the light of new contingencies after the

end of the Cold War. Since the reason could no longer be the threat of

Russian aggression, it became “the growing technological sophistica-

tion of Third World conflicts,” which “will place serious demands on
our forces” and “continue to threaten US interests,” even without

"the backdrop of superpower competition.” The satne revision was

needed for the second function of the Pentagon: ensuring global "sta-

bility,'' the code word for obedience. In the “new era” after the Cold

War, the administration explained, “we foresee that our military

power will remain an essential underpinning of the global balance,

hut less prominently and in different ways. We see that the more likely

demands for the use of our military forces may not involve the Soviet

Union and may he in the Third World, where new capabilities and ap-

proaches may he required”—in fact, very much the old approaches

but with new pretexts accompanying the new capabilities. “In the fu-

ture, we expect that non-Soviet threats to [US] interests will command
even greater attention”—in reality, comparable attention but adjusted

to circumstances, both in deed and in word. As before, we must have

the means “to reinforce our units forward deployed or to project

power into areas where we have no permanent presence.” This is nec-

essary, particularly in the Middle East, because of “the free world’s
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reliance on energy supplies from this pivotal region,” where the

“threats to our interests” that require direct military engagement can-

not “be laid at the Kremlin’s door”—contrary to decades of pretense,

now shelved as useless. The sudden revisions elicited no comment. At

the time, Saddam Hussein was not among the non-Soviet threats.

Rather, he was still a favored friend and ally and recipient of ample

aid and support.48

Military commanders echoed the political echelon, emphasizing

that the end of the Cold War would not change security policies signif-

icantly: “In fact, the majority of rhe crises we have responded to since

the end of World War II have not directly involved the Soviet Union,”

marine general A.M. Gray observed, quite accurately, in May 1990.

The problems remain, as before, insurgencies resulting from “the un-

derdeveloped world’s growing dissatisfaction over the gap between

rich and poor nations,” which may “jeopardize regional stability and

our access to vital economic and military resources,” on which the

United States and its allies will become “more and more dependent.”

We must therefore “maintain within our active force structure a credi-

ble military power projection capability with the flexibility to respond

to conflict across the spectrum of violence throughout the globe,” to

ensure “unimpeded access” both to “developing economic markets

throughout the world” and “to the resources needed to support our

manu facturing requ i rements.
” 49

This basic thinking remained in force a decade later. New millen-

nium intelligence projections expect “globalization” (in the standard

doctrinal sense) to continue on course. “Its evolution will be rocky,

marked by chronic financial volatility and a widening economic di-

vide.” It will bring “deepening economic stagnation, political insta-

bility, and cultural alienation,” which will “foster ethnic, ideological

and religious extremism, along with the violence that often accompa-

nies it,” much of that violence directed against the United States. A

2004 intelligence update expects “the perceptions of the contradic-

tions and uncertainties of a globalized world |toj come even more to

the fore than is the case today,” as “gaps will widen between those

countries benefiting from globalization . . . and those underdeveloped

nations or pockets within nations that are left behind.” The “pockets”
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happen to be immense, dramatically so in the poster children of

“globalization.”50

The 2004 intelligence assessment also warns that “over the next 15

years the increasing centrality of ethical issues, old and new” has “rhe

potential to divide worldwide publics and challenge US leadership” on

such matters as “the environment and climate change, privacy, cloning

and biotechnology, human rights, international law regulating con-

flict, and the role of multilateral institutions.” The United States “in-

creasingly will have to battle world public opinion, which has

dramatically shifted since the end of the Cold War,” a subdued allu-

sion to the fact that the Bush II administration significantly increased

fear and often hatred of the United States.
51

Huntington's observations about the need to create misimpressions

to control the domestic population illustrate what should be the mer-

est truism: professions of benign intent by leaders should be dismissed

by any rational observer. They are near universal and predictable, and

hence carry virtually no information. The worst monsters—Hitler,

Stalin, Japanese fascists, Suharto, Saddam Hussein, and many
others—have produced moving flights of rhetoric about their nobility

of purpose. I he same holds for “Peace Institutes” and “Endowments
for Democracy.” If we are serious, we will ask about their actions,

paying little attention to their words, an elementary observation that

has inspired a rich Literature from Pascal to Zamyatin to Orwell.

THE DEMOCRATIZATION BANDWAGON”

With all of this in mind, let us turn to Iraq and the revived passion for

"democracy promotion” that is held to he central to Bush’s “grant!

strategy.”

Welcoming rhe Iraqi elections in January 2.005, the foreign minister

ol Iran declared that Iran “supports the wishes of Iraqi citizens for a

democratic government, living prosperously in a unified nation and ex-

pecting peaceful relationships with their neighbors,” a fully sovereign

Iraq in a stable and peaceful region of democratic states. Rational ob-

servers will view Iran’s dedication to democracy promotion with due

skepticism. And the same should be true when Bush, Blair, Rice, and
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their associates issue similar pronouncements. Far more so, m fact, for

reasons that it takes some effort to ignore. The most glaring is

occasionally—though very rarely—articulated, thus Middle East spe-

cialist Augustus Richard Norton writes that “as fantasies about Iraq’s

weapons of mass destruction were unmasked, the Bush administration

increasingly stressed the democratic transformation of Iraq, and scholars

jumped on the democratization bandwagon.” Before the fantasies were

unmasked, there was, of course, occasional invocation of the standard

pieties about democratic transformation, but not beyond the usual

meaningless norm. In the documents reviewed in the most extensive-

study of the justifications for the Iraq invasion, by John Prados, such

terms as “democracy” are not even indexed. 52

To put it plainly, while asking us to appreciate the sincerity of their

eloquent orations about their sudden conversion to “democratic trans-

formation,” US and UK leaders were also informing us that they are

brazen liars, since they had driven their countries to war because of

a “single question”: will Saddam abandon his WMD programs? By

August 2003, when the tale was falling to pieces, the press reported

that “as the search for illegal weapons in Iraq continues without

success, the Bush administration has moved to emphasize a different

rationale for the war against Saddam Hussein: using Iraq as the linch-

pin’ to transform the Middle East and thereby reduce the terrorist

rhreat to the United States”—more accurately risk enhancing the ter-

rorist threat, which happened, as even their own intelligence agencies

confirm. 5 -1

The timing alone suffices to undermine the credibility of the “dif-

ferent rationale,” and that is only the bare beginning. Nonetheless, the

new rationale quickly became holy writ. The sincerity of our leader

passed beyond challenge after the president’s address on “Freedom in

Iraq and Middle East” at the twentieth anniversary of the National

Endowment for Democracy in Washington on November 6 ,
2003.

The “single question” was dispatched to the memory hole, replaced

by Bush’s “messianic mission” to bring democracy to the Middle East

in what “may be the most idealistic war fought in modern times,” in-

spired by “idealist in chief” Paul Woliowitz.”

With considerable effort, i have found only the rarest exceptions to

this stance in media and intellectual commentary, though there are in-

deed critics, who warn that the “noble" and “generous” vision may be

beyond our reach. It may be too costly, or the beneficiaries may be too

backward to benefit from our solicitude. Some skeptics agree with

New York University law professor Noah Feldman, who was assigned

the task of teaching Iraqis about democracy and preparing their con-

stitution (against their will), but warned that “if you move too fast”

—

that is, as fast as Iraqis wanted to
—

“the wrong people could ger

elected.” More generally, David Brooks explained, as “Noah Feld-

man . . . observes, people in the Middle Ease don’t always act ration-

ally,” despite our patient tutelage and Britain’s before us. 55

Evidence for the Brooks-Feldman assessment of people in the Middle

East was provided just as President Bush formally revealed his messianic

mission at the National Endowment for Democracy anniversary cele-

bration. A Gallup poll in Baghdad provided the opportunity for respon-

dents to join Western intellectuals in leaping on the “democratization

bandwagon,” but some failed to do so: 99 percent. Asked why they

thought the United States invaded Iraq, I percent felt that the goal was

to bring democracy and 5 percent that the goal was “to assist the Iraqi

people." Most of the rest assumed that the goal was to take control of

Iraq’s resources and to reorganize the Middle East in US and Israeli

interests—the “conspiracy theory” derided by rational Westerners,

who understand that Washington and London would have been just as

dedicated to the “liberation of Iraq” if its chief exports happened to

he lettuce and pickles rather than petroleum. 56

The irrationality and backwardness of the people of the Middle

East has repeatedly been demonstrated, once again in September

2005, when the White House sent public relations specialist Karen

Hughes to explain to them that they fail to understand Washington’s

dedication to their welfare and freedom. But her “I’m a mom” exer-

cise in public diplomacy did not work too well. The problem, the press

explained, was that she kept to “concise sound bites rather than sus-

tained arguments. In American campaigns, such messages repeated

over and over can have an effect because a presidential candidate dom-

inates the news with every statement he makes, and if that fails to

work, money can be poured into saturation advertising. By contrast,
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in the lively and percussive environment of this region, Ms. Hughes

came nowhere near the commanding heights of the media.” In brief,

sound bites, media amplification, and saturation advertising are not

effective among primitive people who think that sustained argument

and lively discussion are components of democracy. The lesson is ap-

parently not easy to learn. At a debate at the American University in

Beirut a few weeks later, Juliet Wutr, the public affairs officer at the

US embassy in Lebanon, explained to the audience that the United

States seeks to “reach out to people in order to achieve US policy ob-

jectives” by promoting the “4Ls”: exchange, engagement, education,

and empowerment. Apparently, that fell flat in Beirut, where the envi-

ronment has long been particularly “lively and percussive.” The cask

of “democracy promotion” is plainly a difficult one. ”

Still, Richard Norton is a bit unfair to scholarship. Some scholars

did recognize that it was only after the “single question” had been de-

finitively answered the wrong way that “President George W. Bush and

Prime Minister Tony Blair began speaking passionately about the im-

portance of bringing ‘democracy and freedom’ to Iraq and the Middle

East” in an “after-the-fact justification of the war,” which evidently

cannot be taken seriously. But outside ol scholarship, and almost in-

variably within, Norton’s observation is depressingly accurate.”

Quite apart from the timing, faith in the conversion is a little diffi-

cult to sustain in light of the behavior of the missionaries barely mo-

ments before. The Bush and Blair exploits in evading the perils of

democracy as they proceeded with the invasion of Iraq in 2002 have

already been reviewed. This rather significant illustration aside, it is

hard to recall any display of contempt for democracy as clear as the

distinction between Old Europe and New Europe announced by Don-

ald Rumsfeld during the buildup to the invasion, and eagerly taken

up by commentators and the political class. The criteria distinguish-

ing the categories were sharp, clear, and highly instructive. One dis-

tinguishing criterion illuminates the operative concept of democracy:

Old Europe consists of the countries in which the government took the

same stand on the war as the large majority of the population, whereas

in New Europe governments overruled even larger majorities and took
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orders from Crawford, Texas. Therefore Old Europe is to be disparaged

and New Europe lauded as the hope for democracy and enlightenment.59

The most honored representatives of New Europe were the

renowned democratic figures Silvio Berlusconi and Jose Maria Aznar.

Berlusconi was rewarded by a visit to the White House, in recognition

of the fact that 80 percent of the Italian population opposed the war
that he endorsed (or perhaps in honor of his reconstruction of the Ital-

ian judiciary so as to escape conviction on charges of corruption). Az-

nar received an even greater reward. He was invited to join Bush and

Blair at the Azores summit announcing the invasion of Iraq, shortly

after polls in Spain revealed that he was backed in his support for war

by 2 percent of the population/'0

The display of hatred for democracy reached its peak when the

government of Turkey, to general surprise, actually followed the will

of 95 percenr of the population and rejected Washington’s commands
to allow the US military to open a front from Turkey into Iraq.

Turkey was bitterly condemned in the national press for lacking

“democratic credentials.” Colin Powell announced harsh punishment

for this defection from good order. Paul Wolfowitz took the most ex-

treme position. He berated the Turkish military for not compelling the

government to follow Washington’s orders, and demanded that mili-

tary leaders apologize and say, “We made a mistake” by overruling

virtually unanimous public opinion. “Let’s figure out how we can be

as helpful as possible to the Americans,” they should say, thus demon-
strating their understanding of democracy. No wonder he was de-

clared “idealist in chief,” whose sole flaw might be that he is “too

idealistic—that his passion for the noble goals of the Iraq war might

overwhelm the prudence and pragmatism that normally guide war

planners.” 61

The evaluation of Wolfowitz in the elite press is instructive. His

"passion is the advance of democracy,” Sebastian Mallaby declares in

the Washington Post. In another admiring account, Andrew Balls

writes in the Financial Times that “promotion of democracy has been

one of the most consistent themes of his career.” No evidence is cited

apart from Wolfowitz’s self-image. Praising Wolfowirz’s qualifications
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to rake over as the new head of the World Bank in 2005, Mailaby

writes that his “main exposure to development conies from his time as

ambassador in Indonesia, which combined miraculous poverty reduc-

tion with state intervention.” And his experience in Indonesia will be

particularly significant because of the “new consensus” in Washington

that “holds that the chief challenge in poor countries is . . . to fight the

corruption that deters private investment and to create the rule of

law.”62

A look at the actual record is revealing. Jeffrey Winters, an aca-

demic specialist on Indonesia, writes that Wolfowitz’s main achieve-

ment in the economic sphere as ambassador to Indonesia was to help

“set the stage” for the 1997 “collapse of the Indonesian economy un-

der Suharto, a tragedy that plunged tens of millions into abject

poverty.” Wolfowitz’s most important initiative was to sponsor “one

of the most reckless deregulations of a banking sector ever under-

taken,” which led to economic collapse and widespread misery.

Suharto, Wolfowitz’s favorite, meanwhile earned “the dubious title of

being the most corrupt world leader in recent history,” a “clear win-

ner, according to British-based Transparency International,” having

amassed a family fortune “estimated at anything between fifteen bil-

lion and thirty-five billion US dollars,” far outstripping second-place

Ferdinand Marcos of the Philippines and third-place Mobutu Sese

Seko of Congo, also members in good standing in the rogues’ gallery

of the administrations in which Wolfowitz served. Wolfowitz has fur-

ther credentials in development, having been the architect of postwar

reconstruction in Iraq, which. Transparency International warned,

“could become the biggest corruption scandal in history if strict anti-

bribery measures are not adopted rapidly.”
61 They were not, and the

prediction is well on its way to verification, as we have seen. Clearly

“Wolfie,” as GWB affectionately calls him, has impressive qualifica-

tions to carry forward the new consensus on fighting corruption and

promoting economic development.

The idealist in chief’s “record from his Indonesia days on human

rights and democracy is even worse,” Winters continues. In a Lexis*

Nexis search of every mention of Wolfowitz in the press during his

years as ambassador, there is not one instance where he is quoted as
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speaking up on human rights or democracy in Indonesia. Instead, he is

consistently apologetic for the Suharto regime, always turning the fo-

cus toward matters of business, investment, and the local and regional

stability the iron-fisted Suharto helped promote.” Wolfowitz not only

intervened to “undercut the Australian journalists who focused atten-

tion on a murderous and torturing American ally in Southeast Asia,

but he lectured the Australians on how ro handle an embarrassing

flap . . . —play it down, ignore it.” His “cowardly behavior prompted

a rare rebuke from the head of the Australian government.” Wol-

fowitz was “specifically singled out for criticism by Australian Prime

Minister Bob Hawke for his comments.

”

M

Wolfowitz’s candidacy for World Bank president immediately

"triggered criticism from rights activists in Indonesia.” The head of

Indonesia’s state-sponsored National Human Rights Commission re-

ported that “of all former US ambassadors, he was considered closest

to and most influential with Suharto and his family. But he never

showed interest in issues regarding democratization or respect of hu-

man rights,” and never even visited the commission’s office. “I also

never heard him publicly mention corruption, not once,” the commis-

sion’s head added. Other human rights and anticorruption activists

also said that “they do not remember his speaking out against the

abuses” of the regime and “never felt Mr Wolfowitz was on their

side.” They pointed out further that Wolfowitz “remained a defender

of the Suharto regime through the 1990s,” well past the time when
this world-class mass murderer, torturer, and robber had been over-

thrown from within.65

The record of Wolfowitz’s “passion” for human rights and democ-

racy goes back to his early days in Reagan’s State Department and

continues to the present, without notable change. Regional academic

specialist Joseph Nevins writes that, throughout his tenure as ambas-

sador and since, Wolfowitz consistently “championed policies that un-

dermine democracy and human rights in the sprawling archipelago,”

and supported the appalling atrocities carried out by the Indonesian

army (TNI) in occupied East Timor, in early 1999, Nevins writes,

“when it looked as if Indonesia might consider leaving East Timor,

Wolfowitz argued against US policies promoting such a scenario.
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Employing language long utilized by Jakarta, he predated that if In-

donesia were to withdraw. East Timor, due to tribal and clan-based

tensions, would descend into civil war. Only the TNI had prevented

such an outcome, according to Wolfowitz.” At that time, the 1 N1 was

escalating its atrocities, and soon practically destroyed what little re-

mained of the tortured country in a final paroxysm of violence. “Hu-

man rights groups report continuing widespread military atrocities,”

Nevins continues, “especially in Aceh and West Papua.” Indonesian

political and military leaders were absolved from responsibility in

East Timor in fraudulent trials condemned by human rights organiza-

tions, but easily tolerated by Western participants in their crimes. Vis-

iting Jakarta in January 2005, Wolfowitz called for increasing the US

military aid and training that have plagued Indonesians and others

within the reach of the TNI for the past forty years. The “humanitar-

ian guise” of his mission was tsunami relief, Nevins writes, but its

“real significance lies in his effort to strengthen US ties with Indone-

sia’s brutal military, TNI, a role that he has long played
.

”

fch
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Bush and associates continued to pursue the president’s democ-

ratizing mission in the traditional domains of US power as well. In

2002, they supported a military coup to overthrow the elected govern-

ment of Venezuela, headed by Hugo Chavez, but had to slink away m

the face of overwhelming condemnation in Latin America, where

democracy is not considered as “quaint” and “obsolete as it is in

Washington. After a popular uprising restored the government, Wash-

ington turned to subversion, under the gu.se of “supporting

democracy”—a familiar pattern. Thus, after decertifying Venezuela

for alleged noncooperation with US drug operations m the region,

Washington “waived the cuts in US foreign aid usually attached to

'decertification’ so that it can continue to support Venezuelan pro-

democracy groups that oppose the leftist Chavez.”'”

The concept is interesting. While Washington’s right to support

anti-Chavez groups in Venezuela cannot be questioned, there might

perhaps be some eyebrows raised if Iran were funding anti-Bush

groups in the United States, particularly if it did so right after having

supported a military coup to overthrow the government. It is also ap-
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parently taken to be a logical impossibility that some groups support-

ing Chavez might be “pro-democracy.” That is proven by Washing-

ton’s opposition to the government. Accordingly, it can have no

relevance that Chavez has repeatedly won monitored elections and

referenda despite overwhelming and bitter media hostility, that his

popularity ratings are at 80 percent, or that Latin America’s major

polling organization, Latinobarometro, found in 2004 that while sat-

isfaction with democracy continues its ominous decline throughout

Latin America (in striking parallel to the march of ncoliberal pro-

grams that undermine functioning democracy), there were three ex-

ceptions: leading the list was Venezuela, where support for democracy

climbed from 64 percent to 74 percent between 1997 and 2004. The

country now leads all countries in Latin America in support for its

elected government.68

In contrast, most US citizens believe that the public has little influ-

ence on government decisions and few believe that Congress will con-

form to “the decisions the majority of Americans would make.” US

citizens rank their own government below Britain, Sweden, Canada,

and others on the scale ranging from not democratic at all to com-

pletely democratic.'

Further proof of the antidemocratic character of Chavez support-

ers in Venezuela was his performance at the September 2005 UN Sum-

mit, where he “generated the loudest burst of applause for a world

leader at the summit with his unbridled attack on what he character-

ized as US militarism and capitalism.” This outlandish characteriza-

tion of the United States as capitalist and militaristic reveals that he

has “taken on the mantle of the bad boy of UN summitry.” Off the

radar screen is what Americans can read in Ireland’s leading journal

by the veteran Latin American correspondent Hugh O’Shaughnessy,

which helps explain the basis for the applause without resort to Bush-

style wailing about how the world hates us because we are so good:

In Venezuela, where an oil economy has over the decades pro-

duced a sparkling elite of super-rich, a quarter of under- 1 5s go

hungry, for instance, and 60 per cent of people over 59 have no
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income at all. Less than a fifth of the population enjoys social se-

curity. Only now under President Chavez, the former parachute

colonel elected to office in 1998, has medicine started to become

something of a reality for the poverty-stricken .majority in the

rich but deeply divided—virtually non-functioning—society.

Since he won power in democratic elections and began to trans-

form the health and welfare sector which catered so badly to the

mass of the population progress has been slow. But ir has been

perceptible—not least because Venezuela has joined with Cuba

in a joint health strategy which has brought perhaps 20,000

Cuban doctors and other health professionals here and spread

them around the country from Caracas to remote spots where

Venezuelan doctors refuse to serve.

“Operation Miracle” is spreading the model to the Caribbean, with

significant impact among the poor majority, it appears.70

In March 2004, concerned that elections in El Salvador might come

out the wrong way, the democracy promotion missionaries warned

that if Salvadorans made the wrong choice, the country’s lifeline

—

remittances from the United States, a crucial pillar of the “economic

miracle”—might be cut, among other consequences. They also clari-

fied their mission by offering their achievements in El Salvador as a

model for Iraq. In reaction to the favorable coverage of this audacious

stand, one of the leading academic specialists on Central America,

Thomas Walker, distributed an op-ed to newspapers around the coun-

try describing the “free elections” under US domination hailed by

Cheney, Rumsfeld, and others. These elections, he reminds us, “were

held against a backdrop of state-sponsored terror which had taken the

lives of tens of thousands of innocent civilians, crippled civil society,

and completely silenced the opposition media.” The candidates, more-

over, were limited to “a narrow spectrum from center to far right”;

voter abstention was threatened with murder, and votes were cast us-

ing sequentially numbered, identifiable ballots “deposited in clear plas-

tic boxes in front of armed soldiers—so translucent that [the ballots]

could be read even when duly folded,”
'

1

This was clearly the wrong story; the op-ed was rejected. That came
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as no surprise to Walker. He is also the author of the major scholarly

studies of Nicaragua, and through the 1 980s, when Nicaragua was the

top story of the day, he sent several op-eds a year to the New York

Times. None appeared. Again, the wrong story. A review of op-eds

and editorials in die liberal national press at the peak moments of cov-

erage of Nicaragua revealed the familiar split between hawks and

(loves, about fifty-fifty, demonstrating the balance and openness in the

free press. The hawks called for escalating the international terrorist

assault. The doves countered that violence was not succeeding, so the

United States should find other means to compel Nicaraguans to adhere

to the “Central American mode” and adopt the “regional standards”

of Washington’s preferred states, El Salvador and Guatemala, then en-

gaged in gruesome state terror. Walker and Latin American specialists

generally fell outside of this spectrum and thus were virtually ignored,

sometimes in startling ways. One example, again bearing on “democ-

racy promotion,” was the 1984 Nicaragua elections, which had doctri-

nally unacceptable results—the Sandinistas won—and therefore did

not take place, though they were closely observed and generally ap-

proved, including by hostile observers and a delegation of specialists on

Nicaragua sent by the professional association of Latin America schol-

ars, all suppressed. One of those observers was Jose Figueres of Costa

Rica, who joined in pronouncing the 1984 elections fair by Latin Amer-

ican standards and was also ignored. More generally, though passion-

ately anti-Communist and and-Sandmista, and a strong supporter of

Washington and US corporate investors, lie felt that Nicaraguans should

he left to deal with their own problems in their own way. Conse-

quently, the leading figure of Central American democracy was barred

from the press throughout the years of Reagan’s terrorist wars in the re-

gion, or in the preferred version, the years of dedication to “democracy

promotion.” A familiar practice, as we have seen.
72

In praising the Salvadoran model, Bush administration democracy-

promoters failed to mention one of the important contributions of

Reagan’s "war on terror.” In Iraq, the private security firms that are

the second-largest component of the “coalition of the willing are dip-

ping into experienced pools of trained fighters,” almost 70 percent

S

E
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from El Salvador, it is estimated. The trained killers from the Reagan-

run state terrorist apparatus can earn better pay pursuing their craft in

Iraq than in what remains of their societies at home.73

The familiar patterns have been followed from the traditional do-

mains of US power in the Western Hemisphere to the newer ones in

Central Asia. After the May 2005 massacres in Uzbekistan, “US offi-

cials have walked a fine line, saying they were ‘deeply disturbed’ over

(the
|
killings but also expressing] alarm over anti-government vio-

lence. Taking a more assertive stand, British, French and European

Union officials have denounced the deadly crackdown and called for

international observers to be let in to investigate." Washington dis-

tanced itself even from Europe’s light tap on the wrist, preferring more

open support for the tyrant Islam Karimov, who enjoys such pleasures

as murdering dissidents by boiling them to death, according ro former

British ambassador Craig Murray. Murray was recalled to London for

such indiscretions, not to speak of his description of Karimov as

“George Bush’s man in central Asia,” praised by senior members of

the Bush administration and backed “to the hilt” because of Uzbek-

istan’s significant reserves of oil and gas. In his cables to London in

2002 and 2003, Murray bad written: “US plays down human rights

situation in Uzbekistan. A dangerous policy: increasing repression

combined with poverty will promote Islamic terrorism.” And: “As

seen from Tashkent, US policy is not much focused on democracy or

freedom. It is about oil, gas and hegemony. In Uzbekistan the US pur-

sues those ends through supporting a ruthless dictatorship.” The State

Department gave Uzbekistan a favorable human rights assessment,

Murray said, in order to free up hundreds of millions of dollars in aid.

In a secret letter on March 18, 2003, as Bush and Blair were launch-

ing the Iraq war, Murray wrote: “Last year the US gave half a billion

dollars in aid to Uzbekistan, about a quarter of it military aid. Bush

and Powell repeatedly hail Karimov as a friend and ally. Yet this

regime has at least seven thousand prisoners of conscience; it is a one-

party state without freedom of speech, without- freedom of media,

without freedom of movement, without freedom of assembly, without

freedom of religion. It practices, systematically, the most hideous tor-
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tures on thousands. Most of the population live in conditions precisely

analogous with medieval serfdom.”74

Karimov was not backed enthusiastically enough for his taste,

however. Dissatisfied, he compelled Washington to shift its air bases to

neighboring tyrannies. “The US is trying to cover its retreat behind a

smokescreen of belated concern for human-rights abuses in Uzbek-

istan,” Murray wrote. “Suddenly one of their most intensively courted

allies has been discovered—shock horror—to be an evil dictator. (Re-

member Saddam?)” The dictator, it turned out, preferred the style of

Russian president Vladimir Putin to that of his Western suitors,

though not all are withdrawing: “Of all western ministers, the most

frequent guest in Uzbekistan, who most uncritically praises the

regime, is Joschka Fischer, the trendy German foreign minister” and

former 1960s radical.
7 ’’

Prior to Karimov’s slap in Washington’s face, it was widely ex-

pected that the United States might be “the saviour of this dying auto-

cratic regime,” writes David Wall of the Royal Institute of

International Affairs, noting Washington’s “increase in funding for

the Uzbek government” and the fact that “independent observers in-

side Uzbekistan say that US presence in the country is up to twice as

large as Washington is willing to admit.” At the same time, “Secretary

of State Condoieezza Rice exercised a waiver to allow continued mili-

tary aid to nearby Kazakhstan on national security grounds despite what

the State Department acknowledged were ‘numerous steps backward’

on human rights.” Washington “will stay ‘fully engaged’ despite what

|Riee| outlined as Kazakhstan’s many recent regressions”—from a start-

ing point that was nor exactly elevated. US military aid “enhances

democracy,” Rice said, intoning rhetoric that is as familiar as its grim

meaning.76

In neighboring Azerbaijan, at the opening of a pipeline that will

carry Caspian oil to the West on a route that avoids Russia and Iran,

the US energy secretary delivered a ringing message from President

Bush: “As Azerbaijan deepens its democratic and market economic re-

forms, this pipeline can help generate balanced economic growth, and

provide a foundation for a prosperous and just society that advances
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the cause of freedom.” A few days earlier, the New York Times re-

ported, “the Azerbaijani police beat pro-democracy demonstrators

with truncheons when opposition parties, yelling 'free elections,’ de-

fied the government’s ban on protests against President Ilham Aliyev,

a US ally who had just “won a highly suspect election to succeed his

father, a former Soviet strongman.” Much the same is true in Turk-

menistan, which Human Rights Watch describes as “one of the most

repressive countries in the world.” 77

“In a region of bases, energy and big-power rivalries, ideals require

patience,” the New York Times explains. Therefore Washington has

to temper its passion for democracy and human rights.
*

T here are good reasons for the imperial powers and their acolytes

to insist that we should forget about the past and move forward: the

familiar refrain of “change of course” that is invoked every few years.

But those who prefer to understand the world, the victims included,

will recognize that history teaches many important lessons. “All of

this matters," two scholars write in Foreign Affairs, “because national

historical memory—or amnesia—can have concrete political conse-

quences. How states and societies engage their pasts affects how they

develop." We understand that very well, and rightly find it deeply dis-

turbing, when the charge of amnesia is directed against antagonists, as

in this case: they are discussing how “national historical memory in

Russia has failed to come to terms with Bolshevik crimes. Deep con-

cern has also been expressed, repeatedly, about Japan’s limited recog-

nition of its past atrocities, among other cases selected according to

the same very clear criterion.
79

Preserving “historical memory” unsullied by apologetics is no less

important for the permanent victors, who can be called to account

only by their own citizens. That is particularly true when the institu-

tional roots of past practices persist. Those who want to understand

today’s world will take note of Britain’s actions from the days when it

created modern Iraq for its own convenience, ensuring Iraq’s depen-

dency. And they will not overlook Britain’s practices until the regime it

imposed and supported was overthrown in 1958. Nor will they over-

look the conclusion of the Foreign Office in July of that year that in

British-dominated Iraq, “Wealth and power have remained concen-
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t rated in the hands of a few rich landowners and tribal sheikhs cen-

tered round the Court in a brutally repressive society.”*0

The overthrow of the British- hacked Iraqi regime by Abdul Karim

Qasim in 1958 was the first break in the Anglo-American condo-

minium over the world’s major energy resources. The United States

and United Kingdom reacted at once, both with military action in

Lebanon and Jordan and with secret joint plans to resort to violence if

necessary to ensure that the virus of independent nationalism did not

infect others
—

“ruthlessly to intervene,” in their words, whatever the

source of the threat to dominance. This planning was highly relevant

to the 1991 war.81

Concerns over the Qasim regime were enhanced by the evaluations

of dose imperial observers. An official of the British corporation that

controlled Iraq’s oil informed the Foreign Office that Qasim’s goals

went well beyond “political independence, dignity and unit)', in broth-

erly cooperation with other Arabs.” He also wanted “to increase and

distribute the national wealth, ... to found a new society and a new

democracy, [and| to use this strong, democratic, Arabist Iraq as an in-

strument to free and elevate other Arabs and Afro-Asians and to assist

\

the destruction of ‘imperialism,’ by which he largely meant British in-

fluence in the underdeveloped countries.”82

As if that were not ominous enough, there was concern that Qasim

might adopt Carnal Abdel Nasser’s “plans to use Saudi petrodollars to

improve the living standards of poor Arabs everywhere.” One Nasser

|
was bad enough: “an expansionist dictator somewhat of the Hitler

I type,” Secretary of State Dulles railed, a power-hungry monster

I whose Philosophy of the Revolution was barely distinguishable from

1 Mem Kampf. He was capturing “Arab loyalty and enthusiasm

| throughout' the region,” President Eisenhower observed with dismay,

| warning that he was trying “to get control of [Middle East oil]—to get

§ tlie income and the power to destroy the Western world.” Eisenhower

| assured Congress that the coup in Iraq and disturbances in Lebanon

I and Jordan were “being fomented by Nasser under Kremlin guid-

8| since.” Intelligence reported that “popular feeling in the Arab world,

: i vert in such states as Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, is generally favorable

in the Iraqi coup and hostile to US and UK intervention [so
|
there is a
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strong possibility that the revolutionary infection will spread” even to

the US-backed tyrannies that controlled the world’s mam oil re-

sources, possibly even to Libya, another important oil producer then

firmly under a US-backed dictator. Washington toyed with the idea

that Qasim might be a counter to “Communism,” but it is unlikely

that any such thoughts survived his 1961 decision that “took away

over 99.5 percent of the concession area” of the multinational that

controlled Iraq’s oil, including both proven reserves and possible fields

that were still unexplored but assumed to be huge.

The virus was evidently dangerous and had to be destroyed. And it

was, in 1963. According to former National Security Council staffer

Roger Morris, confirmed by other sources, “The Central Intelligence

Agency, under President John F. Kennedy, conducted its own regime

change in Baghdad, carried out in collaboration with Saddam Hus-

sein” and the Baath Party, it was
“
‘almost certainly a gain for our side,’

National Security Council aide Robert Komer informed Kennedy the

day of the takeover." The usual hideous atrocities followed, including

a slaughter of “suspected Communists and other leftists,
’ using lists

provided by the CIA, much as in Guatemala in 1 954 and in Indonesia

two years after the overthrow of Qasim. “The Baarhists systematically

murdered untold numbers of Iraq’s educated elite,” Morris continues,

including “hundreds of doctors, teachers, technicians, lawyers and

other professionals as well as military and political figures.” There fol-

lowed further crimes that we need not recount, with ample support

when considered useful by London, Washington, and other willing

participants. Reviewing the story on the eve of the US and UK invasion

of Iraq in 2003, Morris commented perceptively: “If a new war in Iraq

seems fraught with danger and uncertainty, just wait for the peace.

There appear to have been many such warnings from knowledgeable

analysts, disregarded by Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz, and associates.'

It is notable that fear of Iraqi democracy persisted without change

even when Saddam became an enemy in 1990. In the following months

and through the war, the democratic opposition within Iraq was not

only barred from Washington but by rite media as well.85

Suppose, however, that we adopt the convention of dispatching the

inconvenient past to the memory hole and dismissing its rather clear
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lessons as old-fashioned irrelevancy, adopting the comforting posture

of “historical amnesia” that we deplore among enemies. Let us then

assume that a miraculous conversion has taken place in Washington

and London, as often proclaimed before, but this time in reality: the

United States will promote (or at least tolerate) a moderately indepen-

dent and sovereign Iraq, departing from its consistent record there and

elsewhere. A rational observer might nevertheless conclude that the

declarations of the foreign minister of Iran are more credible than

those emanating from Washington and London. Iran could live with a

more or less democratic and sovereign Iraq. It is hard to imagine how
Washington and London could do so.

Consider the policies that Iraq would be likely to adopt. Iraqis may-

have no love for Iran, hut they would prefer friendly relations with

their powerful neighbor to antagonism anti conflict, and would be

likely to join in the efforts to integrate Iran into the region, which

were under way long before the US and UK invasion. Furthermore, the

Shiite religious and political leadership in Iraq has very close links

with Iran. Shiite success in Iraq is already invigorating the pressures

lor freedom and democracy among the bitterly oppressed Shiite popu-

lation of Saudi Arabia jusr across the border, tendencies that would

only increase if Iraq were to be granted a measure of sovereignty. The
efforts of the Saudi Shiites go back many years, and elicited a harsh

crackdown when they sought to overthrow the brutal US-backed

monarchy in the early 1980s. “They believe that Osama bin Laden

and his ilk created an important opening,” the New York Times re-

ports, “with the royal family now casting about for ways to limit the

Wahhabi extremism that it has encouraged hut which now seeks to

overthrow Saudi rule.” For the first time, “the Shiites of eastern Saudi

Arabia, the only part of the kingdom where they are a majority, are

preparing to win a small measure of political power.” That is also the

region where most Saudi oil happens to be.*
16

The outcome could be a loose Shiite-dominated alliance comprising

Iraq, Iran, and the oil regions of Saudi Arabia, independent of Wash-

ington and controlling the bulk of the world’s energy resources. Wash-

ington’s ultimate nightmare—almost. It could get worse. It’s not

unlikely that an independent bloc of this kind might follow Iran’s lead
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in developing major energy projects jointly with China and India, per-

haps even allying with the Asian Energy Security Grid and the Shang-

hai Cooperation Organization. This bloc might also move toward a

basket of currencies for denomination of oil, rather than relying pri-

marily on the US dollar, a step that could have a major impact on the

US and global economy. A side issue is that if the United States cannot

control Iraq, there is no guarantee that Iraqis in charge of the coun-

try’s immense oil resources will give preferential treatment to favored

energy corporations.
87

Even the very limited degree of sovereignty that the Iraqi government

enjoyed after the January 2005 elections gives a foretaste of what might

lie ahead. On an official visit to Tehran, die Iraqi minister of defense and

his Iranian counterpart announced “a new chapter” in their relations, in-

cluding cross-border military cooperation and Iranian help with training

and upgrading Iraq's armed forces, displacing US-Coalition advisers, a

move that apparently took Washington by surprise. The Iraqi minister

dismissed US concerns about Iranian meddling in the region, saying,

“Nobody can dictate to Iraq its relations with other countries.” Mean-

while, “the once libertine oil port of Basra,” deep in the south near the

Iranian border, “is steadily being transformed into a mini-theocracy un-

der Shiite rule,” Edward Wong reports. “The growing ties with Iran are

evident. Fosters of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, the leader of the

1.979 Iranian revolution, are plastered along streets and even at the

provincial government center. The Iranian government opened a polling

station downtown for Iranian expatriates during elections in their home

country in June. The governor also talks eagerly of buying electricity

from Iran, given that the American-led effort has failed to provide

enough of it.” The provincial council is dominated by clerics close to the

anti-occupation Sadr movement and to the Supreme Council tor the

Islamic Revolution (SC1RI), the major Shiite faction, formed by Shiite

exiles in Iran. SCIR1 also controls the Badr militia, which runs much of

the southern region and has traditionally close relations with Iran, where

it was organized and trained. Returning from a visit to Iran, the head of

SCIRI, Abdul Aziz al-Hakim, praised the proposal to buy electricity

from Iran, and called for closer ties to “the great Islamic Republic*

1
which

1
has a very honorable attitude toward Iraq.” 8 '1
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Peter Galbraith writes that “it may be the ultimate irony that the

United States, which, among other reasons, invaded Iraq to help bring

liberal democracy to the Middle East, will play a decisive role in es-

tablishing its second Shiite Islamic state.”
89

It would indeed be the ul-

timate irony, in fact almost incomprehensible stupidity, if a goal of the

invasion had been “to help bring liberal democracy to the Middle

East” in any meaningful sense—yet another reason for skepticism

about the claim, which remains free from any taint of supporting evi-

dence, apart from the well-timed declarations of leaders, and has to

lace mountains of counterevidence, some already sampled. Additional

reasons for skepticism are that an independent Iraq, or an Arab Iraq if

Iraq fractures, might seek to recover its leadership role in the Arab

world, therefore rearming to confront the regional enemy, Israel, and

quite possibly developing a nuclear deterrent.

We are therefore being asked to believe that the United States will

stand by quietly watching a serious challenge to Israel, its primary re-

gional client, as well as the takeover of the world’s major energy re-

serves by a Muslim bloc free from US control, and the displacement of

the Saudi royal family, long allied with the United States in opposing

secular Arab nationalism. Those who have jumped enthusiastically on

the “democratization bandwagon” are suggesting that Washington

would politely observe such nor unlikely developments. Perhaps, but

the prospects appear rather remote.90

I liese are among the many reasons why a rational observer might

he inclined to share Iraqi skepticism about the sudden and timely con-

version to the messianic mission, and why such an observer might give

considerable weight to the conclusion that, among the difficulties that

have stood in the way of democratic transformation for many years in

the Middle East, today too the “final barrier | is that] the world’s sole

superpower does not really want it to happen, pious neoconservative

rhetoric notwithstanding.” 91

These are also among the many reasons why comparisons between

Vietnam and Iraq are so misleading. In Vietnam, Washington planners

Could fulfill their primary war aims by destroying the virus and inocu-

lating the region, then withdrawing, leaving the wreckage to enjoy its

sovereignty. The situation in Iraq is radically different.Jraq cannot be
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destroyed and abandoned. It is too valuable, and authentic sovereignty

and even limited democracy would be too dangerous to be easily ac-

cepted. If at all possible, Iraq must be kept under control, if not in the

manner anticipated by Bush planners, at least somehow, for the same

reasons, the many proposals for an “exit strategy” are quite odd.92

Planners surely do not need the advice. They can figure out these sim-

ple exit strategies for themselves. And no doubt they want to

withdraw—hut only once an obedient client state is firmly in place,

the general preference of conquerors, leaving just military bases for

future contingencies.

In discussing these matters, it is important to bear in mind some

fundamental principles. Crucially, occupying armies have no rights,

only responsibilities. Their primary responsibility is to withdraw as

quickly and expeditiously as possible, in a manner to be determined

primarily by the occupied population. Unless there is strong popular

support for their presence, they have no right to remain. If these prin-

ciples are not observed, proposals for an “exit strategy” are more a re-

flection of imperial will than an expression of concern for the victims.

As we shall see, Iraqi opinion, insofar as information is available,

overwhelmingly calls for withdrawal. Furthermore, since shortly after

the invasion, a large majority of people in the United States have held

that the UN, nor Washington, should take the lead in working with ,

Iraqis to transfer authentic sovereignty, as well as in economic recon-

»

struct ion and the maintenance of civic order. That could be a sensible

stand if Iraqis agree, though the General Assembly, less directly con*
j

trolled by the invaders, is preferable to the Security Council as the re«|

sponsible transitional authority. The disgraceful economic regimto

imposed by the occupying authorities should be rescinded, along with
|

the harsh antilabor laws and practices of the occupation. Recommit;

non should be in the hands of Iraqis, not designed as a means of co

trolling them in accord with Washington’s announced plans.

Reparations—not just aid—should be provided by those responsib

for devastating Iraqi civilian society by cruel sanctions and militA

actions, as well as for supporting Saddam Hussein through his wo.

atrocities and well beyond. That is the minimum that decency «
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quires. One way to evaluate the entire discussion of democracy pro-

motion is to ask how these issues are dealt with, or if they are even

raised—questions that regrettably do not require much inquiry.

THE “STRONG LINE Of CONTINUITY”

The strongest witnesses for the defense of the authenticity of President

Bush’s messianic mission should be the leading scholars and most en-

thusiastic advocates of “democracy promotion.” None is as promi-

nent as the director of the Democracy and Rule of Law Project at the

Carnegie Endowment, Thomas Carothers, who identifies his stand as

neo-Reaganite. A year after the invasion of Iraq, and after the mes-

sianic mission had replaced the “single question," he published a book

reviewing the record of democracy promotion since the end of the

Cold War, now “much in the news [with the
|

strenuous effort by the

United States and its coalition partners to carry off a democratic trans-

formation of Iraq.” Carothers found a “strong line of continuity”

running through all administrations in the post-Cold War era, Bush If

included: “Where democracy appears to fit in well with US security

and economic interests, the United States promotes democracy. Where

democracy clashes with other significant interests, it is downplayed or

even ignored.” All administrations are “schizophrenic” in this regard,

Carothers observes, with puzzling consistency—commonly called “in-

consistency.” 94

Carothers also wrote the standard scholarly work on democracy

promotion in Latin America in the 1980s. The topic is of particular

contemporary significance because of the widely held thesis that

Washington’s traditional idealistic dedication to promoting democ-

racy gained “particular salience” during the Reagan years, and has

since been taken up with even greater force by the present administra-

tion, with its Reaganite roots. Carothers writes in part from an in-

sider’s perspective, having served in Reagan’s State Department in the

programs of “democracy enhancement.” He regards these programs

as having been sincere, though a failure, and a systematic one. Where

US influence was least, in South America, progress toward democracy
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was greatest, particularly in the early 1980s when “the Reagan admin-

istration was trying to support the military governments that were on

the way out [and] if anything, the US policy of that period worked

against the democratic trend.” Where US influence was strongest, in

the regions nearby, progress was least. The reason, Garothers ex-

plains, is that Washington sought to maintain “the basic order of

what, historically at least, arc quite undemocratic societies” and to

avoid “populist-based change in Latin America—with all its implica-

tions for upsetting economic and political orders and heading off in a

leftist direction.” The Reagan administration “came to adopt

prodemocracy policies as a means of relieving pressure for more radi-

cal. change, but inevitably sought only limited, top-down forms of

democratic change that did not risk upsetting the traditional struc-

tures of power with which the United States has long been allied. The

proudest achievement was El Salvador, now offered by Washington as

a model for Iraq. Here, the Reagan administration sought two goals:

“ensuring that technically credible elections were held and that the

Christian Democratic candidate . . . won.” The administration “could

not conceive of an El Salvador in which the military was not the dom-

inant actor, the economic elite no longer held the national economy in

its hands, the left was incorporated into the political system, and all

Salvadorans actually had both the formal and substantial possibility of

political participation. In short, the US government had no real con-

ception of democracy in El Salvador.'"'

'

While “democracy enhancement” was proceeding in this manner,

the state terrorists supported by Washington were slaughtering the op-

position by the tens of thousands, carrying out hideous torture and |

other atrocities, destroying the independent press, and leaving behind

a “culture of terror [that] domesticates the expectations of the major-

ity” and undermines aspirations toward “alternatives that differ from

those of the powerful,” in the words of the Salvadoran Jesuits; those

who survived, that is.
J

The Reaganite conception of democracy is illustrated as well by

their favorite figures in Central America. Among them was the worse

of Guatemala’s gang of extraordinary murderers, Rioss Montt, who

was getting a “hum rap" and was “totally dedicated to democracy,'

"
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Reagan explained. Another was Brigadier General Gustavo Alvarez

Martinez of Honduras, chief of rhe Honduran armed forces. His ca-

reer is of particularly pertinence today because he operated under the

protection of John Negroponte, who is now in charge of counterter-

rorism, and was then ambassador to Honduras, running the world’s

largest CIA station. Known as rhe “pro-consul,” Negroponte “was

essentially managcrially in charge of the Contra war in an extraordi-

nary way lor a diplomat,” Peter Kornbluh observes, relying in part on
secret documentation obtained by rhe National Security Archives,

where he is a senior analyst. Ncgroponte’s responsibilities took a new
i urn after official funding for Reagan’s international terrorist opera-

tions was barred in 1983, and he had to implement White House or-

ders to bribe and pressure senior Honduran generals to step up rheir

support for these operations with funds from other sources, later also

using funds illegally transferred from US arms sales to Iran.

Chief of the Honduran armed forces, General Alvarez was rhe raosr

important and also rhe most vicious of rhe Honduran killers and tortur-

ers protected by Negroponte. Alvarez received strong American sup-

port, a Baltimore Sun investigation discovered, even after he told Carter

administration ambassador Jack Binns that “he intended to use the Ar-

gentine method of eliminating suspected subversives.” Negroponte,

Bin ns’s successor, regularly denied gruesome state crimes in Honduras
in ensure chat military aid would continue to flow for the international

terrorist operations he was managing. The Sun reported that “by 1983,

when Alvarez’s oppressive methods were well known to the US Em-
bassy, the Reagan administration awarded him the Legion of Merit

mala I for ‘encouraging the success of democratic processes in Hon-
duras.’” Negroponte praised Alvarez’s “dedication to democracy,” fol-

lowing rhe same script as Reagan. The elite unit responsible for the

worst crimes in Honduras was Battalion 3- 1 6, Organized and trained by

She United Stares and Argentine neo-Nazis, the most barbaric of the

I,min American killers that Washington had been supporting. Hon-
duran military officers in charge of the battalion were on the CIA pay-

roll, When the government of Honduras finally tried to deal with these

crimes and bring the perpetrators to justice, the Reagan-Bush adminis-

tration refused to allow Negroponte to testify, as the cqurts requested. 96
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All worth remembering, along with a treasure trove of other ex-

amples, when we read about rhe Reaganite passion for “democracy

promotion.”

In short, the “strong line of continuity” goes back a decade earlier,

to the Reagan years. In fact, far beyond. Democracy promotion has

always been proclaimed as a guiding vision. But it is not even contro-

versial that the United States often overthrew democratic govern-

ments, often installing or supporting brutal tyrannies: Iran, Guatemala,

Brazil, Chile, and a long list of others. The Cold War pretexts regu-

larly collapse under investigation. What we do find, however, is the op-

erative principle that Carothers describes: democracy is a good thing if

and only if it is consistent with strategic and economic interests.

Putting aside doctrinal blinders, it is hard to disagree with Latin

American scholar Charles Bergquist that “rather than promoting

democracy” in Latin America, consistent and often brutal US opposi-

tion to struggles for reform of deeply unjust and undemocratic soci-

eties “has historically subverted [democracy], both at home and

abroad” while serving “the 'security interests’ of privileged elites in

the hemisphere, who have benefited most from the social status quo.”

Serious mainstream scholarship has long recognized that “while pay-

ing lip-service to the encouragement of representative democracy in

Latin America, the United States has a strong interest in just the re-

verse," apart from “procedural democracy, especially the holding of

elections—which only too often have proved farcical. Functioning

democracy may respond to popular concerns, while “the United

States has been concerned with fostering the most favourable condi-

tions for her private overseas investment.” Accordingly there is no

serious question of [US| intervention in the case of the many right-

wing military coups”—except, one may add, intervention to support

or initiate them—but matters are different “when her own concept of

democracy, closely identified with private, capitalistic enterprise, is

threatened by communism,” commonly a cover term for the threat of

independent development. The record is not fundamentally different

outside of Latin America, as one would expect from the nature of the

institutions that set the basic framework for policy choices. Nor is it
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surprising that policies continue today, reflecting the same “schizo-

phrenia.”
1
'17

Carothers hopes that democracy promotion will mature into a

“proto-science,” though the process is slow: “Democracy promotion

is not a young field when one considers the efforts by the United States

in the early twentieth century to construct democratic governments in

Central America and the Caribbean after its various military interven-

tions there.” 98 A competent scholar, Carothers is well aware of the na-

ture of these efforts, well illustrated by the three leading targets of US
military intervention: Haiti, Guatemala, and Nicaragua. In these cases,

as in others, we find that policies did not materially change with the

onset of the Cold War, and that during the Cold War years the conflict

was rarely relevant beyond providing misimpressions. What we find

throughout is the operative principle that Carothers describes.

Woodrow Wilson invaded Haiti, the prototypical “failed state,” in

1915, sending his troops co dissolve the National Assembly “by gen-

uinely Marine Corps methods,” in the words of the marine commander.
Major Smedley Butler. The reason was the assembly’s refusal to ratify

a US-designed constitution that gave US corporations the right to buy

up Haiti’s lands—regarded by the invaders as a “progressive” measure

that Haitians could not comprehend. A marine-run plebiscite reme-

died the problem: the constitution was ratified by a 99.9 percent ma-
jority, with 5 percent of the population participating. Thousands of

I laitians were killed resisting Wilson’s invaders, who also reinstituted

virtual slavery, leaving the country in the hands of a vicious National

board after nineteen years of Wilsonian idealism. Horrors continued

unabated, along with LIS support, until Haiti’s first democratic elec-

tion in 1990.

I he outcome set off alarm hells in Washington. Grassroots organiz-

ing in the slums and hills, to which few had paid attention, permitted

an authentic election. Against enormous odds, the population chose

their own candidate, the populist priest Jean-Bertrand Aristide, while

the US-approved candidate, former World Bank official Marc Bazin,

received 14 percent of the vote. Washington moved immediately to re-

verse the scandal. Aid for “democracy promotion” sharply increased,
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directed to antigovernment, probusiness groups, mainly through the

US Agency for International Development (USA.1D), also the National

Endowment for Democracy and AIF'LD (the AFL-CIO affiliate with a

notorious antilabor record throughout the Third World). One of the

closest observers of Haiti, Amy Wilentz, wrote that USAID s huge

“Democracy Enhancement” project was “specifically designed to fund

those sectors of the Haitian political spectrum where opposition to the

Aristide government could he encouraged.” Other US policy choices

were also directed to containing the threat of democracy that had

made the wrong decisions. When a military coup took place a few

months later, the Organization of American States imposed an em-

bargo. Bush I announced that he would violate it, exempting US firms.

Under Clmton, trade increased still further. Bush and particularly

Clinton also authorized the Texaco oil company to supply the military

junta and its wealthy supporters with oil in violation of presidential

directives, thus rendering the OAS blockade almost entirely meaning-

less.
99

After three years of horrendous scale terror, Clinton allowed the

elected president to return, but on a crucial condition: that he adopt

the program of the defeated US candidate in the 1990 eiectioxi. As pre-

dicted at once, the harsh neoliberal programs dismantled what was

left of economic sovereignty and drove the country into chaos and vi-

olence, accelerated by Bush’s banning of international aid on cynical

grounds. In February 2004, with French support, the United States

spirited Aristide out of the country, which fell back into the hands of

the traditional predators, including elements of the army that Aristide

had disbanded. Nine months later, investigations by the University of

Miami School of Law found that “many Haitians, especially those liv-

ing in poor neighborhoods, now struggle against inhuman horror.

Nightmarish fear now accompanies Haiti’s poorest in their struggle to

survive in destitution [in j
a cycle of violence [fueled byj Haiti’s secu-

rity and justice institutions.”
100

Meanwhile the main Haitian architect of the terror, who bears ma-

jor responsibility for thousands of deaths, lives peacefully in New

York (Emmanuel Constant, who headed the terrorist force FRA PH).

Repeated requests by the elected government of Haiti for his extradi-
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tion were rejected by Washington, or simply ignored—in one striking

ease, right in the midst of the furor over the unwillingness of the Tal-

iban to follow Washington’s orders ro turn over 9/11 suspects without

evidence. The reason, it is widely assumed, is concern that, if tried.

Constant might reveal CIA connections during the terror. 101

The virus of popular democracy once again was destroyed, along

with hopes for some measure of social justice in a country thar has

been crushed under the boots of the great powers for centuries.

There is no further interest in Washington, which has been in charge

of the operation for the past century. What survives in the doctrinal

system is that Haiti has been “battered by storms of [its] own mak-

ing,” and that the despair of Haitians over their wrecked country is

"a sorry comment on the failed governments” since Aristide assumed

office in 1991. 1,12 Washington’s dedication to democracy promotion

could not overcome the deficiencies of the society it so fervently

sought to help.

In Guatemala, Washington’s destruction of the elected government

'triggered a ghastly, four-decade-long cycle of terror and repression

that led to the death of perhaps two hundred thousand Guatemalans,”

facts well enough known despite Reagan administration efforts to

protect state power from US citizens by blocking the regular declassi-

fication procedure covering atrocities there, “an appalling incident in

the history” of the State Department’s Office of the Historian. 10-5

Guatemala’s hopeful decade of democracy was crushed with resort to

Gold War pretexts that would be disgraceful even if they had been

valid. The real reasons, as extensively documented in the internal

record, were fear of Guatemalan democracy and the risk that the “in-

lection” of highly popular social and economic reforms there would

spread in the region. When there finally was an independent account-

ing by Truth Commissions in El Salvador and Guatemala, the scenes

of the worst terrorist crimes of the Reagan years, the atrocities were

almost entirely attributed to state terrorists, as had been evident all

along.

In Nicaragua, the US military occupation created the National

Guard that brutalized the population for decades under the rule of the

murderous Somoza family dictatorship, which Washington supported
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until the latest tyrant was overthrown by an internal revolt in 1979.

When Somoza could no longer he sustained, Washington tried to pre-

serve its National Guard, then turned to a terrorist war, which raged

until 1990, when voters chose a candidate of Washingtons choice

with “a gun to their heads,” as Thomas Walker writes in his standard

history. The death toll was equivalent in per capita terms to 2.25 mil-

lion in the United States, greater than all wars in American history

combined, including the Civil War. 101

After the United States regained control in 1990, Nicaragua de-

clined to become the second poorest country in the hemisphere, after

Haiti—which also holds the prize as the prime target of US interven

tion in the past century; Nicaragua is second. Within a decade, a large

part of the working population had emigrated to carry out the dirty

work elsewhere to provide the remittances on which families survive.

Most went to Costa Rica, the one functioning country in Central

America (and the only one not to have experienced direct US interven

tion). Health officials reported in 2003 that 60 percent of children un

der two suffer from anemia due to malnutrition, with likely mental

retardation. In 2004, malnourishment increased, mainly among chi!

dren, while life expectancy declined. Close to 70 percent of rural in

habitants live in a state of chronic or extreme hunger, with more than

25 percent unable to eat more than one meal a day, and 43 percent un

able to eat more than two meals. The public health system is in a state

of collapse, and environmental catastrophes resulting largely from

desperate poverty (deforestation, and so on) made Nicaragua “worthy

of the title the ultimate laboratory of social vulnerability ’ in 2004, the

year-end summary in La Prensa observed. Sixty percent of children

and adolescents are not in school. The average number of years of for

mal education is 4.6, dropping to only 2 years in the countryside, and

the quality is extremely poor because of lack of resources. Interna

tional relief goes largely to paying debt, mostly to the mafia-style 6

nancial system that developed after the victory of Washington’

terrorist war and economic strangulation in the 1960s.

The victory of US terror was so complete that the “democracy” th

emerged from the wreckage—a “Victory for US Fair Flay, as a F

York Times headline enthusiastically proclaimed after the 1
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election—has been considerably more willing to follow IMF-World
Hank directives than its neighbors. The results show, for example, in

the energy sector, where the privatization demanded by the interna-

tional financial institutions tends to correlate with disaster for the pop-

ulation. Nicaragua was the most obedient, and the disaster is worst.

Access to electricity is far lower in Nicaragua than its neighbors, and

prices (which generally correlate with privatization) are far higher, as is

dependence on imported oil instead of internal resources. (Costa Rica

has been able to shift almost completely to hydroelectric power.) In

1996, before the neoliberal dictates were followed in Nicaragua, its

electrification rate was the same as Guatemala’s; now ir is just over half

as high. Nicaragua has plenty of reserve capacity, but there is no profit

incentive to supply it to rural regions or the great mass of poor people.

I he familiar and quite natural outcome of neoliberal programs. 106

At the liberal extreme of US journalism, commentators puzzle

about the “anti-American screeds" in Nicaragua “as the country tries

t» recover from 25 years [s/c| of failed revolution and economic stag-

nation.” Perhaps Nicaraguans suffer from the irrationality that has al-

ways caused such frustration in the civilized West, much like the

Iraqis who today find it “entirely incomprehensible that foreigners

have been unselfishly expending their own blood and treasure to help

i hem.” 11)7

The substantial progress of the early years in Nicaragua after the

overthrow of the US-hacked dictatorship, which greatly impressed de-

velopment agencies and international institutions, has been sharply re-

versed. The miserable conditions in Nicaragua could he significantly

alleviated in very conservative ways. A start would he for the United

States to pay the reparations ordered by the highest international au-

thorities, the World Court and Security Council. That would more

than overcome the debt strangling the country since the years of the

US terrorist attack, though much more would have to be done to re-

store a viable society from the wreckage of the Reaganite assault.

In 200.3, Colin Powell visited Nicaragua to make sure that it was

Cooperating properly with the US “war on terror” that was redeclarecl

filter 9/1 1 , Powell was speaking from experience, having helped direct

the first phase of the “war on terror” in the 1 980s, which specifically
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targeted Nicaragua. No eyebrows were raised. As Powell arrived to

deliver his injunction, the US embassy in Managua released a briefing
J

memo to journalists reporting that "Nicaragua crawls along as the

second -poorest country in the hemisphere after Haiti, battered by

storms of nature and their own waking
,
with little hope of changing

things in the future” (my emphasis). Nicaraguans appeared unrecep-

tive to Powell’s message. Perhaps the explanation is provided by the

memo, “written in a disdainful tone,” which “said most Nicaraguans
|

had little interest in the world beyond their shores.” 108 For some *

strange reason.

Powell faced problems in delivering his message elsewhere in Latin

America as well. At the annual meeting of the Organization of Amer-

ican States in June 2003, “Mr. Powell was nearly alone in focusing on

the triple scourge he described as ‘tyrants, traffickers and terrorists.’

For the most part, representatives of the 33 other nations taking part

emphasized the need for social justice, warning that democracy itself

could be threatened by mounting economic difficulties and inequal-

ity,” in no small measure a consequence of US military intervention,

terror, and economic doctrines and policies.
109

Washington’s redeclared “war on terror” also has limited reso-

nance in other regions; in Iraq, for example. “The Iraqi people need

no lessons on the topic of terrorism,” the Bush administration’s for-

mer special envoy for- Afghanistan explains: “they have lost more

compatriots to the scourge over the past year than Americans have in

all the terrorist incidents of their history combined.” Relative to popu-

lation, “Iraq suffers every month—sometimes every week—losses g
comparable to those of the September II, 2001, attacks inflicted on

j|||

the United States. Unfortunately, Iraqis are as likely to attribute those
jj

losses to the US-sponsored war on terrorism as to the terrorists them-

selves.” Some possible reasons come to mind. One, perhaps, is that

they are aware—as is, surely, the director of international security and
|

defense policy at the Rand Corporation—that increases in terror and

chaos were widely anticipated consequences of the invasion of Iraq.
1 111

Apparently, there will be some barriers to the maturation of the

protoscience of democracy promotion. i

Some of the more careful scholarship that jumps on the hand**
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wagon does intimate that something may be amiss. That includes the

scholarly articles cited at the outset of this chapter. Jonathan Monten’s

study of “the roots of the Bush doctrine,” after invoking the conven-

tional mantra, observes that it is not entirely an innovation. Through-

out American history, democracy promotion has been “central to US
political identity and sense of national purpose” and to the way “the

United States defines its political interests.” It has been the heart of

“American exceptionalism.” Monten’s lengthy and careful review of

this defining property of American exceptionalism skirts any evidence

that the policy was ever pursued, keeping to numerous declarations. A
footnote explains that at issue are nor the historical facts, “but the ex-

tent to which the United States’ historical perception of itself as ex-

ceptional has influenced foreign policy”—more accurately, influenced

its rhetorical framework. So understood, “promotion of democracy is

central” to Bush strategy in a kind of postmodern interpretation, in

which we restrict attention to narrative and text, recoiling from

“Truth,” perhaps a social construction.

Of the articles cited, only Katarina Delacoura’s makes an effort to

provide some reasons to believe that democracy promorion has actu-

ally guided policy, restricting herself to the Bush II years and the Mid-

dle Fast. Apart from rhetoric, she gives several examples: the Bush

administration’s encouragement of “economic liberalization” (which

lor the region means effective takeover of the economies by Western

corporate power); new radio stations aimed at “initiating [younger au-

diences] into American culture and winning them over to American

values” (comment unnecessary); the invasion of Iraq, to which we will

• urn directly; and several specific measures that she criticizes because,

though “introduced with much fanfare,” they were much like earlier

ones and were scarcely funded. She also criticizes the
“
inconsistency”

in US efforts at democracy promotion, which leads to a “problem of

credibility” (her emphasis): namely, the same “strong line of continu-

ity” that Carothers found, which, in reality, is highly consistent. Some-

how, the persistence of these policies through the Bush years leads to

skepticism in the Middle East about Washington’s motives, and to a

M’lii'ch for a “hidden agenda, for example to help Israel control the

Palestinians, to control Iraqi oilfields, or generally to extend American
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hegemony.” But, Delacoura argues (conventionally), “this is an inaccu-

rate description of the US position and that the Bush administration is

serious about democracy.” Alt that is missing is evidence.

Carothers predicted, with regret, that Washington’s Iraq policies

would extend the strong line of continuity: they will “likely exhibit

similar contradictions between stated principles and political reality.”

His predictions were being fulfilled as his book went to press. The oc-

cupation authorities worked assiduously to avert the threat of democ-

racy, but were compelled, with great reluctance, to abandon their plans

to impose a constitution and to prevent elections. Few competent ob-

servers would disagree with the editors of the Financial Times that the

reason [the elections of January 2005] took place was the insistence of

the Grand Ayatollah Ali Sistani, who vetoed three schemes by the US-

led occupation authorities to shelve or dilute them.” Middle East

scholar Alan Richards observes that “although the United States ini-

tially opposed early elections in Iraq, after Ayatollah Sistani turned

huge numbers of his followers out in the streets to demand such elec-

tions, Washington had little choice but to agree.” The Wall Street jour-

nal explained chat Sistani “gave his marching orders: Spread the word

that Ayatollah Sistani insists that the new government be chosen

through a direct election, not by the US or US-appointed Iraqi leaders,”

as Washington had sought. Veteran correspondent Patrick Cockburn

adds that “it was only when it became clear that the US could not with-

stand a Shia uprising that elections turned out ro have been an immedi-

ate American goal ail along.”
1 1

1

Once it became clear that US and UK efforts to bar elections could

not be sustained, the invaders ol course rook credit for them. The elec-

tions and the background soon settled comfortably into “the

American-sponsored electoral process,” much as the Israel-Palestine

“peace process” that the United States has impeded for thirty years has

been transmuted into the “halting American-led process to make peace

between Israelis and Palestinians.”"2

In Iraq, though compelled to tolerate elections, the occupying

forces sought to subvert them. The US candidate, Iyad Allawi, was

given every possible advantage: state resources and access to TV, as

well as the support of the military occupation. He ran a distant third.
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with about 12 percent of the vote. To ensure that elections would be

free, the most important independent media were expelled from che

country, notably the Qatar-based channel Al-Jazeera, which is de-

spised by the ruling tyrants in the region because it has been a leading

force for democratization in the Arab world. That alone makes its

presence before elections in Iraq inappropriate, and the background

tells us more about the nature of the messianic mission.

For years, high officials—Cheney, Rumsfeld, Rice, Powell—had

pressured Qatar to curtail the channel’s reporting. The United States

bombed its facilities in Kabul and Baghdad (killing a Jordanian corre-

spondent there). US pressure was “so intense,” according to a senior

Qatari official, that “the government is accelerating plans to put Al

Jazeera on the market, though Bush administration officials counter

that a privately owned station in the region may be no better from

their point of view.” 1 13

We thus have another demonstration of the Bush vision of democ-

racy in the Middle East: no media can be tolerated that are not under

US control, whether public or private. Also very familiar practice, and

entirely understandable.

Washington complains that Al-Jazeera inflamed opinion by direct

reporting that “emphasized civilian casualties” during rhe US destruc-

tion of F'alluja, and that it “reports passionately about the Palestinian

conflict.” Another departure from journalistic standards is that the

channel showed “taped messages by Osama bin Laden,” which are

apparently considered newsworthy in the Muslim world, as they are

among people everywhere concerned with the threat of terror." 4

There was much derision, along with sober expressions of concern

over Moscow’s moves “to tighten state control over the news media,”

when Russia barred ABC News after it recorded an interview with the

( Tiechen leader “who has ordered or carried out some of the worst ter-

rorist acts in the country’s history,” including the school siege in

Beslan that left 330 people dead. Such selective reactions are standard

practice, sometimes reaching extraordinary levels. Thus Nicaragua,

under intense US attack, was bitterly condemned for censorship, with

scrupulous care to suppress the fact that its major newspaper was

openly supporting overthrow of the government by terrorist forces of
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the superpower that was also funding the journal. The condemnation

kept under wraps the incomparably worse record of Washington’s Is-

raeli client at the same time and under nothing like comparable threat,

and of course the shameful record of the United States under little di-

rect threat at all, all easily demonstrated. In Washington’s regional

client regimes, independent media were blown up by state terrorists,

who also murdered editors and journalists or forced them to flee,

arousing scarcely any notice in the country that bears primary respon-

sibility for the crime*.
115

Returning to the January 2005 Iraq election, it was, in effect, an

“ethnic census,” with Shiites mostly voting for Sistani’s Shiite list,

Kurds for the Kurdish list, and Sunnis boycotting. Nevertheless, the

election was a major triumph of mass nonviolent resistance to the US

occupation, celebrated on election day with great enthusiasm and

courage by Shiites and Kurds, who saw themselves as coming to the

polls “to claim their rightful power in the land.
1 lh

The fundamental problem facing Washington was reported legu-

larly as the United States sought to block Iraqi democracy. On the eve

of the election, two experienced correspondents wrote that “the one

thing every Iraqi agrees upon is that occupation should end soon,

which would be in direct conflict with the US objective of construct-

ing “a US-friendly democracy rhat would allow America to replace its

military presence in Saudi Arabia . . . with one in Iraq that would al-

low America to keep shaping the regional balance of power.” As in

the traditional domains of US control, “democracy” will be welcomed

as long as it is of the conventional “top-down" form that leaves elites

supportive of US goals in power. Washington’s problem was summa-

rized by Wall Street Journal correspondent Yochi Dreazen: “the men

likely to lead Iraq’s next government promise to demand withdrawal

as soon as they take power after Sunday’s national elections. Even

the US-backed candidate, lyad Ailawi, was compelled to indicate sup-

port for withdrawal. But that is unacceptable. There would have been

no point to the invasion if the United States could not maintain a de-

pendable client state and military basing rights. Accordingly, Dreazen

reports, Washington hopes, and expects, that the dominant Shiite al-

liance “would accept vague promises to withdraw rather than a firm
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time line.” Not an easy task, because whatever the Iraqi leadership

may want, “they could find publicly defending any US troop presence

difficult.” 117

The major task in the subversion of Iraqi democracy is to pressure

political elites to accept “vague promises” and to retain as much as

possible of the illegal economic regime imposed by the invaders, based

on the standard principle of opening the country and its resources ro

foreign control (primarily US and UK), under the guise of “economic

liberalism.” The struggle is far from over—either in Iraq or in the

home countries of the invaders.

The occupiers did not waste a moment in declaring their intentions

to subvert the elections they had worked so hard 1;o prevent. A. long in-

terview with Prime Minister Blair opens with the statement that

“Tony Blair says there is no way that the US and UK will set out a

timetable for the withdrawal of their troops from Iraq,” whatever

Iraqis may chink about it—which is nowhere mentioned. “Mr Blair is

still angered by the suggestion that the US and UK are occupying

Iraq”—the opinion of the overwhelming majority of Iraqis, as he

surely knows: 81 percent of Iraqi Arabs a year after the invasion. Blair

insists that the “coalition is in Iraq fby |
permission” of the interim

Iraqi government that it installed, and that the “enhanced legitimacy”

of the elected government “will make the coalition’s presence more

defensible.” Washington’s statements were hardly different, apart from

a few ritual phrases about dedication to democracy. 11 *

What Iraqis think about such matters we cannot know with great

confidence. A Zogby International poll released on the day of the elec-

tion found that 82 percent of Sunnis and 69 percent of Shiites “favor

US forces withdrawing either immediately or after an elected govern-

ment is in place.” Similar results have been found in Western-run polls

since shortly after the invasion. In one of the most in-depth polls, Ox-

ford Research International found in fall 2003 that “less than 1%
worry about occupation forces actually leaving.” It found further that

“people have no confidence in US/UK forces (79%) and the Coalition

Provisional Authority—CPA (73%) [while] 8% say they have a ‘great

deal’ of faith in US/UK troops.” Military and Middle East specialist

Andrew Cordesman reports that more than 70 percent of all Iraqis
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wanted US forces our by fall 2003, a figure that rose to more than 80

percent by mid-2004. The newly elected parliament’s National Sover-

eignty Committee issued a report that “called for setting a timetable

for the troops to go home,” referring to them as “occupation forces.

A spokesman for SCIRl, the largest Shiite Muslim party, said, “British

troops should withdraw to their barracks, and come out only at the re-

quest of Iraqi forces.” At a meeting in Cairo of all Iraqi factions, a

prominent member of the Central Council of SCIRl, Dr. Ali al-Adad,

stated that “all Iraqi forces, Shiite, Sunni and Kurds, want a timetable

for the withdrawal of foreign troops,” and agreed that it should be the

“first demand” on their political program. The closing statement of

Sunni, Shiite, and Kurdish leaders attending “demands a withdrawal

of foreign troops on a specified timetable, dependent on an immediate

national program for rebuilding the security forces.” It also added

that “national resistance is a legitimate right of all nations,” though

not terror.
119

Polling on these crucial matters virtually ended after the elections,

or at least was not reported. Two knowledgeable commentators write

that “American polling agencies in Iraq basically stopped asking

Iraqis what they thought of the US and its troops when unpopularity

approached 90 percent in Iraq in the spring of 2004.” According to

Steven Kull, a leading authority on public opinion studies, the Interna-

tional Republican Institute began to withhold polling data from Iraq,

which was showing that “the findings were getting pretty negative to-

ward the US presence there.” One poll, a very important one, did

reach the public—in England: a poll undertaken for the British Min-

istry of Defence in August 2005, carried out by Iraqi university re-

searchers and leaked to the British press, it found that 82 percent are

“strongly opposed” to the presence of coalition troops, less than .1

percent believe they are responsible for any improvement in secuiity,

oyer 70 percent do not have confidence in them, and 67 percent feel

less secure because of the occupation. “For Iraq as a whole, 45 pel

cent of people feel attacks [against occupying forces
|
are justified”;

the proportion rises to 65 percent in one British-controlled province

and is 25 percent even in Basra, which is mostly run by Shiite militias..

If the poll really covered “Iraq as a whole,” then the percentages must
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be considerably higher where the occupying forces are actually oper-

ating, in Arab Iraq. The reconstruction effort “appears to have failed,

with the poll showing that 71 per cent of people rarely get safe clean

water, 47 per cent never have enough electricity, 70 per cent say their

sewerage system rarely works and 40 per cent of southern Iraqis are

unemployed.” The regular Brookings Institute review of “The State of

Iraq” reported chat 80 percent of Iraqis favored “Near Term US

Troop Withdrawal" in November 2005, confirming the British De-

fence Ministry poll. 120

Independent polling may have become virtually impossible. The ca-

tastrophe created by the occupying army is so extreme that reporters

are far more restricted than in other conflict zones in the past. We can

only guess the impact on Iraqi opinion of the brutality of the occupa-

tion and what it evoked, and of the stimulation of ethnic-religious

conflict as the occupying armies sought to impose their will. We can,

however, be reasonably confident that the occupiers will seek to bar

the threat of a sovereign Iraq that is “democratic” in more than the

traditional sense of US ami UK practice in their domains.

The Iraqi calamity again illustrates “the strong line of continuity,”

much as Carothers feared. That should come as little surprise given

the unusual significance of Iraq in geopolitical and economic terms,

though the scale of the catastrophe could hardly have been antici-

pated.



Chapter 5

Supporting Evidence: The Middle East

Beyond declarations of leaders, and the self-refuting case of Iraq, sev-

eral additional bits of evidence have been adduced to justify the faith

in the sincerity of the messianic mission: the most important are

Lebanon, Egypt’s Kifaya (“Enough”) movement, and Palestine. Let us

examine each in turn.

The case of Lebanon can be dismissed, unless the CIA decides to

take credit for the bombing that killed Lebanese prime minister Rafik

Hariri, which set off the anti-Syrian demonstrations that have led to a

complex but significant opening of the society. Though it is hardly

credible, one can imagine why the story might have some resonance in

Beirut. Perhaps the Lebanese have not consigned to oblivion the most

horrendous car bombing in Beirut, in 1985, a huge explosion killing

eighty people and wounding two hundred, mostly women and girls

leaving the mosque exit where the bomb was placed. The attack,

aimed at a Muslim cleric who escaped, was traced to the CIA and

Saudi intelligence, apparently operating with British help. Accord*

ingly, it is out of Western history.
1

The year 1985 is identified by scholarship and media as the peak of

Middle East terror during Reagan’s “war on terror.” By far the most

significant acts of terror that year were the Beirut bombing, Shinto^

Peres’s vicious Iron Fist operations targeting “terrorist villagers” tfij
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Israeli-occupied Lebanon, and Israel’s bombing of Tunis, murdering

seventy-five Tunisians and Palestinians with extreme brutality, accord-

ing to the report from the scene by Israeli journalist Amnon Kape-

liouk. The United States assisted by refusing to inform its ally Tunisia

that the bombers were on the way, though the Sixth Fleet certainly

knew. The attack was praised by Secretary of State George Shultz,

then unanimously condemned by the UN Security Council as an “act

of armed aggression” (United States abstaining). The pretext for the

bombing was retaliation for the killing of three Israelis in Cyprus, ap-

parently traced to Syria, but Tunis was a defenseless and ideologically

more useful target, housing the headquarters of the PLO. The Cyprus

killings were in turn retaliation for regular kidnappings and killings

on the high seas by Israeli naval forces attacking ships in transit be-

tween Cyprus and northern Lebanon, with many of those captured

brought to Israel and kept in prison without charge as hostages.2

In accord with the reigning single standard, the major terrorist

atrocities—or worse, aggression—are excluded from the canon of in-

ternational terrorism. The special status of 1985 as the peak year of

file “plague spread by depraved opponents of civilization itself” is

conferred by two events in each of which a single American died. The

most famous is the Achille Lauro hijacking, in retaliation for the Tu-

nis bombing, during which a crippled American, Leon Klinghoffer,

was brutally murdered. That was undoubtedly a shocking crime,

which finds its place alongside the murder of the crippled Palestinians

Rental Zughaycr and Jamal Rashid by Israeli forces during their de-

struction of the Jenin refugee camp. Zughayer was shot dead carrying

*i white flag as he tried to wheel himself away from Israeli tanks,

which apparently drove over him, ripping his body to shreds. Rashid

was crushed in his wheelchair when one of Israel's huge US-supplied

bulldozers demolished his home with the family inside. Thanks to pre-

vailing moral standards, such acts are also excluded from the canon of

terrorism (or worse, war crimes), by virtue of wrong agency. 3

The Achille Lauro hijacking and Klinghoffer’s murder have be-

come the very symbol of the bestiality of Palestinian terrorism. Typi-

cal is a careful study by a member of Reagan’s National Security

Council staff, Michael Bohn, who was director of the White House
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Situation Room and therefore well informed about the events. He re-

view's the hijacking and Klinghoffer’s murder in two hundred pages of

meticulous detail. The review contains a few sentences on the Tunis

bombing to illustrate “the complexity of the Middle East peace pro-

cess,” omitting all the crucial facts (such as those just mentioned).4

The irrational people of the Middle East, however, do not seem to

share the perceptions of the world refracted through the ideological

prisms of Western intellectual and moral culture, and may even fail to

admire the “moral clarity” of its divinely guided leaders. Perhaps that

has some relation to the fact that while 61 percent of Lebanese oppose

Syrian interference in their country, 69 percent oppose US interference.
5

There are other divergences between Lebanese and official US opin-

ion on democracy. Attitudes toward Hezbollah are an illustration.

Hezbollah has gained considerable support in Lebanon, particularly

in the south, where its candidates won SO percent of the vote in the

June 2005 elections. In March 2005, by a vote of 380 to 3, the US

House of Representatives passed a resolution condemning “the con-

tinuous terrorist attacks perpetrated by Hezbollah” and urging the

European Union to “classify Hezbollah as a terrorist organization.

The Senate followed with unanimous endorsement of a similar resolu-

tion. Middle East scholar Stephen Zunes contacted scores of congres-

sional offices asking for examples of terrorist attacks by Hezbollah in

the past decade, but no one was able to cite any. Rather than welcome

Hezbollah’s transformation into a political party, thus supporting

Lebanese democracy, Congress preferred to follow the president’s

lend, continuing to punish Hezbollah for its real crime. Organized in

1.982 in response to Israel’s US-backed invasion of Lebanon, Hezbol-

lah drove the invader from the country. For twenty-two years Israel

had defied Security Council orders to withdraw, in the process carry-

ing out many terrible atrocities with impunity, thanks to US support.

As Zunes comments, “That virtually the entire United States Con-

gress, including erstwhile liberal Democrats, would collude with such

an agenda is yet another frightening example of how far to the right

political discourse in this country has evolved.”6

In any event, it seems safe to remove Lebanon from the canoft.

Let’s turn to Egypt, the leading recipient of US military aid after Is*

rael, and therefore of particular concern to Americans apart from its

very significant role in the region.

There have long been internal pressures for democratization in

Egypt. In the past few years, the leading force in opposition to the

US-backed Hosni Mubarak dictatorship has been Kifaya, the popu-

lar “movement for change.” Kifaya was formed in 2000, when it

challenged the country’s emergency laws. It' was largely sparked by

the Palestinian Intifada; its leading elements were Palestinian solidar-

ity groups. Although such events mean little by Western standards, in

Egypt and elsewhere there were strong reactions to what took place

in the occupied territories immediately after the Israeli actions chat

provoked the al-Aqsa Intifada. In its first month, Israel killed

seventy-five Palestinians (with four Israelis killed), in response

mostly to stone-throwing, using US helicopters to attack apartment

complexes and other civilian targets. Clinton responded by making

the biggest deal in a decade to send new military helicopters to Israel.

I he US population was protected from that information by the press,

which refused—not failed, but refused—to publish it. This is not ter-

ror, or even misdeed, according to the reigning "Western conventions,

not shared by Egyptian democracy activists. Subsequent atrocities in

i he occupied territories stimulated the Egyptian reform movement

further, and it was then joined by the mass opposition to the war in

Iraq. The spokesperson for Kifaya, Abdel-Hakim Qandil, stresses

ih.it it is an anti-imperial movement, with goals extending beyond

die democratization of Egypt.7

The democratization movement in Egypt does not seem a very

good candidate for the messianic mission and its impact. That leaves

Israel-Palestine, a more intricate case, to which we turn directly.

Elsewhere in the region the strong line of continuity persists. Iran-

ian reformists have repeatedly warned that Washington’s harsh stand

w strengthening hard-line opponents of democracy, helping to create

an atmosphere in which “democracy is killed.” But for Washington,

democracy promotion ranks low in comparison with the need to pun-

ish Iran for overthrowing the murderous tyrant, the shah, imposed in

1953 by the US and UK coup that destroyed the Iranian parliamen-

tary system. What remains in historical memory is the 1979 hostage
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crisis. The preceding quarter century did not occur. Iranians may

disagree.8

In the Arab and Muslim worlds, there is a long history of attempts

to advance democracy and human rights, often blocked by Western

imperial intervention. In recent years, probably the most important

democratizing force has been Al-Jazcera, as noted earlier, the primary

reason why it is so despised by the Arab tyrannies and Washington.

A contribution to democratization in a different domain is the se-

ries of Arab Development Reports produced under the auspices of the

United Nations Development Program (UNDP), which inquire into

the “issue of freedom in the Arab world, and its relationship to good

governance and human development,” to quote the focus of the 2004

report. Correspondent lan Williams writes that the report and its pre-

decessors contribute to “the debate in the region that is an essentia),

prerequisite of positive change there.” He adds that the authors of the

report “are serious about Arab democracy, while Bush is only kid-

ding.” The report does not spare its criticism, internally or externally.

It charges that the Israeli occupation of Palestine, the US occupation of

Iraq, and Arab terrorism have “adversely influenced" human develop-

ment. It condemns the “Arab despots [who rule] oppressively, restrict-

ing prospects of their countries’ transition to democracy,” and the

support for them by “major world powers.” It also deplores “The US’

repeated use or threat of use of the veto lwhich) has limited the effec-

tiveness of the Security Council in establishing peace in the region.” 9

In Iraq, the record of struggle for democracy and justice traces to

the constitutional movements and contested elections of a century ago,

though political development was set hack, in the usual way, by the

British occupation after World War I. Political scientist Adeed Dawisha

writes that “the British were singularly hostile to democratic practices

if they were perceived to he impeding British interests.” Nor were

“Americans any more enamored with the democratic process.” Never-

theless, despite Britain’s heavy hand, Iraqis did develop “relatively lib-

eral and democratic institutions and practices, which could contribute

to a democratic future |if| contemporary leaders are genuine about fol-

lowing the democratic path.” After the US and UK invasion, as already'

discussed, the flight to religion resulting from the brutal sanction*
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regime they imposed accelerated further, along with a reversal of secu-

lar democratic tendencies that had existed prior to the 1963 Baathist

takeover that they had supported. But even if Iraqis can recover what

they had accomplished despite imperial dominance, it takes impressive

faith to believe that the current hegemons will permit such options in

more than the traditional sense of “top-down” rule by elites linked to

US power, with democratic forms of little substance—unless they are

compelled to clo so, by their own populations in particular.
10

ISRAEL-PA LESTINE

Washington’s commitment to “democracy promotion” for Palestine is

complex enough to merit separate treatment. The efforts were kept on

hold until the November 2004 death of Yasser Arafat, which was

hailed as an opportunity for the realization of Bush’s “vision” of a

democratic Palestinian state—a pale and vague reflection of the inter-

national consensus that the United States has blocked for thirty years.

The reasons for the new hopes were explained in a front-page New
York Times think piece, under the headline “Hoping Democracy Can

Replace a Palestinian Icon.” The first sentence reads: “The post-

Arafat era will be the latest test of a quintessentially American article

of faith: that elections provide legitimacy even to the frailest institu-

tions.” In the final paragraph on the continuation page, we read: “The

paradox for the Palestinians is rich, however. In the past, the Bush ad-

ministration resisted new national elections among the Palestinians.

The thought then was that the elections would make Mr. Arafat look

better and give him a fresher mandate, and might help give credibility

and authority to Hamas.” 11

In brief, the “quintessential article of faith” is that elections arc.

fine, as long as they come out the right way. A year after the formal

announcement of the messianic mission that set off the rush to the

“democratization bandwagon,” the strong line of continuity is re-

vealed once again, along with its paradoxical quality: inexplicably,

deeds consistently accord with interests, and conflict with words

—

discoveries that must not, however, weaken our faith in the sincerity of

the declarations of our leaders.
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The quintessential faith was shared by President Bush’s regional

ally in democracy promotion. In September 2005, Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon informed the United Nations that Israel would use its

ample means to disrupt Palestinian elections if Hamas were permit-

ted to run, because of Hamas’s commitment to violence. By the same

logic, Hamas should disrupt Israeli elections if Likud, the new

Sharon -Peres ICadima Party, or Labor run; Iran should disrupt US

elections; and so on. Israel’s stand undercut the efforts of Palestinian

prime minister Mahmoud Abbas “to ease
(
Hamas and Islamic Jihad]

away from violence
|
by bringing

|
them into the political main-

stream,” Joel Brinkley reported. Washington again adhered to its

quintessential article of faith: “worried that Palestinian militants will

gain a foothold in legislative elections, (Washington is] pressing Mah-

moud Abbas to require that candidates renounce violence and ‘unlaw-

ful or nondemocratic methods’”—a condition that would save the

United States and Israel the trouble of even running elections. Mean-

while Sharon explained that Israel was abandoning its commitments

to freeze settlement at the first stage of the “road map, reiterating

“that Israel would never give up the large West Bank settlement blocks

where the vast majority of settlers live" and noting that last year

President Bush acknowledged in a letter to him that 'demographic re-

alities’ would have to be taken into account in determining the border

between Israel and a future state of Palestine.”
12

Arafat had been elected president in 1996 in elections deemed ac-

ceptable by Washington, which, however, later turned against him, so

their legitimacy was retrospectively revoked. Middle East specialist

Gilbert Achcar points out that “Arafat, having been democratically

elected by universal suffrage, repeatedly demanded the right to orga-

nise new Palestinian elections. But he was denied that right, simply be-

cause the Palestinians would certainly have elected him again.’ Bush’s

announcement of his mission to bring democracy to the Arab world

was soon followed by his endorsement of the imprisonment of the one

elected Arab leader in his compound in Ramallah by Ariel Sharon.

Meanwhile, Bush designated Sharon a “man of peace,” easily dismiss-

ing his record of a half century of extreme terrorist violence against

civilians and outright aggression, continuing to the present moment. 11
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With Arafat safely imprisoned, Bush and Sharon demanded that he

be replaced by Mahmoud Abbas, the new hope for democracy in

Palestine. The press reported that “unlike Mr. Arafat, Mr. Abbas does

not have a popular following, and competitors in his own generation

may resist his new authority”—another indication of the solemnity of

the administration’s commitment to democracy. M

We learn more about this vision of democracy by looking at the

coverage of the death of Arafat, keeping just to the newspaper of

record.

Arafat was “both the symbol of the Palestinians’ hope for a viable,

independent state and the prime obstacle to its realization.” He was
never able to reach the heights of President Anwar Sadat of Egypt,

who won “back the Sinai through a peace treaty with Israel” because

he was able to “reach out to Israelis and address their fears and hopes”

with his visit to Jerusalem in 1977 (quoting Shlomo Avineri, an Israeli

political philosopher and former government official).
15

Turning to fact, six years earlier, in February 1971, Sadat had of-

fered a full peace treaty to Israel in return for Israeli withdrawal from

the occupied territories, specifically the Egyptian Sinai. The Golda
•Mcir Labor government rejected Sadat’s offer, preferring to expand
into the Sinai, where troops under the command of General Sharon

were driving thousands of Bedouins into the desert and demolishing

their towns in order to build the all-Jewish city of Yamit along with

kibbutzim and other Jewish villages. Sadat’s offer was closely in ac-

cord with official US policy, but Washington decided to back Israel’s

rejection of it, adopting Kissinger’s policy of “stalemate”: no negotia-

tions, only force. US-lsraeli rejection of diplomacy led directly to the

1971 war, which was a very close call for Israel, and the world; the

United States declared a nuclear alert. Kissinger realized that Egypt

could not simply be dismissed and agreed to pursue a diplomatic path,

which led finally to the Camp David accords of 1979, in which the

United States and Israel accepted the offer that Sadat had made in

1971. The accords appear in history as a US diplomatic triumph. In

reality, Washington’s performance was a diplomatic disaster, causing

immense suffering and even danger of global war.

In 1971, Sadat’s peace offer said nothing about Palestinian rights,
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which were not yet on the international agenda. By the mid-1970s that

had changed, and Sadat insisted on Palestinian national rights in the

occupied territories, the international consensus that the United States

and Israel have rejected, virtually alone. Hence the Egyptian offer to

which the United States and Israel agreed at Camp David was harsher,

from their point of view, than the one they had rejected eight years

earlier. Acceptance of Sadat’s 1971 offer would have effectively ended

the international conflict. There might have been progress toward set-

tlement of the Israel- Palestine conflict as well, had the United States

and Israel been willing to contemplate the possibility. General Shlomo

Gazit, military commander of the occupied territories from 1967 to

1974, reports in his memoirs that Palestinian leaders proposed various

forms of local autonomy in the territories during these years. These

were transmitted sympathetically by Israeli military intelligence but

rejected or ignored by the higher political echelons, which insisted on

“substantial border changes” and had no intention of reaching any

agreement, acting “with determination to thwart any Palestinian hopes

in that direction |while| Israel forbade any political activity.”
16

By adopting this extreme rejectionist stance, Gazit believes, the US-

backed Labor governments of the early 1970s bear significant respon-

sibility for the rise of the fanatic Gush Emunim settler movement, and

eventually the Palestinian resistance that developed many years later in

the first intifada-after years of state terror, settler brutality, and

steady takeover of valuable Palestinian lands and resources. Along

with arable land, the most important of these resources is water, leav-

ing Palestinians under occupation “the most water-deprived people in

the entire region; indeed one of the most deprived in the world,” while

Israel takes for itself 80 percent of the water extracted from West Bank

aquifers, arrangements now consolidated by the “Separation Wall” on

transparently fraudulent security grounds. In further robbery and hu-

miliation, Israel plans to take the West Bank’s largest quarry for illegal

transfer of garbage from Israel, depriving Palestinians of its use and
j

jeopardizing remaining Palestinian water resources, according to pol-
j

lution experts. 1
'

I

While keeping largely to political and diplomatic history, we
|
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should not overlook the human reality of the occupation, described

succinctly by Israeli historian Benny Morris:

Israelis like to believe, and tell the world, that they were running

an “enlightened” or “benign” occupation, qualitatively differ-

ent from other military occupations the world had seen. T he

truth was radically different. Like all occupations, Israel’s was

founded on brute force, repression and fear, collaboration and

treachery, beatings and torture chambers, and daily intimida-

tion, humiliation, and manipulation. True, the relative lack of

resistance and civil disobedience over the years enabled Israelis

to maintain a facade of normalcy and implement their rule with

a relatively small force, consisting of a handful of IDF battal-

ions, a few dozen police officers (rank-and-file policemen were
recruited from among the Palestinians), and a hundred or so

General Security Service (GSS) case officers and investigators.18

There is good reason to believe that prior to the October 1973 war,

Israel could have moved coward some sort of federal arrangement in

mandatory Palestine (cis-Jordan, the river to the sea), with two par-

tially autonomous regions, predominantly Jewish and Arab. The

Palestinian proposals thac were dismissed by the political leadership

could have been steps in this direction. A federal solution could have

led to further integration of the two societies, as circumstances per-

mitted, leading to the kind of binational arrangement that has signifi-

cant roots in prestate Zionism and is quite natural in that region—in

fact more generally. There are many models of multinational states,

some reasonably successful, often considerably more so than the state

systems that have largely been imposed by violence and have often led

to horrendous atrocities. Anyone familiar with cis-Jordan knows that

any line drawn through it is highly artificial, though certainly superior

to military occupation. During those years, there was some— if

limited—public advocacy of such moves, but after the 1973 war the

opportunity was lost, and the only serious short-term option became

the two-state settlement of the international consensus that the United

-States and Israel have blocked. 1
*’
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The basic facts are clear. It was not the villain Arafat who was “the

prime obstacle to
1
the] realization” of a Palestinian state, but rather

the United States and Israel, with the help of media and commentary

that suppressed and distorted what was taking place. That conclusion

is even more sharply drawn when we look at the actual record since

the issue of Palestinian national rights reached the international

agenda in the mid-1970s. In 1976, the United States vetoed a Syrian-

initiated resolution calling for a two-state settlement on the interna-

tional borders backed by the major Arab states and Arafat’s PLO, and

incorporating the crucial wording of UN Security Council Resolution

242, recognized on all sides to be the basic diplomatic document. In

the years that followed, the United States, virtually alone, blocked the

very broad international consensus on a similar diplomatic resolution,

while supporting Israel’s expansion into the occupied territories. The

legal status of the takeover of lands and resources is not seriously m

question. The prominent Israeli legal scholar David Kretzmer, profes-

sor of international law at the Hebrew University, observes that the il-

legality of the settlements “has been accepted by the United Nations

Security Council, the International Committee of the Red Cross

(1CRC), the states parties to the Geneva Conventions,” along with

foreign governments and academic writers and, more recently, by the

International Court of Justice, unanimously, including US justice

Buergentha!. 2"

The United States continues to block a diplomatic resolution. One

important recent example was the presentation of the Geneva Accord

in December 2002. These detailed proposals for a two-state solution,

formulated by unofficial but prominent Israeli and Palestinian nego-

tiators, were supported bv the usual broad international consensus,

with the usual exception: “The United States conspicuously was

not among the governments sending a message of support, the

New York Times reported in a dismissive article. Israel rejected the

accord.21

This is only a small fragment of a diplomatic record that is so con-

sistent, so dramatically clear, and so extensively documented that it

takes real diligence to misread it. But the history conflicts radically

with the righteousness of our leaders, so it must be discarded as politic
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cally incorrect. Arafat must be the “prime obstacle” to the sincere

dedication of Washington to a Palestinian state and ro democracy.

The lengthy obituary of Arafat by New York Times Middle East:

specialist Judith Miller proceeds in the same vein. According to her ver-

sion, “Until 1988,
|
Arafat

|
repeatedly rejected recognition of Israel, in-

sisting on armed struggle and terror campaigns. He opted for diplomacy

only after his embrace of President Saddam Hussein of Iraq during the

Persian Gulf war in 1991.” Turning to actual history, through the

1980s Arafat repeatedly offered negotiations leading to a diplomatic

settlement, while Israel—in particular the dovish “pragmatists”—flatly

refused any discussions, a position backed by Washington. New York

I'imes Jerusalem correspondent Thomas Friedman regularly misrepre-

sented the ongoing record, and the press generally refused to publish

the facts readily available in the Israeli press.22

Miller presumably mentions 1988 (without explanation) because

that is the year the Palestinian National Council officially called for a

two-state settlement in terms of the international consensus, having

“implicitly posited” the idea at its 1974 meeting, Benny Morris ob-

serves, concurring with other historians of the period. A year later, in

May 1989, the Israeli coalition government headed by Yitzhak Shamir

and Shimon Peres reaffirmed the Israeli political consensus in its peace

plan. The first principle was that there could be no “additional Pales-

tinian state” between Jordan and Israel—-Jordan already being a

"Palestinian state.” The second was that the fate of the territories will

be settled “in accordance with the basic guidelines of the [Israeli
|
gov-

ernment.” The Israeli plan was accepted without qualification by the

United States, becoming “the Baker Plan” (December 6, 1989). As I

wrote at the time, it is much as if someone were to argue that “the

lews do not merit a ‘second homeland’ because they already have New
York, with a huge Jewish population, Jcwish-run media, a Jewish

mayor, and domination of cultural and economic life.” The Baker Plan

also allowed Palestinians selected by the United States and Israel to at-

tend a “dialogue” on the Israeli plan, hut on condition that they keep

solely to its provisions,, which requires an extension of the analogy.22

The same day that Washington announced its renewed endorse-

ment of Israel’s extreme rejeetionism, the UN General Assembly once
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again called for an international peace conference underUN supervision.

Its announced goal was to lay the basis for a diplomatic settlement on the

international (pre-June 1967) borders, with guarantees for the security

of all states in the region “within secure and internationally recognized

borders,” and with the new Palestinian state “under the supervision of Ut

the United Nations for a limited period, as part of the peace process.

The vote was 153 to 3, with the United States, Israel, and Dominica op-

posed and one abstention (Belize). About as usual since the 1970s.

Exactly contrary to Miller’s account and standard doctrine, it was

only after rhe 199.1 Gulf war that Washington was willing to consider

negotiations, recognizing that it was now in a position to impose its

own terms unilaterally. US-lsraeli rejectionism continued after the
Jj

1 993 Oslo agreements, which said nothing about Palestinian national

rights. Under Oslo, Arafat was assigned the role of being Israel’s po-

liceman in the occupied territories. Prime Minister Rabin could hardly

have been clearer about that. As long as Arafat fulfilled this task, he

was a “pragmatist,” approved by the United States and Israel with no

concern for his corruption, violence, and harsh repression. It was only

after he could no longer keep the population under control while Is-

jj
rael took over more of their lands and resources that he became an

archvillain, blocking the path to peace. Israel’s Erst official mention of

the possibility of a Palestinian state was apparently made by the ultra-
j

right Benjamin Netanyahu government, which agreed that Palestini-

ans can call whatever fragments of Palestine are left to them “a state”

if they like, or they can call it “fried chicken ’ (in the words of David

Bar -Ulan director of communications and policy planning in the jg

prime minister’s office). In May 1997, the Labor Party, apparently for

the first time, recognized “the Palestinians’ right to self-determination

(and did) not rule out in this connection the establishment of a Pales-

tinian state with limited sovereignty” in areas excluding “major Jew-

ish settlement blocs.”
25

The goals of the Israeli doves were outlined in a 1998 academic

publication bv Shlotno Ben-Ami, who went on to become Ehud

fcralrt chief negotiator at Camp David in 2000. The “Oslo peace

.

process,” Ben-Ami wrote, was to lead to a “permanent, neocolonial

dependency” for the Palestinians in the occupied territories, with some
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form of local autonomy. Israeli settlement and cantonization of the

occupied territories proceeded steadily through the 1990s, with full

US support. The highest rate of post-Oslo settlement expansion was in

2000, the final year of Clinton’s term, and Labor prime minister

Barak’s.2*’

Miller’s version reaches the standard denouement: at Camp David

in mid-2000, Arafat “walked away” from the magnanimous Clinton

and Barak offer of peace, and later refused to join Barak in accepting

Clinton’s December 2000 “parameters,” thus proving conclusively

that he insisted on violence, a depressing truth with which the peace-

loving states, the United States and Israel, would somehow have to

come to terms.

In the real world, the Camp David proposals could not possibly be

accepted by any Palestinian leader (including Abbas, who rejected

them). That is evident from a look at die maps that were easily avail-

able from standard sources, though apparently are nowhere to be

found in the US mainstream. In the most careful analysis by Israeli

scholars, Ron Pundak and Shaul Ariel! conclude that Barak’s opening

offer left Israel in control of 13 percent of the West Bank, and that a

day before the end of the summit the Israeli side still held that posi-

tion, though Barak’s final offer reduced it to 12 percent. The most au-

thoritative map, which Pundak provides in another analysis, reveals

that the US-lsraeli proposal established three cantons in rhe remnants

of the West Rank left to Palestinians. The three are formed by two Is-

raeli salients, extending from Israel well into the West Bank.

One salient, including the town of Ma’alch Adumim, stretches

from the greatly expanded Jerusalem area that Israel would take over,

past Jericho far to the east, and on to the “security zone” under Israeli

control at the Jordan River, thus effectively bisecting the West Bank.

1 his salient also extends well to the north to virtually encircle Ramal-

lah, the main Palestinian city in the central canton. The northern

salient extends more than halfway through the West Bank to unsettled

areas, including the town of Ariel and Shiloh to its east. The effect is

|
largely to separate the southern and central cantons from the northern

f one. Along with other significant expansion, the proposals effectively

cut off the major Palestinian towns (Bethlehem, Ramallah, Nablus)
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from one another. And all Palestinian fragments are largely separated

from the small sector of East Jerusalem that is the center of Palestinian

commercial, cultural, religious, and political life and institutions.27

After the collapse of the Camp David negotiations, Clinton recog-

nized that Arafat’s objections had merit, as demonstrated by his fa-

mous parameters of December 2000, which went farther toward a

possible settlement—thus undermining the official story that Miller

repeats. Clinton described the reaction to his parameters in a talk to

the Israeli Policy Forum on January 7, 2001: “Both Prime Minister

Barak anti Chairman Arafat have now accepted these parameters as

the basis for further efforts. Both have expressed some reservations.”

Again, the standard version is undermined.2*

High-level Israeli-Palestinian negotiators took the Clinton parame-

ters as “the basis for further efforts,” addressing their “reservations”

at meetings in Taba in late January 200 1 . These negotiations met some

of the Palestinian concerns, thus again undermining the standard ver-

sion. Problems remained, but the Taba negotiations might have led to

peace. At Taba, Pundak and Arieli observe, Israel reduced its demands

by 50 percent beyond Camp David. They admonish those who claim

that Israel reached its “Red Lines” at Camp David, presenting “the

most far-reaching offer that can be conceived,” to attend to “the dis-

tance between a map that annexes 13 percent at Camp David and the

6-8 percent that Israelis proposed before and during the Taba negoti-

ations.” They may have had in mind such well-known Israeli doves as

novelist Amos Oz, who informed a Western audience that at Camp
David Israel offered “a peace agreement based on the 1967 borders

with minor mutual amendments, |the| most far-reaching offer Israel

can make,” and that Israel did so “at the price of an unprecedented

chasm within Israeli society, at the price of a political earthquake,”

but Palestinians rejected the offer, insisting on “eradicating Israel.”

Accordingly, Oz said, Israel’s peace movement should now “recon-

sider its stance” that occupation was the central issue, now that Is-

rael’s government was agreeing to terminate the occupation and

Palestinians had refused. The truth, well known in Israel, is sharply

different.2
' 1

The Taba negotiations were called off by Israeli prime minister
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Barak on January 27, earlier rhan planned and ten days prior ro the Is-

raeli elections scheduled for February 6. So their outcome cannot be

known. At their final press conference, the two parties issued a joint

statement declaring that they “have never been closer to reaching an

agreement and it is thus our shared belief that the remaining gaps

could be bridged with the resumption of negotiations following the Is-

raeli elections.” A detailed report by European Union envoy Miguel

Moratinos, suggesting the same optimistic conclusions, was accepted

as accurate by both sides, and prominently reported in Israel, though

ignored in the United States. When asked why he had called off the

negotiations four days early, Barak “simply denied” that there was

any hope for progress and stated, “It doesn’t make any difference why

I ended it. It had to end because it wasn’t going anywhere.” Barak in-

formed Israeli historian Aliron Bregman that he had told Clinton at

once that he rejected the Clinton parameters and that he did “not in-

tend to sign any agreement before the elections.”
30

Unofficial negotiations nevertheless continued, with several out-

comes, the most detailed being the Geneva Accord that Israel rejected

and the United States dismissed in December 2002.

Reviewing the failure of these efforts, Pundak concludes that prior

to Camp David both sides failed to live up to their commitments, “but

the Israeli breaches were both more numerous and more substantive in

narure,” even putting aside the obvious imbalance. “The Palestinian

leadership had been able to contain the violence which might have eas-

ily erupted during Netanyahu’s tenure” as prime minister from 1996

to 1999, while “Netanyahu sabotaged the peace process relentlessly.”

Barak’s election in 1999 raised expectations, but they were dashed by

his refusal ro transfer authority to Palestinian villages around Greater

Jerusalem even after the transfer was approved by the Israeli govern-

ment, and by actions on the ground: the increase in harassment, col-

lective punishment, poverty, water shortages, and settlement while

Palestinians were confined to “Bantustan-like enclaves,” as well as

support for ugly settler actions by the army and civil authorities. At-

Camp David, the Palestinian leadership and the majority of the public

were ready to make “necessary concessions, but needed some indies*

tion that the relation of occupier and occupied would change. That
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Barak did not provide. Pundak dismisses the versions that were pub-

licly reported (an offer of 95 percent of the West Bank, and so on) as

“an attempt at rewriting history.”

During the intifada that followed the breakdown of Camp David,

Pundak writes, “in reality, the Palestinians had not altered the basic

position they had held since 1993: a two-state solution, with a non-

mil itarized Palestinian state along 1967 borders, and a pragmatic so-

lution to the refugee problem.” The T'aba negotiations came close to

a solution on the territorial issue, the “main basis for any agree-

ment.” On the refugee issue, often brought up in an effort to blame

Palestinian intransigence for failure of the peace efforts, Pundak
writes that the position of the Palestinian negotiators at Camp David

was “moderate and pragmatic,” and remained so throughout. The
faba draft had a “clear emphasis that its implementation would not

threaten the Jewish character of the State of Israel.” In the end, Pun-

dak concludes that, though none are blameless, Netanyahu’s insincer-

ity and Barak’s mismanagement “were the two main obstacles to

reaching an agreement.” Palestinians naturally take a harsher view,

but in the context of the present discussion, what is most relevant is

i he interpretation by the most knowledgeable observers who basically

adopt Israel’s stand. ’’

Miller’s version is based on a widely praised book by Clinton’s

Middle East envoy and negotiator Dennis Ross. As every serious com-
mentator must he aware, any such source is highly suspect, if only be-

cause of its origins. And even a casual reading suffices to demonstrate

that Ross’s account is worth very little. Its eight hundred pages consist

mostly of admiration of Clinton’s (and his own) efforts, based almost

entirely on “quotations” of what he claims was said in informal dis-

cussions. There is scarcely a word on what everyone knows to have

been the core issue all along: the programs of settlement and infra-

structure development in the territories that continued with US sup-

port through the Oslo years, peaking in 2000. In Ross’s version,

Arafat is the villain who refused a magnanimous peace offer at Camp
David and rejected Clinton’s later parameters though Barak accepted

them; false, as just reviewed. Ross handles the Taba negotiations sim-

ply: by terminating the hook immediately before they began (which
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also allows him to omit Clinton’s evaluation of the reaction to his pa-

rameters by the two sides, just quoted). I hus lie is able to avoid the

fact that his primary conclusions were instantly refuted. It is clear that

the book has little value apart from what it tells us about one of the

participants, “in the final analysis,” Middle East scholar Jerome Slater

writes, Ross’s “account amounts to a clever but quite unpersuasive

brief for Israel, the Clinton administration, and indeed himself.” u

Not worthless, however, is crucial evidence that escapes notice. One

important example is the final assessment by high-level Israeli intelli-

gence officials, among them Amos Malka, head of Israeli military intel-

ligence; Ami Ayalon, who headed the General Security Services (Shin

Bet); Matti Steinberg, special adviser on Palestinian affairs to the head of

the Shin Bet; and Ephraim Lavie, the research division official responsi-

ble for the Palestinian arena. As Malka presents their consensus, “The

assumption was that Arafat prefers a diplomatic process, that he will do

all he can ro see it through, and that only when he comes to a dead end

in the process will he turn to a path of violence. But this violence is

aimed at getting him out of a dead end, to set international pressure in

motion and to get the extra mile.” Essentially Pundak’s conclusion.”

In addition ro Miller’s obituary, the Times published one major op-

ed on Arafat’s death, by Benny Morris. The first comment captures the

tone: Arafat was a deceiver who spoke about peace and ending the oc-

cupation but really wanted to “redeem Palestine.’ Ibis demonstrates

Arafat’s irremediably savage nature. Here Morris is revealing bis con-

tempt not only for Palestinians, which is profound, bur also for his

American audience. He apparently assumes that they will not notice

that he is borrowing the terrible phrase from Zionist ideology, whose

core principle for over a century has been to “redeem 1 he Land. 1 he

principle lies behind what Morris recognizes as a central theme of the

Zionist movement from its origins: “transfer”—that is, expulsion—of

the indigenous population to somewhere else so as to redeem The

Land” for its true owners, who are returning to it after two thousand

years.’
4

Morris is identified as an Israeli academic and author of major

studies on the Israel-Arab conflicts, in particular on the origins of the

Palestinian refugee problem. That is correct. He has done the most ex-
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tensive work on the Israeli archives and published valuable scholarly

accounts. He also demonstrates in considerable detail the savagery of

the Israeli operations in 1948 and 1949 that led to “transfer” of most

of the population from wliat became Israel, including the parr of the

UN-designated Palestinian state that Israel took over, dividing it

roughly in half with its tacit Jordanian partner. In Morris’s own
words, “Above all, let me reiterate, the refugee problem was caused by

attacks by Jewish forces on Arab villages and towns and by the inhab-

itants’ fear of such attacks, compounded by expulsions, atrocities, and

rumors of atrocities—and by the crucial Israeli cabinet decision in

June 1948 to bar a refugee return,” leaving the Palestinians “crushed,

with some 700,000 driven into exile and another 150,000 left under

Israeli rule.” Morris is critical of Israeli atrocities and “ethnic cleans-

ing” (literally, “ethnic purification”) of Palestinians. One reason is

that it did not go far enough. Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion’s

great error, Morris feels, perhaps a “fatal mistake,” was not ro have

“cleansed the whole country—the whole Land of Israel, as far as the

Jordan River.”’ 5

To Israel’s credit, Morris’s stand on this matter has been bitterly

condemned. In Israel. In the United States, he was considered the ap-

propriate choice for the sole commentary on his reviled enemy.
51-

’

Though Palestinians are, of course, the prime victims of US and Is-

raeli rejccrionism, Israel has suffered, coo, even during the several de-

cades when it was surprisingly free from retaliation from within the

territories, where the Palestinians silently endured brutality, torture,

degradation, and robbery of their lands and resources. Israel’s US-

backed refusal to accept a peace settlement in 1971 led to much mis-

ery and near disaster. Its refusal since to accept a political settlement is

driving it “on the road to catastrophe,” four former heads of the Shin

Bet security service have warned, calling for a peace agreement in

which most of the settlements would be abandoned. Israel has been

“behaving disgracefully” toward Palestinians, said Avraharn Shalom,

one of the four. An early opponent of the occupation, the renowned

Orthodox scholar and scientist Yeshayahu Lcibowitz, was famous for

his prediction that oppressing another people would lead to serious

moral degeneration, corruption, and internal decay. By now his warnings
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ha ve entered the mainstream in Israel. One of Israel’s leading legal an-

alysts, Moshe Neghi, describes with despair Israel’s descent to the

condition of a “banana republic.” Negbi reserves his most bitter scorn

not just for the increasingly corrupt political leadership across the po-

litical spectrum, but also for Israel’s courts. I he courts, he writes, are

capable of imposing a six-month sentence on an interrogator who tor-

tured a prisoner to death or a Jew convicted of murdering an Arab

child, of tolerating “secret prisons” where inmates “disappear” in the

manner of neo-Nazi Argentina and the Soviet Union, and of innumer-

able other crimes that he sees as destroying Israeli democracy and the

rule of law by acceding to the “thugs of the racist fundamentalist

right.
’’',7

In a searing indictment of Israel’s subordination to the settlers in

the occupied territories from the earliest days of the occupation,

diplomatic correspondent Akiva Eldar and historian Idir Zaire! re-

count how the “ugly, racist” regime of “the Lords of the Land’ not

only “crushes the most elementary human rights” of the Palestinians

but also “demolishes the basic norms of Israeli democracy. Even

more than their book infuriates,” writes military-political analyst

Reuven Pedatzur, “the book saddens anyone who cares for the fate,

the image, and the future of Israeli democracy.” Eldar and Zaire! em-

phasize that “the development of the settlements would not have been

possible without the massive assistance they received from the various

political institutions, the authorization of the courts from which they

benefited, and without the relations of sympathy and shared goals that

were constructed between the settlers and the military command.”

From the Eshkol Labor government of 1967 to the governments of

Rabin and Peres and on to the present, “none can escape responsibil-

ity” for the expansion of the settlements and the assault against hu-

man rights and Israeli democracy.™

Eldar and Zartel also stress the “particularly sad harm caused

by the judicial authorities.” They review shocking racist court

judgments-—among them very light sentences for the brutal murder of

Arab children, and even court refusal to pass sentence on Jews by ap-

peal to the saying that “you should not judge your neighbor unless
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you are in his place.” Such stands have been “destroying the entire

basis of the judicial system,” Eldar and Zartel write. “It is only

against this background,” Pedatzur adds, that one can comprehend

the decision of occupation authority official Pliya Albek, who, with

the support of the courts, rejected the appeal of a Palestinian man for

compensation after the border police had killed his wife, on the

grounds that he “only gained from his wife’s death because when she

was alive he had to support her, but now he does not, and therefore

the damage to him is at most zero.” Benny Morris writes that “the

work of the military courts in the territories, and the Supreme Court

which backed them, will surely go down as a dark age in the annals of

Israel’s judicial system,”™

Meanwhile, Eldar and Zartel conclude, “the lives of the large ma-

jority of Israelis within the green line [the international border] con-

tinue undisturbed, while the settlements [in the occupied territories!

conquer the state of Israel on the one hand, and destroy the lives of the

Palestinians on the other.”

The reasons why Israelis continue their lives undisturbed are not

hard to fathom. They are described by Israeli journalist Amira Hass,

who has lived in and reported from the occupied territories for years.

“There is a settler in every Israeli,” she explains, at least in every rela-

tively privileged one. “The West Bank settlement enterprise has be-

come a means of socioeconomic advancement for many Israelis,”

who, thanks to government subsidies, can obtain lovely houses that

they could never afford in Israel. “For them, this is a way of dealing

with the gradual destruction of the welfare state,” as Israel has

adopted some of the worst features of its protector. Furthermore, the

settlements ensure Israel’s control over Palestinian resources, so “we,

the Jews, can be wasteful, as if we lived in a laud with abundant wa-

ter,” while Palestinians lack water to drink. And Jews can benefit from

modern highways “built on lands stolen from the Palestinians, [which]

serve not only the settlers, but also many | other Israelis], whose de-

veloping middle-class consciousness requires convenience, efficiency

and time-saving.” There is also a bonanza for the wide range of busi-

nesses that “benefit from the building boom," and, by guaranteeing a
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continuing security threat, the settlements “necessitate the growth of

the security industry.” It is no surprise, then, that the public is "not

troubled by the question of what [settlement) is doing to the region’s

future.” The crushing of the Palestinians and destruction of their soci-

ety remains “invisible,” and the future is for someone else to worry

about.40

“Travel on the roads of Gaza, closed to Palestinian traffic for years,

exposes the full dimensions of the physical destruction Israel left be-

hind,” Hass writes.

A thousand words and a thousand images cannot describe it.

That’s not because of the weakness of words and photos, but be-

cause of the ability of most Israelis not to see and not to grasp the

extent of the vineyards and groves and orchards and fields that

the people’s army of Israel turned into desert, the green that it

painted yellow and gray, the sand turned over and the exposed

land, the thorns, the weeds. To ensure the safety of the settlers . . -

the IDF [Israeli Defense Forces) spent five years uprooting the

green lungs of Gaza, mutilating its most beautiful areas and cut-

ting off the livelihood of tens of thousands of families. The Israeli

talent for ignoring the enormous destruction that we caused leads

to the wrong political assessments. Ignoring it enables the IDF to

continue destroying Palestinian territory in the West Bank. Along

the | separation
|
fence, around the settlements, in the Jordan Val-

iev, the destruction goes on as a means to continue creating I acts

on the ground and to guarantee that the future Palestinian entity

remains as divided and split and territory-less as possible .

41

The international consequences of Israel’s decision to prefer expan-

sion to security in 1971 extend well beyond the 1973 war of which it

was the immediate cause. By refusing peace, Israel chose dependency

on the United States, “the boss-man called ‘partner,’” as one of Is-

rael’s leading political commentators describes the relationship. As

long as Israel’s actions conform to US objectives, it receives the diplo-

matic, military, and economic support that facilitates its takeover of

valuable parts of the occupied territories and its development into a

rich industrial society. But when the boss-man draws the line, Israel

must obey. There have been repeated occasions. One arose in 2005,
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when the United States ordered Israel to terminate its sales of advanced

military technology to China. Israel sought to evade or mitigate the

restrictions, but in vain. The United States imposed sanctions. Penta-

gon officials refused even to meet with their Israeli counterparts,

compelling Defense Minister Shaul Mofaz to cancel a trip to Wash-

ington. “Strategic dialogue” was effectively terminated. The United

States demanded that the Knesset enact legislation tightening over-

sight of military exports, that Israel sign an official memorandum of

understanding, and that the government and Mofaz present a written

apology to the United States. “After Israel raised a white flag and ac-

quiesced to most of the demands,” Israel’s leading military corre-

spondent, Ze’ev Schiff, reported, “the US made additional, harsher

demands, and was said to have shown contempt for the Israeli dele-

gation.”42

These arc bitter blows to Israel. Apart from the direct insults, these

sales are a crucial component of the militarized Israeli high-tech ex-

port economy. But Israel has no alternative when the boss-man

speaks, and understands that it cannot rely on the domestic US lobby,

which knows better than to confront state power on important mat-

ters. The choice of expansion and associated dependence has had

deleterious effects on Israeli society, while foreclosing beneficial alter-

natives, and it risks consequences that could be quite serious in the un-

predictable world of international affairs.

While contemplating his visions of democracy and justice, Bush is

continuing to “crush the most elementary human rights of Palestini-

ans and demolish the basic norms of Israeli democracy.” The record

ol Security Council vetoes concerning Israel is another illustration.

Bush IDs seven vetoes of UN resolutions related to Israel match the

seven under Bush I and Clinton combined (but do not reach Reagan’s

nineteen). The resolutions vetoed include the call for a UN observer

force in the territories to reduce violence, condemnation of all acts of

'error and violence and establishment of a monitoring apparatus, ex-

pression of concern over Israel’s killing of UN employees and destruc-

tion of a UN World Food Program warehouse, reaffirmation of the

illegality of deportation, expression of concern over the Separation

Barrier cutting through the occupied West Bank, condemnation of the
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assassination of the quadriplegic cleric Sheikh Ahmed Yassin (and half

a dozen bystanders) in March 2004, and condemnation of an Israeli

military incursion into Gaza with many civilians killed and extensive

property damage.' 1 ®

Bush has also gone to new lengths in supporting the occupation by

formally recognizing Israel’s right to retain West Bank settlements and

continuing to provide the needed support for Israel’s expansion into

the West Bank. That includes support for the Separation Barrier, de-

signed to ensure that the comfortable Jewish suburbs in the West Bank

will be effectively incorporated within Israel, along with some of the

most arable land and main water resources of the region, while the

remnants left to a “Palestinian state” will be fragmented and unviable.

The Separation Barrier is to encompass all settlement blocs, creating

“three Bantustans on the West Bank: first, Jenin-Nablus; second,

Bethlehem-Hebron; and third, Ramallah,” Meron Benvenisti writes.

A particularly cynical component is the virtual encirclement of Pales-

tinian towns and villages, separating residents from their lands, which

will in the course of time become “state lands” in accord with die Ot-

toman laws that Israel has revived in an effort to disguise its theft of

lands with a thin veil of legality. The wall around the town of Qalqilya

at Israel’s border increases cost and Israeli insecurity, but the town is

dying, as intended by this act of supreme cynicism.44

The same fate awaits others. Many cases have been investigated by

the Israeli human rights organization B’Tselem. To mention just one,

the Separation Barrier around illegally annexed Greater Jerusalem, for

which there is not even the slimmest pretext of “security" (in fact, it: en-

hances insecurity by enclosing many Palestinians within the projected

borders of Israel), “will result in the complete isolation of the village” of

Sheikh Sa’ad, just east of the Jerusalem municipal boundary and physi-

cally connected to a neighborhood in East Jerusalem on which its resi-

dents depend “for all aspects of life: health, employment, secondary

education, supply of food and other goods.” Located on a cliff, the vil-

lage has only one road for exit or entry, and that is blocked by the Is-

raeli Defense Forces. Theoretically, residents can submit a request for

a permit—which is routinely denied—if they can manage to enter

Jerusalem illegally. In this and many other cases, the method is purpose-
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lul cruelty, designed so that the residents are “forced to decide between

living in a prison and abandoning their homes to live elsewhere.” Those

familiar with the history of Zionism will recognize the method, dating

hack to the 1 920s: “dunam after dunam,” arousing as little attention as

possible. More generally, as Moshe Dayan put the matter to the Labor

cabinet in the 1970s, we must tell the Palestinian refugees in the territo-

ries that “we have no solution, you shall continue to live like dogs, and

whoever wishes may leave, and we will see where this process leads.”

But quietly, step by step, so that apologists can deny the facts.
45

The Separation Barrier adopts the basic logic of the Clinton and

Barak proposals at Camp David but goes beyond. In October 2005,

Ha’aretz published a map of “the division of the West Bank into

‘blocs.’ ” flic map shows that the northern (Ariel) salient is also to ex-

tend to the Israeli-controlled Jordan valley, just as the southern

(Ma’aleh Adumim) salient does. The goal is to “sever the northern

West Bank [including Nablus and Jenin] from its central region,”

blocking Palestinian traffic, part: of “the big picture of creating three

separate blocs in the West Bank.” A few weeks later Sharon informed

reporters that Israel “intended to keep control of the Jordan Valley in

rhe occupied West Bank, signaling its insistence on retaining settle-

ments there under any future peace deal.” It follows that the three can-

tons are completely contained by Israel. Infrastructure development is

another device to destroy rhe remnants of Palestinian society. The au-

thoritative Foundation for Middle East Peace review of events in the

territories reports that the road system that has been carefully planned

since 1970 is to be extended with the aim of “consolidating Israel's

permanent hold on about half of the West Bank and its strategic domi-

nation of the remaining territories conquered in June 1 967.” T he plans

ensure that “the core north-south transit way through Jerusalem ... is

closed to Palestinians,” who are restricted to a barely passable road

from Bethlehem to the north (it i.s an experience to drive on it, hoping

not to fall into the nearby wadi). The system is to be funded by the

United States and the international community. 4fi

With a wink from Washington, Israel is closing the vise further.

C iting the Israeli daily Ma'ariv, Chris McGrcal reports that “the gov-

ernment quietly gave the military the go-ahead earlier this week for a
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plan to culminate in barring all Palestinians from roads used by

Israelis in the West Bank.” Ma’ariv reports that “the purpose is to

reach, in a gradual manner, within a year or two, total separation be-

tween the two populations. The first and immediate stage of separa-

tion applies to the roads in the territories: roads for Israelis only and

roads for Palestinians only,” but the longer-term goal “is to turn the

separation fence into a line to completely prevent Palestinians from en-

tering Israeli territory”—meaning occupied territory to he eventually

incorporated within Israel. The roads for Israelis will be well-built

highways, McGreal continues, “while Palestinians will be confined to

secondary routes, many little better than dirt tracks or roads which

have yet to be built.”
4

Israeli journalist Gideon Levy, whose reporting from the territories

is difficult to match in quality anywhere, provides a graphic account

of the details: “every journey in the West Bank” is “a continuous

nightmare of humiliation and physical anxiety.” When settlers are not

traveling,

most of the roads in the West Bank are desolate, with no people

or cars . . . ghost roads. ... If you strain your eyes, you will no-

tice at the sides of the road the traffic lanes assigned to the Pales-

tinians: pathways through the terraces winding up the lulls, goat

paths on which cars arc sputtering, including those carrying the

sick, women in labor, pupils, and ordinary citizens who decide

to place their life in their hands in order to travel for two to

three hours to reach the neighboring village.

The security pretext is frivolous: “A terrorist wishing to enter Israel

will find a way to do so, as evident in the large number of Palestinians

who manage to do this without a permit. The fact that the trip from

Hebron to Bethlehem takes hours docs not prevent terrorism; it en-

courages it. And if the goal is to ‘respond to’ and ‘punish’ every attack,

why weren’t the residents of
|
the Jewish West Bank settlement

|
lapuah

denied the freedom of movement afrer the terrorist Eden Natan-Zada

set out for [Palestinian] Shfaram to kill its residents?”—as he did.
4 "

The claims by supporters of Israeli expansion that Palestine would

retain “contiguity” by some contrived transportation network is a
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shameful exercise in deceit, as anyone familiar with the area and the

plans is aware. It suffices to ask how the same apologists would react

to the proposal, surely fair enough, that Israel (with half the popula-

tion on 78 percent of cis-Jordan) would he subjected to the same plans

as Palestine (on the remaining 22 percent). That test is quite enlighten-

ing more generally.

The year 2004, according to the Israeli Interior Ministry, showed a

6 percent increase in the number of Israelis moving to settlements in

the occupied territories, apart from more than 200,000 Jews in East

Jerusalem. Israel continued its E-l development project connecting the

West Bank town of Ma’alch Adumim to Jerusalem, periodically de-

layed when investigated, then resumed. The E-l project is now attrib-

uted to Sharon, and the claim is made that “US officials have opposed
the plan for years.” In fact, the E-l project and development of

Ma’aleh Adumim were high priorities for the official doves and were

implemented with US support. They are designed to effectively bisect

the West Bank and to solidify the barriers separating Palestinians from
whatever may remain to them in East Jerusalem. 41'

The centerpiece of the Sbaron-Bush programs in the occupied ter-

ritories in 2005 was presented as a ‘‘disengagement plan” offering

new hopes for peace, but that is highly misleading, it is true that sane

US-lsraeli rejectionists wanted Israel’s illegal settlements removed
from Gaza, which has been turned into a disaster area under occupa-

tion, with a few thousand Jewish settlers, protected by a substantial

part of the Israeli army, taking much of the land and scarce resources.

Far more reasonable for US-lsraeli goals is to leave Gaza as “the

largest and most overcrowded prison in the world,” in which over a

million Palestinians can rot, largely cut off from contact with the out-

side by land or sea, and with lew means of sustenance.'0

I hat the Gaza pullout was in reality an expansion plan was hardly

concealed. As the plan was made public, Finance Minister Netanyahu

announced that “Israel will invest tens of millions of dollars in West

Bank settlements as it withdraws from the Gaza Strip.” When the gov-

ernment approved the plan, Sharon and Defense Minister Shaul Mo-
bs'/ “met to discuss another matter: bolstering West Bank settlement

blocs that are slated to he annexed to Israel under a final agreement.”
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Sharon also approved 550 new apartments in Ma’aleh Adumim, in-

forming the ministers that there is no “political problem” despite as-

surances (with a wink) to Condolcczza Rice. Elliott Abrams, Bush’s

Middle East adviser, let Israelis understand that the United States was

concerned about the “media blitz”—but not about the projects them-

selves, which may therefore proceed in accord with the principle of

“building quietly.” Abrams’s qualifications for his position are that

he is a pro-Israel hawk who received a presidential pardon from Bush

I after being convicted of lying to Congress about Washington’s ter-

rorist war against Nicaragua, part of Bush’s final cover-up of the Iran-

contra affairs. Sharon also approved
“
‘declaration of state lands’—the

first step in establishing a settlement" between Ma’aleh Adumim and

Jerusalem, and also near the town of Efrat, which is to be expanded

northward, all within the Separation Barrier. “The proximity in tim-

ing between approving the disengagement and construction plans is

no coincidence,” political commentator Aluf Benn writes: “from the

day he presented the disengagement plan [in December 2003], Sharon

made it clear that withdrawal from the Gaza Strip and [isolated out-

posts in| northern Samaria
|
the northern West Bank| is just one side of

a triangle whose other sides are completing the separation fence in the

West Bank and ‘strengthening control’ over the settlement blocs.”51

The unilateral Israeli “disengagement plan”—pointedly rejecting

any Palestinian participation—was explicit about intentions: “In any

future permanent status arrangement,” the plan states, “it is clear that

in the West Bank, there arc areas which will be part of the State of Is-

rael, including major Israeli population centers, cities, towns and vil-

lages, security areas and other places of special interest to Israel.”

Palestinian concerns arc as irrelevant as international law. Harvard

Mideast scholar Sara Roy, one of the leading academic specialists on

the occupation, writes that “under the terms of disengagement, Is-

rael’s occupation is assured. Gazans will he contained and sealed

within the electrified borders of the Strip, while West Bankers, their

lands dismembered by relentless Israeli settlement, will continue to be

penned into fragmented geographic spaces, isolated behind and be-

tween walls and barriers.” That appears unavoidable, as long as the
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United States backs Israel’s takeover of anything of value to it in the

West Bank.52

The “media blitz” on disengagement was quite impressive, manu-

facturing one of the lead stories of the year. There were pages and

pages of photos and reports of the pathos of the families forced to

leave their homes and greenhouses, the weeping children trying vainly

to hold back the soldiers, and the anguish of soldiers who were or-

dered to evict Jews from their homes and to remove the thousands of

protesters who flooded to the settlements to resist the evacuation (by

means that would lead to instant death for any Palestinian), miracu-

lously evading the military forces that keep an iron grip on Palestini-

ans. The Israeli Physicians for Human Rights was appalled that the

enormous coverage of the trauma of disengagement somehow missed

“the human catastrophe taking place today in the Gaza Strip.” Amira

Hass, who has done the major reporting from Gaza for many years,

summarizes the reality kept in the shadow's: “For the sake of about

half a percent of the population of the Gaza Strip, a Jewish half-

percent, the lives of the remaining 99.5 percent were totally disrupted

and destroyed.” Those who matter lived “in a flourishing park and

splendid villas just 20 meters from overcrowded, suffocated refugee

camps.” They could “turn on the sprinklers on the lawns, while just

across the way, 20,000 other people are dependent on the distribution

of drinking water in cankers.” 13

Also ignored was the fact, plain enough, that disengagement on

August 15 required no army intervention. The government could have

simply announced that on that date the IDF would leave the Gaza

Strip. A week before, the settlers would have quietly departed in the

lorries provided to them, with compensation to resettle. But that

would not have entrenched the right message: Never again must Jews

suffer such a terrible fate; the West Bank must be theirs.

Also missing was the fact that the melodrama was a rerun of what

the most prestigious Hebrew daily had called “Operation National

Trauma ’82,” the evacuation of the settlers from Yamit in the Egyp-

tian Sinai. That performance was described by Israeli journalist Amnon
Kapeliouk as “one of the largest brain-washing operations conducted
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by the government in order to convince the Israeli people that they

have suffered a ‘national trauma the effect of which will be felt for

generations.’” The well-orchestrated trauma was intended to create

“a national consensus opposed to similar withdrawals in the remain-

ing occupied territories”—and, crucially, to establish the same com-

mitment among the paymasters overseas. General Haim hrez, who

commanded the 1982 operation, said, “Everything was planned and

agreed from the beginning” with the settlers, who were to offer a

show of resistance. One consequence, Kapcliouk writes, is that “while

the hospitals of the West Bank were full of scores of Palestinian vic-

tims of ‘trigger happy’ Israeli soldiers, a miracle occurred in Yamit: no

demonstrators required even first-aid attention.”' 4

Operation National Trauma 2005 reached far more elevated

heights of drama, with the same miracle: only soldiers appear to have

been injured. Describing the “agony and the ecstasy,” Orit Shohat

summarizes the clear message:

Everything was staged down to the last detail. The settlers

wanted to come out of it big-time, evacuated by force but with-

out violence, and that is just what they did. . . . Religious Zion-

ism shaped the visual national memory of the past week and

strengthened the IDF, which emerged from the operation sensi-

tive, determined and value-minded only thanks to the rabbis.

The settlers reinforced their hold in the West Bank, reinforced

the separation between the beloved IDF and the hated Ariel

Sharon, reinforced the bond between religion and state, between

religion and army, between religion and settlement, between re-

ligion and Zionism. . . . The settlers and the act of settlement be-

came more deeply rooted in the people’s hearts. It was television

that did the work. Who can now conceive of an evacuation of

the West Bank settler outposts, or the evacuation of more settle-

ments, when we are in the stage of “healing” and “reconnect-

ing”? Only the totally wicked. ' 5

One of the most prominent academic specialists on Israeli society,

Baruch Kimmerling, describes the “absurd theater” as “the largest

show ever produced in Israel and perhaps the entire world, ... a well-

directed play (in which] tears flow like wafer and the supposed rivals

embrace and fall on each other’s shoulders, like a Latin soap opera.”

The show of force was plainly unnecessary if the goal had simply been

to evacuate Gaza, Kimmerling observes, nor would there have been

any need for “a cast of several thousand backup players” to enhance

the drama. Announcement of the evacuation date and minimal prepa-

rations would have sufficed without “the grandiose production being

presented to us. But then, who would have needed an evacuation?”

The proper lesson of this “educational production par excellence” is

conveyed by “the professional lamenters |who| weep and shout slo-

gans aimed at shocking the Israeli people, employing an endless reser-

voir of symbols of the Holocaust and destruction,” while intellectuals

and writers “mobilize to aggrandize the collective mourning.” The

purpose is “to demonstrate to everyone that Israel is incapable of

withstanding additional evacuations. That is, if the stare’s maximum

resources needed to be mobilized to evacuate about 7,000 people,

there is no possibility of evacuating 100,000-200,000 or more.”5''

Prime Minister Sharon rose to the occasion. “After directing the

highly emotional evacuation of nearly 9,000 settlers from Gaza last

month,” Joel Brinkley reported, “Sharon asserted that lie could not

conceive of taking a similar step in the West Bank anytime soon.” In

Sharon’s own words, “There are about a quarter million Jews living in

these areas. There are many children there, religious families with

many children. What am I supposed to say, ‘You cannot live there any-

more’? You were born there. You were horn there!”57

The settlers, many from the United States, were amply subsidized

to take over Gaza’s scarce arable land and resources in gross violation

o( international law, and to enjoy a pleasant lifestyle near the festering

refugee camps and towns devastated by Israeli army attacks and clo-

sures. They were then amply subsidized to resettle in Israel or the ille-

gally occupied West Bank and Golan Heights. But the compensation

laws are carefully honed. The settlements were highly productive,

thanks in part to cheap Palestinian labor. “But neither the state nor

their employers are compensating [Palestinian workers] for losing

their jobs,” Hass reports. “The Evacuation Compensation Law passed

bv the Knesset provides two benefits for people whose jobs are termi-

nated by the evacuation. . . . But the new law specifically grants these
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benefits to Israelis only," and Palestinian workers are also unable to

obtain back wages due from employers who are leaving. The workers

who built the settlements and produced the export crops may now en-

joy their freedom in the world’s largest prison.™

Meanwhile, the takeover of the West Bank continues. Haim Ra-

mon, minister in charge of Greater Jerusalem, conceded that the goal

of the Jerusalem segment of the Separation Barrier is to guarantee a

Jewish majority. The barrier was therefore constructed to cut off over

50,000 Palestinians from Jerusalem and include Jewish “neighbor-

hoods” extending well into the West Bank. Israel’s annexation of

Jerusalem immediately after the June 1967 war was immediately con-

demned by the UN Security Council, which “urgently calls upon Is-

rael” to rescind any measures taken with regard to the legal status of

Jerusalem and to take no further measures (Resolution 252 of May

21, 1968). The annexation is officially recognized almost nowhere

outside of Israel, where state law stipulates that “Jerusalem is the cap-

ital of Israel, East Jerusalem is Israel’s territory and Israel is sovereign

to act there regardless of international law” (Aharon Barak, the chief

justice of Israel’s Supreme Court). The expansion and reconstruction

of Greater Jerusalem for Israeli interests proceeds with US funding

and diplomatic support, also regardless of international law. In De-

cember 2002, Bush for the first time reversed official US opposition to

the annexation, voting against yet another General Assembly resolu-

tion condemning it. If that move was intended seriously, it virtually

ends the possibility of a resolution of die conflict, except by force.™

Ramon’s rare acknowledgment of the truth about the Separation

Barrier was amplified by Mcron Benvenisvi, who knows Jerusalem and

the West Bank very well. The Palestinians seriously harmed are not

just the officially cited 55,000 within the barrier, but also another

50,000 “who live in satellite communities of East Jerusalem and mi-

grated to them because they could not find housing inside the city, due

to die expropriation of [Palestinian] land and building restrictions”

imposed on Palestinians, designed to turn Jerusalem into a Jewish

city. “This means that the fence harms over 40 percent of East

Jerusalem’s 240,000 Arab residents.” Deputy Prime Minister Ehud
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Olmert, formerly mayor ofJerusalem, announced that he would allow

twelve crossings for Palestinians, but immediately “made | this plan’s]

implementation dependent on international funding, ’since the cross-

ings serve the Palestinians.’ ’’ As Benvenisti puts it: “first lie surrounds

them with a fence, and then he cynically claims that the crossing is 'in

the interest’ of those who are imprisoned.” Benvenisti believes “there is

a chance that the ‘soft transfer’—-which is an unavoidable result of the

‘fence’ surrounding Jerusalem—will achieve its goal, and that Jerusalem

will in fact be ‘more Jewish,’ at the expense of the disintegration of the

Palestinian community. For the first time since East Jerusalem was an-

nexed, and after repeated and unsuccessful attempts to break the spirit

of the Palestinian community in. the city, there is now a real danger to

the future of this community as a vital and vibrant body.” The “human
disaster” being planned will also “turn hundreds of thousands of people

into a sullen community, hostile and nurturing a desire for revenge,”

once again sacrificing security to expansion. Correspondent Danny Ru-

binstein, who has covered the occupation with distinction for years,

writes that “the elimination of East Jerusalem as a metropolitan center

For its Arab hinterlands is proceeding apace, . . .creating facts [ that]

will, to an extent, obliterate the option of East Jerusalem as the Pales-

tinian capital” while severely limiting freedom of movement to the West

Bank for Jerusalem’s Palestinian inhabitants.60

On the final day of Operation National Trauma 2005, Israeli offi-

cials confirmed that Israel is confiscating more land to extend the Sep-

aration Barrier around Ma’aleh Adumim, where 3,500 new houses

and apartments would be built. The barrier will “cut deep into the

West Bank, sealing off Palestinians in Hast Jerusalem,” and virtually

separating the southern canton from the remainder of the fragmented

West Bank. The announcement was followed by the usual evasions un-

der questioning, while Ehud Olmert informed the press that “it is ab-

solutely clear that at a certain point in the future, Israel will create

continuity between Jerusalem and Ma’aleh Adumim, and so there is

not: even an argument that at the end we will have to build the proj-

ect.” Shortly after, Sharon reiterated the same conclusion, while out-

going US ambassador Daniel Kurtzer amplified Bush’s commitment to
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Israel’s retention of West Bank settlements, stating that “in the con-

text of a final status agreement, the United States will support the re-

tention by Israel of areas with a high concentration of Israeli

population”: the settlement blocs that create the “three Bantustans”

referred to by Benvenisti and others who attend to the facts, barely

linked to whatever is left of Palestinian Jerusalem.61

While these views are attributed to the far right, they simply carry

forward the plans of the dovish Peres government, supported through-

out by President Clinton. In February 1996, Peres’s minister of hous-

ing and construction Benjamin (“Fuad”) Ben-Eliezer explained, “It is

no secret that the government’s stand, which will he our ultimate de-

mand, is that as regards the Jerusalem areas—Ma’aleh Adumim, Givat

Ze’ev, Beitar, and Gush Etziott—they will be an integral part of Is-

rael’s future map. There is no doubt about this.” There is, to be sure, a

difference between hawks and doves, also explained frankly by Ben-

Eliezer: “1 build quietly. My goal is to build and not to encourage op-

position to my efforts. . . . What is important to me is to build, build,

build, and build some more.” Quietly, though, so the master can pre-

tend he does not see. Others have no difficulty in seeing, however. A

confidential European Union report, attributed to the British Foreign

Office, observes that a variety of Israeli programs quietly under

way—including expansion of Ma’aleh Adumim to the E- 1 area and

incorporation of large areas around Greater Jerusalem within the sep-

aration wall—will allow Israel effectively to separate East Jerusalem

from its Palestinian satellite cities of Bethlehem and Ramallah, and

the rest of the West Bank beyond. The actions will have serious eco-

nomic, social, and humanitarian consequences for the Palestinians,

and will signal the virtual end of any hope for a viable Palestinian

state, which would depend crucially on preservation of organic links

between East Jerusalem, Ramallah, and Bethlehem.6Z

With Operation National Trauma 2005 successfully completed, Is-

rael continued, with US backing, “to redraw Israel’s borders deep in-

side the Palestinian territories . . . building quietly and quickly,” with

settlement and land takeovers rapidly increasing, particularly “in the

Ariel and Maaie Adumim blocks that penetrate deep into the occupied

territories.” In the first nine months of 2005, an estimated 14,000 set-
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tiers moved to the West Bank while 8,500 left Gaza, and more land

was taken in the West Bank than was abandoned in the entire Gaza

prison left behind. The general picture suggests that Sharon and Bush

now sense that the final victory is in sight: the “vision” of the former

Palestine cleansed of the alien growth, apart from some unviable frag-

ments that remain, perhaps called “a democratic state”—or perhaps

“fried chicken.” 153

Without proceeding further, even the bare outlines make it clear

that Israel-Palestine joins the other illustrations of Bush’s messianic

mission to bring peace and democracy to the Middle East.

Though they have been subjected to disgraceful treatment, the

Palestinians in East Jerusalem are fortunate in comparison with those

who are less visible, and therefore can be killed, tortured, humiliated,

and driven from their destroyed homes and lands virtually at will. It is,

in fact, astonishing that their spirit has not been broken. One can say

much the same about many other miserable victims throughout the

world. I have been in many awful places, but have never seen such fear

as in the eyes of those who were trying to survive in Haiti’s indescrib-

able slums during the Clinton-hacked terror. Or such misery as among
poor peasants in southern Colombia driven from their devastated

lands by US chemical warfare (“fumigation”). And much more like it

around the world. Even after violence achieves its goals and is relaxed,

ir leaves a residual “culture of terror,” as the surviving Salvadoran Je-

suits observed. Yet somehow communities endure and survive. This

virtual miracle is the topic of sober reflections by New York Times

columnist Benedict Carey, who marvels at the capacity of “fragile so-

cieties” to recover from terror and violence—referring to London, Tel

Aviv, New York, bur not to the unpeople of the world whose trauma

at the hands of their foreign oppressors is immeasurably worse.64

The comparison may be unfair, however, mere sentimentality. As

Reagan’s UN ambassador thoughtfully explained, “Because the mis-

eries of traditional life are familiar, they are beatable to ordinary peo-

ple who, growing tip in the society, learn to cope, as children horn ro

untouchables in India acquire the skills and attitudes necessary for

survival in the miserable roles they are destined to fill.” Hence we need

not be overly concerned about: their fate at our hands.
65
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THE PERCEPTIONS OF THE UNPEOPLE

it is comforting to attribute the alleged “clash” between Islam and the

West to their hatred of our freedom and values, as the president pro-

claimed after 9/1 I, or to our curious inability to communicate our true

intentions. A New York Times headline reads: “US Fails to Explain

Policies to Muslim World, Panel Says,” referring to a study by the De-

fense Science Board, a Pentagon advisory panel, in December 2004.

The conclusions of the panel, however, were quite different. “Muslims

do not ‘hate our freedom,’ but rather they hate our policies,” the study

concluded, adding that “when American public diplomacy talks about

bringing democracy to Islamic societies, this is seen as no more than

self-serving hypocrisy.” As Muslims see it, the report continues,

“American occupation of Afghanistan and Iraq has not led to democ-

racy there, but only more chaos and suffering.”'
1”

The Defense Science Board study was reiterating conclusions that

go back many years. In 1958, President Eisenhower puzzled about

“the campaign of hatred against us” in the Arab world, not by the

governments but by the people,” who are “on Nasser’s side,” sup-

porting independent secular nationalism. The reasons for the cam-

paign of hatred” were outlined by the National. Security Council: “In

the eyes of the majority of Arabs the United States appears to be op-

posed to the realization of the goals of Arab nationalism. They believe

that the United States is seeking to protect its interest in Near East oil

by supporting the status quo and opposing political or economic-

progress.” Furthermore, the perception is understandable: “Our eco-

nomic and cultural interests in the area have led not unnaturally to

close US relations with elements in the Arab world whose primary in-

terest lies in the maintenance of relations with the West and the status

quo in their countries,” blocking democracy and development.”

Much the same was found by the Wall Street Journal when it sur-

veyed the opinions of “moneyed Muslims” immediately after 9/11.

Bankers, professionals, businessmen, committed to official “Western

values” and embedded in the neoliberal globalization project, were

dismayed by Washington’s support for harsh authoritarian states and

the barriers it erects against development and democracy by “propping
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up oppressive regimes.” They had new grievances, however, beyond

those reported by the National Security Council in 1958: Washing-

ton's sanctions regime in Iraq and its support for Israel’s military oc-

cupation and takeover of the territories. There was no survey of rhe

great mass of poor and suffering people, hut it is likely that their sen-

timents are more intense, coupled with bitter resentment of the

Western-oriented elites and the corrupt and brutal rulers backed by

Western power who ensure that the enormous wealth of the region

flows to the West, apart from enriching themselves. The Iraq invasion

only heightened these feelings, much as anticipated/'”

Writing about the same 2004 Defense Science Board study, David

Gardner observes that “for the most part, Arabs plausibly believe it

was Osama bin Laden who smashed the status quo, not George W.

Bush,
|
because] the 9/11 attacks made it impossible for the west and

its Arab despot clients to continue to ignore a political set-up that in-

cubated blind rage against them.” Saudi Shiites share that belief, as

the New York Times reported.”
1'

The evidence concerning Washington’s actual stance and role, virtu-

ous declarations aside, is clear and compelling, surely by the standards

ol complex world affairs. Nonetheless, it is always possible that Wash-

ington’s actions might have an incidental positive effect. It is hard to

predict the consequences of striking a system as delicate and complex as

a society with a bludgeon. This is often true of even the worst crimes.

As noted, Osama bin Laden’s atrocities are reported to have had a pos-

itive effect in spurring democratization in the Arab world. The terrible

crimes of imperial Japan led to the expulsion of the European invaders

from Asia, saving many millions of lives—in India, for example, which

has been spared horrifying famines since the British withdrew and was

able to begin to recover from centuries of imperial domination. Perhaps

what many Iraqis and others see as another Mongol invasion will end

up having positive consequences as well, though it would be disgraceful

for privileged Westerners to leave that possibility to chance.

T H E P E R s i S E n c E o v the “strong line of continuity” to the pres-

ent again reveals that rhe United States is very much like other power-

ful states, pursuing the strategic and economic interests of dominant
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sectors to the accompaniment of rhetorical flourishes about its excep-

tional dedication to the highest values. It should come as no surprise

that the evidence for Washington’s dedication to the proclaimed mes-

sianic mission reduces to routine pronouncements, or that the

counterevidence is mountainous. The reaction to these facts is of no

slight significance for those concerned with the state of US democracy,

as noted at the outset. Abroad, democracy is fine as long as it takes the

“top-down form” that does not risk popular interference with primary

interests of power and wealth. Much the same doctrine holds inter-

nally, a topic to which we now turn.

Chapter 6

Democracy Promotion at Home

I he concept of democracy promotion at home may seem odd or even

absurd. After all, the United States was the first modern (more or less)

democratic society, and has been a model for others ever since. And in

many dimensions crucial for authentic democracy—protection of

freedom of speech, for example— it has become a leader among rhe

societies of the world. There are, however, quite good reasons for con-

cern, some already mentioned. 1

The concern is not unfamiliar. The most prominent scholar who
concentrates on democratic theory and practice, Robert Dahl, has

written on seriously undemocratic features of the US political system,

proposing modifications. Thomas Ferguson’s “investment theory” of

politics is a searching critique of deeper institutional factors that

sharply restrict functioning democracy. The same is true of Robert

McChesney’s investigations of the role of the media in undermining

democratic politics, to the extent that by the year 2000 presidential

elections had become a “travesty,” he concludes, with a reciprocal ef-

fect on deterioration of media quality and service to rhe public inter-

est. Subversion of democracy by concentrations of private power is, of

course, familiar: mainstream commentators casually observe that “busi-

ness is in complete control of the machinery of government” (Robert

Reich), echoing Woodrow Wilson’s observation, clays before he took
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office, that “the masters of the government of the United States are the

combined capitalists and manufacturers of the United States. Amei-

ica’s leading twentieth-century social philosopher, John Dewey, con-

cluded that “politics is the shadow cast on society by big business”

and will remain so as long as power resides in “business for private

profit through private control of banking, land, industry, reinforced

by command of the press, press agents and other means of publicity

and propaganda.” Accordingly, reforms will not suffice. Fundamental

social change is necessary to bring meaningful democracy.2

“THE NEW SPIRIT OF THE AGE”

The political system that is the subject of these critiques bears some re-

semblance to the initial design, though the framers would surely have

been appalled by many subsequent developments, in particular the rad-

ical judicial activism that granted rights of persons to “collectivist le-

gal entities” (corporations), rights extended far beyond those of persons

of flesh and blood in recent international economic arrangements (mis-

labeled “free trade agreements”). Each such step is a severe attack

against classical liberal principles, democracy, and markets. The enor-

mously powerful immortal “persons” that have been created are, fur-

thermore, required by law to suffer from moral deficiencies that we

would regard as pathological among real people. A core principle of

Anglo-American corporate law is that: they must be dedicated single-

mimledly to material self-interest. They are permitted to do “good

works,” but only if these have a favorable impact on image, hence

profit and market share. The courts have sometimes gone further. The

Chancery Court of Delaware observed that “contemporary courts rec-

ognize that unless corporations carry an increasing share of the burden

of supporting charitable and educational causes ... the business ad-

vantages now reposed in corporations by law may well prove to be un-

acceptable to the representatives of an aroused public." 1 he powerful

“means of publicity and propaganda” of which Dewey spoke must be

deployed to ensure that an “aroused public” does not come to under-

stand the workings of the state-corporate system.
’

The initial design was articulated clearly by the most influential of
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the framers, James Madison. He held that power should be in the

hands of “the wealth of the nation . . . the more capable set of men.”

People “without property, or the hope of acquiring it,” he reflected at

the end of his life, “cannot be expected to sympathize sufficiently with

its rights, to be safe depositories of power over them.” The rights are

not those of property, which has no rights, but of property owners,

who therefore should have extra rights beyond those of citizens gener-

ally. In his “determination to protect minorities against majority in-

fringements of their rights,” the prominent Madison scholar Lance

Banning observes, “it is absolutely clear that he was most especially

concerned for propertied minorities among the people.” Madison

could hardly have been unaware of the force of Adam Smith’s obser-

vation that “civil government, so far as it is instituted for the security

of property, is in reality instituted for the defence of the rich against

the poor, or of those who have some property against those who have

none at all.” Warning his colleagues at the Constitutional Convention

of the perils of democracy, Madison asked them to consider what

would happen in England “if elections were open to all classes of peo-

ple." The population would then use its voting rights to distribute

land more equitably. To ward off such injustice, he recommended

arrangements “to protect the minority of the opulent against the ma-

jority,” subsequently implemented.4

The problem Madison posed was an old one, tracing back to the

first classic of political science, Aristotle’s Politics. Of the variety of

systems he surveyed, Aristotle found democracy “the most tolerable,”

rhough of course he had in mind a limited democracy of free men,

much as Madison did two thousand years later. Aristotle recognized

flaws in democracy, however, among them the one that Madison pre-

sented to the convention. The poor “covet their neighbours’ goods,”

Aristotle observed, and if wealth is narrowly concentrated, they will

use their majority power to redistribute it more equitably, which

would be unfair: “In democracies the rich should be spared; not only

should their property not be divided, but their incomes too . . . should

be protected. . . . Great then is the good fortune of a state in which the

citizens have a moderate and sufficient property; for where some pos-

sess much, and others nothing, there may arise an extreme democracy”
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that does not recognize the rights of the rich, perhaps deteriorating

even beyond.

Aristotle and Madison posed essentially the same problem, but

drew opposite conclusions. Madison’s solution was to restrict democ-

racy, while Aristotle’s was to reduce inequality, by what amount to

welfare-state programs. For democracy to function properly, he ar-

gued, “measures therefore should be taken which will give fall people!

lasting prosperity.” The “proceeds of the public revenues should be

accumulated and distributed among its poor” to enable them to “pur-

chase a little farm, or, at any rate, make a beginning in trade or hus-

bandry,” along with other means, such as “common meals” with

costs defrayed by “public land.” 1

In the century that followed the establishment of the American

constitutional system, popular struggles greatly expanded the scope

of democracy, nor only by political changes like extension of the

franchise, but also by establishing the much more far-reaching con-

cept that “self-directed work defined the democrat,” a principle taken

to be “the norm for all men” in the nineteenth century, historian

Robert Wicbe writes. Wage labor was considered hardly different

from chattel slavery. By the mid-nineteenth century, working people

bitterly denounced the rising industrial system that forced them to

become “humble subjects” of “despots," reduced to a “stare of servi-

tude” with “a moneyed aristocracy hanging over us like a mighty

avalanche threatening annihilation to every man who dares to ques-

tion their right to enslave and oppress the poor and unfortunate.

They deplored “the New Spirit of the Age: Gain Wealth, forgetting

all but Self” as a cruel attack on their dignity and freedom and cul-

ture/'

It lias taken massive efforts to try to drive such sentiments from the

mind, to bring people to accept “the New Spirit of the Age” and the

fact—in Woodrow Wilson’s words—that “most men are servants of

corporations ... in a very different America from the old.” In this

new America—“no longer a scene of individual enterprise, . . . indi-

vidual opportunity, and individual achievement”
—“small groups of

men in control of great corporations wield a power and control over

the wealth and business opportunities of the country.” As the process
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of corporatization gained force, undermining markets and freedom,

the era of “self-rule” came to an end, Wicbe writes. “The lights dimmed
m the great showcase of nineteenth century democracy,” he continues,

a process abetted by “drives for conformity and control expressing

themselves in
|
World War I| wartime patriotism, [ Wilson’s

|
Red Scare,”

and other devices “to regiment the lower class.”
7

While popular struggle over centuries has gained many victories for

freedom and democracy, progress does not follow a smooth upward
trajectory, f here has been a regular cycle of progress under popular

pressure, followed by regression as power centers mobilize their con-
siderable forces to reverse it, at least partially. Though over time the

cycle tends to be upward, sometimes regression reaches so far that the

population is almost completely marginalized in pseudo-elections,

most recently the “travesty ’ of 2000 and the even more extreme trav-

esty of 2004.

DEMONIC MESSIANISM

The opening remarks of this chapter reviewed some of the critique of

corporatized state capitalist democracy, in its relatively stable form.

But in specific reaction to Bush administration policies, more immi-
nent concerns have been voiced, sometimes in ways that have few if

any precedents. Cautious voices in scholarly journals have questioned

the very “viability ... of the United States political system” unless it

can face threats to survival posed by current policies. Some have turned

to Nazi analogues in discussing Bush’s Justice Department; others

have compared administration policies to those of fascist Japan. The
measures currently being used to control the population have also

aroused bitter memories. Among those who remember well is the dis-

tinguished scholar of German history Fritz Stern. He opens a recent

review of “the descent in Germany from decency to Nazi barbarism”

with the comment: “Today, 1 worry about the immediate future of the

United Stares, the country that gave haven to German-speaking
refugees in the 1.930s, ’ himself included. With implications for here

and now that no reader can fail to discern, Stern reviews Hitler’s

demonic appeal to his “divine mission” as “Germany’s savior” in a
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“pseudoreligious transfiguration of politics” adapted to “traditional

Christian forms,” ruling a government dedicated to “the basic princi-

ples” of the nation, with “Christianity as the foundation of our na-

tional morality and the family as the basis of national life.” Hitler’s

hostility toward the “liberal secular state,” shared by much of the

Protestant clergy, drove forward “a historic process in which resent-

ment against a disenchanted secular world found deliverance in the ec-

static escape of unreason.”"’

It should not be forgotten that the rapid descent to the depths of

barbarism took place in the country chat was the pride of Western civ-

ilization in the sciences, philosophy, and the arts; a country that before

the hysterical propaganda of World War 1 had been regarded by many

American political scientists as a model of democracy. One of Israel’s

most prominent intellectuals, Amos Elon, now self-exiled in despair

over Israel’s social and moral decline, describes the German Jewry of

his youth as “the secular elite of Europe. They were the essence of

modernism—leaders who made their livelihood from brainpower and

not from brawn, mediators and not workers of the land. Journalists,

writers, scientists. If it all hadn’t ended so horribly, today we’d be

singing the praises of Weimar culture. We’d be comparing it to the

Italian Renaissance. What happened there in the fields of literature,

psychology, painting and architecture didn’t happen anywhere else.

There hadn’t been anything like it since the Renaissance.” Not an un-

reasonable judgment.''

It may be recalled that Nazi propaganda techniques were borrowed

from business doctrines and practices that were mostly pioneered in

the Anglo-American societies. These techniques were based on resort

to simple “symbols and slogans” with “tremendously reiterated im-

pressions” that appeal to fear and other elementary emotions in the

manner of commercial advertising, a contemporary review observes.

“Gocbbels conscripted most of the leading commercial advertising

men in Germany for his propaganda ministry,” and boasted that “he

would use American advertising methods” to “sell National Social-

ism” much as business seeks to sell “chocolate, toothpaste, and patent

medicines.” These measures were frightfully successful in bringing
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about the sudden descent from decency to barbarism that Fritz Stern

describes with an ominous warning. 1(1

Demonic messianism is a natural device for leadership groups that

are at the extreme of the spectrum in their dedication to the short-

term interests of narrow sectors of power and wealth, and to global

domination. It takes willful blindness not to see how these commit-
ments guide current US policy. The goals pursued and programs en-

acted are opposed by the public in case after case. That impels the

need for mass mobilization, employing the skills of the huge industries

that have been created in a business-run society to influence attitudes

and beliefs. The need for such measures has taken on special impor-
tance during the past several decades, a highly unusual period of

American economic history. When neoliberal-style programs began to

take shape in the 1970s, real wages in the United States were the high-

est in the industrial world, as one would expect in the richest society

in the world, with incomparable advantages. The situation has now
dramatically changed. Real wages for the majority have largely stag-

nated or declined and are now dose to the lowest level among indus-

trial societies; the relatively weak benefits system has declined as well.

Incomes are maintained only by extending working hours well beyond
those in similar societies, while inequality has soared. All of this is a

vast change from the preceding quarter century, when economic
growth was the highest on record for a protracted period and also

egalitarian. Social indicators, which closely tracked economic growth
until the mid-1970s, then diverged, declining to the level of I960 by
the year 2000."

Edward Wolff, the leading specialist on wealth distribution,

writes that “living conditions stagnated in the 1990s for American
households in the middle, while rapid advances in wealth and income
for the elite briskly pulled up the averages.” From 198.3 to 1998, av-
o-age wealth of the top 1 percent rose “a whopping 42%, ” while the

poorest 40 percent “lost 76 percent of their (very modest) wealth.” He
concludes that even “the boom of the 1990s has bypassed most Amer-
icans. I he rich have been the main beneficiaries,” in a continuation of

tendencies that go back to the late 1970s. The Bush administration’s
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dedication to wealth and privilege accelerated these tendencies, lead-

ing to a surge in “corporate profits, professionals’ incomes, gains

from investments and executive compensation,” while, by mid-2005,

“average hourly wages for production and non-supervisory workers

had yet to rise to the low point of the 2001 recession. Census Bureau

2004 figures revealed that for the first time on record, household in-

comes failed to increase for five straight years. Median pretax, real

income was at its lowest point since 1997, while the poverty rate in-

creased for the fourth consecutive year, to 12.7 percent. Median

earnings for full-time workers “dropped significantly,’ for men, by

2.3 percent. Inequality continued to rise to “near all-time highs,” not

including “gains from stock holdings, which would further increase

inequality,” given the extremely narrow concentration of stock

ownership. The Labor Department reports an additional decline in

real wages in 2004 for most workers, apart from a small percentage

of the highly skilled. Economist Dean Baker reported in October

2005 that “the economy went through its longest period of job loss

since the Great Depression following the 2001 recession. The em-

ployment to population ratio is still almost 2 percentage points be-

low its pre-recession level. Using the recovery of the labor market as

a metric, the economy has never been less resilient throughout the

post-war period.”
12

The number of people who go hungry because they cannot afford

to buy food rose to over 38 million in 2004: 12 percent of households,

an increase of 7 million in five years. As the government released the

figures, the House Agricultural Committee voted to remove funding

for food stamps for 300,000 people, and cut off school lunches and

breakfasts for 40,000 children, only one of many illustrations.
1 -’

The results are hailed as a “healthy economy” and a model for

other societies. Alan Greenspan is treated with reverence for having

presided over these achievements, which he attributes in part to atyp-

ical restraint on compensation increases [which
|
appears to be mainly

the consequence of greater worker insecurity,” an obvious desidera-

tum for a healthy economy. The model may in fact be without many

precedents in harming the “underlying population” while benefiting

the “substantial people,” in Thorstein Veblen's acid terminology.
1
'1

2 13

To keep the underlying population in line in the face of the daily re-

alities of their lives, resort to “pseudoreligions transfiguration” is a

natural device, exploiting features of popular culture that have sharply

diverged from the rest of the industrial world for a long time, and
have been manipulated for political gain particularly since the Reagan
years. 15

Another device that is regularly exploited is the fear of imminent
destruction by an enemy of boundless evil. Such perceptions are deeply

rooted iri American popular culture, coupled with faith in nobility of

purpose—the latter, as close to a universal as history provides. In an

enlightening review of popular culture from the earliest years, Bruce

Franklin identifies such leading themes as the “Anglo-American syndi-

cate of War” that will impose its “peaceful and enlightened rule” by

threatening “annihilation” of those who stand in the way, bringing

“the Spirit of Civilization” to backward peoples (1889). He also re-

views the remarkable choice of demons about to destroy us, typically

those whom Americans were crushing under their boots: Indians,

blacks, Chinese workers, among others. Participants in these exercises

included leading progressive writers, such as Jack London, who wrote

a 1 91 0 story in a popular journal advocating the extermination of the

Chinese by bacteriological warfare to undercut their nefarious secret

scheme to overwhelm us. 16

Whatever the roots of these cultural features may be, they can eas-

ily be manipulated by cynical leaders, often in ways that are hard to

believe. During the Reagan years, Americans were supposed to cower
m fear before images of Libyan hit men seeking to assassinate our

leader; an air base in the nutmeg capital of the world that Russia

might use to bomb us; the ferocious Nicaraguan army only two days
Irom Harlingen, Texas; Arab terrorists lurking everywhere; crime in

the streets; Hispanic narco-traffickers—anything that could be con-

jured up ro mobilize support for the next campaign at home and
abroad, commonly with domestic victims alongside those abroad who
suffered far greater blows.
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ELECTIONS 2004

The results of the 2004 elections led to exultation in some quarters,

despair in others, and much concern about the United States becoming

a “divided nation.” The outcome has policy consequences, harmful to

the general population at home and threatening for the world and fu-

ture generations. The elections also provide useful insight into the

growing democratic deficit, a criteria! feature of ‘ failed states, but

they tell us little about the state of the country or the popular mood.

There are, however, other sources from which we can learn a great

deal about these critical matters. Public opinion in the United States is

intensively monitored and, while caution and care in interpretation

are always necessary, these studies are valuable resources. Results of

polls that are unwelcome to powerful interests are often kept under

wraps by the doctrinal institutions. Ihe practice applied again to

highly informative studies of public opinion released right before the

2004 elections, to which 1 will return.'
7

Immediately after the 2004 elections, Colin Powell informed the

press thar “President George W. Bush has won a mandate from the

American people to continue pursuing his ‘aggressive foreign policy.

That is far from true. It is also very far from what the population be-

lieved. After the elections, Gallup asked whether Bush “should em-

phasize programs that both parties support,” or whether he “has a

mandate to advance the Republican Party’s agenda,” as Powell and

others claimed. Sixty-three percent chose the former option, 29 per-

cent the latter.
18

The elections conferred no mandate for anything; in fact, they

barely took place, in any serious sense of the term election. Though

the 2004 election was extreme in this respect, many of its features

have become familiar. Analyzing Reagan’s victory in 1980, Thomas

Ferguson and Joel Rogers concluded that it reflected the decay of or-

ganized party structures, and the vast mobilization of God and cash in

the successful candidacy of a figure once marginal to the ‘vital center

of American political life.” The election revealed “the continued dis-

integration of those political coalitions and economic structures that
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have given party politics some stability and definition during the past

generation.” 1 '-'

In the same valuable collection of essays on the (980 elections,

Walter Dean Burnham described these elections as further evidence of

a “crucial comparative peculiarity of the American political system:

the total absence of a socialist or laborite mass party as an organized

competitor in the electoral market,” a lack that accounts for much of

the “class-skewed abstention rates” and the downplaying of issues.

Thus of the 28 percent of the electorate who voted for Reagan, 1 I

percent gave as their primary reason “he’s a real conservative.” In his

“landslide victory” of .1984, just under 30 percent of the electorate

voted for Reagan. Of these, 4 percent gave as their primary reason

that he’s a real conservative. Therefore, I percent of the electorate

voted for a “real conservative” in what was described as a powerful

mandate for “conservatism.” Furthermore, polls showed that by 3 to 2,

voters hoped that Reagan’s legislative program would not be enacted.

As before, polls revealed that the public favored tax increases devoted

to New Deal and Great Society programs. Support for equal or greater

social expenditures was about 80 percent in 1980, and increased in

1 984. Cuts in Social Security were opposed with near unanimity, cuts

in Medicare or Medicaid by well over 3 to 1 . The public preferred cuts

in military spending to cuts in health programs by about 2 to I, Large

majorities supported government regulations to protect worker health

and safety, protection of consumer interests, help for the elderly, the

poor, and the needy, and other social programs. 20

But none of this matters as long as elections are skillfully managed

i<> avoid issues and marginalize the underlying population, again in

Veblen’s terminology, freeing the elected leadership to serve the sub-

stantia! people. As it did.

Ferguson and Rogers were describing early effects of the powerful

coordinated backlash against the “crisis of democracy” of the 1960s

that deeply concerned the Trilateral Commission, which coined the

phrase. I lie commission consisted of prominent liberal international-

ists from the three major industrial regions: North America, Europe,

and Japan. Their general perspective is illustrated by the fact that the
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Carter administration was mostly drawn from their ranks. I he worri-

some crisis under discussion was that the 1960s had given rise to what

they called “an excess of democracy”: normally passive and marginal-

ized sectors—women, youth, elderly, labor, minorities, and other parts

of the underlying population—began to enter the political arena to

press their demands. The “crisis of democracy” was regarded as even

more dangerous by the components of the elire spectrum to the right

of the commission and by the business world in general. I he excess

of democracy” threatened to interfere with the well-functioning sys-

tem of earlier years, when “Truman had been able to govern the coun-

try with the cooperation of a relatively small number of Wall Street

lawyers and bankers,” so the American rapporteur at the Trilateral

Commission proceedings, Samuel Huntington, recalled with a trace

of nostalgia and pardonable exaggeration. Among the immediate re-

actions to the “crisis” were a dramatic increase in corporate lobbying

and the proliferation of right-wing think tanks to ensure control of

legislative programs and doctrinal institutions, along with other de-

vices to restore order and discipline. Such “drives for conformity and

control” fWiebe) are normal reactions of concentrated power to the

“crises of democracy” that erupt when the public seeks to enter the

public arena: Wilson’s Red Scare and the massive post-World War U

corporate propaganda offensive are two of the well-documented ex-

amples. Both achieved at least short-term discipline, but the popular

forces unleashed in the 1960s have been far harder to tame, and in

fact have continued to develop, sometimes in unprecedented ways. 21

The project of restoring order and discipline was also advanced by

the neoliberal measures instituted in the 1970s, enforced more rigidly

in later years, with economic as well as political consequences. 1 he

former, which would hardly surprise economic historians, are summa-

rized by Jose Antonio Ocampo, the executive secretary of the Eco-

nomic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean: The

period of fastest growth, in the developing world in the postwar pe-

riod, and most prolonged episodes of rapid growth (the East-Asian or

the most recent Chinese and Indian 'miracles’ or, in the past, the peri-

ods of rapid growth in Brazil or Mexico) do not coincide with phases

or episodes of extensive liberalization, even when they involved a large
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scale use of the opportunities provided by international markets.” The
same, we may add, applies to the industrial powers.

Reviewing the neoJiberal experience of a quarter century, a study

of the Center for Economic and Policy Research shows that it has

been accompanied by much slower rates of growth and reduced
progress on social indicators for countries in every quintile, rich to

poor. There are exceptions to the general tendency: high growth
rates were recorded among those who ignored the rules (and with
tremendous inequality and other severe side effects in China and In-

dia). “The overall growth pattern is unambiguous,” economist Robert
Pollin found in a detailed analysis: “there has been a sharp decline in

growth in the neoliberal era relative to the developmental state pe-

riod that preceded it, a decline of over half, a trend that “is even more
dramatic” when measured per capita, with increase in inequality and
little or no reduction of poverty (when China is excluded), and devas-

tating side effects among the most vulnerable. Political economist
Robert Wade observes chat “one of the big—and underappreciated

facts of our time |is the) dramatic growth slowdown in developed and
developing countries” in the quarter century of neoliberal economic
policy, including, probably, an increase in poverty and in-country and
between-country inequality when China (which rejected the policies)

is removed and realistic poverty measures are used. The facts are

sometimes obscured by the observation that conditions have generally

improved under the neoliberal regime (as they almost invariably do
over time under any economic regime), or by resort to a concept of

“globalization” that muddles export orientation with neoliberalism,

so that if a billion Chinese experience high growth under export-

oriented policies that radically violate neoliberal principles, the in-

crease in average global growth rates can be hailed as a triumph of the

principles that are violated. While too little is understood to be confi-

dent about causation, it is difficult to ignore the fact that the strong

and harmful tendencies associated with neoliberal policies are quite

consistent with economic history over a much longer term, facts well

known to economic historians.”

The “reforms” had predictable political consequences as well. A
prime target of neoliberal measures is national autonomy, which.
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Ocampo observes, “is the only system that is consistent with the pro-

motion of democracy.” Evidently, democracy reduces to empty form

“if the representative and participatory processes at the national level

are given no role in determining economic and social development

strategies.” It should he dear that undermining that role is an uncon-

cealed objective of the “reforms” and the “free trade agreements” that

institutionalize them. As “free trade” is construed in these arrange-

ments, it incorporates monopoly pricing rights and other highly pro-

tectionist devices to benefit multinationals. It also bans the measures

that have been used by the industrial societies to achieve their current

state of economic development, including government efforts, re-

sponding to public will, to privilege popular concerns over investor

rights. It guarantees free movement of capital while dismissing free

movement of labor, a core principle of free trade for Adam Smith, ft

also defines trade in expansive ways, including, for example, transfers

internal to a firm that happen to cross international borders, a very-

substantial component of “trade.” Apart from having only a limited

relation to free trade, these “agreements” are certainly not agree-

ments, at least not if citizens, who are generally opposed, are regarded

as part of their countries. The “agreements” are reached only by se-

crecy and other devices to marginalize the annoying public. In the

term “North American free Trade Agreement” (NAFTA), the only

accurate words are “North American.” Other agreements are gener-

ally no different.--'

As Ocampo observes, the neoliberal reforms are antithetical to

promotion of democracy. They are not designed to shrink the state, as

often asserted, hut to strengthen state institutions to serve even more

than before the needs of the substantial people. A dominant theme is

to restrict the public arena and transfer decisions to the hands of un-

accountable private tyrannies. One method is privatization, which re-

moves the public from potential influence on policy. An extreme form

is privatization of “services,” a category that encompasses just about

anything of public concern: health, education, water and other re-

sources, and so on. Once these are removed from the public arena by

“trade in services,” formal democratic practices are largely reduced CO
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a device for periodic mobilization of the public in the service of elite

interests, and the “crisis of democracy” is substantially overcome.

Much the same is true of the financial liberalization instituted from
the early 1970s on. As well understood by international economists,

these measures create a “virtual Senate” of investors and lenders who
can exercise “veto power” over government decisions by threat of capi-

tal (light, attacks on currency, and other means. Such measures for un-

dermining democracy were restricted under the Bretton Woods system
established after World War II by the United States and Britain (Harry
Dexter White and John Maynard Keynes), responding to powerful pub-
lic pressures. Keynes considered the most important achievement of
Bretton Woods to be establishment of the right of governments to re-

strict capital movement; in sharp contrast, the US Treasury now regards

free capital mobility as a “fundamental right,” unlike such alleged

rights as decent employment.24 The Bretton Woods rules also restricted

financial speculation and attacks on currencies. The effect was to allow
a form of “embedded liberalism,” as it is sometimes called, in which so-

cial democratic policies could be pursued. The outcome is often termed
the “golden age” of capitalism (more accurately, stare capitalism), with

unprecedented economic growth that was also egalitarian, and enact-

ment of significant welfare-state measures to benefit the general popula-
tion. All of this has been reversed in the neoliberal period.

In earlier years the public had not been much of a problem. In his

history of the international monetary system, Barry Eichengreen ex-
plains that before government policy became “politicized by universal

male suffrage and the rise of trade unionism and parliamentary labor

parties,” the severe costs of financial rectitude imposed by the virtual

Senate could be transferred to the underlying population. But with the

radicalizalion of the general public during the Great Depression and
the anti-fascist war, that luxury was no longer available to private

power and wealth. Hence in the Bretton Woods system “limits on cap-

ital mobility substituted for limits on democracy as a source of insula-

tion from market pressures.”25 With the dismantling of the system
from the 1970s, substantive democracy is reduced, and it becomes
necessary to divert and control the public in some fashion.
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-TO DECEIVE AND OPPRESS THE PUBLIC”

In the 2004 elections, Bush received the votes of just over 30 percent of

the electorate, Kerry a bit less. Voting patterns resembled those of

2000, with virtually the same distribution of “red” and “blue” states

(whatever significance that may have). A small change in voter prefer-

ence would have put Kerry in the White House. Either way, the out-

come tells us very little about the country and public concerns.

Congressional voting patterns make that even clearer. In the Senate, only

one of twenty-six incumbents lost. Democrat Tom Daschle of South

Dakota, a state with a population of about 770,000. In the House, had

it not been for gerrymandering by anti-democratic Texas Republicans

led by majority leader Tom DeLay, only eighr seats would have changed

hands, an all-time low, and Republicans would have lost seats overall;

outside of Texas they lost three. The limited competition for House

seats reached the lowest level on record. And Bush had the lowest ap-

proval rating of any reelected president for whom data are available.26

Not much of a mandate. The results, however, significantly under-

state the meaninglessness of the electoral results, as we see when we

look beyond electoral statistics.

As usual in recent years, the 2004 electoral campaigns were run by

the public relations industry, which in its regular vocation sells tooth-

paste, lifestyle drugs, automobiles, and other commodities. Its guiding

principle is deceit. The task of advertising is to undermine the free

markets we are taught to admire: mythical entities in which informed

consumers make rational choices. In such systems, businesses would

simply provide information about their products: cheap, easy, simple.

But it is hardly a secret that they do nothing of the sort. On the con-

trary, business spends hundreds of billions of dollars a year projecting

imagery to delude consumers. Uncontroversially, that is the goal of

advertising—not providing information. The automobile industry

does not simply make public the characteristics of next year’s models.

Rather, it devotes huge efforts to deception, featuring sex objects, cars

climbing sheer cliffs to a heavenly future, and so on. Furthermore, as

Veblen pointed our long ago, one of the primary tasks of business
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propaganda is the “fabrication of consumers,” a device that helps in-

duce “all the classic symptoms of state-based totalitarianism: atomiza-

tion, political apathy and irrationality, the hollowing and banalization

of purportedly democratic political processes, mounting popular frus-

tration, and so forth.
”

1 he basic observation is as old as Adam Smith, who warned that

the interests of merchants and manufacturers are “to deceive or

even to oppress the public,” as they have done “on many occa-
sions.” By now they are served by major industries that have been
created for this purpose. Informed consumer choice is about as real-

istic as the famed “entrepreneurial initiative” and “free trade.” Ex-
cept for temporary advantage, the fanciful markets of doctrine and
economic theory have never been welcomed—or long tolerated—by
those who dominate society.

27

Sometimes the commitment to deceit takes extreme forms. One il-

lustration is the US-Australia negotiations on a “free trade agree-

ment from 2003. These were held up by Washington’s concern that

Australia follows “evidence-based” procedures and prohibits “direct-

ro-consumer marketing for prescription drugs,” while US “manufac-
turers would prefer a system in which they have the freedom to

market their products and set prices according to the market’s willing-

ness to pay.” Australia engages in unacceptable market interference,

US government negotiators objected. Pharmaceutical corporations are

deprived of their legitimate rights if they are required to produce evi-

dence when they claim that their latest product is better than some
cheaper alternative, or run 1 V ads in which some sports hero or movie
actress tells the audience to “ask your doctor whether this drug is

right for you (it’s right for me),” sometimes not even revealing what
the drug is supposed to be for. The right of deceit must be guaranteed
to the immensely powerful and pathological immortal “persons” that

have been created by radical judicial activism.28

Australia’s health care system is perhaps the most efficient in the

world, in particular, drug prices are a fraction of those in the United

States: the same drugs, produced by the same companies, earning sub-

stantial profits though nothing like those in the United States, where
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such profits are commonly justified on the dubious grounds that they

are needed for research and development (R&D). Economist Dean

Baker finds that savings to consumers would be immense if public fund-

ing increased to J00 percent of R&D, thus eliminating the drug compa-

nies' justifications for monopoly pricing rights. The public already plays

a much greater role than acknowledged, since the development of drugs

relies on fundamental science, virtually all of which is funded by the

public. Even with what is counted, corporate R&D concentrates more

toward the marketing end: major US drug companies spend more than

twice as much on marketing, advertising, and administration as on any

kind of R8cD, while reporting huge profits.29

One reason for the efficiency of the Australian system is that, like

other countries, Australia relies on the practices that the Pentagon em-

ploys when it buys paper clips: the government uses its purchasing

power to negotiate prices, actions barred by legislation for drugs in

the United States. Another reason is Australia’s reliance on evidence-

based procedures: “In order to charge the Australian Government a

high price for a new drug,” the US pharmaceutical corporations “ac-

tually have to provide evidence that the new drug has demonstrable

benefits, [which
|

is considered to be a barrier to trade by the US.” The

US drug industry also objects to the Australian requirement that the

companies “must demonstrate significant clinical advantages” and

“satisfactory cost-effectiveness” in comparison with available drugs,

as well as to Australia’s “overriding focus on cost-effectiveness” gen-

erally. The industry denounces such measures as “insidious”—as they

are, in interfering with the right of deceit that is central to really exist-

ing markets. 1"

When assigned the task of selling candidates, the PR industry natu-

rally resorts to the same techniques as in marketing commodities. De-

ceit is employed to undermine democracy, just as it is a natural device

to undermine markets. Voters appear to he aware of the travesty. On

the eve of the 2000 elections, a large majority of the electorate dis-

missed them as an extravaganza run by rich contributors, party man-

agers, and the PR industry, which trains candidates to project images

and produce empty phrases that might win some votes. Pollsters found

only one issue on which more than half of respondents could identify

the stands of the candidates: Core on prescription drugs. More than

60 percent of regular voters felr that “politics in America is generally

pretty disgusting." The director of Harvard’s Vanishing Voter Project

reported that “Americans’ feeling of powerlessness has reached an

alarming high,” well beyond earlier levels.’ 1

Very likely, these are among the reasons why the population at

large seemed to have little interest in the “stolen election” that exer-

cised educated sectors. And it may be why they paid little attention to

charges about fraud in 2004. If one is flipping a coin to pick the king,

it is of no great concern if the coin is biased.

In 2000, “issue awareness"—knowledge of the stands of the candi-

dates—reached an all-time low. It may have been even lower in 2004. In

2004, about 10 percent of voters, in an open question, chose the candi-

date's “agendas/ideas/platforms/goals” as a prime reason for their votes

(Bush 6 percent, Kerry 13 percent). National security appeared to he

the top concern: 22 percent “volunteered something about the situation

in Iraq and 12 percent mentioned terrorism.” 32 Many voted for what

the public relations industry calls “qualities” or “values,” which are de-

signed and projected with great care and have about as much authentic-

ity as imagery in toothpaste ads. News commentary focused on “style,”

“likability,” “bonding,” and “character,” and on such flaws as Bush’s

occasional “testiness” or Kerry’s getting the name of a football stadium

wrong. Pollster Daniel Yankelovkh reported that “the views of Ameri-

cans who frequently attend religious services and the views of Americans

who do not mirror those of Republicans and Democrats, respectively.”

Churchgoing white evangelical Protestants are a particularly powerful

Republican voting bloc. “This constituency Sees the president as a man
of strong character: honest, simple, straight-talking, determined, no-

nonsense, God-fearing,” a man of “sincerity and clarity of moral pur-

pose” who is “on the side of good,” a major triumph of marketing,

which permits the leadership to carry out its programs without concern

for public opinion. 33

Extremist religious beliefs have a long history in the United States,

going back to the early colonists and those who settled the continent.

There have been periodic religious revivals since, notably during the

1 450s, which historian Seth Jacobs suggests may have been the most
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religious decade in American history. Jacobs attributes the Eisenhower

administration’s decision to install the devout Catholic Ngo Dinh

Diem to run its client state in South Vietnam, despite his recognized

unpopularity and incompetence, to the great religious revival in the

United States at the time. Writing in .1980, Walter Dean Burnham

found “the pervasiveness of religious cognitions in American political

life fro be
|
yet another—and very important—comparative peculiarity

of this country in the cosmos of advanced industrial societies,” along-

side the class bias noted earlier. By and large, intensity of religious be-

lief correlates negatively with economic development, but the United

States is off the chart. It is, however, only in the past quarter century

that party managers have recognized that this voting bloc can be orga-

nized to shift elections to “cultural issues,” while the leadership carries

out programs favoring business and the wealthy to which the public is

opposed but that do not come up in elections. By 1 980, some close ob-

servers were already noticing parallels between the mobilization of re-

ligious extremism in the rise of the Nazis (the German Christian

Church) and a potential “Christian fascism” in the United States—the

words of Dr. James Luther Adams of the Harvard Divinity School, who

spoke from personal experience, having worked with Dietrich Bonho-

effer’s underground anti-Nazi church in Germany in 1935-36. Fritz.

Stern’s observations on the descent to barbarism, quoted earlier, reflect

the increasing significance of these warnings. Journalist Chris Hedges

reports that “Christian fundamentalists now hold a majority of seats in

36 percent of all Republican Party stare committees, or 18 of 50 states,”

as well as “large minorities in 81 percent of the rest of the states,” with

George Bush playing—or being used to play—an important role in the

mobilization. The importance of the phenomenon has long been recog-

nized, particularly in Israel, recently by Israel’s English-language news-

paper, the Jerusalem Post, which is launching a special edition directed

to the Christian right, the most powerful voting bloc supporting Israeli

aggressiveness and expansionism. 14

The most careful studies in 2004 confirmed that on matters chat

particularly concerned voters, they had little idea of the candidates*

stands. Bush voters tended to believe that he shared their views on major

issues, even when the Republican Party explicitly rejected them, as iff
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the case of the Kyoto protocols already mentioned. Investigating the

sources used in the studies, we find that the same was largely true of

Kerry voters, unless we give highly sympathetic interpretations to

vague statements that most voters probably never heard. Kerry was

hardly responding to the concerns of his constituency either on inter-

national or domestic issues. The latter were supposed to be the focus

of the final presidential debate, a few days before rhe election. For

most of the population, the health crisis is at or near the top of domes-

tic issues. In the debate, the press reported, Kerry “took pains . . . to

say that his plan for expanding access to health insurance would not

create a new government program,” because “there is so little political

support for government intervention in the health care marker in the

United States.”35

The comment is interesting. A large majority of the population

supports extensive government intervention, it appears. An NBC-Wall
Street Journal poll found that “over Vs of all Americans thought the

government should guarantee ‘everyone’ the best and most advanced

health care that technology can supply”; a Washington Post-ABC
News poll found that 80 percent regard universal health care as “more

important than holding down taxes”; polls reported in Business Week

found that “67% of Americans think it’s a good idea to guarantee

health care for all U.S. citizens, as Canada and Britain do, with just

27% dissenting”; the Pew Research Center found that 64 percent of

Americans favor the “U.S. government guaranteeing health insurance

for all citizens, even if if means raising taxes” (30 percent opposed).

By the late 1 9 80s, more than 70 percent of Americans “thought health

care should be a constitutional guarantee," while 40 percent “thought

it already was.” One can only imagine what the figures would be if the

topics were not virtually off the public agenda.36

The facts are sometimes acknowledged, with an interesting twist.

The rare allusions to public support for guaranteed health care de-

scribe the idea as lacking “political support,” or “politically impossi-

ble” because of “tangled politics.” These are polite ways of saying

that the pharmaceutical and financial industries and other private

powers are strongly opposed. The will of the public is banned from

the political arena .
37
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As in the markets constructed by the PR industry, so also in the

democratic elections they run, a primary task is to delude the public by

carefully constructed images that have only the vaguest resemblance

to reality. Not surprisingly, voters disapprove. Large majorities believe

“the nation would he better off if its leaders paid more attention to the

views of the public and to public opinion polls.” But the public can be

ignored as long as “consumer choice” can be barred in the political

arena by the carefully honed means used ro undermine markets. 58

Bush won large majorities of those concerned with the threat of

terror and “moral values.” These results, again, tell us very little. Pop-

ular judgments about terror are another tribute to effective marketing

by government and media. The public is hardly aware of the prefer-

ence of Bush planners for policies that increase the threat of terrorism,

which is not a high priority for them, as already reviewed. As for

“moral values,” we learn what we need to know from the business

press the day after the election, reporting “the air of euphoria” in

board rooms and corporate lobby offices—not because CKOs oppose

gay marriage, but because “US business expects a dear run” now that

the “political landscape [is tilted
[

in favour of corporate America

more dramatically than at any period in modern American history.’”9

We learn more about the guiding moral values of Bush and associ-

ates from their unconcealed efforts to transfer to future generations

the costs of their dedicated service to privilege and wealth. By running

persistent budget deficits, the Organization of Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD) warns, leading countries, primarily the

United States during the Bush years, “are ‘sacrificing’ their children.”

The OECD’s chief economist informed the business press that “the

current generation will probably survive, | bur
|

we are going to be-

queath to our children a capital stock which will be grossly under-

sized.” The second of the “twin deficits,” the huge trade deficit, has

also greatly concerned economists and others who care about the fu-

ture, though it should he mentioned that the scale of the deficit de-

pends on how we define “the country.” Analysts “conclude record

trade deficits aren’t as threatening as they appear,” the Wall Street

journal reports, “because they are being driven in pari by increasingly

profitable U.S. companies producing j abroad] and shipping their
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goods and services back to the U.S., [helping] to keep overall corpo-

rate profits strong.” By 2005, “earnings overseas account) cd| for 40%
of profit growth for all corporations,” along with $2.7 trillion in

stock-market capitalization that greatly benefits the tiny percentage of

the population who dominate shareholding. If wc understand the coun-

try to be US-based corporations rather than the population, the trade-

deficit accounting thus shifts markedly.40

Bush’s “signature” program for improving education revealed a

similar disregard for our children and the health of the society. It con-

centrated on resting rather than education. The heart of any serious

educational program is fostering the ability to “inquire and create,” as

discussed by one of the founders of classical liberalism and of the mod-

ern university system, Wilhelm von Humboldt. Focus on testing does

not advance, and probably harms, such objectives, for which quire

different initiatives would be required.

To paraphrase the title of Bush’s educational program, virtually “no

opportunity is left behind” to transfer costs to future generations in

other ways. Anyone familiar with the US economy is aware of what the

journal of the American Academy for the Advancement of Science calls

“the essential role of government-sponsored university-based research in

producing the ideas and people that drive innovation” in information

technology (IT), the specific topic of these comments. The journal warns

that changes in funding policy under Bush “have put this innovation

pipeline at risk,” with funding for IT halved, threatening ro “derail the

extraordinarily productive interplay of academia, government, and in-

dustry in IT.”41 The interplay extends well beyond, hence also the risk

posed by Bush funding policy to the “innovation pipeline”: the creation

and development of computers, the Internet, satellites, telecommunica-

tion, along with much of the rest of electronics-based and, more recently,

biology-based industry. Government funding is cither direct (govern-

ment laboratories, universities) or indirect, through support for the pri-

vate sector by subsidy, procurement, and, when needed, protection.

Even putting aside the clear and consistent evidence about the guid-

ing moral values, it means little to say that people vote on the basis of

moral, values. The question is what they mean by the phrase “moral

values.” The limited indications are of some interest. In one poll,
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“when the voters were asked to choose the most urgent moral crisis

facing the country, 33 percent cited ‘greed and materialism,’ 31 per-

cent selected ‘poverty and economic justice,’ 16 percent named abor-

tion, and 12 percent selected gay marriage.” In another, “when

surveyed voters were asked to list the moral issue that most affected

their vote, the Iraq war placed first at 42 percent, while 13 percent

named abortion and 9 percent named gay marriage.” Other studies re-

veal that most of the large majorities that favor national health insur-

ance regard it as a “moral issue.”
42

Whatever voters meant, it could hardly have been the operative

moral values of the administration that were celebrated by the busi-

ness press.

PUBLIC OPINION AND PUBLIC POLICY

The most serious evidence about public opinion is provided by the

studies cited earlier that were released shortly before the elections by

two of the most respected and reliable institutions that regularly mon-

itor public opinion. Evidently, such information is of crucial impor-

tance for a functioning democratic society, which is not a collection of

isolated atoms but a community of people who interact in forming

opinions and policies. In the world of politics, as in science or any other

endeavor, or for that matter in everyday life, knowing what others think

is an important factor in reaching one’s own conclusions. That seems

close to a truism. Independently, such information permits us to deter-

mine how well the political system succeeds in allowing the will of the

public to enter into the formation of public policy, a defining property of

democratic societies. To evaluate the state of American democracy, then,

we will of course want to know what public opinion is oil major issues,

how ir relates to public policy, and bow information about it was made

available to the public on the eve of a presidential election. The studies
|

were scarcely reported, cited only in a few local press reports and scat- J

terecl opinion pieces, one in the national press {Newsweek). The infer-
|

mation kept from the public, some already mentioned, is enlightening.
41

J

A large majority of the public believe that the United States should 1

accept the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court (ICC) and
|
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the World Court, sign die Kyoto protocols, allow the United Nations to

take the lead in international crises, and rely on diplomatic and economic

measures more than military ones in the “war on terror.” Similar ma-

jorities believe the United States should resort to force only if there is

“strong evidence that the country is in imminent danger of being at-

tacked,” thus rejecting the bipartisan consensus on “preemptive war”

and adopting the rather conventional interpretation of the UN Charter

reiterated by the UN's High-level Panel of December 2004 and the UN
World Summit a year later. A small majority of the population even fa-

vors giving up Security Council vetoes, so that the United States would

follow the UN’s lead even if it is not the preference of US state managers.

On domestic issues, overwhelming majorities favor expansion of govern-

ment programs: primarily health care (80 percent), but also funding for

education and Social Security. Similar results on domestic issues have

long been found in these studies conducted by the Chicago Council on

Foreign Relations (CCER). As noted, other mainstream polls report that

large majorities support guaranteed health care, even if it would raise

taxes. Not only does the US government stand apart from the rest of the

world on many crucial issues, but even from its own population.44

One illustration of Washington’s international isolation, as dis-

cussed earlier, is its having rejected World Court orders. Washington’s

opposition to the ICC has reached levels that have elicited consider-

able ridicule abroad, particularly after the passage of what many call

the “Netherlands Invasion Act,” which authorizes the president to use

force to rescue Americans brought to The Hague—a prospect about

as likely as ari asteroid hitting the earth. Also because of its extreme

opposition to any thought, however remote, that ICC jurisdiction

might extend to the United States and interfere with its unique ultra-

sovereignty, Washington effectively prevented prosecution of crimes

m Darfur, even though it insists that literal genocide is under way. Se-

curity Council Resolution 1593 (March 31, 2005, under Chapter VII,

which permits use of force) authorized referral of the situation in Dar-

fur to the ICC for investigation and prosecution. The United States

agreed to abstain instead of the usual veto, it is assumed, only after

language was added that prevents UN funding for the investigation,

which means that it is unlikely to proceed. Two weeks earlier, the



editors of the Boston Globe had written that “history will not forgive

the powerful people who could have ended yet another genocide hut pre-

ferred to play their pitiless games,” blaming Europe and the United

States for delay on a resolution. So it stands, though the generally pre-

ferred story is that “China is seen by the US as the main hindrance to

passing a UN Security Council resolution that would put pressure on Su-

dan to halt the mass killings and destruction of villages in its western re-

gion of Darfur.” Human Rights Watch saw it differently. The director of

its International Justice Program, Richard Dicker, said, “As killing and

rape continue in Darfur, the United States now proposes further delay fat

the Security Council! • • • die Bush administration’s rearguard campaign

to avert an ICC referral is putting innocent civilians at risk in Darfur.” 4 '’

Washington’s isolation extends to other areas too. The United States

(and Israel) alone opposed a UN treaty “to protect and promote cul-

tural diversity,” debated by UNESCO. The organization had been se-

verely weakened by the Reagan administration and the media twenty

years earlier when it sought to allow some Third World participation in

international communication systems. The fraudulent grounds for the

assault on UNESCO were that these efforts to broaden participation,

thereby breaking the virtual Western monopoly, were an attempt to

control the media and undermine freedom of the press. The United

States also stands almost alone in opposing international supervision

of the Internet, insisting that governance must be solely in the hands of

the United States.
46

The United States has fallen off the map in other respects as well.

One well-known example is the dramatic increase in incarceration dur-

ing the past twenty-five years. The United States began the period with

incarceration rates resembling Europe’s and has ended it with rates

five to ten times as high, targeting mainly blacks, and independent of

crime rates, which remain mostly at European levels. The US prison

population is the highest in the world, far higher than China’s or Rus-

sia’s. It increased again in 2004, particularly among women. Over

half of those in federal prisons are there for drug-related crimes. Also

familiar is the fact that the United States is virtually alone in the in-

dustrial world in granting the state the power to kill prisoners—oddly

called a “conservative” position, in facta radical statist one. Amnesty
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International and Human Rights Watch report that the United States is

alone in the world in locking up juveniles without possibility of parole.

They counted 2,225 such juveniles in the United States and a dozen

in the rest of the world combined, restricted to South Africa, Israel, and

Tanzania. Some US states permit such sentencing for children as young

as ten; the youngest currently serving is thirteen. In many cases, the

charge was presence at the scene of a murder, during a robbery. The

number of children sentenced to permanent life imprisonment has risen

sharply over the past twenty-five years, at an even faster rate than for

adult murderers. Such practices are in violation of the UN Convention

on the Rights of the Child, ratified by every member state except the

United States and Somalia (which has no functioning government).47

Popular attitudes toward social programs, stable for a long time,

strongly suggest that the public supports the socioeconomic provisions

of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which affirm that

“everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for die health

and well-being of himself and his family, including food, clothing,

housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the right to

security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widow-

hood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his

control.” This is the wording of Article 25, which has the same status

as all other sections of the UD, as recognized once again by the Sep-

tember 2005 UN World Summit, with the United States formally

agreeing. The summit “reaffirm!ed
|
that all human rights are univer-

sal, indivisible, interrelated, interdependent and mutually reinforcing

and that all human rights must be treated in a fair and equal manner,

on the same footing and with the same emphasis.” If so, then the pub-

lic once again firmly opposes the “moral values” of the Bush adminis-

tration, which has effectively rejected these rights even though formally

accepting them, again in April 2005 as “the sole dissenter in separate

votes of 52 to I on |UN| resolutions on the right to food and the right

to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.”48

A month earlier. Undersecretary of State Paula Dobriansky pre-

sented the State Department’s annual report on human rights around

the world, affirming eloquently that “promoting human rights is not

just an element of our foreign policy; it is the bedrock of our policy
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and our foremost concern.” Elsewhere Dobriansky has explained the

concept of human rights that it is her task to uphold. In her capacity

as deputy assistant secretary of state for human rights and humanitar-

ian affairs in the Reagan and Bush l administrations, Dobriansky

sought to dispel what she called “myths” about human rights, the

most salient being the myth that so-called ‘“economic and social

rights’ constitute human rights.” She denounced the efforts to obfus-

cate human rights discourse by introducing these spurious rights

—

which are entrenched in the UD, but which the administrations she

represented firmly rejected. They are a “letter to Santa Claus” (UN

ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick), “little more than an empty vessel into

which vague hopes and inchoate expectations can be poured,” “pre-

posterous,” and even a “dangerous incitement” (Ambassador Morris

Abram, casting the sole vote against the UN Right to Development, a

declaration thar closely paraphrased Article 25 of the UD).4 ''

It is instructive to look more closely into popular attitudes on the

war in Iraq against the background of the general opposition to the

“preemptive war” doctrines of the bipartisan consensus. A study by

the Program on International Policy Attitudes (PIPA) found that on the

eve of the 2004 elections, 74 percent of the public felt that the United

States should not have gone to war if Iraq did not have weapons of

mass destruction or was not providing support to Al Qaeda (58 per-

cent of Bush supporters, 92 percent of Kerry supporters, and 77 per-

cent of the uncommitted). If Saddam only had the intent to develop

WMDs, 60 percent opposed going to war. But nearly half favored the

decision to go to war. The director of the study, Steven Kull, points our

that this is not a contradiction. Despite the official Kay and Duelfer re-

ports undermining the claims about WMDs in Iraq (there was no seri-

ous effort to support the claims about ties to Al Qaeda), the decision to

go to war was “sustained hv persisting beliefs among half of Ameri-

cans that Iraq provided substantial support to al Qaeda, and had

WMD, or at: least a major WMD program,” and thus they saw the in-

vasion as defense against a severe and imminent threat. T he powerful

government-media propaganda campaign launched in September

2002, and continuing into 2005, seems to have had a lasting effect in

implanting irrational fears, not for the first rime. 5"
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PIPA studies have shown that by April 2003, a few weeks after the

invasion, a large majority of Americans felt that the UN should take

the lead in “civil order and economic reconstruction” in Iraq. By De-

cember 200.3, 70 percent held that the UN should also “take the lead

to work with Iraqis to write a new constitution anti build a new

democratic government.” The figures are particularly noteworthy in

light of the fact that popular opinion on these matters is scarcely re-

ported, such views receive little articulate support, the issues do not

appear on the electoral agenda, and Americans have remarkable mis-

perceptions about the war, probably unique iri the world. 51

As already noted, these figures suggest a simple “exit strategy,” if

the administration had any interest in pursuing this course: follow the

will of the American public, and transfer authority to the UN

—

assuming, as always, that Iraqis favor this option.

In March 2004, Spanish voters were bitterly condemned for ap-

peasing terror when they voted out of office the government that had

gone to war despite overwhelming popular opposition, taking its or-

ders from Crawford, Texas, and winning plaudits for ics leadership

in the “New Europe” that is the hope for democracy. Few if any com-

mentators noted that Spanish voters in March 2004 were taking about

the same position as the large majority of people in the United States:

Spanish troops should remain in Iraq only under UN authority. The

major differences between the two countries arc that in Spain public

opinion was known, hut not in the United States; and in Spain the

issue came to a vote, almost unimaginable in the United States—more

evidence of the serious deterioration of functioning democracy even

by the standards of similar societies.
52

What would the results of the 2004 elections have been if either of

the political parties had been willing to articulate and represent the

concerns of the population on issues they regard as important? Or if

these issues could even have entered into public discussion within the

mainstream? We can only speculate about that, but we do know that it

did not happen.

The aftermath to the elections followed the course one would ex-

pect in a failing state. When the Bush administration released its bud-

get in February 2005, PIPA did a study of popular attitudes about
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what the budget should be. It revealed that popular attitudes are vir-

tually the inverse of policy: with considerable consistency, where the

budget was to increase, the public wanted it to decline; where it was

to decline, the public wanted it to increase. PIPA’s main conclusion

was that “the American public would significantly alter the Bush ad-

ministration's recently proposed federal budget. . . . The most dra-

matic changes were deep cuts in defense spending, a significant

reallocation toward deficit reduction, and increases in spending on

education, job training, reducing reliance on oil, and veterans.” The

deepest cut called for by the public was in the defense budget, on av-

erage 31 percent; second largest was cuts in supplenientals for Iraq

and Afghanistan. That conics as little surprise, with the long-term fi-

nancial toll of Bush’s wars in Iraq and Afghanistan estimated to run

“to more than $1.3 trillion, or $ I 1,300 for every household in the

United States,” and uncountable effects on lost opportunities, not to

speak of the human cost.’
3

Furthermore, “a clear majority (63%) favored rolling back the tax

cuts for people with incomes over $200,000.” Nevertheless, the Bush

administration insisted that funding for the victims of Hurricane Katrina

must come instead from social spending, because of “the continuing

support for tax cuts, including those aimed at the wealthiest Ameri-

cans,” the press reported. “Tax cuts remain politically sacrosanct,”

much like privatized health care. In contrast, government programs

“lack political support,” enjoying only popular support. Accordingly,

Congress proposed cutting food support for adults and children among

the miserably poor to finance the reconstruction of New Orleans, where

the victims were also overwhelmingly the miserably poor and are not

likely to he the main beneficiaries of the project.”

The public also called for spending increases, the largest ones for

social spending, including sharp increases for education and job train-

ing and for employment. Clear majorities also called for sharp in-

creases in medical research and veterans benefits. “In percentage

terms, by far the largest increase (the public wished to see] was for

conserving and developing renewable energy—an extraordinary

1090% or $24 billion—which also had the highest percentage of re-

spondents (70 percent) favoring an increase.” One of the largest per-
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ccntage increases in funding proposed (over 200 percent) was for the

UN and UN peacekeeping operations.

In brief, the public called for the deepest cuts in the programs that

are most rapidly increasing, and for substantial spending increases in

areas that are shortchanged. Once again, these results provide very

significant information for the population of a functioning democracy.

Fortunately, the United States is a very free society, so it is possible to

obtain the information. Unfortunately, an individual research project

is required to discover it. Media coverage appears to have been zero. 55

Public preferences on government spending correspond well to the

results of public opinion studies. The findings reveal a dramatic divide

between public opinion and public policy. The same has been found in

many studies of major issues: die “free trade agreements,” to take a

case already mentioned. Some of the reasons for the divide are occa-

sionally recognized in the professional literature. Reaffirming the gen-

era! conclusions of earlier studies, in a careful analysis of the sources

of US foreign policy, Lawrence Jacob and Benjamin Page find, unsur-

prisingly, that the major influence is “internationally oriented busi-

ness corporations,” with a secondary effect of “experts (who,

however, may themselves be influenced by business).” Public opinion,

in contrast, has “little or no significant effect on government offi-

cials.” As they note, the results would have been welcome to “real-

ists” such as Walter Lippmann, who “considered public opinion to be

ill-informed and capricious” and “warned that following public opin-

ion would create a ‘morbid derangement of the true functions of

power’ and produce policies ‘deadly to the very survival of the state as

a free society.’” The “realism” is scarcely concealed ideological pref-

erence. One will search in vain for evidence of the superior acumen of

those who have flic major influence on policy, apart from their skill in

protecting their own interests, much as Adam Smith observed.56

For decades, increasing sharply during the Reagan years, polls

have shown that people do not feel that the government is responsive

to the public will. In the most recent study, “Asked how much influ-

ence the views of the majority of Americans have on the decisions

of elected officials in Washington, on a scale of 0 to 10 (0 meaning

not at all influential and 10 meaning extremely influential), the mean
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response was 4.5,” abour half of what was considered acceptable.

Confidence in the functioning of democracy was ranked lower for the

United States than for Canada and Britain. The analysts suggest that

the reservations Americans express about “democracy promotion”

abroad may derive from a belief that the project might be needed at

home.’7

INSTITUTIONALIZING STATE-CORPORATE CONTROL

The reactionary statists who have a thin grip on political power are

dedicated warriors. Wirh consistency and passion that approach carica-

ture, their policies serve the substantial people—in fact, an unusually

narrow sector of them—-and disregard or harm the underlying popula-

tion and future generations. They are also seeking to use their current

opportunities to institutionalize these arrangements, so that it will be

no small task to reconstruct a more humane and democratic society.

“The Republicans in charge aren’t just pro-business,” Jeffrey Birn-

baum reported accurately, “they are also pro-government.” One indi-

cation is the 30 percent increase in federal spending from 2000 to

2004, mostly for “programs that are prime lobbying targets” for the

corporate system, which feeds on big government. In recognition of

the pro-business, pro-government climate, “the number of registered

lobbyists in Washington has more than doubled since 2000 to more

than 34,750 while the amount that lobbyists charge their new clients

has increased by as much as 100 percent:.”
58

To institutionalize further their linkage to the corporate sector, the

reactionary statists who defame the cenn conservative have initiated

what Republican power brokers call the “K Street Project." Long-

time Washington correspondent Elizabeth Drew describes this purge

of the trade associations and lobbying organizations clustered on K

Street in Washington as a “more thorough, ruthless, vindictive and ef-

fective attack on Democratic lobbyists and other Democrats who rep-

resent business and other organizations than anything Washington has

seen before.” The aim is to ensure that “all the power centers in Wash-

ington,” including the corporate world, are loyal, to the party line. The
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effect is to strengthen still further “the connections between those

who make policy and those who seek to influence it," the latter over-

whelmingly within the corporate sector, as Jacobs and Page recently

reaffirmed. One predictable result has been a “new, higher level of cor-

ruption.” Corruption includes extensive gerrymandering to prevent

competition for seats in the House, the most democratic of government

institutions and therefore the most worrisome. “The expectation” is

that corruption will be “undetected and unenforced,” a Republican

lobbyist says, unless it becomes so extreme that it harms business in-

terests. More generally, there have been “profound” effects on “the

way the country is governed. . . . Not only is legislation increasingly

skewed to benefit the richest interests, but Congress itself has been

changed,” becoming a “transactional institution,” geared to imple-

menting the pro- business policies of the increasingly powerful state.59

The same dedication to centralization of power is revealed in the

“dramatic increase in overall government secrecy,” with a fivefold in-

crease in secrets kept from the population, according to the government's

Information Security Oversight Office. The pretext is “terrorism”

—

hardly credible in the light of the administration’s lack of concern for

preventing terrorism, already reviewed, or in the light of history. If the

secrets are ever disclosed, the results are likely to be similar to what

the study of declassified documents has generally revealed: for the

most part, classification protects state power from scrutiny by the “ill-

informed and capricious” public, whose knowledge of what is being

done in their name might endanger “freedom.” The same is true of the

efforts of the radical statist right to prevent declassification. Wheat the

Reaganites barred revelations of US overthrow of parliamentary gov-

ernments in Iran and Guatemala in the early 1950s, if was not for rea-

sons of “security,” apart from keeping the powerful state they

cherished “secure” from the gaze of the annoying public. The same

was true when the incoming Bush II administration intervened in the

regular declassification procedures to block revelations of the Johnson

administration’s actions to undermine Greek democracy in the 1960s,

leading to the first restoration of fascism in Europe. Radical rightists

had no interest in protecting crimes of Democrats from exposure, but
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popular understanding of the workings of government is not con-

ducive to instilling proper reverence for powerful leaders and their

nobility.
60

In pursuit of the same commitment to reactionary pro-business sia-

lism, the Republican leadership has been reconstructing both Con-

gress and the White House into “top-down systems,” with important

decisions placed in the hands of “a tight group of West Wing loyal-

ists” in the executive branch and with Congress controlled by a lew

leaders (and| conservative loyalists" in a manner that resembles “the

flow chart of a Fortune 500 business.” In structure, the political coun-

terpart to a corporation is a totalitarian state. There arc rewards for

loyalists, and quick punishment for those who “cross party leaders.

The antidemocratic thrust has precedents, of course, but is reaching

new heights. It should surprise no one familiar with history that it is

accompanied by the most august missions and visions of democracy.61

The educational system is still not a wholly owned subsidiary of the

state-corporate system, so it too is under attack by statisr reactionaries

who are outraged by the “liberal bias” that subjects “conservative stu-

dents” to punishment and instills anti-American, pro-Palestinian, and

other left-liberal dogma, always effusively welcomed by the liberal

faculty, we are to understand. As readers of Orwell would have ex-

pected, the effort to institute state controls over curricula, hiring, and

teaching is carried out under the banner of “academic freedom, an-

other brazen resort to the “Thief, thief!” technique.

Oddly, the takeover of the educational system by the anti-American,

pro- Palestinian left is not reflected in academic publications, a fact

studiously ignored by the “defenders of academic freedom” in favor

of random anecdotes of dubious merit. Also missing is an obvious way

to estimate the scale of the anti-Israel extremism that is alleged to have

taken over faculties: conduct a poll to see how many believe that Israel

should have the same rights as any state in the international system.

Easy, but better avoided, for reasons that the organizers of the cam-

paign understand very well.

“Congress is taking the first steps toward pressuring colleges to

maintain ideological balance in the classroom,” the press reports, a

move that supporters insist is needed to protect conservative students

from being graded down by liberal professors,” claims that would

scarcely merit ridicule among those familiar with the realities of the

academic world. In Pennsylvania, the House of Representatives

“passed a resolution creating a special committee that is charged with

investigating—at public colleges in the state—how faculty members

are hired and promoted, whether students are fairly evaluated, and

whether students have the right lo express their views without fear of

being punished for them.” The vote is “a tremendous victory for aca-

demic freedom,” said David Horowitz, author of the “Academic Bill

of Rights,” which was the source of the legislation. Opposition from

faculty groups, he said, “was fierce, and their defeat is that much more

bitter as a result.” “Academic freedom” wins another victory over ac-

ademic freedom.

In Ohio, drawing from the same courageous defenders of academic

freedom against the onslaught from the left, Senator Larry Mumper
introduced legislation to “restrict what university professors could say

m their classrooms.” His “‘academic bill of rights for higher educa-

tion' would prohibit instructors at public or private universities from

‘persistently’ discussing controversial issues in class or from using

their classes to push political, ideological, religious or anti-religious

views.” Many professors, Mumper said, “undermine the values of

their students because ‘80 percent or so of them [professors
|
are

Democrats, liberals or socialists or card-carrying Communists’ who
attempt to indoctrinate students.” Thus one can see why their resis-

tance to academic freedom is so “fierce” and their defeat so “bitter.”62

The proposal admittedly has merits: it would save substantial sums

by eliminating the departments of economics, government, history,

and other disciplines concerned with human affairs, which inevitably

push political and ideological views and persistently discuss controver-

sial issues—unless they too are reduced to testing on skills and data.

Similar bills have been introduced in many state legislatures. Under

particular attack are Middle East departments and peace studies pro-

grams. The federal government has also entered the fray. In October

2003, the House of Representatives “unanimously passed a bill that

could require university international studies departments to show more

support for American foreign policy or risk their federal funding,” This
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popular understanding of the workings of government is not con-

ducive to instilling proper reverence for powerful leaders and their

nobility/’"

In pursuit of the same commitment to reactionary pro-business sta-

tism, the Republican leadership has been reconstructing both Con-

gress and the White House into “top-down systems,” with important

decisions placed in the hands of “a tight group of West Wing loyal-

ists” in the executive branch and with Congress controlled by “a lew

leaders | and
|
conservative loyalists” in a manner that resembles “the

flow chart of a Fortune 500 business.” In structure, the political coun-

terpart to a corporation is a totalitarian state. There are rewards for

loyalists, and quick punishment for those who “cross party leaders.”

The antidemocratic thrust has precedents, of course, but is reaching

new heights. It should surprise no one familiar with history that it is

accompanied by the most august missions and visions of democracy.6 '

The educational syscem is still not a wholly owned subsidiary of the

state-corporate system, so it too is under attack by statist reactionaries

who are outraged by the “liberal bias” that subjects “conservative stu-

dents” to punishment and instills anti-American, pro-Palestinian, and

other left-liberal dogma, always effusively welcomed by the liberal

faculty, we are to understand. As readers of Orwell would have ex-

pected, the effort to institute state controls over curricula, hiring, and

teaching is carried out under the banner of “academic freedom,” an-

other brazen resort to the “Thief, thief!” technique.

Oddly, the takeover of the educational system by the anti-American,

pro-Palestinian left is not reflected in academic publications, a fact

studiously ignored by the “defenders of academic freedom” in favor

of random anecdotes of dubious merit. Also missing is an obvious way

to estimate the scale of the anti- Israel extremism that is alleged to have

taken over faculties: conduct a poll to see how many believe that Israel

should have the same rights as any state in the international system.

Easy, but better avoided, for reasons that the organizers of the cam-

paign understand very well.

“Congress is taking the first steps toward pressuring colleges to

maintain ideological balance in the classroom,” the press reports, “a

move that supporters insist is needed to protect: conservative students
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from being graded down by liberal professors,” claims that would
scarcely merit ridicule among those familiar with the realities of the

academic world. In Pennsylvania, the House of Representatives

“passed a resolution creating a special committee that is charged with

investigating—-at public colleges in the state—how faculty members
are hired and promoted, whether students are fairly evaluated, and
whether students have the right to express their views without fear of
being punished for them.” The vote is “a tremendous victory for aca-

demic freedom," said David Horowitz, author of the “Academic Bill

of Rights,” which was the source of the legislation. Opposition from
faculty groups, he said, “was fierce, and their defeat is that much more
hitter as a result.” “Academic freedom” wins another victory over ac-

ademic freedom.

in Ohio, drawing from the same courageous defenders of academic
freedom against the onslaught from the left. Senator Larry Mumper
introduced legislation to “restrict what university professors could say

in their classrooms.’ His “‘academic bill of rights for higher educa-

tion’ would prohibit instructors at public or private universities from
‘persistently’ discussing controversial issues in class or from using

their classes to push political, ideological, religious or anti-religious

views.” Many professors. Mumper said, “undermine the values of
their students because ‘80 percent or so of them [professors

|
are

Democrats, liberals or socialists or card-carrying Communists’ who
attempt to indoctrinate students.” Thus one can see why their resis-

tance to academic freedom is so “fierce” and their defeat so “bitter.” 62

The proposal admittedly has merits: it would save substantial sums
by eliminating the departments of economics, government, history,

and other disciplines concerned with human affairs, which inevitably

push political and ideological views and persistently discuss controver-

sial issues—unless they too are reduced to testing on skills and data.

Similar bills have been introduced in many state legislatures. Under
particular attack are Middle East departments and peace studies pro-

grams. The federal government has also entered the fray. In October

2003, the House of Representatives “unanimously passed a bill that

could require university international studies departments to show more
support for American foreign policy or risk their federal funding." This
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popular understanding of the workings of government is not con-

ducive to instilling proper reverence for powerful leaders and their

nobility.60

In pursuit of the same commitment to reactionary pro-business sta-

tisni, the Republican leadership has been reconstructing both Con-

gress and the White House into “top-down systems,” with important

decisions placed in the hands of "a right group of West Wing loyal

ists” in the executive branch and with Congress controlled by “a few

leaders [and] conservative loyalists” in a manner that resembles “the

flow chart of a Fortune 500 business.” In structure, the political coun-

terpart to a corporation is a totalitarian state. There are rewards for

loyalists, and quick punishment for those who “cross party leaders.”

The antidemocratic thrust has precedents, of course, but is teaching

new heights. It should surprise no one familiar with history that it is

accompanied by the most august missions and visions of democracy. 61

The educational system is still nor a wholly owned subsidiary of the

state-corporate system, so it too is under attack by statist reactionaries

who are outraged by the “liberal bias” that subjects “conservative stu-

dents” to punishment and instills anti-American, pro-Palestinian, and

other left-liberal dogma, always effusively welcomed by the liberal

faculty, we are to understand. As readers of Orwell would have ex-

pected, the effort to institute state controls over curricula, hiring, and

teaching is carried out under the banner of “academic freedom,” an-

other brazen resort to the “Thief, thief!” technique.

Oddly, the takeover of the educational system by the anti-American,

pro-PaJestinian left is not reflected in academic publications, a fact

studiously ignored by the “defenders of academic freedom” in favor

of random anecdotes of dubious merit. Also missing is an obvious way

to estimate the scale of the anti-Israel extremism that is alleged to have

taken over faculties: conduct a poll to see how many believe that Israel

should have the same rights as any state in the international system.

Easy, but better avoided, for reasons that the organizers of the cam-

paign understand very well.

“Congress is taking the first steps toward pressuring colleges to

maintain ideological balance in the classroom,” the press reports, “a

move that supporters insist is needed to protect conservative students
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from being graded down by liberal professors,” claims that would

scarcely merit ridicule among those familiar with the realities of the

academic world. In Pennsylvania, the House of Representatives

“passed a resolution creating a special committee that is charged with

investigating—at public colleges in the state—how faculty members

ate hired and promoted, whether students are fairly evaluated, and

whether students have the right to express their views without fear of

being punished for them.” The vote is “a tremendous victory for aca-

demic freedom,” said David Horowitz, author of the “Academic Bill

of Rights,” which was the source of the legislation. Opposition from

faculty groups, he said, “was fierce, and their defeat is that much more

hitter as a result.” “Academic freedom” wins another victory over ac-

ademic freedom.

In Ohio, drawing from the same courageous defenders of academic

freedom against the onslaught from the left, Senator Larry Mumper
introduced legislation to “restrict what university professors could say

in their classrooms.” His “‘academic bill of rights for higher educa-

tion’ would prohibit instructors at public or private universities from

‘persistently’ discussing controversial issues in class or from using

their classes to push political, ideological, religious or anti-religious

views.” Many professors, Mumper said, “undermine the values of

rheir students because ‘80 percent or so of them
|
professors] are

Democrats, liberals or socialists or card-carrying Communists’ who
attempt to indoctrinate students.” Thus one can see why their resis-

tance to academic freedom is so “fierce” and their defeat so “bitter.”62

The proposal admittedly has merits: it would save substantial sums

by eliminating the departments of economics, government, history,

and other disciplines concerned with human affairs, which inevitably

push political and ideological views and persistently discuss controver-

sial issues—unless they too are reduced to testing on skills and data.

Similar hills have been introduced in many state legislatures. Under

particular attack are Middle East departments and peace studies pro-

grams. The federal government has also entered the fray. In October

2003, the House of Representatives “unanimously passed a bill that

could require university international studies departments to show more

support for American foreign policy or risk their federal funding." This
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bill was aimed particularly at Middle East programs: “Inherent in the

act is the assumption that it most established experts believe American

Middle East policy is bad, the flaw lies with the experts, not the pol-

icy,” Michelle Goldberg writes. Faculty feel “the threat that [aca-

demic] centers will he punished for not toeing the official line out of

Washington, which is an unprecedented degree of federal intrusion

into a university-based area studies program,” a conclusion that could

be debated if we consider more indirect forms of intrusion. In an im-

portant review of the scandalous attacks on Middle East and peace

studies departments, the eminent Israeli sociologist Baruch Kimmer-

ling warned of the ominous consequences of “this assault on academic

freedom by a coalition of ncocons and zealous Jewish students sup-

ported by some Jewish ‘mainstream’ organizations,” inspired by

“Horowitz’s crusade.” The title of his essay was: “Can a ‘Patriotic’

Mob Take Over the Universities?” The essay was rejected by the

Chronicle of Higher Education. Pursuing similar themes, Harvard

Middle East scholar Sara Roy quotes Horowitz’s attack on 250 peace

studies programs in the United States that, he asserts, teach students

to identify with America’s terrorist enemies and to identify America as

a Great Satan oppressing the world’s poor and causing them to go

hungry. . . . The question is: how long can a nation at war with ruth-

less enemies like bin Laden and Zarqawi survive if its educational in-

stitutions continue to be suborned in this way?”6'*

Rather different questions come to mind, including those raised by

l-ritz Stern in Foreign Affairs or, from the opposite perspective, the

words of the classic guardian of authority Thomas Hobbes, who

warned that "the Universities have been to this nation as the wooden

horse was to the Trojans.” They must he “better disciplined,” Hobbes

continued: “I despair of any lasting peace among ourselves, till the

Universities here shall bend and direct their studies to the . . . teaching

of absolute obedience to the laws of the King.” He denounced the uni-

versities for “teaching subversion,” for advocating divided sover-

eignty, and even “spreading the doctrines of ancient liberty and

religious refusal,” Corey Robin writes.
64

The campaign of the “patriots" to ensure even tighter control over the

educational system is particularly dangerous against the background of
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the widespread rejection of science, a phenomenon with deep roots in

American history that has been cynically exploited for narrow political

gain in the past quarter century. The belief system has no counterpart in

the industrial societies. About 40 percent of the population believe that

“living things have existed in their present form since the beginning

of rime” and support a ban on the teaching of evolution in favor of

creationism. Two-thirds want to have both evolution and creationism

taught in the schools, agreeing with the president, who favors reaching

evolution as well as “intelligent design”-—“so people can understand

what the debate is about,” in his words/’ 5 His handlers surely know there

is no “debate.” As a result of many forms of harassment in recent years,

foreign students and faculty, including those in the sciences and technol-

ogy, have become increasingly unwilling to study and work in the United

States. These developments proceed alongside Bush administration hos-

tility to science and their readiness to put the “innovation pipeline at

risk” by reducing the university-based research on which the advanced

economy relies. A further development is the ongoing corporatization of

universities, which tends to foster short-term projects and secrecy, among
other effects. The long-term consequences for the society could be severe.

A “CLEAR RUN FOR BUSINESS”

I he consequences of the pro-business, pro-government policies be-

came impossible to conceal after the Hurricane Katrina tragedy. The

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) had listed a major

hurricane in New Orleans as one of the three most likely catastrophes

in the United States. One high official reported that “New Orleans

was the No. I disaster we were talking about. We were obsessed with

New Orleans because of the risk,” FEMA had carried out drills and

made elaborate plans, but they were not implemented. National Guard

troops who had been sent to Iraq “took a lot of needed equipment

with them, including dozens of high-water vehicles, Humvees, refuel-

ing tankers and generators that would he needed in the event a major

natural disaster hit: the state,” the Wall Street Journal reported, and “a

senior Army official said the service was reluctant to commit the 4th

Brigade of the 10th Mountain Division from Fort Polk, because the
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unit, which numbers several thousand soldiers, is in the midst of prepar-

ing for an Afghanistan deployment.”66

In accord with Bush administration priorities, rhe hurricane threat

had been downgraded just as the threat of terror was. Lack of concern

covered a broad range, l ake the matter of wetlands, an important fac-

tor in reducing the power of hurricanes and storm surges. Wetlands

were “largely missing when Katrina struck,” Sandra Postel writes, in

part because “the Bush administration in 2003 effectively gutted the

‘no net loss’ of wetlands policy initiated during the administration of

the elder Bush.” Furthermore, former FEMA officials reported that

the agency’s capabilities were “effectively marginalized" under Bush

as it was folded into the Homeland Security Department, with fewer

resources and extra layers of bureaucracy, and a “brain drain” as de-

moralized employees left, rather like what happened in the CIA when

it was punished for disobedience. Formerly a “tier one federal agency,’

under Bush FEMA isn’t “even in the backseat,” a high official said:

“They are in the trunk of the Department of Homeland Security car.”

Hence the inability to carry out the successful simulated hurricane

drill for New Orleans a year before Katrina hit. Bush funding cuts had

compelled the Army Corps of Engineers to reduce flood-control work

sharply, including badly needed strengthening of the levees that pro-

tected the city. Bush’s February 2005 budget called for another sharp

reduction, “the largest cut ever proposed,” the Financial Times re-

ported, a specialty of Bush administration timing, much like the sharp

cut in security for public transportation right before the London

bombing in July 2005, which targeted public transportation. Relative

to size of economy, the FEMA budget declined by almost 9 percent in

the preceding three years, economist Dean Baker reported. The

poverty rate, which has grown under Bush, reached 28 percent in New

Orleans, and the limited welfare safety net was weakened still further.

The effects were so dramatic that the media, across the spectrum,

were appalled by the scale of the class- and race-based devastation.

Reviewing the sorry record, Paul Krugman wrote that Bush’s agenda

had created a “can’t-do government” for the general population, an-

other striking feature of a failing state.67
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While the media were showing vivid scenes of human misery, Re-

publican leaders wasted no time in “using relief measures for the

hurricane-ravaged Gulf coast to achieve a broad range of conservative

economic and social policies.” Among these are suspending rules that

require payment of prevailing wages by the federal contractors who are

likely to be the prime players in the next corruption scandal, thereby

“lowering costs for doing business”; limiting victims’ right to sue; pro-

viding children with vouchers rather than supporting schools (with a

bonus for private schools); cutting funds for food stamps and school

lunch and breakfast programs (while releasing the figures on the in-

crease in hunger in the country); lifting environmental restrictions;

“waiving the estate tax for deaths in rhe storm-affected states”—a great

boon for the black population fleeing New Orleans slums—and in

general making it dear once again that cynicism knows few bounds.68

Although Bush-style extremism doubtless accelerated the tenden-

cies that were savagely revealed in New Orleans, their roots lie much

deeper, in militarized state capitalism with corresponding neglect of

the needs of cities and human services overall, topics extensively ex-

plored by Seymour Melman in particular for many years. “Once

again,” political economist Tom Reifcr observes in an analysis of the

Katrina disaster, “National Security ideology proved crucial in the bit-

ter class war not only against the Third World, but against the domes-

tic population at home.” 61'

The achievements of the first George W. Bush term included huge

corporate profits while wages stagnated or declined, along with huge

tax cuts for the rich to redistribute wealth even further upward than

before. These were among the many policies benefiting a tiny minor-

ity and likely to create a long-term “fiscal train wreck” that will un-

dermine future social spending and transfer to future generations the

costs of today’s plunder by the very rich.
70

Bush’s second term quickly justified a Wall Street Journal head-

line reading “Bush Starts to Deliver for Big Business.” Its first leg-

islative triumph was a bankruptcy law, “crafted with industry help

and backed by President Bush,” the Journal reported. The legisla-

tion “takes the firm view that this is the borrower’s problem, not
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the industry’s” and thus “would swing the legal pendulum on this

long-running issue in favor of creditors.” The law seeks to address

the problems created by huge credit card industry campaigns to

stimulate reckless borrowing by more vulnerable sectors of the pop-

ulation, who then face unpayable debt and arc forced to file for

bankruptcy to survive. Adopting the priorities of the rich and power-

ful, the bill “does little to hold the financial-services industry respon-

sible for the easy access to credit they have been offering consumers.”

Sponsors even rejected an effort “to have the bill put limits on mar-

keting to students under age 18 and cap some credit-card interest

rates." The guiding principles are much the same as for international

lending. The World Bank and others stimulate borrowing by the rich

and powerful in the poor countries, the risky loans yield high returns,

and when rhe system crashes, structural adjustment programs transfer

the costs to the poor, who never borrowed the money in the first place

and gained little from it, and to the taxpayers of the North. The IMF

serves as “the credit community’s enforcer,” in the apt phrase of its US

executive director. Mechanisms to impose costs of risky high-yield

loans on the lenders are well known, but ignored.
1

The problems caused by financial industry avarice are severe. Bank-

ruptcy filings “rose eightfold over the last 30 years, from 200,000 in

1 978 to 1.6 million” in 2004; they are expected to reach 1.8 million in

2005. “The overwhelming majority of them are personal, not busi-

ness,” resulting from a steady increase in household debt, “now at

record highs relative to disposable income." A primary cause of debt is

relentless pressure by the financial industries that now have to be pro-

tected from rhe consequences of their (highly profitable) actions. Stud-

ies reveal that “families with children arc three rimes more likely to file

as those without, |andj more than 80 percent of them cite job loss,

medical problems or family breakup as the reason.” About half of the

filings in 2001 resulted from health care costs. “Even middle-class in-

sured families often fall prey to financial catastrophe when sick.”
7 '1

“Reduced access to healthcare services is a financial hardship that

threatens Americans’ quality of life more directly than any other,” the

Gallup organization found. From January 2005, “healthcare costs

have topped the list; when Americans were asked to name the most ttn«
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portant financial problem their families face.” What the directors re-

gard as the most “astounding” finding is that only 6 percent of Amer-

icans “reported being satisfied with the total cost of healthcare in the

United States,” while 71 percent were dissatisfied and 46 percent “not

at all” satisfied. A third of respondents reported that they had put off

health care during the past year because of costs; as expected, per-

centages are considerably higher for those with lower incomes or who
describe their health as “fair” to “poor.” Over half had put off treat-

ment for very serious or somewhat serious conditions, a figure rising

to 69 percent among those with incomes under $25,000. The fact that

"income has become a serious barrier to accessing needed services”

means that chose who most need care are not receiving it, Gallup ob-

serves. Satisfaction with the health care system is lower than in Britain

and Canada, even disregarding the approximately 45 million Ameri-

cans who lack health insurance altogether. 73

As noted earlier, substantial majorities favor national health care

even if it would lead to higher taxes. It is, however, likely that a na-

tional health care system would reduce expenses considerably, avoid-

ing the heavy costs of multiple layers of bureaucracy, close supervision,

endless paperwork, and other concomitants of privatization. These

costs, along with the unique power of the pharmaceutical corporations

and financial institutions, render the US system the most inefficient in

the industrial world, with costs far higher than the average for indus-

trial (OECD) societies, and some of the worst health outcomes.

The rapidly escalating costs of health care are threatening a serious

fiscal crisis, along with immeasurable human costs. Infant mortality is

one major index. The UN Human Development Report 2005 reveals

that “since 2000 a half century of sustained decline in infant death

rates [in the United States] first slowed and then reversed." By 2005

the rates had risen to the level of Malaysia, a country where the aver-

age income is one-quarter that in the United States. The report also re-

views the effects of government programs. In the United Kingdom, for

example, the rate of child poverty rose sharply during the Margaret

Thatcher years, then reversed after the Labour government adopted

policies to halve child poverty by 2010. “Fiscal redistribution has

played a central rote in strategies for meeting the target,” the report
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concludes: “Large increases in financial support for families with chil-

dren,” as well as other fiscal programs, “boosted the incomes of low-

income working families with children, ’ with significant effects on

child poverty.
74

The financial crisis is surely no secret. The press reports that 30

percent of health care costs go for administration, a proportion vastly

higher than in government-run systems, including those within the

United States, which are far from the most efficient. These estimates

are seriously understated because of the ideological decision not to

count the costs for individuals—for doctors who waste their own time

or are forced to misuse it, or for patients who “enter a world of pa-

perwork so surreal that it belongs in one of Kafka’s tales of the tri-

umph of faceless bureaucracies.” The complexities of billing have

become so outlandish that the National Coordinator for Health Infor-

mation Technology, the president’s senior adviser, says when he gets a

bill for his four-year-old child, he “can’t figure out what happened, or

what I’m supposed to do.” Those who want to see government bu-

reaucracy reaching levels that even Kafka might not have imagined

should look at the official ninety-eight-page government handbook on

the Medicare prescription drug plan, provided to Medicare partici-

pants to inform them of their options under the bill passed by Congress

in June 2004, with the help of an army of lobbyists from pharmaceuti-

cal companies and health maintenance organizations (HMDs). The

idea, the Wall Street journal informs its affluent readers, “is that pa-

tients will he encouraged to bargain-hunt for medical care” and may

even save money, if they can hire enough research assistants to work

through the many private options available, and make lucky guesses.

Health Savings Accounts, also welcomed by the editors, have similar

properties. For the wealthy and the corporate beneficiaries the exciting

new programs will be just fine, like health care in general. The rest will

get what they deserve for not having ascended to these heights.
’

The Bush administration response to the health care crisis has been

to reduce services to the poor (Medicaid). I he timing was again im -

peccable. “As Republican leaders in Congress move to trim billions of

dollars from the Medicaid health program,” the Washington Post re-

ported, “they are simultaneously intervening to save the life of possi-
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bly the highest- profile Medicaid patient: Terri Schiavo.” Republican

majority leader Tom DeLay, while proclaiming his deep concern for

Schiavo and his dedication to ensure that she has the chance “we all

deserve,” simultaneously shepherded through the House a budget res-

olution to cut $15 billion to $20 billion from Medicaid for the next

five years. As if the exploitation of the rragedy of this poor woman for

partisan gain were not disgraceful enough, DeLay and others like him

were depriving her, and who knows how many others, of the means of

survival. They were also providing more instruction about their actual

moral values and concern for the sanctity of life.
76

The primary method devised to divert attention from the health

care crisis was to organize a major PR campaign to “reform” Social

Security—meaning dismantle it—on the pretext that it is facing an

awesome fiscal crisis. There is no need to review the remarkable deceit

<>f the administration propaganda, and the falsifications and misrepre-

sentations repeated without comment by much of media commentary',

which cooperated in making it the “hot topic” in Washington. Expo-

sure has been carried out more than adequately elsewhere. The steady

drumbeat of deceit has been so extreme as to drive frustrated analysts

to words rarely voiced in restrained journals: that Bush “repeatedly

lied about the current [Social Security] system,” making claims that

“were demonstrably false and that his staff must have known were

false.”77

It is not that the system has no flaws. It surely does. The highly re-

gressive payroll tax is an illustration. More generally, an OECD study

found that the US system “is one of the least generous public pension

systems in advanced countries,” consistent with the comparative

weakness of benefits in the United States.
78

• he alleged crisis of Social Security is rooted in demographic facts:

l he ratio of working people lo retired people is declining. The data are

accurate, but partial. The relevant figure is the ratio of working people

to those they support. According to official statistics, the ratio of

working people to dependents (under twenty, over sixty-five) hit its

lowest point in 1 965 and is not expected to reach that level through

the projected period (to 2080). The propaganda image is that the retire-

ment of the “baby boomers” is going to crash the system; as repeatedly
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pointed out, their retirement had already been financed by the

Greenspan-led increase in payroll taxes in .1983. That aside, the

boomers were once children, and had to be cared for then as well. And

we find that during those years there was a sharp increase in spending

for education and other child care needs. I here was no crisis. If Amer-

ican society was able to take care of the boomers from ages zero to

twenty, there can be no fundamental reason why a much richer soci-

ety, with far higher output per worker, cannot take care of them from

ages sixty-five to ninety. At most, some technical fixes might he

needed, but no major crisis looms in the foreseeable future.'
9

Critics of Bush’s efforts to chip away at Social Security by various

“ownership society” schemes have proclaimed success because public

opposition was too high to ram the legislation through. But the cele-

bration is premature. The campaign of deceit achieved a great deal,

laying the basis for the next assault on the system. Reacting to the PR

campaign, the Gallup poll, for the first time, included Social Security

among the choices for “top concerns.” Gallup found that only “the

availability and affordability of healthcare" is a larger concern for the

public than Social Security. About half of Americans worry “a great

deal” about it, and another quarter a “fair amount,” more than are

concerned about such issues as terrorism or oil prices. A Zogby poll

found that 6 1 percent believe the system faces “serious problems” and

14 percent think it’s “in crisis,” though in fact it is “financially

stronger than it has been throughout most of its history, according to

the Trustees’
|
President Bush’s

|
numbers,” economist Mark Weisbrot

observes. The campaign has been particularly effective among the

young. Among students, 70 percent are “concerned that the pension

system may not he there when they retire.”
80

These are major victories for those who hope to destroy Social Se-

curity, revealing once again the effectiveness of a flood of carefully

contrived propaganda amplified by the media in a business-run soci-

ety where institutionalized deceit has been refined to a high art. The

propaganda success compares well with that of the government-media

campaign to convince Americans that Saddam Hussein was an immi-

nent threat to their survival, driving them completely off rhe spectrum

of world opinion.
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There has been some discussion of the curious fact that the need to

reform Social Security became the “hot topic” of the day, while re-

forming the health care system in accord with public opinion is not

even on the agenda, an apparent paradox: the very serious fiscal crisis

of rhe remarkably inefficient and poorly performing health care system

is not a crisis, while urgent action is needed to undermine the efficient

system that is quite sound for the foreseeable future. Furthermore, to

the extent that Social Security might face a crisis some time in the dis-

tant future, it would result primarily from exploding health care costs.

Government projections predict a sharp increase in total benefits rela-

tive to GDP, from under 10 percent in 2000 to almost 25 percent in

2080, which is as far as the projections reach. Through this period So-

cial Security costs are barely expected to increase beyond the 2000
level of 5 percent. A slightly larger increase is predicted for Medicaid,

and a huge increase for Medicare, traceable primarily to the extreme

inefficiency of the privatized health care system. 81

Sensible people will seek differences between the Social Security

and health care systems that might explain the paradox. And they will

quickly find critical differences, which are quite familiar in other do-

mains: the paradox mirrors closely the “schizophrenia” of all admin-

istrations that underlies rhe “strong line of continuity” with regard to

“democracy promotion,” to take one example. Social Security is of

little value for the rich, but is crucial for survival for working people,

the poor, their dependents, and the disabled. For the wealthy, it is an

irrelevant pittance. Bur for close to 60 percent of the population it is

rhe “major source” of retirement income, anti the most secure. Further-

more, as a government program, it has such low administrative costs

that it offers nothing to financial institutions. Social Security helps

only the underlying population, not the substantial people. It is there-

fore natural that it should be dispatched to the flames. The medical

system, in contrast, works very well for the substantial people, with

health care effectively rationed by wealth, while enormous profits flow

to private power for superfluous bureaucracy and supervision, over-

priced drugs, and other useful inefficiencies. The underlying population

can be treated with lectures on responsibility, 82

There are other sound reasons to destroy the Social Security system.
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It is based on principles that are deeply offensive to the moral values

of the political leadership and the sectors they represent—not those

who vote for them, a different category of the population. Social Se-

curity is based on the idea that it is a community responsibility to en-

sure that the disabled widow on the other side of town has food to cat,

or that the child across the street should be able to go to a decent

school. Such evil ideas have to be driven from the mind. They stand in

the way of the “New Spirit of the Age” of the 1850s: “Gain Wealth,

forgetting all but Self.” According to right thinking, it isn’t my fault if

the widow married the wrong person or if the child’s parents made

bad investment decisions, so why should I contribute a few cents to a

public fund to take care of them? The “ownership society,” in con-

trast, suffers from none of these moral defects.

Returning to the November 2004 elections, we learn little of sig-

nificance from them about popular attitudes and opinions, though we

can learn a lot from the studies that are kept in the shadows. And the

whole affair adds more to our understanding of the current state of

American democracy—with most of the industrial world trailing not

too far behind, as privileged and powerful sectors learn and apply the

lessons taught by their leader.

Afterword

No one familiar with history should be surprised that the growing

democratic deficit in the United States is accompanied by declaration

of messianic missions to bring democracy to a suffering world. Decla-

rations of noble intent by systems of power are rarely complete fabri-

cation, and the same is true in this case. Under some conditions, forms

of democracy are indeed acceptable. Abroad, as the leading scholar-

advocate of “democracy promotion” concludes, we find a “strong line

of continuity”: democracy is acceptable if and only if it is consistent

with strategic and economic interests (Thomas Carothers). In modi-

fied form, the doctrine holds at home as well.

The basic dilemma facing policy makers is sometimes candidly rec-

ognized at the dovish liberal extreme of the spectrum, for example, by

Robert Pastor, President Carter’s national security advisor for Latin

America. He explained why the administration had to support the

murderous and corrupt Somoza regime in Nicaragua, and, when that

proved impossible, to try at least to maintain the US-trained National

Guard even as if was massacring the population “with a brutality a na-

tion usually reserves for its enemy,” killing some forty thousand peo-

ple. The reason was the familiar one: “The United States did not want

to control Nicaragua or the other nations of the region, but it also did

not want developments to get out: of control. It wanted Nicaraguans
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to act independently, except when doing so would affect U.S. interests

adversely.” 1

Similar dilemmas faced Bush administration planners after their in-

vasion of Iraq. They want Iraqis “to act independently, except when

doing so would affect U.S. interests adversely.” Iraq must therefore be

sovereign and democratic, but within limits. It must somehow be con-

structed as an obedient client state, much in the manner of the tradi-

tional order in Central America. At a general level, the pattern is

familiar, reaching to the opposite extreme of institutional structures.

The Kremlin was able to maintain satellites that were run by domestic

political and military forces, with the iron fist poised. Germany was

able to do much the same in occupied Europe even while it was at war,

as did fascist Japan in Manchuria (its Manchukuo). Fascist Italy

achieved similar results in North Africa while carrying out virtual

genocide that in no way harmed its favorable image in the West and

possibly inspired Hitler. Traditional imperial and neocolonial systems

illustrate many variations on similar themes.2

To achieve the traditional goals in Iraq has proven to be surpris-

ingly difficult, despite unusually favorable circumstances, as already

reviewed. The dilemma of combining a measure of independence with

firm control arose in a stark form not long after the invasion, as mass

nonviolent resistance compelled the invaders to accept far more Iraqi

initiative than they had anticipated. The outcome even evoked the

nightmarish prospect of a more or less democratic and sovereign Iraq

taking its place in a loose Shiite alliance comprising Iran, Shiite Iraq,

and possibly the nearby Shiite-dominated regions of Saudi Arabia,

controlling most of the world’s oil and independent of Washington.

The situation could get worse. Iran might give up on hopes that Eu-

rope could become independent of the United States, and turn east-

ward. Highly relevant background is discussed by Selig Harrison, a

leading specialist on these topics. “The nuclear negotiations between

Iran and the European Union were based on a bargain that the EU,

held back by the US, has failed to honour,” Harrison observes. The

bargain was that Iran would suspend uranium enrichment, and the EU

would undertake security guarantees. The language of the joint decla-

ration was “unambiguous. ‘A. mutually acceptable agreement,’ it said.
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would not only provide ‘objective guarantees’ that Iran’s nuclear pro-

gramme is ‘exclusively for peaceful purposes’ but would ‘equally pro-

vide firm. commitments on security issues.’” 3

The phrase “security issues” is a thinly veiled reference to the

threats by the United States and Israel to bomb Iran, and preparations

to do so. The model regularly adduced is Israel’s bombing of Iraq’s

Osirak reactor in 1981, which appears to have initiated Saddam’s nu-

clear weapons programs, another demonstration that violence tends

to elicit violence. Any attempt to execute similar plans against Iran

could lead to immediate violence, as is surely understood in Washing-

ton. During a visit to Teheran, the influential Shiite cleric Muqtada
al-Sadr warned that his militia would defend Iran in the case of any at-

tack, “one of the strongest signs yet," the Washington Post reported,

“that Iraq could become a battleground in any Western conflict with

Iran, raising che specter of Iraqi Shiite militias—or perhaps even the

U.S.-trained Shiite-dominated military—taking on American troops

here in sympathy with lean.” The Sadrist bloc, which registered sub-

stantial gains in the December 2005 elections, may soon become cite

most powerful single political force in Iraq. It is consciously pursuing

the model of other successful Islamist groups, such as Hamas in Pales-

tine, combining strong resistance to military occupation with grass-

roots social organizing and service to the poor.4

Washington’s unwillingness to allow regional security issues to be

considered is nothing new. It has also arisen repeatedly in the con-

frontation with Iraq. In the background is the matter of Israeli nuclear

weapons, a topic that Washington bars from international considera-

tion. Beyond that lurks what Harrison rightly describes as “the central

problem facing the global non-proliferation regime”: the failure of the

nuclear states to live up to their NPT obligation “to phase out their

own nuclear weapons”—-and, in Washington’s case, formal rejection

of the obligation.'

Unlike Europe, China refuses to be intimidated by Washington, a

primary reason for the growing fear of China on the part of US plan-

ners. Much of Iran’s oil already goes to China, and China is providing

Iran with weapons, presumably considered a deterrent to US threats.

Still more uncomfortable for Washington is the fact that “the Sino-Saudi
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relationship has developed dramatically,” including Chinese military

aid to Saudi Arabia and gas exploration rights for China. By 2005,

Saudi Arabia provided about 17 percent of China's oil imports. Chi-

nese and Saudi oil companies have signed deals for drilling and con-

struction of a huge refinery (with Exxon Mobil as a partner). A

January 2006 visit by Saudi king Abdullah to Beijing was expected to

lead to a Sino-Saudi memorandum of understanding calling for “in-

creased cooperation and investment between the two countries in oil,

natural gas, and minerals.” 1
'’

Indian analyst Aijaz Ahmad observes that Iran could “emerge as

the virtual lynchpin in the making, over the next decade or so, of what

China and Russia have come to regard as an absolutely indispensable

Asian Energy Security Grid, for breaking Western control of the

world’s energy supplies and securing the great industrial revolution of

Asia.” South Korea and southeast Asian countries are likely to join,

possibly Japan as well. A crucial question is how India will react. It re-

jected US pressures to withdraw from an oil pipeline deal with Iran.

On the other hand, India joined the United States and the EU in voting

for an anti-Iranian resolution at the IAEA, joining also in their

hypocrisy, since India rejects the NPT regime to which Iran, so far, ap-

pears to be largely conforming. Ahmad reports that India may have

secretly reversed its stand under Iranian threats to terminate a $20 bil-

lion gas deal. Washington later warned India that its “nuclear deal

with the US could be ditched” if India did not go along with US de-

mands, eliciting a sharp rejoinder from the Indian foreign ministry

and an evasive tempering of the warning by the US embassy.'

India too has options. It may choose to he a US client, or it may

prefer to join a more independent Asian bloc that is taking shape, with

growing tics to Middle East oil producers. In a series of informative

commentaries, the deputy editor of the Hindu observes that “if the

21st century is to be an ‘Asian century,’ Asia’s passivity in the energy

sector has to end.” Though it “hosts the world’s largest producers and

fastest growing consumers of energy,” Asia still relies “on institu-

tions, trading frameworks and armed forces from outside the region in

order to trade with itself,” a debilitating heritage from the imperial

era. The key is India-China cooperation. In 2005, he points out, India
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and China “managed to confound analysts around the world by turn-

ing their much-vaunted rivalry for the acquisition of oil and gas assets

in third countries into a nascent partnership that could alter the basic-

dynamics of the global energy market.” A January 2006 agreement

signed in Beijing “cleared the way for India and China to collaborate

not only in technology but also in hydrocarbon exploration and pro-

duction, a partnership that eventually could alter fundamental equa-

tions in the world’s oil and natural gas sector.” At a meeting in New
Delhi of Asian energy producers and consumers a few months earlier,

India had “unveiled an ambitious $22.4 billion pan-Asian gas grid and

oil security pipeline system” extending throughout all of Asia, from

Siberian fields through central Asia and to the Middle East energy gi-

ants, also integrating the consumer states. Furthermore, Asian coun-

tries “hold more than two trillion dollars worth of foreign reserves,”

overwhelmingly denominated in dollars, though prudence suggests di-

versification. A first step, already being contemplated, is an Asian oil

market trading in euros. The impact on the international financial sys-

tem and the balance of global power could he significant. The United

States “sees India as the weakest link in the emerging Asian chain,” he

continues, and is “trying actively to divert New Delhi away from the

task of creating new regional architecture by dangling the nuclear car-

rot and the promise of world power status m alliance with itself.” If

the Asian project is to succeed, he warns, “India will have to resist

these allurements.” Similar questions arise with regard to the Shang-

hai Cooperation Organization formed in 2001 as a Russia-China-

based counterweight to the expansion of US power into former Soviet

central Asia, now evolving “rapidly toward a regional security bloc

I
chat

|
could soon induct new members such as India, Pakistan, and

Iran,” longtime Moscow correspondent Fred Weir reports, perhaps

becoming a “Eurasian military confederacy to rival NATO.” 8

The prospect that Europe and Asia might move toward greater in-

dependence has seriously troubled IJS planners since World War II,

and concerns have significantly increased as the tripolar order has con-

tinued to evolve, along with new south-south interactions and rapidly

growing EU engagement with China.9

US intelligence has projected that the United States, while controlling
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Middle East oil for the traditional reasons, will itself rely mainly on

more stable Atlantic Basin resources (West Africa, Western Hemi-

sphere). Control of Middle East oil is now far from a sure thing, and

these expectations are also threatened by developments in the Western

Hemisphere, accelerated by Bush administration policies that have left

the United States remarkably isolated in the global arena. The Bush

administration has even succeeded in alienating Canada, an impressive

feat. Canada’s relations with the United States are more “strained and

combative” than ever before as a result of Washington’s rejection of

NAFTA decisions favoring Canada, Joel Brinkley reports. “Partly as a

result, Canada is working hard to build up its relationship with China

[and] some officials are saying Canada may shift a significant portion

of its trade, particularly oil, from the United States to China.”

Canada’s minister of natural resources said that within a few years

one-quarter of the oil that Canada now sends to the United States may
go to China instead. In a further blow to Washington’s energy poli-

cies, the leading oil exporter in the hemisphere, Venezuela, has forged

probably the closest relations with China of any Latin American coun-

try, and is planning to sell increasing amounts of oil to China as part

of its effort to reduce dependence on the openly hostile US govern-

ment. Latin America as a whole is increasing trade and other relations

with China, with some setbacks, hut likely expansion, in particular

for raw materials exporters like Brazil and Chile. 10

Meanwhile, Cuba-Venezuela relations are becoming very close,

each relying on its comparative advantage. Venezuela is providing

low-cost oil while in return Cuba organizes literacy and health pro-

grams, sending thousands of highly skilled professionals, teachers,

and doctors, who work in the poorest and most neglected areas, as

they do elsewhere in the Third World. Cuba -Venezuela projects are

extending to the Caribbean countries, where Cuban doctors are pro-

viding health care to thousands of people with Venezuelan funding.

Operation Miracle, as it is called, is described by Jamaica’s ambassa-

dor to Cuba as “an example of integration and south-south co-

operation,” and is generating great enthusiasm among the poor

majority. Cuban medical assistance is also being welcomed elsewhere.

One of the most horrendous tragedies of recent years was the October
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2005 earthquake in Pakistan. In addition to the huge toll, unknown
numbers of survivors have to face brutal winter weather with little

shelter, food, or medical assistance. One has to turn to the South

Asian press to read that “Cuba has provided the largest contingent of

doctors and paramedics to Pakistan,” paying all the costs (perhaps

with Venezuelan funding), and that President Musharraf expressed his

“deep gratitude” for the “spirit and compassion” of the Cuban med-

ical teams. These are reported to comprise more than one thousand

trained personnel, 44 percent of them women, who remained to work
in remote mountain villages, “living in tents in freezing weather and

in an alien culture” after the Western aid teams had been withdrawn,

setting up nineteen field hospitals and working twelve-hour shifts."

Some analysts have suggested that Cuba and Venezuela might even

unite, a step towards further integration, of Latin America in a bloc

that is more independent from the United States. Venezuela has joined

Mercosur, the South American customs union, a move described by

Argentine president Nestor Eirefiner as “a milestone” in the develop-

ment of this trading bloc, and welcomed as opening “a new chapter in

our integration” by Brazilian president Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva. In-

dependent experts say that “adding Venezuela to the bloc furthers its

geopolitical vision of eventually spreading Mercosur to the rest of the

region.” At a meeting to mark Venezuela’s entry into Mercosur,

Venezuelan president Chavez said, “We cannot allow this to be purely

an economic project, one for the elites and for the transnational com-

panies,” a not very oblique reference to the US-sponsored “Free Trade

Agreement for the Americas,” which has aroused strong public oppo-

sition. Venezuela also supplied Argentina with fuel oil to help stave

off ari energy crisis, and bought almost a third of Argentine debt is-

sued in 2005, one element of a region-wide effort to free the countries

from the control of the US -dominated IMF after two decades of disas-

trous effects of conformity to its rules. The IMF has “acted towards

out country as a promoter and a vehicle of policies that caused

poverty and pain among the Argentine people,” President Kirchner

said in announcing his decision to pay almost $ I trillion to rid itself of

the IMF forever. Radically violating IMF rules, Argentina enjoyed a

substantial recovery from the disaster left by IMF policies."-
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Steps toward independent regional integration advanced further

with the election of Evo Morales in Bolivia in December 2005, the

first president from the indigenous majority. Morales moved quickly

to reach energy accords with Venezuela. The Financial Times reported

that these “are expected to underpin forthcoming radical reforms to

Bolivia’s economy and energy sector” with its huge gas reserves, sec-

ond only to Venezuela’s in South America. Morales too committed

himself to reverse the neoliberal policies that Bolivia had pursued rig-

orously for twenty-five years, leaving the country with lower pet-

capita income than at the outset. Adherence to the neoliberal pro-

grams was interrupted during this period only when popular discon-

tent compelled the government to abandon them, as when it followed

World Bank advice to privatize water supply and “get prices right”—

incidentally, to deprive the poor of access to water, 15

Venezuelan “subversion,” as it is described in Washington, is ex-

tending to the United States as well. Perhaps that calls for expansion

of the policies of “containment” of Venezuela ordered by Bush in

March 2005. In November 2005, the Washington Post reported, a

group of senators sent a letter “to nine big oil companies: With huge

increases in winter heating bills expected, the letter read, we want you

to donate some of your record profits ro help low-income people cover

those costs.” They received one response: from CTTGO, the

Venezuelan-controlled company. C1TGO offered to provide low-cost

oil to low-income residents of Boston, later elsewhere. Chavez is only

doing it “for political gain,” the State Department responded; it is

“somewhat akin to the government of Cuba offering scholarships to

medical school in Cuba ro disadvantaged American youth.” Quite un-

like aid from the United States and other countries, which is pure-

hearted altruism. It is not clear that these subtleties will be appreciated

by the recipients of the “12 million gallons of discounted home-

heating oil
|
provided by CITGO] to local charities and 45,000 low-

income families in Massachusetts.” The oil is distributed to poor

people facing a 30-50 percent rise in oil prices, with fuel assistance

“woefully underfunded, so this is a major shot in the arm for people

who otherwise wouldn’t get through the winter,” according to the di-

rector of the. nonprofit organization that distributes low-cost oil to
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“homeless shelters, food banks, and low-income housing groups.” He

also “said he hoped the deal would present ‘a friendly challenge’ to US

oil companies—which recently reported record quarterly profits—to

use their windfall to help poor families survive the winter,” appar-

ently in vain. 14

Though Central America was largely disciplined by Reaganite vio-

lence and terror, the rest of the hemisphere is falling out of control,

particularly from Venezuela to Argentina, which was the poster child

of the IMF and the Treasury Department until its economy collapsed

under the policies they imposed. Much of the region lias left-center

governments. The indigenous populations have become much more

active and influential, particularly in Bolivia and Ecuador, both major

energy producers, where they either want oil and gas to be domesti-

cally controlled or, in some cases, oppose production altogether.

Many indigenous people apparently do not sec any reason why their

lives, societies, and cultures should be disrupted or destroyed so that

New Yorkers can sit in SUVs in traffic gridlock. Some are even calling

for an “Indian nation” in South America. Meanwhile the economic in-

tegration that is under way is reversing patterns that trace back to the

Spanish conquests, with Latin American elites and economies linked

to the imperial powers but not ro one another. Along with growing

south-south interaction on a broader scale, these developments are

strongly influenced by popular organizations that are coming together

m the unprecedented international global justice movements, ludi-

crously called “anti-globalization” because they favor globalization

that privileges the interests of people, not investors and financial insti-

tutions. For many reasons, the system of US global dominance is frag-

ile, even apart from the damage inflicted by Bush planners.

One consequence is that the Bush administration’s pursuit of the

traditional policies of deterring democracy faces new obstacles. It is

no longer as easy as before to resort to military coups and interna-

tional terrorism to overthrow democratically elected governments, as

Bush planners learned ruefully in 2002 in Venezuela. The “strong line

of continuity” must be pursued in other ways, for the most part. In

Iraq, as we have seen, mass nonviolent resistance compelled Washing-

ton and London to permit the elections they had sought to evade. The
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subsequent effort to subvert the elections by providing substantial ad-

vantages to the administration’s favorite candidate, and expelling the

independent media, also failed. Washington faces further problems.

The Iraqi labor movement is making considerable progress despite

the opposition of the occupation authorities. The situation is rather

like Europe and Japan after World War II, when a primary goal of

the United States and United Kingdom was to undermine indepen-

dent labor movements—as at home, for similar reasons: organized la-

bor contributes in essential ways to functioning democracy with

popular engagement. Many of the measures adopted at that time

—

withholding food, supporting fascist police—are no longer available.

Nor is it possible today to rely on the labor bureaucracy of A IELD to

help undermine unions. Today, some American unions are supporting

Iraqi workers, just as they do in Colombia, where more union activists

are murdered than anywhere in the world. At least the unions now re-

ceive support from the United Steelworkers of America and others,

while Washington continues to provide enormous funding for the gov-

ernment, which bears a large part of the responsibility.
1 ’

The problem of elections arose in Palestine much in the way it did

in Iraq. As already discussed, the Bush administration refused to per-

mit elections until the death of Yasser Arafat, aware that the wrong

man would win. After his death, the administration agreed to permit

elections, expecting the victory of its favored Palestinian Authority

candidates. To promote this outcome, Washington resorted to much

the same modes of subversion as in Iraq, and often before. Washing-

ton used USAID as an “invisible conduit” in an effort to “increase the

popularity of the Palestinian Authority on the eve of crucial elections

in which the governing party faces a serious challenge from the radical

Islamic group Hamas,” spending almost $2 million “on dozens of

quick projects before elections this week to bolster the governing Fa-

tah faction’s image with voters.” In the United States, or any Western

country, even a hint of such foreign interference would destroy a can-

didate, but deeply rooted imperial mentality legitimates such routine

measures elsewhere. However, the attempt to subvert the elections

again resoundingly failed.
16

The US and Israeli governments now have to adjust to dealing
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somehow with a radical Islamic party that approaches their traditional

rejectionist stance, though not entirely, at least if Hamas really does

mean to agree to an indefinite truce on the international border as its

leaders state. The US and Israel, in contrast, insist that Israel must take

over substantial parts of the West Bank (and the forgotten Golan

Heights). Hamas’s refusal to accept Israel’s “right to exist” mirrors the

refusal of Washington and Jerusalem to accept Palestine’s “right to

exist”—a concept unknown in international affairs; Mexico accepts

the existence of the United States but not its abstract “right to exist”

on almost half of Mexico, acquired by conquest. Hamas’s formal

commitment to “destroy Israel” places it on a par with the United

States and Israel, which vowed formally that there could be no “addi-

tional Palestinian state” (in addition to Jordan) until they relaxed their

extreme rejectionist stand partially in the past few years, in the manner

already reviewed. Although Hamas has not said so, it would come as

no great surprise if Hamas were to agree that Jews may remain in scat-

tered areas in the present Israel, while Palestine constructs huge settle-

ment and infrastructure projects to take over the valuable land and

resources, effectively breaking Israel up into unviable cantons, virtu-

ally separated from one another and from some small part of

Jerusalem where Jews would also be allowed to remain. And they

might agree to call die fragments “a state.” If such proposals were

made, we would—rightly—regard them as virtually a reversion to

Nazism, a fact that might elicit some thoughts. If such proposals were

made, Hamas’s position would be essentially like that of the United

States and Israel for the past live years, after they came to tolerate some

impoverished form of “statehood.” It is fair to describe Hamas as rad-

ical, extremist, and violent, and as a serious threat to peace and a just

political settlement. But the organization is hardly alone in this stance.

Elsewhere traditional means of undermining democracy have suc-

ceeded. In Haiti, the Bush administration’s favorite “democracy-

building group, the International Republican Institute,” worked

assiduously to promote the opposition to President Aristide, helped by

the withholding of desperately needed aid on grounds that were dubi-

ous at best. When it seemed that Aristide would probably win any

genuine election, Washington and the opposition chose to withdraw, a
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standard device to discredit elections that are going to come out the

wrong way: Nicaragua in 1984 and Venezuela in December 2005 are

examples that should be familiar. Then followed a military coup, ex-

pulsion of the president, and a reign of terror and violence vastly ex-

ceeding anything under the elected government. 17

The persistence of the strong line of continuity to the present again

reveals that the United States is very much like other powerful stares. It

pursues the strategic and economic interests of dominant sectors of rhe

domestic population, to the accompaniment of rhetorical flourishes

about its dedication to the highest values. That is practically a histori-

cal universal, and the reason why sensible people pay scant attention

to declarations of noble intent by leaders, or accolades by their fol-

lowers.

One commonly hears that carping critics complain about what is

wrong, but do not present solutions. There is an accurate translation

for that charge: “They present solutions, but I don't like them.” In

addition to the proposals that should be familiar about dealing with

the crises that reach to the level of survival, a few simple suggestions

for the United States have already been mentioned: (1) accept rhe ju-

risdiction of the International Criminal Court and the World Court;

(2) sign and carry forward the Kyoto protocols; (3) let the TIN take the

lead in international crises; (4) rely on diplomatic and economic mea-

sures rather than military ones in confronting terror; (5) keep to the

traditional interpretation of the UN Charter; (6) give up the Security

Council veto and have “a decent respect for the opinion of mankind,”

as the Declaration of Independence advises, even it power centers dis-

agree; (7) cut hack sharply on military spending and sharply increase

social spending. For people who believe in democracy, these are very

conservative suggestions: they appear to be the opinions of the major-

ity of the US population, in most cases the overwhelming majority.

They are in radical opposition to public policy. To be sure, we cannot

be very confident about the state of public opinion on such matters be-

cause of another feature of the democratic deficit: the topics scarcely

enter into public discussion and the basic facts are little known. In a

highly atomized society, the public is therefore largely deprived of the

opportunity to form considered opinions.
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Another conservative suggestion is that facts, logic, and elementary

moral principles should matter. Those who take die trouble to adhere

to that suggestion will soon he led to abandon a good part of familiar

doctrine, though it is surely much easier to repeat self-serving mantras.

Such simple truths carry us some distance toward developing more

specific and detailed answers. More important, they open the way to

implement them, opportunities that are readily within our grasp if we

can free ourselves from rhe shackles of doctrine and imposed illusion.

Though it is natural for doctrinal systems to seek to induce pes-

simism, hopelessness, and despair, reality is different. There has been

substantial progress in the unending quest for justice and freedom in

recent years, leaving a legacy that can be carried forward from a

higher plane than before. Opportunities for education and organizing

abound. As in the past, rights are not likely to be granted by benevo-

lent authorities, or won by intermittent actions—attending a few

demonstrations or pushing a lever in rhe personalized quadrennial ex-

travaganzas that are depicted as “democratic politics.” As always in

the past, the tasks require dedicated day-by-day engagement to

create—in part re-create—the basis for a functioning democratic cul-

ture in which the public plays some role in determining policies, not

only in the political arena, from which it is largely excluded, but also

in rhe crucial economic arena, from which ir is excluded in principle.

There are many ways to promote democracy at home, carrying it to

new dimensions. Opportunities are ample, and failure to grasp them is

likely to have ominous repercussions: for the country, lor the world,

and for future generations.
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